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Foreword

For a user of data acquisition and analysis systems for whom such
devices are a tool rather than an object of intense and continuing study,
it is very difficult to follow the rapid progress of techniques and
methods applied in the field. With the fast break-through of micro-
processors and computers, the complexity of the instrumentation has
reached a level where a scientist must spend much time in mastering the
intricacies of his equipment, the programming of his experiments and
operating of his computer. In return, he gets better and rapidly
evaluated results, more precise control of his experiments and savings in
time.

For the staff of those laboratories who are at the point of
introducing some more advanced, possibly computer-based instrumentation,
the problems are more severe. Frequently, such institutions do not have
trained staff members who could study the market and select the most
suitable equipment. The literature on data acquisition and analysis
systems used in nuclear research and technology might be abundant, but is
scattered in many different professional journals which are, as a rule,
not available in physics, chemistry or biology laboratories in developing
countries. The catalogues of commercial manufacturers of nuclear
equipment are an excellent source of information; however, they do not
present the basis for understanding the present status and trends in the
field, and are obviously biased in favour of their own products.

The Advisory Group on Data Acquisition Systems in Nuclear Science and
Technology was concerned with the objective of reviewing the situation,
and assessing possible near-future developments. The papers prepared by
the participants, are kept at such a technical level that they can also
be studied and appreciated by the reader who is not a specialist in
nuclear data handling, and yet provides the necessary inside view of the
field.

The contributions in the last part of the document are by some
commercial manufacturers of nuclear equipment. They are intended as an
illustration of the present state-of-the-art. The choice of the
represented companies does not reflect any preference on the part of the
IAEA in selecting the equipment of a specific manufacturer, and is
certainly not intended as an advertisement for their products. It was
felt, however, that the document would be more valuable if it would
describe some real instruments. With the very fast development of
nuclear instrumentation, and particularly the intense application of
microprocessors, the commercial products described in this section will
soon be replaced by new, more advanced and probably more sophisticated
devices.
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INTRODUCTION

The set of papers prepared for the meeting of the Advisory Group,
and the discussions can be classified by three categories:

(i) Two contributions discuss the application of data acquisition and
analysis, as seen by users of such a system in a research and in an
industrial development laboratory, respectively.

(ii) The present status and envisaged trends of the computer-based or
computer-connected systems is reviewed in several papers, from
different viewpoints.

(iii) The review of some manufacturers are presented in six papers, also
giving information on the production lines.

A short review is presented below, in the light of the discussions
emphasized at the meeting.

a. Data acquisition and analysis systems in applied nuclear research

The range of equipment used in such experiments is very broad, from
the simple counting of radioactive material to activation analysis and
Mossbauer spectroscopy. Traditionally, the central unit of equipment is
a multichannel analyzer. The recent trend, based on general availability
of cheap microcomputers, promotes a more complicated multichannel
analyzer, and sophisticated designs which are in fact not necessary for
most of the applications. Not all of the advanced features incorporated
in such instruments, fulfil the real needs (for example, the video
display in colour).

In commercial analytical instrumentation, there is a general trend
towards the introduction of microprocessors, and provisions for auto-
mation, both in control of the instrumentation, and in data reduction.
These conveniences involve, however, a risk that the quality of the
results, i.e. precision and accuracy pass beyond the control of the
experimenter.

The experience of well established research laboratories
demonstrates that, with time, the commercially available software for
data handling is as a rule replaced by home-made programmes which respond
better to specific needs. The development of software, obviously,
assumes well trained staff.

2. Industrial uses of nuclear data handling systems

The instrumentation intended for industrial application must fulfil
several conditions: it must permit simplicity and efficiency in hardware
and software design, its modules must be expandable, it should possess
distributed architecture.
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Dynamic firmware techniques applied in automated systems for
validation of system performance and data presents an important advance
to improve reliability and confidence of users of sophisticated
equipment. Properly applied in the design of all levels of nuclear data
systems, and combined with other hardware diagnostic techniques, this
should improve the use of such systems in developing environment.

There is much room for improvement in the analog part of
electronics: the increase in count rate is an important requirement for
many industrial systems, and will be applicable also to data acquisition
concepts in different spectroscopy systmes, for example, in chemical
analysis.

The trend in industrial applictions seems to be the use of
commercially available nuclear electronic modules and units; the
necessary adaptation to the specific requirements must be made
individually for each project, and this part can be very expensive.

3. Commercially available instrumentation versus custom-made equipment

The decision on "buy or make" depends on many factors. The
definition by three users' groups (see paper of Dr. D.R. Machen) is an
effort to classify the requirements in advanced countries, as seen
today. The conclusions are valid also for many developing countries, or
will become valid in a short time.

In general, the commercial electronic equipment which is readily
available and not too expensive, should be purchased.

It should be realised, however, that specific geographical,
financial and educational conditions and requirements could strongly
promote the construction of electronics units, even those which can be
easily obtained on the market. Obviously, this is only a transitional
activity, with the objective to provide local staff with badly needed
experience, or to overcome the temporary difficulties in the import of
equipment.

In the long run, the local design and construction of electronics
will be limited to specific units, to fulfil definite requirements of an
experiment or an industrial facility (interfaces, front-end electronics).

4. Established standards for nuclear electronics

Until now, the NIM and CAMAC are the two world-wide recognized, and
mature technologies.

(i) NIM
A broad line of products is available in this standard. It

provides the best performance for front-end signal processing. Many
scientists, engineers and technicians have been trained in the use,
repair and maintenance of NIM-based products. Literature on the NIM
system and modules abounds, there are numerous application notes and
technical publications about this standard.
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NIM may become the new standard for industrial as well as many
research applications. With the proliferation of the microprocessor, the
advantages of the NIM system become more pronounced: low costs,
distributed processing capability, and the compatibility with standard
bus systems (RS-232-C, and IEEE-488).

(ii) CAMAC
This well established data handling system with a large pool of

existing users and suppliers having a wealth of experience is a serious
alternative when choing a data system for a new large laboratory in a
developing country. A potential user cannot ignore, and should carefully
study the attractions of the flexible easily maintained system.

No satisfactory alternative exists yet and the life expectance of
CAMAC has been enhanced by recent publications of working groups who have
extended the useful operating modes of CAMAC.

In small systems the use of NIM with a standardized form of
interface may be recommended but consideration should be given to the
availability of computer compatible equipment and the limitation of the
speed of readout.

5. Stand-alone multichannel analysers

In a severe competition with computer-based or computer connected
data handling systems, the traditional hardwired multichannel analyzer.
or the more recent instruments with firmware capability, must fulfill
several conditions:

- they must be designed for reliability,

power fluctuations, temperature and humidity conditions should
be considered,

self-diagnostic routines should be a standard with every
instrument,

a multichannel analyzer must be simple in operation (by
prompting or pre-programmed functions) and must include clear,
illustrated documentation.

The servicing of multichannel analyzers remains a problem. To
ensure proper and continuing operation,- the users should request from the
manufacturer a plan for service which should be clarified prior to the
installation, preferably as a part of the sale. The servicing should be
possibly by replacement of functional units (ADC, display generator,
keyboard).

6. Computer systems

For a long time, the establishing of a central data processing
facility, serving several laboratories, was considered the optimal
solution. Much expertise is available in such an approach. Commercial
components can be purchased, and additional units designed by the user.
On the other hand, highly centralized approaches cause many technical and

operational problems.
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Recent studies and comparisons of the centralised versus
distributed systems reveal a number of advantages over the latter. A
number of valuable features can be achieved by proper distribution:-
separation of tasks for execution by self-contained subsystems,

- separation for installing subsystems on a local basis,

- local troubleshooting and maintenance,

- high level integration of subsystems by a "local area network"
system,

- flexible overall organization and management,

- sharing of subsystems, (plotters, intelligent disc driving),

- adding and removing of subsystems without affecting the
overall system.

To realize an efficient system, the following considerations are
important:

- by built-in intelligence, the autonomy of subsystems should be
increased,

- the local remote access for status and functions of subsystems
must be provided,

- the operation must be simplified by providing functional
elements on the application level,

- a clear separation between hardward and software should enable
easier maintenance.

For the application of distributed computers system in nuclear
fields, it would be important to survey the market for the availability
of components used in other fields (office equipment, personal computers).

The emerging generation of distributed systems might carry several
advantages for developing countries: drastic reduction of interfacing
costs, easier maintenance, the organization of such a system can be
started on a modest scale, and gradually improved, thus spreading the
cost over a longer period.

The concept of local area network deserves full attention. A
number of simple networks can be considered for nuclear applications:
star configuration (point-to-point communication), a system with central
master and peripheral slave units, on a low speed system with
communcation via terminal fixes (RS-232 port). In the other extreme,
there are some high-speed networks (above 1 Mbyt/s) under consideration,
and a great effort is being made to achieve some standardization. There
are several proposals (IEEE-802, Ethernet) under close investigation at
present.
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The local area network appears to have a bright future, and could be
considered for laboratories in developing countries. Before embarking on such
a project, the potential user should receive training in data communication
with an operational system. In the initial stages, he should avoid designing
or constructing his own network.

7. Interfaces and buses

Nuclear equipment will in the future be modular. Equipment with a
specific task (e.g. monitors, simple multichannel analysers) should be easy to
use (not programmable) and can be based on an inhouse standard bus, preferably
on an international standard bus. Sophisticated experiments will be based on
modules (CAMAC etc.). An international bus should be the basis. Experts from
nuclear laboratories should influence the standardisation of a new bus (or
buses) taking into account the special needs of nuclear science (speed, block
transfer etc.). For simple systems where speed is not of important a subset
of an international standard should be useds (simple arbitration, etc.).

Hybrid technology will lead to very compact (integrated) sensors
(detector, preamplifier, amplifier, maybe ADC in one unit).

An analog signal (e.g. bipolar signal information in the positive part,
voltage range (+5, +10V) and a simple digital (parallel for a high speed,
serial for low speed) should be defined and should be used by all
manufacturers.

NIM modules - the only standard in the analog field of nuclear
electronics should be supported by the general interface GPIBus by defining a
subset of the IEC 625 (IEEE 488 St.) Standard.

Safety systems in nuclear power stations will be supported by
electronic systems. Redundant systems (hardware and software) will be
necessary. The development of interfaces and a bus taking into account the
needs of failsafe systems should be started as soon as possible and should be
supported on the widest base possible (including eastern countries).

The discussions in the advisory group have shown that the use of
standardized instruments or modular instruments based on a standard will have
the best chance of being used in the future throughout the world, since the
costs of implementation and maintenance can be minimized by common efforts.

Software

The basic software for nuclear data handling is commercially available
and much of it is good. For a starting laboratory, it might be the fastest
way into the modern data acquisition and analysis world.

In more general computing, the manufacturers of equipment have produced
excellent and extensive software (for graphics, data storage and retrieval
etc.). Books on this topic abound.

For specific purposes, the appropriate software is produced in research
and development laboratories, and frequently the relevant information, and the
programmes themselves, are available on request.

The development of software is a very demanding tasks and can only be

performed by specialists with extensive training.
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9. Maintenance

Maintenance starts with the proper selection of the equipment. A
number of aspects should be considered:

- Auto-test routines, printed circuit boards-partitioning,
technical documentation provided, compatibility with other
microprocessor-based equipment already existing in the
laboratory, local representative supports. At the moment
purchase is effected (budget is available) a reasonable set of
spare parts should be ordered, together with the system.
Somebody in the laboratory should become responsible for the
system. He should take provisions in the laboratory to ensure
a "healthy" environment (power- and air-conditioning).

- It should be highly desirable that a manufacturer's engineer
installs and puts the system into operation. He should, at
the same time, give proper training to the local staff. An
individual having teaching abilities and speaking the local
language should be selected for that task. The manufacturer
should adopt, from the design, every possible technique to
facilitate troubleshooting. Techniques to facilitate fault
location to component level as signature analysis are also
desirable. The use of good quality and reliable
electromechanical components as switches, connectors and IC
sockets, should diminish late failures.

- A good set of service manuals with compelte and updated
circuit diagrams and software documentation have to be
included together with the system. A spare slot with an
extension board connected to it should also be included.

- The representative, who should be carefully selected, should
give at least good support in spare parts and documentation by
maintaining good communication channels with the
manufacturer. Terms of warranties should be adapted in each
case to every particular case. A compensation through proper
training and/or spare parts provision should be offered.

Standardization of the instrumentation used in an institute
could contribute to easy maintenance.

- User's service organizations, formed by engineers or
technicians properly trained and equipped are the best
solution to maintenance problems. A team training in nuclear
electronics, microprocessors, buses and in the use of test
instrumentation should be in a position to correct most of the
failures. When not doing service the staff could develop some
auxiliary equipment as interfaces and even test fixtures for
the system.
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INSTRUMENTAL ASPECTS OF TUBE-EXCITED ENERGY-
DISPERSIVE X-RAY FLUORESCENCE ANALYSIS

F. ADAMS, H. NULLENS. P. VAN ESPEN
Department of Chemistry,
University of Antwerp (U.I.A.),
Wilrijk, Belgium

ABSTRACT

Energy-dispersive x-ray fluorescence spectrometry is an

attractive and widely used method for sensitive multielement analysis.

The method suffers from the extreme density of spectral components in a

rather limited energy range which implies the need fo computer based

seec_- analysis. The method of iterative least squares analysis is

the most powerful tool for this. It requires a systematic and accurate

esc.r-tcn of the spectral features. Other important necessities for

acc-r = analysis are the calibration of the spectrometer and the correction

_fr -=a--- absorption effects in the sample; they can be calculated from

avala l.e physical constants. Ours and similar procedures prove that semi-

automar-c analyses are possible with an accuracy of the order of 5%.

INTRODUCTION

Energy-dispersive X-ray emission spectrometry has become an attractive and

widely used method for multi-element analysis, particularly in the environmental

field. Particle induced X-ray emission (PIXE) and tube-excited X-ray fluores-

cence (XES) provide a sufficient sensitivity for the determination of ca. 20

elements in thin environmental, geological and biological samDles. Eneray-dis-

persive X-ray analysis also provides a quick and reliable detection system in

analytical electron microscopes. The attractive features of these techniques,

compared to other analytical methods, are the multi-element character with a

coverage of most of the environmentally important elements (except cadmium),

the rapidity of the determination, and the non-destructive and easily automated

analysis.

An important drawback of the method is the extreme density of spectral compo-

nents in a rather limited energy range which necessitates computer based data

analysis methods. These methods need a highly accurate description of all spec-

tral components as a prerequisite. If necessary precautions in this context
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are not fully taken, the reliability of the derived analytical data becomes

severely affected.

In what follows we will stress a number of factors which are of utmost

importance for sensitive, accurate and precise multi-element analysis.

They include :

1. The data extraction from complicated energy-dispersive X-ray fluores-

cence and X-ray emission spectra

2. The calibration of the data to obtain accurate concentrations

3. Matrix absorption effects.

EXPERIMENTAL

The experimental data described in this survey were obtained with an X-ray

fluorescence spectrometer built up from a Kevex 0810 excitation system with

a secondary target geometry, providing six interchangeable secondary fluores-

cers and a 16 position automatic sample changer. A water cooled tungsten

anode X-ray tube powered by a Siemens Kristalloflex II high voltage generator

is used as a primary source of X-rays. The detection unit is a collimated

30 mm2 x 3 mm Kevex Si(Li) detector. Excitation and detection are performed

at average angles of 45°. The exciting photon beam is inhomogeneous and

its diameter is fixed by the collimators used in the secondary target geome-

try. The sample area analysed is " 1 cm2. It is ovally shaped with a gradual

drop in intensity in the x and y direction.

A molybdenum target is most often used for the elements with Z > 20, while

titanium is well suited for the lower Z elements occupying the energy region

below 4 keV; other targets are used only for more specific applications,

1024-channel spectra are accumulated in a multichannel analyser and trans-

ferred to magnetic tape for off-line data reduction by means of a PDP 11/45

(now exchanged for a VAX 11/780) computer using 32 K of accessible memory.

Although this setup was acquired in 1973, it is significant that it still

Drovides analytical information of a Quality comparable to presently available

commercial equipment. The major differences between this system and state of

the art instrumentation,except for a somewhat reduced energy resolution of the

detector, are 
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- the absence of on-line data reduction and software or firmware operated

options as K, L, M markers.energy calibration.etc., which we believe are

very important for applications in analytical electron microscopy (EM),

but of marginal utility in X-ray fluorescence (or PIXE) applications,

- the bulky, and rather unstable X-ray generator for which an external

reference signal in the form of a metal wire positioned in the radiation

path just below the sample corrects straightforwardly 1)

- the off-line data reduction which is only warranted in a laboratory having

access to a computer and software experience.

The instrumentation described is used since more than 8 years in the rou-

tine analysis of environmental samples (aerosols, treated water samples,

sediments, biological materials,...). Minimum maintenance kept the instrument

operational except for one detector vacuum breakdown, and a nearly annual

replacement of the X-ray tube. Occasional difficulties were also encountered

with the pulse processor. The universal practice of commercial instrument

manufacturers of not disclosing the electronic basis of the latter instrument

can easily lead to erroneous use. Presently, some 300 multielement analyses

are performed each month and the accumulated total of analyses is 30,000,the

majority being Mo-excited spectra which provide data or detection limits for

ca. 20 elements.

ENERGY DISPERSIVE X-RAY SPECTRA

The most prominent features in the energy-dispersive spectra are the X-ray

peaks originating from sample fluorescence and from coherent scattering of

the exciting radiation. There is also an important background contribution

caused mainly by incomplete charge collection effects in the detector and

also by incoherent scattering of the exciting radiation which results in very

broad Compton peaks.

A number of peak structures observed in the spectrum are due to artefacts

in the detection system. Since they are not caused by interactions in the

sample, they have no analytical use, but they can obscure the information

content of the spectrum. Silicon escape peaks, the silicon internal fluor-

escence peak, gold and possibly tin fluorescence peaks are the result of
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interactions between the incident radiation and detector material; sum peaks

and pile-up effects in general originate mainly in the electronic pulse pro-

cessing circuit.

Furthermore, some second order effects originating in the sample may

appear as peaks in the spectrum with possible erroneous identification as

a fluorescence line; these include Raman scattering and the radiative Auger

effect. We refer to ref. 2 for a full account on these topics. It is

clear that a complete knowledge of all these spectral components is a pre-

requisite for obtaining accurate analytical results.

ANALYSIS OF X-KAY FLUORESCENCE AND EMISSION SPECTRA

Because of the complex nature of spectra obtained with Si(Li) detectors,

the most critical step in energy dispersive X-ray fluorescence/emission analy-

sis is the data reduction procedure. There is a strong need for computer

based spectrum analysis not only to save time but also because it is the only

safe way to obtain accurate results for complex samples. Least squares fit-

tina is considered to be the most powerful tool for this, but there is no

unanimity in the literature whether non-linear iterative least squares fit-

tinq or a simpler (direct) linear fitting should be applied 3! The mathe-

matical simplicity of linear least-squares analysis has caused this method

to be extensively used;since the technique is based upon the assumption that

peak profiles are exactly known, significant errors can occur if the spectro-

meter system used cannot maintain sufficiently constant peak positions, widths

and overall shape. This difficulty has stimulated the design of programs

based on non-linear least-squares fitting procedures, which are able to ac-

count for resolution and gain shifts, at the expense, however, of using more

comDlex mathematics and requiring longer calculation times and/or more power-

ful computers; moreover, these methods can lead to virtually meaningless results

if insufficient precautions have been taken to exclude unrealistic solutions.

The results of simulations we performed show that systematic errors are always

present for linear least-squares analysis; unless spectrometer stability is

extremely good these errors can be unacceptably high. When closely spaced

multiplets are to be resolved, peak position stability should be much better

than 1 eV to obtain reliable results. A simple non-linear method, on the other

hand, yields accurate results if counting statistics are reasonable. However,
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if very small and/or closely overlapping peaks are analysed, it may perform

worse than the linear method. Fortunately, non-linear methods present the enor-

mous advantage of being able to make use in a very flexible manner of all infor-

mation available in the spectrum; the incorporation of spectral constraints,

such as those given in eqns. (3) and (4) below, in the fitting function will

therefore largely reduce the need for extreme spectrometer stability. Only in

the case of very unfavourable counting statistics, when no well-defined peaks

are present in the whole fitting region, the inclusion of a suitable

limition technique, such as the one described further on (eq. 9),will be required.

The results obtained show that, providing all preliminary knowledge concer-

ning Deak widths and positions is built into the algorithm, non-linear least-

squares fitting will always yield smaller errors than the linear procedure,

whatever the available spectrometer stability or statistical information pre-

sent in the spectrumdata.-Another important advantage of the non-linear least-

squares fitting is the fact that reliable error estimates can readily be ob-

tained. We refer to refs. 3 and 4 for a detailed comparison of non-linear and

linear least-squares fitting.

The choice between linear and non-linear least squares fitting routines

is hence dependent on the spectrometer stability. Only for spectrometers with

an extremely hich stability with time and counting rate was the linear fitting

procedure foundto yield accurate results. We consequently concentrated our ef-

forts on the development of a non-linear least-squaressoftware package (AXIL)

which is now used in routine in several laboratories for the analysis of

XES and PIXE-spectra,and spectra obtained in analytical electron micros-

copy 57) The more complex mathematics required for non-linear analysis re-

present a definite disadvantage. However, since only two or three iteration

steps in the algorithm are usually required for reaching the %2-minimum,

calculation times are only about three times longer than those required for

a linear fit. The Fortran program AXIL is presented below.

Non-linear least-squares fitting program, AXIL.

To deal with the very complex nature, in particular, of the photon- and the

proton-induced X-ray spectra, the deconvolution method is based on the power-

ful non-linear least-squares optimization algorithm of Marquardt 8) However,

in using this non-linear fitting principle, one must overcome several problems

normally associated with the method. The major problems are the number of

parameters in the fitting function, the accuracy of the model used, and avoid-

ance of the selection of physically meaningless minima in the X 2-hypersurface.
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The first two problems require the use of a suitable fitting function. The

model used consists essentially of two cumulative portions : the background

function and the function representing the characteristic X-ray spectrum.

The background is built up of different components, depending on the excita-

tion mode. In mono-energetic photon excitation the background originates

in the detector itself and results from incomplete charge collection of the

high energetic excitation X-rays which interact with the detector after scat-

tering onto the sample . In EM and PIXE, the major portion of the background

is due to electron Bremsstrahlung. This background is radiative, in contrast

to the background in XES, and thus becomes affected by absorption in the

sample and in the detector entrance windows. For proton excitation this pic-

ture is complicated by the presence of a background component caused by Compton

interaction of energetic gamma radiation, originating from nuclear reactions
in the sample.

As a complete description of the background for all excitation modes,the fol-

lowing relation is used :

ni
BACK(E) = Z B1i(E-E 0 )

i=O

n2 n3 k
B20 exp{ E B2j(E-E0 )Ji 83 exp{ Z B3k(E-E0) }.ABS(E) (1)

Ji=l B30 k=l

in which E is the energy and E0 a suitable reference energy. The first term

is used to describe the backaround when only a small energy interval is fitted;

for larger fitting regions, when the exponential terms are included in the

description, only B10 is retained. The second term represents the background

not affected by absorption (XES : n2 = 3; PIXE : n2 = 1). The third term is

the bremsstrahlung background, which is affected by an absorption factor 5BS(E).

This term is disregarded for XES spectra; for PIXE spectra n3 = 2 or 3. Normally

for a number of spectra originating from a group of similar samples, the para-

meters B2j for j > 0 and B3k for k > 0 are determined once from one or more re-
presentative spectra. These parameters are then kept constant for the remaining

spectra in the set. In this way only three background oarameters B10, B20 and

B30 are to be optimized.
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The second part of the fitting function describes the entire X-ray line

spectrum. The emission spectrum of an element consists of a number of

X-ray lines: each line is, at a first approximation, represented by a Gauss

function :

G(x,n,m) = exp {-(P - x)2/2Wn2 } (2)
V/Fir tn,m n,m

n,m

where W is the width of the peak number m of element n, Pm the position
n,m n,m

of the peak number m of element n, x the channel number, and W m and Pn

are calculated from the relations

2

Pnm = C1 + C2En m + exp {-C3En, 2} 3

nm2 C4 + C5Enm (4)

where the Ci are the spectrum calibration narameters and En m is the energy

of line m of element n. This formulation means that in the optimization it

is not the individual position and width of every peak that is determined,

but only the position (C1 - C3) and the resolution (C4 - C5) calibration

parameters of the entire spectrum. The term between brackets in eq. (3) can

be used to account for the non-linearity of the calibration in the low-energy

part of the spectrum.

The X-ray emission of an element is then modeled with a sinale area para-

meter An and the various transitions are scaled to this area by the use of

known relative intensities. This radiative part of the spectrum is aaain

subjected to absorption. The fitting function therefore becomes

YFIT = BACK(E) + n A n[G(x,n,m).R .ABS(E n)] (5)
n nm n,m n,m
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The first summation concerns the number of elements; A is proportional

to the number of photons emitted towards the detector. The second summation

runs over the number of lines for each element; Rn is the relative transi-

tion probability. Silicon escape peaks are also included in this summation

using a somewhat different absorption correction. The absorption factor ABS,

for a particular X-ray with energy E is discussed later.

In this way the spectrum description is complete, but not yet accurate.

Indeed the use of a simple Gaussian distribution for the representation of the

X-ray peaks is a crude approximation. It has been shown that each peak is

associated with a considerable non-Gaussian contributionwhichis to a great

extent due to incomplete charge collection, and thus non-radiative in nature)

This deviation is incorporated in the program by means of a numerical correc-

tion. The digital correction terms are obtained from single-element spectra

with very cood counting statistics, by substraction from the original spectrum

of all the known Gaussian components and the backaround. The remaining data

are smoothed, normalized to the intensity of the main peak K ,and stored to-

qether with the calibration of the original spectrum in a library file. The

correction term Sn(x) for intense Deaks in each soectrum is calculated from

these data by use of the actual spectrum calibration (eq. 4) and multiplied by

the number of K Dhotons detected. The total spectrum function thus becomes

YFIT = BACK(E) + Z An [ G(x,n,m).R m.ABS(Em) + Sn(x).Rn .ABS(En,)] (6)
n

The term S (x) can also include second order corrections for e.g. the radiative

Auger effect (10) and Raman scattering (11)

The last factor to be discussed is the absorption term ABS(E). Since

the methods are mostly used for the determination of trace constituents in

low Z-matrices, absorption edges can be neglected in the calculation of the

absorption due to the sample and the X-ray absorption coefficient can be

described as :

p(E) = aEb (7)

In XES analysis, absorption is mostly due to the sample itself, with (at low

energies) a contribution from the detector beryllium window, the gold contact,
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and the silicon dead layer. In PIXE analysis it is common practice to use

additional absorbers between samole and detector, with one absorber some-

times containing a small hole as a collimator for part of the low-energy

radiation (funny filter). For the three types of absorption we thus have

a2 -exp {-a3Ea4} 7
ABS(E) = [exp{-alE a2 . - ea 4 - .[ a5 + (1 - a5) exp {-a6Ea7}] (8)

a 3E

The first factor represents the absorption by the entrance windowsof the

detector, including any solid absorber between sample and detector. The second

factor is the sample self absorption. The third represents the absorption

contribution for an external absorber with a hole; a5 is the fraction of the

detector solid anale subtended by the hole. Detector and external-filter

absorption parameters are only optimized at system start up or after altera-

tions have been made to the measurement setup. Self absorption parameters can

be keDt fixed if a number of comparable samples are being analyzed.

The fittina function as described above can describe the X-ray spectrum

completely and accurately, with a limited number of parameters -- typically

one per element, three for the background, four for the calibration, and two

for the radiation absorption.

The third problem, avoiding the selection of undesired minima in the ,X-

surface, is dealt with by redefinition of the X 2-function :

=2 YFT) (A( -YAop)2
X2 = -L- S - ----- ]-- + E -J A j)21 (9)

' 1i 2 j 2
=i L Aopj

The first term is the normal %2 -function. The second term is added to enhance

the curvature of the %2-surface when the fitting parameter Aj reaches values

strongly different from the expected value Aopj. The range for each parameter
2 A denotes the calibration and absorption Parameters.is controlled by aopj; A. denotes the calibration and absorption parameters.
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The program described runs on a PDP 11/45 minicomputer with 32 K words

of accessible memory. A typical processing time for a complete spectrum

between 2 and 16 keV is 60-200 sec.

Typical results of fits for a complex Mo-, resp. Ti-excitation spectrum

are shown in Figs. 1 and 2.

STANDARDISATION

There are basically two possibilities for calibration. One is based on

the use of suitable calibration standards for every element to be determined,

the other relies on the use of fundamental physical constants. Both methods

have advantaaes and drawbacks, and for both the radiation absorption in the

sample may become significant for samples or standards of noninfinite thick-

ness. The standardisation procedure for tube excited X-ray fluorescence ana-

lysis with secondary target geometry adopted in our laboratory relies on (1)

use of a minimum number of thin uniform calibrated deposits, (2) the knowledae

of a consistent set of fundamental physical parameters and (3) the assumption

that the excitation spectrum is sufficiently bichromatic in the secondary

target set-u, so that excitation by the remaining background continuum of

the tube can be neglected.

Straightforward calculation in this manner provides calibration data with

an accuracy comparable to that obtained experimentally with commercial stan-

dard samples or standards preDared by a carefully optimized procedure in the

laboratory. A full account can be found in ref. 12.

Standards

Commercially available standards (Micromatter Co., Seattle) consisting

of pure elements or simple inorganic compounds, vacuum evaporated on a 4 um

thick Mylar backina were used for primary standardization of the spectrometer.
2The sample area was 7.9 cm and the amount of material deposited varied

from 50 to 200 iug cm , as determined by weighing. The accuracy of the

weight per unit area is specified to be better than 5 %. A second set of

standards consists of multielement thin film standards obtained by mixina a

solution of different elements with a short-lived radioactive tracer and a

water soluble polymer. A film was produced by spreading the liquid mixture
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evenly on glass plates. The standards were produced by Billiet et al. 13and

were subjected to analysis by instrumental neutron activation analysis and

inductively coupled plasma emission soectrometry (ICPES). The accuracy is

estimated at 1-2 %.

Principle of the method

The fluorescence intensity of an element in a homogeneous flat sample,

when absorption effects are small and enhancement is negligible, has frequently

been described in the literature as :

R = QeRoKCt (10)

where R is the observed counting rate for a particular X-ray line of a given

element ; Q the geometrical detection efficiency of fluorescent X-rays (solid

angle of detector - it is radiation energy independent); e the relative (ener-

ay-dependent) detection efficiency for the X-ray line selected; R the number

of primary photons from the secondary target system impinging on the sample;

K the fluorescence probability of the oarticular line due to the excitation
-2

with the primary (secondary target) spectrum; C the concentration, in ug cm,

of the element in the sample; and t the correction term for absorption of the

primary radiation and the fluorescence radiation in the samDle.

E, K and t can be calculated from available physical data, -18) and

Ro , or rather their product, G,needs to be estimated experimentally as the

geometrical arrangement (detector dimension, collimator size, distances between

sample and detector ...) is known with insufficient accuracy. In principle,

GTi and GMo' the geometrical terms for titanium and molybdenum excitation, under

the conditions mentioned earlier, may be determined by the measurement of one

or a few standard samples. When an accurate procedure is then followed for cal-

culating the energy dependent terms, e, K and t in Ean. (10), the calibration

of the soectrometer (R/C) can be obtained for any element.

The absorption correction for the vacuum deposit samples is calculated

from the composition of the sample using the absorption coefficient tables of
14)McMaster et al. It was in all cases found to be hiaher than 0.9 and the
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inaccuracy in this term is hence of negligible importance for the entire cali-

bration procedure. The absorDtion corrections for the polymer samDles were

estimated from transmission experiments with an accuracy better than 2 %.

The Kac excitation probability with Mo K excitation is calculated for all

measurements with a K absorotion edge energy lower than the Mo Ka energy of

17.4 keV, using the well-known relation :

K =cWi~- 1 1(11)
KK, Mo exc K cl -T ) 'Ka 'Mo (

K

where wK is the K shell fluorescence yield; JK the K absorption jump ratio;

fKa : fraction of K photons emitted as Ka1 and Ka2 radiation; and r1.o the

photoelectric mass absorption coefficient at the average excitation energy

(17.8 keV).

The La excitation probability with Mo K excitation, when the LI absorp-

tion edqe energy is less than 17.4 keV, and the K absorption edge energy is

higher than the Mo KS energy, is calculated as 

KLa, Mo exc = L3 La

x [tL 3 + L2 f2,3 L+ Ll(f1,3 + f1,2 f2,3) ] (12)

where w is the L3 subshell fluorescence probability; fL the fraction of L3
3

photons emitted as La1 and La2; fij the Coster-Kronig transition probability;

and TL the subshell photoelectric mass absorption coefficient which is calcu-

lated From the total photoelectric absorption coefficient (T) using the rela-

tions :
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Tb = T - -

JL1 1 

2 LJL JL2

L14 JL1,:~ JL 1

For thorium and uranium the energy of the excitina radiation is above the

L3 edge and below the L2 edge, which makes L1 and L = 0.

The average Mo K energy is calculated from the Ka and KB lines using

the relative intensities of both groups of lines as weiqhing factors.

For Ti K excitation, the Ka excitation probability is determined for an

averaae excitation energy of 4.55 keV (Ti Ka ,S). It is applied to all ele-

ments with a K absorption edge energy less than 4.51 keV (Ti Ka).

Detector efficiency

To describe the energy dependence of the detector efficiency, E, the

following equation is used :

Be Au Si,1 Si,2 
:_ £ (14)

where

Be
E = exp[- UBe(PD)Be]

Au
£ = expI- pAu(pD)AuI

ESi, =exp[ - Si(0D)Si,11

' = 1 - exp -[ S i (D)si 2]
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The first three terms represent the absorption of the radiation in the

beryllium window of the cryostat, in the gold contact on the detector sur-

face and in the silicon dead layer with thickness (oD)i, l. The last term

describes the transmission characteristics of the electronically active

region of the detector (thickness (pD)i, 2). The total mass absorption coef-

ficients pBe' bAu and pSi and the photoelectric mass absorption coefficient

TSi can be calculated from available literature data 

The thickness of the beryllium window is specified by the manufacturers

of the Si(Li)spectrometer to be 1.2 x 10 3 cm [(PD)Be = 2.2 103 g cm-2] The

thickness of the gold surface barrier contact is determined from the Au La

fluorescence radiation excited with Mo K radiation scattered from a low Z

target using Eqn. (12). The thickness was found to be 2.5 x 10 6 cm

[(OD)Au = 4.8 x 10 5 g cm 2 . The thickness of the active zone of the detec-
-2

tor is rather imprecisely specified as 0.3 cm [ (D) ,2 = 0.7 g cm , but the

inaccuracy of this value gives rise to uncertainties in the calculated effi-

ciency at higher energies, above 20 keV, only.

The only factor which remains to be determined is the thickness of the sili-

con dead layer (pD)Si1. This thickness was estimated by comparing the Kc fluor-

escence radiation intensity of phosphorus and gallium in a thin film GaP standard

excited with Mo K radiation. The P Ka radiation is close to the Si K absorp-

tion edge (2.013 keV compared to 1.838 keV) and its radiation intensity is thus

strongly absorbed by the inactive layer. Equation (10) provides

RGa GaKGaCGatGa 
(15)

RP pKpCptp

where

Si,l Au Be
EGa _ Ga Ga £Ga (16)

D Si,1 Au _Be
D FP E:
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Using the physical constants and the above mentioned data for (pD)Au

and (pD)Be one finds

Si,1

Ga = Ga 6.22 x 10 (17)

and

in [6.22x10 -3 (RGa/Rp)]

(PD)Si,l Ga1 Si Si
pp - Ga

From the experimentally obtained intensity ratio RGa/Rp = 209, (pD)si becomes

equal to 9.9 x 10 g cm 2 (0.43 u) which is in good agreement with other values

mentioned in the literature.

Geometrical factor

For Mo K excitation at 40 kV, 40 mA the geometry factor, GMo, was obtained

from the Ka counting rate of a gallium Micromatter standard. The absorption

correction factor is negligible for this standard. Repetitive measurements

provided a value for GMo = 0.153 + 0.002 counts s1 . GTi was obtained from a

pure aluminium foil and is 0.223 + 0.002. The geometry factor obtained with
-2

a substantially thicker silicon wafer (40 mg cm , t = 0.0248) did not provide

a geometry factor which significantly deviates from the value obtained with

aluminium.

In practical situations it may be hazardous to rely on one experimental

data point for the estimation of the geometry factor, G, for the standardiza-

tion for a number of elements. When using E, t and K and the experimental data

obtained with the Micromatter standards, the geometry factor can be estimated

with better confidence. The results are 0.160 + 0.009 and 0.157 + 0.009

for Mo K excitation when Ka lines and La lines are used. For titanium exci-

tation G = 0.231 + 0.015 is obtained.
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Results

The calibration factors (counts s- 1 per ug cm-2 of the element of a

thin sample with negligible radiation absorption) are summarized in Tables

1 and 2 for Ka lines and La lines respectivelyusing Mo excitation.and in

Table 3 for Ti excitation. The experimentally obtained calibration factors

with the thin film standards are also given, as well as those obtained with

the polymer multielement standards for K radiation.R/C for lead in the poly-

mer standard is 2.50

It appears that there is a smooth variation with atomic number, except

for thorium and uranium with La measurement. This allows interpolation for

the determination of the factor for missing elements in the experimental cali-

bration, e.g. Co and As. Also, it is possible to fit an empirical polynomial

function through the data points. The results, using a function of the form

In () ao + a1 In Z + a2 (In Z)2 (18)

where Z is the atomic number, are included in Tables 1 and 2. For Ti excita-

tion the quadratic term of the polynomial can be omitted; the results are in-

cluded in Table 3. The use of a fit does not improve the average accuracy of

that determination, but maybe useful for obtaining the calibration factor of

elements for which standards are not available and also for correcting for

gross inaccuracies of certain standards e.g. by the losses of material.

In general, differences between calculated and experimental calibration

factors are considerably less than 10 %. The average differences amount to

5.0 and 6.7 % for K and L lines with Mo excitation and to 6.3 % for Ti exci-

tation (excluding Sc). The scandium thin film standard is probably erroneous.

For the same element the large difference between calculated and experimental

sensitivity when Ti excitation is used, is probably mainly due to the fact

that the photoelectrical cross-section is unreliable because the K absorption edge

is very close to the Ti Ka radiation. The same remark holds for thorium and

uranium when Mo K excitation is used.
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We can conclude that individual commercially available thin-film

standard samples are accurate to within about 6 %, and that even a limited

number of them may be used to determine the only factor which is not theore-

tically accessible in the calibration of a tube excited X-ray spectrometer

with secondary target system , namely a factor related to the geometry

of the set-up. From this factor, the knowledge of the necessary physical

constants is sufficiently accurate to determine the normalized count rate

of any element with a precision of the order of 6 %. Tube excited X-ray

fluorescence is hence acceptable for absolute standardization within this

limit of Precision. Also, it appears that the treatment of the secondary

spectrum as a monochromatic radiation source,

neglecting any remaining tube spectrum excitation, is a warranted approach,

in systems where the target radiation is responsible for at least 90 % of

the primary radiation intensity hitting the sample.

MATRIX EFFECTS

X-ray fluorescence analysis has the inherent drawback that the impinging

and emitted radiation can easily be absorbed in the sample leading to severe

matrix dependent errors which need to be taken into account for all but

"infinitely thin" samples. As a consequence the use of thin or intermediate

thickness samples oresents considerable advantages over the more usual

method involving infinitely thick targets. Indeed, in the former case,

the absorption and enhancement effects are small and can be

corrected simply. Moreover, in tube excited energy-dispersive X-ray fluores-

cence, optimal detection limits are obtained (for the most commonly determined
-2elements in usual matrices) for a sample thickness of a few mg cm2 only;

above this level the increase of the background produced in the detector by

incomplete charge collection of the exciting radiation dominates over the gain

in characteristic line intensity resulting from the increase of sample thick-

ness. Secondary target tube excited X-ray fluorescence analysis has the ad-

vantage over the classically used method that excitation radiation can be consi-

dered monochromatic. Using experimental mass absorption coefficients it is

possible to calculate the extent of X-ray absorption and enhancement.
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Since in energy-dispersive X-ray fluorescence set-ups, the excitation-

detection efficiency varies strongly from point to point over the sample

area, it is generally accepted that the sample to be analyzed should be

present as a homogeneous and thin layer for accurate analyses. Preparation

of such specimens presents important practical problems for e.g., biological

and geological samples. In view of these problems, we have developed a method

for the energy-dispersive X-ray fluorescence analysis of samples with irregu-

lar shape or heterogeneous thickness. Based on the intensity of the coherent-

ly and the incoherently scattered molybdenum excitation radiation, the proce-

dure permits the calculation of an "effective thickness" of samples with un-

known composition and,within certain restrictions, avoids weighing of the

sample and allows the analysis of thin non-uniform targets.

The measured scattered X-ray intensities obtained from a homogeneous

sample are given by :

NC = IoGtCSC(pD) (20)

NI = IoGtISI(PD) (21)

where Nc,NI = number of counts in the coherently and incoherently scattered Mo

Ka peaks, after subtraction of the contributions from the samole carrier, I =

number of Mo Ka photons that has impinged upon the sample durina the measure-

ment time; G = geometry factor including the detection efficiency; Sc,S: = co-
2 -1herent and incoherent scatter factor, in cm g ; pD = sample thickness, in

g cm 2 and tc, t = absorption correction factor for the coherent and incohe-

rent scatter radiation respectively. From these equations it is evident that

the scatter intensities, corrected for X-ray attenuation effects, are directly

proportional to the sample mass (pD).

The scatter factors SC and Sr depend on the scatter angle, hence on the

excitation-detection geometry, and on the atomic form factor and incoherent

scattering function for coherent and incoherent scatter, respectively, hence

also on the X-ray energy and the atomic number Z of the sample elements.
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Measurements on compressed powder pellets and on metal foils yielded, after

suitable absorption correction, the following experimental relations for our

spectrometer system :

In SI = 2.11 - 0.33 In Z (22)

In SC = 1.88 + 1.43 In Z (23)

When the product of exciting beam intensity and detection efficiency is

not equal for every point in the sample plane, as is the case in practical

X-ray fluorescence analysis and for a sample that lacks thickness homogeneity,

one has :

NI = S1/A f//(pD(a)]Io(a)G(a)t1(a)da (24)

with A = sample area and G(a) = the excitation-detection efficiency in the

sample plane. A similar formula can be written for NC. For the characteris-

tic X-ray radiation measured in such a case, one has :

Nx = Kx xCx/A fA Io(a)G(a)tx(a)[ D(a) ]da (25)

where x refers to the characteristic radiation for an element, K is a propor-

tionality factor, p is the total cross section for photoelectric effect lea-

ding to the particular characteristic rays, and C is the concentration of the

element (in g/g) giving rise to the radiation.

From equations 20 to 23 the following approximations can be deduced :

* NC k2
Z % k (N ) k2 (26)

I

pD 6 k(Z ) k4 NI (27)
I

where Z represents the mean atomic number of the sample and the ki are expe-

rimentally determined constants. Measurement of larqe amounts of different

samples showed that the approximations are quite accurate for substances with

Z" between 6 and 20, a range typical for geological and ashed biological materials.
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if the scatter intensities NC and NI are corrected for the contribution

of elements with Z > 20 - calculated from their fluorescent peak intensi-

ties -, the effective mass (cD) of almost any sample can be determined

with good accuracy. Moreover, samples of variable thickness can now be

analyzed provided they are thin enough at every point to make the absorp-

tion correction either small or still almost linear with the local sample

thickness. Indeed, when the product of exciting beam intensity and charac-

teristic X-ray detection efficiency is not eoual over the sample area, the

incoherent scatter intensity NI used in eauation 22todetermine pD will be

given by equation 24 rather than equation 21. In the same way, however, the

measured characteristic X-ray intensities will vary over the sample area

as can be visualized from equation 25. (Actually SI in equation 24 depends

on the scatter angle, while px in equation 25 is isotropic; however, for a

fixed geometry and highly collimated beams, this difference is negligible in

practice). Therefore, although effective pD values determined for small or

heteroaeneous samples might be meaningless, the result , in pom, implying divi-
ding equation 25 by equation 24, will be independent of the sample geometry.

This technique has become a valuable and often used tool in our labora-

tory. As an example, geological samples are routinely prepared by simply

drying a water slurry of the finely ground material on a Mylar foil. For a

full account of the method we refer to reference 19.

20)Recently, a comouter program 20)combining all the necessary steps for

X-ray data reduction was developed in our laboratory. The spectrum deconvo-

lution based on the AXIL-routine described before is combined with the

sample mass determination based on the scatter peak intensities to yield ele-

mental concentrations, which are subjected to an iterative X-ray absorption

and - enhancement correction procedure; the required mass absorption coeffi-

cients are estimated from the elemental concentrations and from the mean ato-

mic number Z of the low Z fraction of the sample. The program is also able

to combine a molybdenum - and a titanium excitation spectrum analysis into

a single set of results. Reliable elemental concentrations can hence be ob-

tained in a completely automatic fashion from a single measurement of a sample

which does not have to be uniformly thick.
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RELIABILITY OF X-RAY FLUORESCENCE ANALYSIS

Eneray dispersive X-ray fluorescence analysis has progressed from its

rather modest status a number of years aao, into one of the most interesting

methods for the routine multi-element analysis of environmental samples.

The method compares favourably with alternative techniques as far as simpli-

city of the equipment and ease of analysis is concerned. Nevertheless its

accuracy and precision are not always considered excellent. The precision

obviously depends critically on the instrumentation used, the mathematical

treatment of the results and finally on the homoaeneity and complexity of

the sample. The accuracy of the method, or the deqree of agreement of the ana-

lytical results with the "true" accepted, or most reliably known concentration,

is the result of the quantitation procedures used and can only be assessed with

the aid of standard samples and other reliable analytical techniques. It has

been tested mainly by intercomparison exercises up to now. The results indi-

cate quite large deviations between several authors for most elements. Many

erratic factors can operate onto the system. The most important are the use

of incorrect physical constants, undetected spectral interferences, blank and

contamination problems, instabilities of the instrumentation and for the low

atomic number elements radiation absorption and particle size effects. PIXE

systems provide similar problems to those encountered in X-ray fluorescence.

Their main advantage is the improved detection sensitivity and the considerably

higher sample throughout, this at the expense of a much increased capital in-

vestment 2!)

In what follows we give a few examples from our working experience which

illustrate the precision and accuracy with the instrumentation and methodology

for data reduction and calibration. They prove the general statement that rou-

tine semi-automative measurements are possible with an accuracy of the order

of 5 o.

Fig. 3 shows the relation found between Mo and Ti excitation

for the potassium determination of a large number of phytoplankton samples.

The agreement is in general excellent. Differences reflect only spectral

errors as calibration with a single thin film standard is applied for both

series of measurements.

Fia. 4 gives a comparison of the determination of Al, S, Fe and Rb with

XRF and PIXE. The samples are very small (< 1 mg) air particulates collec-

ted with a cascade impactor. The agreement is excellent taking into account

that Rb is present at a concentration near the detection limit for X-ray

fluorescence. 33



One particularly important question concerns the error estimates obtained

with the data deconvolution program. In addition to their direct use for esti-

matinQ the quality of the results, they are important for deriving detection

limits of undetected elements.Tables 4 and 5 summarise a number of selected

"nearor below detection limit" results for V and Rb obtained by X-ray fluores-

cence for air particulates. The error estimate follows from the AXIL program.

The same samples analysed with PIXE provide considerably lower detection limits

and the somewhat more reliable result is shown in column 2. Finally, column 3

provides an educated guess of the real concentration as derived from the concen-

tration of major elements in the sample and the knowledge of their concentra-

tion ratio to V and Rb. A similar comparison between "true" concentration and

X-ray fluorescence for Sr is summarised in Table 6. It appears that although

error estimates and near detection limit concentrations are not perfect, there

is ample reason to trust the data as semi-quantitative at least.

As a last example, the overall accuracy and precision of most of the methods

described above were tested by analyzing international geochemical reference

sDecimens, available from the U.S. Geolocical Survey, Geological Survey of

Japan, Centre de Recherches Petrographiques et Geochimiques and National Insti-

tute (Johannesburg) for Metallurgy. From each standard, six targets were pre-

pared by drying a slurry of the ground material on a Mylar foil; the effective

samole thickness ranged from 0.5 to 2.2 mg cm- 2 This is well above the thin

film limit for which radiation absorption can be neglected. In Table 7 average
22)

results are compared with the best values quoted by Flanagan . As a measure

of the overall precision, the standard deviations per single analysis are also

given; they should be multiplied by 0.82 to yield the confidence intervals at

95 % probability.

The agreement is generally very satisfactory, with no systematic deviations

being observed. Since the analysis results are, of course, directly proportional

to the effective sample weiqht, the method used for its determination must be

quite accurate. Small deviations can usually be explained from spectrum analy-

sis uncertainties or countingstatistics.

These ootimistic conclusions should be interpreted with some care, especial-

ly for the low Z-elements where quantitative measurement can be severely af-

fected by particle size effects if the material is not rigorously homogeneous

and flat.
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APPLICATIONS

XES, and also PIXE, are suited for the multi-element routine analysis of

solid samples with an accuracy of not better than 5 %. This implies that the

applications are rather in the environmental field than in industrial applica-

tions where in general a hiaher accuracy is aimed for . In our laboratory

the method has been used for the analysis of the following materials : aerosols

collected on filter substrates and in cascade impactors, sediments, geological

and biological materials. Suspended material in water can be analysed after

filtration. For the analysis of dissolved inorganic constituents in water the

method requires some kind of preconcentration procedure, many of which are
23)now routinely available 
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TABLE 1 : Ka count rate with Mo K excitation.

R/C (counts s1 per cm 2)
R/C (counts s per ug cm )

Measured : thin film stan-
dard

Element Calculated Direct Fitted data Measured :

results (ea. 18) polymer

standards

S 0.0581 0.0631 0.0624

Cl 0.0970 0.0978 0.0980

K 0.209 0.224 0.214

Ca 0.294 0.281 0.300 0.299

Sc 0.390 0.463 0.409 

Ti 0.503 0.514 0.543 0.566

V 0.629 0.602 0.705 0.676

Cr 0.842 0.903 0.897 0.920

Mn 1.04 1.13 1.12 1.14

Fe 1.36 1.37 1.38 1.41

Ni 2.05 2.06 1.99 2.14

Cu 2.33 2.52 2.34 2.40

Zn 2.84 2.80 2.73 2.82

Se 4.32 4.64 4.56 4.48

Br 4.88 4.93 5.08 4.99

Sr 6.29 6.56 6.74
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TABLE 2 : La count rate with Mo excitation.

-1 -?
R/C (counts s per ug cm )

Measured: thin film standard

Element Calculated Direct Fitted

results data

Mo 0.0316 0.0322 0.0337

Ag 0.0688 0.0719 0.0677

In 0.0924 0.0896 0.0878

Cs 0.184 0.174 0.182

La 0.234 0.244 0.229

Sm 0.405 0.374 0.394

Lu 0.924 0.958 0.954

W 1.08 1.17 1.25

Pt 1.77 1.89 1.78

Pb 2.31 2.49 2.48

Th 2.81 2.46 

U 2.75 2.42
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TABLE 3 : Ka count rate with Ti excitation.

R/C(counts s1 per pg cm2)

Measured:thin film standard

Element Calculated Direct Fitted Measured :

results data polymer

standards

Mg 0.530 0.507 0.545

Al 1.14 1.15 1.13 1.09

Si 2.24 2.49 2.08

S 4.45 4.76 5.42 4.93

Cl 6.81 7.47 7.88 8.36

K 13.6 14.6 14.1

Ca 19.3 18.1 17.7

Sc 23.4 34.7 21.4

_ - _ I I I I
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TABLE 4 : Comparison of results from. XES and PIXE and "true" concentration

(V, no cm 2 on cascade impactor samole, aerosols').

XES PIXE "true" (1

8.3 ± 8 8.1 ± 1.1 8.3

11.2 ± 8.5 11.8 ± 2.0 11.8

25 ± 8.5 14.7 ± 2.0 11.7

4.8 ± 6.7 0.62 ± 0.4 0.76

-0.01 ± 6.9 2.1 ± 0.5 2.45

2.6 ± 7.0 3.0 ± 0.4 2.35

6.0 ± 7.0 2.8 + 0.8 3.03

8.0 ± 7.4 2.6 ± 0.6 3.51

9.0 ± 7.7 7.3 + 1.0 5.6

22 ± 8.1 8.5 + 1.1 7.4

28 ± 80 4.3 ± 0.7 4.8

9.3 ± 7.5 4.6 ± 1.0 5.6

13 ± 8 3.6 ± 1.0 5.2

"True" is an estimate from various compilations on enrichment

in the atmosphere.
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TABLE 5 : Comoarison of results from XES and PIXE and "true"

concentration (Rb, no cm-2 on cascade impactor sample, aerosols).

() See Table 4.

TABLE 6 : Concentration found with XES in relation to the "true"

value (Sr, cascade impactor sample, aerosols) selected

results near detection linit).

XES "true"( )

3.5± 2.9 10 + 2.1

6.5± 2.9 6.7 ± 1.4

4.3± 2.9 6.1 + 1.3

5.7± 3.0 4.9 + 1.3

-0.33±2.9 3.9 ± 0.8

5.6± 3.0 4.0 ± 0.8

2.9± 2.9 4.4 ± 0.9

2.8± 2.9 1.7 ± 0.4

3.6± 2.8 3.1 ± 0.6

4.6± 2.9 9.5 ± 2
(*) See Table 4.
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TABLE 7 : Analysis of standard reference samples (results, in ppm, + standard deviation

per measurement).

NlM-G (granite) GS.I J I1 (granodioritc)

element

K
Ca
'I.
V

u

Mn
Fe
Ni
Cu
Zn
Ga
Rb
Sr
Y
Ba°

Ce°
Nd"

T1'
U

given

41300
5720

610
2

155
14100

11
16
60
32

320
13

100
179
160

60
38

14

found

40500 3000
7630* 970

620 70
<23
157 t 10

15500 1300
16 6
19 i 3
54 7
32 4

334 * 24
21 4

140 11
160 ± 53
125 30

94 * 26
46 21
50 9
16 7

given

32900
15600

15650
24

465
15500

10
33

36
20

186
184
<30
450

42
20
24
13
33

found

33300 600
15,100 t 200

1600 * 110
45 t 18

498 t 41
16400 1300

18 4
9 2

44t 3
18 3

185 t 7
214 7
32i 3

310 t 80
44 t 11

<20
30t 14
10 t 6
<6

Specilnnll

US(iS BCR-I (basalt)

given found

14100 13500 t 500
49500 51100 1700
13200 14100 t 300

399 497 t 47
1390 1340 40

93700 88800 2200
16 17 3
18 26 6

120 131 4
20 22 t 2
47 50 i 7

330 368 t 8
37 34 4

675 680 120
54 <40
29 36 t 19
18 12 i 9

6 <7
17 <6

CItPC-BR (basalt)

given

11600
98600
16600

240
1550

90100
270

70
160

20
45

1350
26

1050

found

12200 i 300
100500 2500
15800 i 1000

340 i 34
1460 50

' 85900 t 3600
289 11
82 7

168 t 16
' 18 3
55 9

1390 60
27 * 3

1220 120
<40
<30 -

<7
<7 6
<6

NIM-S (syeilte)

given found

127000 116000t 11000
6000 ' 5200 t 500

300 320 t 40
10 43 13
80 153 8

9790 11300 i 400
8 13 4

23 23t 4
21 11 i 4
11 15 2

520 576 - 29
76-85 139 t 9
<5 <5

2590 2080 120
12 <30

9 <25
13 <7 5
1 <75
06 <8

" Less reliable due to important spectral interferences.
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THE DESIGN OF AUTOMATED NUCLEAR DATA SYSTEMS
FOR INDUSTRIAL APPLICATION

R.L. HEATH
Idaho National Engineering Laboratory,
Idaho Falls. Idaho.
United States of America

ABSTRACT

There is a recognized need for in-line monitoring instrumentation

that can provide continuous information concerning the distribution of

radio-isotopes in nuclear power stations. Consideration of the approach

to the design of automated nuclear spectrometry systems for this applica-

tion provides an example of the operation of complex nuclear data systems

in an industrial environment with a requirement for high reliability.

Examples of installed systems used for isotopic assay of plant streams

and effluents are discussed in some detail. Important considerations in

the design of these systems include: (1) automated system energy cali-

bration, (2) verification of system performance, (3) extreme dynamic range,

and (4) automated data interpretation to provide plant personnel with

information in a form to make operational decisions. High counting rate,

front-end electronics developed for this application are described.

These systems utilize distributed architecture for optimized through-

put and reliability. Trends illustrated in the design of these systems

are considered to be applicable for all sophisticated measurement systems

which incorporate computer techniques for data acquisition and analysis.

The development of diagnostic techniques to insure proper operation of

these systems is considered to be essential for field application of

measurement systems of increasing complexity. It is anticipated that

commercial equipment will be incorporating these techniques in the future.
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Introduction

The need for the development of automated nuclear spectrometer systems,

capable of unattended operation in an industrial operating environment,

has been dictated by many potential applications in the nuclear industry

for real-time isotopic assay of radioactivity present in material samples

and flowing nuclear facility streams, effluents, etc. Traditionally,

developed as a research tool of the nuclear scientist, gamma-ray spectro-

metry systems are complex in nature and are normally operated by highly

trained nuclear spectroscopists. The intrepretation of the pulse-amplitude

spectra obtained from scintillation or solid semiconductor detectors to

obtain quantitative information on radio-isotopes present in samples

requires considerable knowledge and the use of rather sophisticated

numerical techniques. The availability of inexpensive digital computers at

low cost has produced a variety of commercial laboratory pulse-amplitude

analyzers incorporating the capability to analyze pulse-height spectra to

obtain the desired result. However, successful application of these systems

requires highly trained operators to insure reliable results.

For a number of years, our laboratory has been pursuing an effort to automate

the techniques of gamma-ray spectrometry for use in routine applications of

the technique (1~7. In order to perform the desired functions an automated

spectrometer system must meet the following requirements:

1. Unattended operation.

2. Transfer of information (e.g., data, status, commands) between remote

station and operator or central control unit.

3. Automated verification of remote station performance (hardware and

software).

4. Automated sensor calibration.

5. Ability to verify the conditions of the measurement (i.e., verifica-

tion that the measurement being conducted is actually the measurement

desired).

6. Ability for self-recovery in case of power interruptions.
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If the automated spectrometer is required to operate in nuclear facilities

under accident conditions, it must also possess the following additional

capabilities:

7. Continuous operation.

8. Wide dynamic range.

9. Ability to perform real-time or near real-time measurements.

10. Automatic data analysis and interpretation.

11. Data interpretation in terms of the application of the measurement

to indicate performance. This includes the ability to correlate

data from numerous detectors, remote stations, sensors, and plant

systems for use in data interpretation.

12. Data archiving.

This development effort has led to the development of a number of proto-

type remotely operated gamma-ray spectrometers which have been continuously

operated on large test reactors to provide on-line assay of radionuclides

present in operating and effluent plant streams. These experimental proto-

types have provided the basis for system design concepts in the areas of

hardware, software, and system architecture.

System Architecture

Two advanced remote gamma-ray spectrometer systems are currently

operational at the INEL for use at the Loss of Fluid Test (LOFT) and

PBF reactor safety facilities. The architecture employed in these

systems is illustrated in Fig. 1. Systems consist of a remote acqi-

sition station and a central control computer. These systems are

designed to provide real-time assay of fission product isotopes in

simulated reactor accidents to provide data on the release and transport

of fission products in degraded core accidents.

The remote spectrometer stations consist of a germanium gamma-ray

detector with associated high-count rate electronics, a shielded detector

assembly with a six position variable collimator, a remote processor, and

an assemblage of valves, flow meters, temperature indicators, pressure

indicators, flow switches, and gross radiation detectors.
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The remote processor is interfaced to all control valves, pumps, and

flow meters to control and verify the sample flow, bypass, and sample line

flush operations. It also controls the collimator basing its selection on

detector count rate, indexes the detector from sample line to sample line,

verifies the location of the detector (via microswitches), and data collec-

tion. The remote processor has the capability of retaining its data in

case of power interruptions and of self-recovery after such an interruption.

Sample line instrumentation is also interfaced to the remote processor.

This instrumentation consists of a flow meter, temperature indicator,

pressure indicator, and gross activity detector for each sample line and

flow switches for each valve. The flow meter is used to determine the delay

from the source to the sample station while the temperature and pressure

indicators are needed for quantitative analysis of the sample. The gross

activity detectors allow continuous monitoring of sample lines so that the

collimator can be repositioned to achieve desired dynamic range. The flow

switches are used to give a position indication of proper sample selection.

The system controller controls the remote processor, provides for

specific experiment programming based on fixed sequence or time sequence

control, archives data and system status information, analyzes the gamma-

ray spectra, and correlates information from the germanium detector, gross

detectors, various sensors, and plant processes. In addition, it

provides the operator with both hard copy and graphics output of the

analytical results and preset maximums, and generates operator output

messages. Graphics output of historical analysis data is also available

to the operator.

Using both the calibration standard and a dual-amplitude precision

pulser, the system provides real-time system energy calibration, verifica-

tion of system performance, and data validation for each spectrum.

Considering the computer system architecture, several considerations have

emerged as important features of these systems to meet requirements for

extreme reliability, continued operation, and system maintenance in situa-

tions where access by operating personnel may be restricted due to high

radiation fields present at the location of the remote spectrometer

electronics: These include:
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Remote console operation for the remote processor to insure ability

to monitor processor operation, restart, etc. Basic control and

functional software in the remote processor are contained in PROM.

Downline system software loading of software from controller to

remote processor.

Availability of system status in real-time to confirm experimental

configuration, functional operation, and diagnostic information.

Major operating features of these systems include:

On-line monitoring of a number of sample lines.

Ability to collect and analyze a large number of gamma-ray

spectra with minimal operator intervention.

Automated sampling system control.

The use of high count rate electronics and collimators to achieve

a dynamic range of 105.

Automated methods for energy calibration, data validation and

system performance verification, software controlled.

These systems utilize the NOVA 4/S processor to control the remote

spectrometers, and a DEC 11/34 as the control system controller. Communi-

cation between the controller and remote spectrometers is accomplished via

high-speed serial links. The control processor is equipped with a full

complement of peripherals, including CRT terminal, disks, magnetic tape out-

put, and printer. The control processor operates under the DEC RSX-11M

operating system. As indicated in Figure 1, the remote spectrometers monitor

and control sampling system valves, pumps, and the spectrometer system

functions, utilizing resident software. The division of functional responsi-

bility between the remote processors and the controller computer are

summarized in Figure 2.
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Spectrometer Design

The gamma-ray spectrometer front end systems employ intrinsic germanium

gamma-ray detectors equipped with cryogenic FET preamplifiers. A twenty

cm. lead shield surrounds each detector. To achieve detector stability

and survivability in adverse environment the preamplifier, pulse generator,

and detector head are enclosed in an environmental housing providing

thermal insulation. A small thermostatically-controlled resistance heater

is incorporated to maintain the enclosure at a constant temperature. Each

spectrometer detector is equipped with a automated collimator to vary source-

detector geometry.

A block diagram of the front-end electronics system developed to

achieve desired performance at high input counting rates is shown in

Fig. 3. As shown, in addition to the normal shaping amplifier and

D. C. restorer, a timing signal is derived from the preamplifier output

which is hard differentiated (100 nsec time constant) to provide a

timing signal for pile-up rejection. Close attention to D.C. restoration

results in improved performance at extremely high count rates. Fig. 4

presents a table showing performance of these systems at input rates up

to 105 c/sec. Input counting rate, percent dead time and corrected peak

intensity are tabulated from a traditional two-source experiment, indi-

cating that pile-up correction circuitry performs well under these conditions.

The experiment employed a fixed rate 228Th source and a movable source of

137Cs. At counting rates of 105 c/sec energy resolution degrades from 2.6

keV (FWH M) to 2.9 keV (FWHM) for the 2.614 MeV photopeak of the 228Th line.

Under these conditions peak shift in the same line is less than one channel

for a 4096-channel ramp. It is important to note that the concurrently-

accumulated pulser peaks provide automatic correction for any rate-induced

shift in peak position.

Precision Reference Pulse Generator - Automated Performance Check and Data
Validation

The reference pulse generator utilized in these systems is a free-running

crystal frequency controlled current switch with two precision current

sources and associated switching circuitry. In order to provide a current

source stability better than + ppm/°C the circuitry is enclosed in a temper-

ature controlled environment providing control to 1°C over expected variations
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in ambient temperature. Out of the pulse generator is a square-topped pulse of

two discrete amplitudes as shown in Fig.5. The pulser output is fed directly

into the input of the preamplifier through a charge injection capacitor mounted

internal to the detector cryostat. The output pulse rate is generally 100

pulses per second. Pulser output pulses are processed by the ADC, electron-

ically tagged by a coincidence requirement, and resultant pulser spectra stored

separately in memory. The two pulser peaks, thus obtained, are utilized to

provide energy calibration, live-time and oile-up correction information,

and to measure system noise.

The major source of instability in the use of pulse generator output in

gamma-ray spectrometers is temperature instability in the input charge in-

jection capacitors employed in commercial germanium detectors. Recent

commercial units have been upgraded to provide improved stability in input

capacity either through the use of improved components or temperature con-

trol within the cryostat.

Pulser events are processed through the same electronics chain as are

gamma spectral events. In the ADC interface, pulser events are routed

and accumulated in special storage buffers within memory. During data

acquisition, software interrogate these pulser buffers once per minute. To

avoid the masking effects possible during extended counting periods, the

pulser events accumulated since the last interrogation are computed by sub-

tracting the buffer contents during the previous interogation from those

presently accumulated. The residual counts are the pulser events stored

during the last minute of data acquisition. The system gain and zero is

computed from these pulser events. Any changes in the system gain and

zero, sufficient to smear the spectral peaks and invalidate the acquired

data result in a warning message to the operator. Monitoring of the pulser

widths is used to flag degradation in spectrometer resolution, e.g. system

noise.

In addition to providing a method of flagging abrupt changes in the

system gain and zero, this minute-by-minute performance monitoring informs

the operator of catastrophic equipment failures that totally disable a

spectrometer channel (zero counts stored).
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When a count is completed on either spectrometer, the software stores

certain experiment and spectrum specific information, including the con-

tents of the pulser buffers. The spectrum is then transmitted and stored

on a disk file.

The use made of pulser data for real-time checking of system performance

and validation of spectral data are summarized in Fig. 6.

Environmental Control

In view of the fact that these remote, automated gamma-ray spectrometers

are designed for operation in hostile plant environment, sensitive electronic

components must be protected from extreme variations in temperature, electro-

magnetic transients, and humidity. In addition to the special environmental

enclosures provided for the semiconductor detectors, all remotely operated

electronics are provided with sealed, air conditioned enclosures. Cooling

air is recirculated and thermostatically controlled. All input power sources

are also provided with transient protective circuitry and voltage regulation.

Summary

In summary, the problems inherent in the design of automated measurement

systems designed to utilize sophisticated nuclear measurement techniques for

routine field measurement represent a formidable challenge. The requirement

for high reliability, operation by relatively untrained personnel, have

required the development of methodology for self-indication of system per-

formance and validation of data. Trends illustrated in the design of these

systems are considered to be applicable for all measurement systems which

incorporate computer techniques for data acquidition and analysis. It is

anticipated that commercial nuclear data systems and other laboratory analy-

tical equipment will be incorporating these techniques in the future. This

trend should facilitate the use of such equipment in developing nations.
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Figure 1. Block diagram of Remote Gamma-ray Spectrometer System.
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Remote Spectrometer

* Flow control

* Sample selection
* Data aquisition
* System performance verification

* Data compression
* Collimator selection

System Controller

* Data validation
* Data analysis
* Data archiving
* System control

* Experiment programming
* Alarm generation
* Data interpretation
* Report generation
* Graphics presentation

Figure 2. Division of functional responsibility between remote
spectrometer and central control processors.

High-Rate Front End Electronics

Figure 3. Block diagram of front-end electronics for high counting
rate apolication of gamma-ray spectrometers.
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High Rate Performance
Two-Source Experiment

% Dead time

20%

56%

75%

90%

Count rate

10,000

40,000

80,000

100,000

Corrected
peak intensity

90.02

89.6

88.7

89.3

Figure 4. Performance of high-rate electronics for gamma-ray spectrometers.
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Figure 5. Diagram of pulse generator employed for system verification.
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Use of Pulser for
System Performance Verification

Performance Data validation

* Gain stability

* Count rate

* Status
- Live time
-ADC
- Rejects

* Noise level/resolution

* Gain/zero

* Energy scale

* Pile-up

* Dead time

Figure 6. Table listing use of pulser data for system performance
verification.
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COMMERCIALLY AVAILABLE INSTRUMENTATION VERSUS
CUSTOM-MADE EQUIPMENT: A GUIDE

D.R. MACHEN
Scientific Systems International*,
Los Alamos. New Mexico,
United States of America

Abstract

A dilemma facing all institutions, universities, and national or

international laboratories--with very little exception--is the question of

whether design, and perhaps fabrication, of instrumentation should be

accomplished "in-house," or if the instrumentation should be procured

commercially. This dilemma is particularly pressing today because the

budgets for staff and equipment are being limited on a worldwide basis

in the physical sciences. The design and fabrication capabilities of the

research institute and the scientific instrumentation industry can be a

compatible and mutually supportive team, provided both groups know

and understand the other's problems and limitations. To this end a set

of guidelines has been developed for several situations common in the

physical sciences.

I ntrod uction

For a number of years, I have been closely associated with the

design and construction engineering activities at several research
establishments in the United States and Western Europe. These activi-

ties have taken me through many different device-design and system-

design efforts for particle accelerator projects, and for the experimental

research that is carried out at these institutes. Over the last 15

years, I have seen the operating budgets for the research institutes in

the physical sciences swing from adequate to subsistence, and the staff

available to solve the instrumentation problem drops year by year.

* A division of Kinetic Systems Corporation.
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Much of the basic instrumentation needed on a day-to-day basis was not

available commercially 10 - 15 years ago and was developed by staff

engineers and scientists at the world's laboratories and institutes.

Today, we find the situation nearly reversed; the basic instruments are

commercially available for the most part, and budgets for staff are so

limited that serious consideration must be given to the question, Shall I

design and build this new instrument myself, or should I go to industry

with my requirements? I have always been a proponent of the

philosophy of reserving in-house design expertise for tasks that can be

solved in no other way. This philosophy, in my opinion, is even more

important today, owing to the staff and budget limitations restricting

our institutes.

The remainder of this paper will describe the three groups of

people involved in specific design or construction activities for an

institute, a laboratory, or a university, and the situations they

frequently face in which decisions regarding development of

instrumentation must be made. Following this, guidelines for making

these decisions are developed with specific reference as to how each

group's talents could best be maximized under today's economic

constraints.

Definitions

With little loss in generality, I will define three distinct groups

(all are applicable to the institute, the university, or the laboratory);

those groups not fitting the exact definitions outlined here can be

derived from the basic three. The first group, which I will call A, is

the small research team responsible for experimental research activities

(often at major laboratories). The team is primarily made up of

scientists and some graduate students, but it may have skilled

technicians available for some specialized tasks. Group B, the second

classification of users, is an operational team, in contrast to the

research team in Group A. The makeup of Group B is primarily

professional engineers and technicians whose charge is to operate,

maintain, and upgrade a scientific facility. Group B may have skilled

craftpersons available to it for certain specialized tasks. Group C, our

third user category, is the construction team. The makeup of Group C

can span that of Groups A and B and, In addition, have both

coordination and fabrication personnel as members of the team.
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Although each type of group may have, to a greater or lesser

extent, the ability to design and fabricate its own instrumentation,

there are instances in which each should not, and would be better off

either buying commercially designed instrumentation or contracting for

its development and fabrication.

Situations and Guidelines

1. The first situation is one in which instrumentation already

exists--that is, the instrumentation is available and either exactly meets

the particular needs of a project or, with very minor specification

modification, could be used with no degradation in the desired results.

* It is safe to say that no group of scientific users should ever

fall into the trap of designing and/or fabricating

instrumentation that exists in the commercial market.

Reinvention of the wheel, as it is called, is often justified by

unit cost of an item; I have never known of a laboratory or

institute whose overhead costs were small enough to bring the

unit cost of an in-house device low enough to seriously

compete with the commercial unit cost. Often the user

overhead is hidden, or actually subsidized (graduate

student), which makes a direct comparison difficult. When we

consider the present budgets for technical personnel, it is

folly to tie these people to design and fabrication of what

already exists.

2. The second situation is one in which new instrumentation is

needed--that is, a situation in which the required instrument does not

exist, either commercially or from other institutes, and does not require

new or state-of-the-art technology to actually realize a design. The

new instrument may involve a mature or well-known package or

operating protocol (e.g., NIM, CAMAC, EUROCARD/EUROBUS,GPIP),

or it may involve a totally new operating specification (e.g., PROWAY

or FASTBUS).

* Group A will probably select in-house design and fabrication,

depending upon the current equipment budget. This group

is nearly always justified in accomplishing at least the design
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of new instruments owing to the very special nature of many

research instruments. Groups B and C, however, should

never commit personnel to design and fabrication of common

instrumentation, as valuable staff resources are better used

in tasks that can be accomplished in no other way. If,

however, the new instrumentation is itself a part of a new

package, protocol, system concept, etc., then Group B might

well wish to prototype some devices prior to commercial

procurement. Once a substantial number of instruments have

become available in the new package or system, commercial

interest should be sampled at an early date. Again, Group C

must be more concerned with the overall system or project

and therefore, even in the case of new instrumentation, the

staff of Group C should be predominantly system engineers

rather than design engineers.

3. The third situation is one created by new technology, in which the

new (or existing) instrument can be realized (or upgraded) only by the

use of a new technology. An excellent example of this situation is the

explosive introduction of the gate array by several established

semiconductor device manufacturers and some new firms recently. The

gate array was actually introduced several years ago, but the semicon-

ductor fabrication technology could not, at that time, support the

thousands of devices now possible in the array. This new technology

not only requires a new expertise on the part of the practitioner but

also requires a considerable outlay of funds to begin the process--less

than required by the generation of a monolithic integrated circuit, but

still sizable by any standard. Once developed to the prototype stage,

the new technology can often be easily included by commercial

instrumentation manufacturers into new and existing equipment.

* The new technology dilemma poses a much different problem

for each of the various groups. Group A is often justified in

doing both design and fabrication of instrumentation based

upon new technology. This group may have an application

for the new technology which must be researched and

developed in very close relation with the other Group A

activities. An example of this is the design and development

of instrumentation for a new detector. The instrument may
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need to evolve with the detector, and any attempt to

pre-specify the instrument would be impossible. Group B,

however, is sometimes justified in developing new technology

solutions to instrumentation needs as a way to maintain the

expertise of the members of the group. In this case,

fabrication of the device on a prototype basis can be useful,

but production fabrication only leads to staffing problems in

the long term. The leadership of Group B must be constantly

aware that new technology design can grow to a

disproportionate level with great ease. Generally, the

present level of construction personnel budgets precludes

Group C from doing anything but systems engineering. The

special instrumentation must be contracted to an

instrumentation designer, either commercial or otherwise.

The possible commercial market for the device will dictate the

degree of commercial interest. This position is sometimes

modified by the joint development contract, which will be

described below.

Conclusions

A general rule of thumb in the question of in-house design versus

commercial procurement is to consider the size of one's staff and the

nature of the task to be accomplished. A small staff or a task

involving well-known design rules generally points towards outside

procurement so that the in-house personnel can be put to work on

problems that cannot be solved commercially. The personnel and

equipment budget restrictions in today's economic environment actually

make it more important than ever before to conserve the precious

resource of in-house design and fabrication capability; we have seen,

for specific types of groups, why this resource is important, and for

other types of groups, why it should not be a consideration.

In some cases, the joint development contract can be used

constructively to solve instrumentation problems. In this type of

interaction, the research-oriented scientific user and the industry join

forces to develop a new instrument, which allows the following to

occur: often a small number of devices are ultimately delivered, the

design costs are shared between the two activities, and the fabrication
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facilities of the commercial shop are used to make the instrument. The

user is as involved with the process as much as is required, or

desired, and the expensive and time-consuming effort of final design

and fabrication is done by the manufacturer, who is best equipped to

accomplish that job. Finally, the commercial house will be able to add

to its catalog an instrument that has had some of the development cost

deferred.

I have developed a set of general, but very workable, guidelines

for research institutes, universities, and laboratories to help resolve

the ever-present dilemma of in-house versus outside instrumentation

design and fabrication. These guidelines should benefit all

research-oriented users making such decisions in the future.
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ROLE OF MICROPROCESSORS IN NUCLEAR INSTRUMENTATION

P. GALLICE
Service d'mnstrumentation pour la recherche,
Departement d'1lectronlque et d'instrumentation nuclealre.
CEA. Centre d'etudes nuclealres de Saclay,
Gif-sur-Yvette. France

Abstract

Like all the other kinds of electronic instruments, nuclear
instrumentation has been more and more designed with built-in
microprocessors, which give elaborated computed results in terms
of user's units, control the sequence of successive tasks and
introduce parallel actions in distributed systems. Compared to
previous logic design, instrument dialog is better, recording
facilities are increased and the price becomes lower.

Microprocessors allow for a sophisticated self-made
instrumentation by a small team, but this requires powerful
tools for hardware and software debugging facilities, as well as
a good knowledge.

Three typical examples of applications are given: a nuclear.
counting automat, a programmable instrument and a simple distributed
system.

For ten years now, like all other kinds of electronic instruments, the new generation
of nuclear instrumentation has been more and more designed with built in microprocessors.
Why such a success ? Simply because this new and relatively cheap VLSI kind of component
and its associates have introduced, directly in the instruments, the fantastic power of the
informatics tools ; at the same time they decrease mechanical dimensions as well as cost

in comparison with previous minicomputers which were expansive, volume consuming,
difficult to liaise with instruments, both hardware and software wise.

For example, in a simple instrument, like a counting scaler, a microprocessor offers
the user a well elaborated measure, i.e. a computer result, like background corrected activity
of a nuclear source instead of just the pulse count during a presettable time.

A microprocessor can also easily take in charge the sequence of different successive
tasks to be performed in a fully automated equipment, like a system with a sample changer
in which it controls the mechanic movements, controls and checks vacuum
or detector High Voltage Power, starts counting and so on.

In large systems, like these used around the particle accelerators, microprocessors
have favoured the well known "distributed intelligence concept" which consists essentially
in the use of one uP per task or per geographical subsystem ; this concept makes easier the
setting up and maintenance phasis of the experiment, and increases the overall speed and
throughput of the system, since several subsystems are working at the same time. Another
important advantage of uP in the nuclear instrumentation is the considerable amelioration
of the interactivity with the operator, ie of dialog features particulary in small equipments.
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For very small instruments the dialog is still organized with dedicated keys or push buttons,
but results are given with text or linear alphanumeric display ; for mean size instruments,
with numerous functions and capabilities, like multichannel analysers, the dialog is a menu,
ie interactive commands with questions and responses, via an alphanumerical built in display,
also used for graphic spectrum display, and via an alphanumeric keyboard. This technic leads
the operator through a set of questions, avoiding misinterpretation of functionnalities ; the
juP checks also the coherence of the parameters choosen by the operator.

The gP gives also good recording capabilities in instruments: data format for printers,
K7 or floppy discs record etc...

The use of AP, ie programmable components, instead of hardware logic in instruments
gives also the capability of slight modifications which were previously difficult or even
impossible. However the necessary tools and knowledges for corrections of programm should
not be underestimated.

As mP and associated components like memory and peripheral drivers are VLSI circuits,
the power consumption and mechanical dimensions of instruments are offen reduced, increasing
the portability of equipments or their electrical autonomy.

Of course, commercially available instruments make use of these UP capabilities;
but for small laboratories mP have another considerable advantage: due to the fact that
hardware developments are minimized and replaced by software developments which are
just time consuming, well sophisticated and dedicated equipments could be done by, small
team, well educated in informatic technics: self made instrumentation is eased.

In this respect, the use of personnal computers based on MP should not be minimized,
since these offen ease interconnection of equipment with standard busses, and offer high
level programming languages tools like Basic or Fortran. In addition they play an evident
educational role in gP technics.

So uP use presents a lot of advantages but what is the price to pay for ?

First I would like to remind what is a AP (fig 1) and what is the minimum environment
for its use (fig 2) :

- A jP is just like an integrated version of the central unit (CPU) of a minicomputer, with
a programm counter, memory adressing capability, arithmetic and logic unit, interrupt handling,
etc...

- A UP is necessarily used together with a memory storing programms and data, and with
input-output circuitry (mainly VLSI also).

- A uP cannot do anything sensible without a good programm, ie a programm which has
been analysed, coded, edited, interpreted or compiled, loaded in memory and debugged;
in addition to the application programm, a good resident system kernel is offen required
for task handling and data exchanges.

All this requires a minimum of specific equipment and software dedicated to a uP
family, called development tool (fig 2); without such a tool, which is by pity rather expansive,
the productivity and quality of programm is rather poor. From that, arise the practical difficul-
ties of the use of yP in small laboratories:

- cost of development tool
- short life time of this equipment (due to the fact that current technology evolution is very
fast)
- importance of educational training. Although this aspect is always underestimated by new

up users, it should not prevent people to start with.
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Examples:

To illustrate the role of yP in nuclear instrumentation, 3 typical examples are shortly
described below.

1 - Measurement of nuclear activity (automat)

Figure 3 shows a typical automated small system for absolute activity measurement by the
method of 4By7 coincidences.

Pulses delivered by a 4 ir counter on channel B and a PM on channel 7 are amplified, and
discriminated by NIM modules and then counted during a presettable time in 3 scalers
( , y andf3).

Setting up of time, reading of scalers, data handling and printing are controlled by
an 8 bits yP built in the scalers box ECMP 10 described in appendix 1.

The programm stored in REPROM memory, allows:

- input of parameters from the keyboard : date of the nuclear source creation, radioactive
period Ti, dead time Tm, Resolution time Tr, counting time for background measurement
Tp counting time for normal measurement Tn, and number of measures N;
- background measure (without source) ;
- radiation measure and computation of the nuclear activity;
- printing of parameters and results.

2 - Multichannel analyzer (programmable instrument)

Several manufacturers offer now multichannel analyzers which look like a video display
unit and comprise:

- a graphical and alphanumerical display with interactive capabilities
- a keyboard
- a dual floppy disk mass storage memory
- up to 4 ADC channels
- a y computer.

The built in microprocessor(s) take(s) in charge:

·the operator dialogue:
- acquisition parameters (counting time and period, memory
size, overflow monitoring, etc...),
- display parameters (scales, lin/log),
- interactive dialogue for spectrum handling.

. The acquisition sequence.
·The spectrum data handling : automatic peak search and peak data computation with background
substraction : centroid position, fwhm, etc...
. Nuclear elements search by comparison with isotopesdata.
. Edition of results either on display or printer or floppy disks. In fact all sophisticated
computation previously done by external minicomputer.

3 - Local data handling by 9Processor CAMAC Crate Controller

A dedicated CAMAC pcomputer (JCAM 10 manufactured by Enertec
based on an 8080 Intel y Processor) is used as a local intelligence to transform the high
level macrocommand that it receives from a central minicomputer CII-HB "level 6", into
several elementary and sequential commands to the different components (motors, scalers,
and alphanumeric display) of a neutron spectrometer (fig 4).
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Interactive macrocommands edited as a character string from the level 6 computer
keyboard allow different levels of commands like:

- elementary CAMAC command to a module (control, read or write command) 'with answer
message;
- presence of an interrupt in the CAMAC crate;
- choice of the parameters of a complete acquisition sequence and execution with display
formats on the local VDU;
- setting up of motors positions.

The simple command language allows to use a simple teletype instead of the level
6 minicomputer during the experience setting up or maintenance phasis: the system is
then autonomous. Several experiences are connected in "Star configuration" to the multiuser
minicomputer.

CONCLUSION

As a summary, the roles and advantages of microprocessor in nuclear instrumentation
are listed below:

- functionnaly, A P introduce directly in the instruments:
. local data handling
. sequential task handling
. better dialogue with operators

- technically, together with their associated VLSI circuits, VP allow:
· size reduction of instrument
. power consumption reduction
· portability of equipment
· increase of overall throughput (speed, number of channels, adaptation ease, etc...)

- economically: UP gives an important cost reduction factor for identical performances
or more offen, more capabilities for the same price of an instrument
- educationnally: vP open the door of informatics technics to a large number of instrument
users and also increase the capabilities for users to make their own dedicated instruments.
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APPENDIX 1

Portable Preprogrammable Counting Scalers Box

ECMP

This instrument is used for pulses counting with built in computation capability.

It comprises 3 counting scalers, 1 timer and an INTEL 8085 microprocessor. Results
are edited either on a small printer or a teletype.

Specifications

- counting scalers: . number 3 7
.range: 10 counts
. resolution time : 0,5 is
. maximum frequency: 2 MHz
. input : Z = 1000 2

polarity : +

pulse width > 0,2 Is
amplitude : 1-5 V

- timer : range 1 - 1000 S by 1 ms step

- parameters input: . numerical keyboard
. (option teletype keyboard)

. display - FACIT Printer
- Teletype Printer

. binary data: 1 byte input-output : TTL

- Selection of programms : by hexadecimal switch

- Programm : stored on REPROM memory to be created on a developpment system

- Power : 220 V - 50 Hz or 6 V battery
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Remarks and Comments

1. Fig. 2 shows the normal procedure and tools necessarily used for the
design of a microprocessor based instrument built with VLSI components
and comprising a certain amount of software.

a) When using microprocessor boards, available from microprocessor
manufacturers, the development tool may be replaced by a general
purpose minicomputer with a cross-compiler or a cross-assembler (a
cross compiler is a programme running on a computer type, which
translates a source programme, written in language L, into an object
code 0 which can be loaded in the memory of a microprocessor system
(or computer) type B and then executed by microprocessor E), under
the condition that the microprocessor board runs correctly under at
least a monitor programme Cor a bootstrap) in PROM memory, which
allows at least:

- down loading of application programme from the computer into the
RAM application microprocessor system memory (the easiest
connection for downloading is a V24 channel),

- execution of programme with break and step by step capabilities,

examination and modification of microprocessor register and
memory contents,

b) The use of a microprocessor computer instead of a microprocessor
makes the debugging even easier, since there is no doubt about the
correct function of the CPU, memory, programme loader, and programme
debugger.

2. Once a team has made the necessary investments in knowledge and
hardware/software development tools for a microprocessor family, it is
highly recommended that they make their own instrumentation developments
as much as possible. With this family, even if new and better
microprocessor of the same power become available on the market, because
almost each kind of the microprocessor family needs its own expansive
development tools and knowledge.

External
_ l Data

External Memory Inputs

Event -- Microprocessor I Proaramm

(interrupt) Data Com
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TECHNIQUES FOR DATA ACQUISITION AND DATA ANALYSIS

E.C.G. OWEN
Daresbury Laboratory.
Daresbury. Warrington.
United Kingdom

Abstract

Methods of performing data acquisition and data analysis are
described using equipment manufactured to international standards
such as CAMAC, NIM and FASTBUS. A logical approach to the definition
and creation of systems agains a particular experimental requirement
is suggested and the software requirements of such systems is
examined.

INTRODUCTION

This paper examines the various stages of data acquisition and data

analysis and gives ideas as to the possible methods of working which can be

used for any given experiment.

No particular existing data acquisition system is described in its entirety

but, where considered useful, examples of real equipment, and software

methods are used to lend clarity to various techniques described in the

document.

The use of various International Standards is recommended such as CAMAC,

NIM, FASTBUS, etc., and their particular application areas are described.

It is recognised that standard available instruments and equipment do not

cover the entire range of experimental requirements and methods of

interfacing to standard equipment are suggested.
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The subject covers an extremely wide area of technology and in order that

each part of the data acquisition and data analysis description may be

useful, the document is structured into a number of individual parts as

follows:

1. The Experiment Interface

2. Data Acquisition

3. Transfer of Data to Local Processor

4. Accumulation Processors

5. Local Analysis and Fast Feedback Response

6. Transfer to Mainframe

7. Mainframe Analysis Techniques

8. Post Experimental Working at Remote Sites.

As CAMAC, FASTBUS and NIM are referred to in the paper quite regularly, a

brief summary of each system is included here to assist understanding. For

more detail please obtain appropriate specification.

CAMAC

CAMAC is a modular system which offers crates with fully specified power

supplies into which the module can be inserted. Each crate is equipped

with a standard backplane which carries the signals to the modules. One of

the slots in the backplane is different to the others and this is the slot

which allows all the others which are bussed to be addressed individually.

The system offers 24 bit data on separate read and write lines, five

function bits, the action of which is specified, and four sub-address bits

which are used with the function bits to select various registers, etc.,

within a module. The system also offers two status bits and a service

request line per module slot.

The original specification defines a single crate system but subsequent

specifications have been added to allow multicrate working. The system has

also been expanded to allow several modules to arbitrate and perform

dataway cycles.

The timing is synchronous, two timing bits are specified and the dataway

cycle time is 1 us.
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A new specification which will allow a mode of operation using a large

address field and handshake timing is soon to be published.

There is a very wide range of modules available from many manufacturers.

FASTBUS

FASTBUS is a new standard which will be published by the USA and European

Committees. It is aimed at the very high speed data acquistion and

processing required at the more advanced Laboratories. It is a modular

system offering 32 bit data and address with appropriate control bits. It

uses ECL technology and is supplied with a specified backplane built into a

standard crate.

The bus protocol is very comprehensive and contains a number of special

modes which will assist with the type of high speed data acquisition often

required in the collection of data from an experiment. It is designed to

allow multiprocessor activity and will give approximately 10 times the

speed offered by CAMAC.

There is currently much activity in prototyping and software development.

NLM

NIM is a standard modular system which has specified crates and power

supplies. Many different types of equipment have been built in the NIM

format and there is a very wide range of commercial modules available which

are specifically aimed at the experimental environment. Input/output

signals are fully specified. The system is used at most Institutes and

Laboratories throughout the world.

E3S

One other system which is being worked on by the ESONE Committee in Europe

and may be a standard in the future is a Standard Microprocessor System.
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It is a modular system based on a backplane bus and offers 24 bit address

and 16 bit data in its present form, but could be upgraded to 32 bits in

the future.

The mode of access and system registers within the modules are fully

specified and a definition of the software primitives required to drive the

system form part of the specification. In order that the system can cater

for a wide range of applications, the system definition is layered so as to

allow simple modules to be built without severe overheads, whilst the more

complex multi-master, multi-tasking requirement may also be satisfied.

1

OTHER
DATA STATIONS

5

ACCESS
TO OTHER

/ MAIN FRAMES

REMOTE- WORKSTATIONS

DATA ACQUISITION AND ANALYSIS REQUIREMENTS
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THE EXPERIMENT INTERFACE

The basic requirement of any experiment is to acquire data. The physical

information which we wish to collect can be of many different forms and

detected in a variety of ways: wire chambers, bubble chambers, solid state

detectors, etc.

Experiments are of course configured by the experimenter and from time to

time configurations will change. Therefore as much flexibility as possible

must be built into the data acquisition environment. The use of Standards

makes this problem easier as modules are usually exchangeable and any new

modules required are more easily configured into the system, both in terms

of hardware and software. A large proportion of experimental equipment is

rather specialised by its very nature and will often require purpose-built

electronics to allow it to function correctly. However, the complexity and

volume of such electronics can often be greatly reduced by interfacing to

"Standard Units" at the earliest possible moment. CAMAC and NIM both offer

a very wide range of equipment in this area and with the fairly rapid

development of FASTBUS modules there will also be provision for achieving

far more sophisticated requirements.

Without equipping a particular experiment it is not possible to detail the

equipment required but a few examples of the possibilities are given:

1. An experiment which required a number of analogue pulses to be

collected at fairly high speed, with good resolution and digital

readout was equipped with commercial ADCs built to NIM standards with

readout via CAMAC interfaces.

2. A requirement to drive many stepping motors in an experiment was

satisfied by the provision of a CAMAC module capable of driving up to

256 motors with only a small interface module required for each

motor.

3. A wire chamber experiment which required a large memory system for

real-time acquisition was built into a number of CAMAC modules,

increments in memory size being obtained by additional modules.

4. The ability to control the High Voltage supplies to experimental

equipment has been satisfied by units built in NIM.
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5. The requirement to perform particle identification in real-time to

give energy spectra based on particle mass has been accomplished by a

mixed CAMAC/NIM solution.

The advantage of such solutions is that all the signal parameters have been

standardised and in the case of CAMAC and FASTBUS the readout system is

automatically part of the equipment.

Most requirements can be satisfied by commercially supplied equipment which

allows the user and his support team to concentrate on designing an

appropriate system configuration.

DATA ACQUISITION

Experiments in many fields of science will often have common requirements

and for those within a single field of research or using one control

facility this commonality is usually more pronounced. It is therefore very

efficient to consider the concept of a basic data station.

The size, and complexity of such stations will vary with the local

requirement but in essence it would consist of:

1. One or more crates of CAMAC.

2. One or more crates of NIM.

3. Power supplies.

4. A source of intelligence to control the station. This could take the

form of an intelligent self-contained CAMAC controller, an

independent computer interfaced via CAMAC or an end station

controller attached to a serial or branch highway.

5. A number of standard modules such as LAM graders, clock extender,

communications, scalers, ADCs, stepping motor drivers, stores, test

and display.

6. Extra intelligence in the form of Auxiliary Controllers.
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7. In the future some FASTBUS crates may also form part of a data

station.

A data station can then be supplied with its basic set of modules complete

with software drivers for using them. This type of configuration is then

easily duplicated without the need for highly professional staff and if

reasonable test software has been provided then a fully operational data

station can be provided by lower level technical staff.

Each experiment will require its individual extra equipment to be added,

but provided the correct software links have been made available this

should not be a very large task and certainly much less than writing all

the required software.

The basics of FASTBUS and CAMAC have already been described but it is worth

reiterating that CAMAC offers a very broad range of modules in the data

acquisition area and with planned developments in FASTBUS this also will

offer the scientist a wide choice of equipment.
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The approach to configuation of a data station and the techniques to be

employed is very dependent on the peak and mean data rates to be

accomplished. If the data rates can be attained by a dedicated processor

using normal I/O instructions, then the problem is relatively simple.

However, where higher rates are to be obtained then other techniques must

be employed.

One fairly simple enhancement is to add direct memory access to the

controlling processor which for block data can give great improvement, but

care must be taken that for short blocks the time taken to set up the

transfer does not exceed the time saved in actual data transfer.

Another method which has been found very successful for high peak data

rates is the use of CAMAC auxiliary controller techniques to perform

collection within a data station. This has taken the form of auxiliary

controllers (ACs) which can be loaded by the processor with a number of

parameters but which can then perform very high speed acquisition using the

loaded parameters to determine the correct readout requirements. Data can

then be placed in buffer stores at the data station for readout using DMA

of large blocks at a later stage. Some of the ACs have been designed with

specialist purpose in mind but others are of a more general nature and can

perform any given set of commands in a fast sequence. Histogramming can be

enhanced greatly by this method.

For really high peak rates which exceed anything achievable with a 1 us

cycle time, the future solution will be to implement FASTBUS systems, but

for the present good results can be given by the use of a private high

speed bus between modules concerned in the acquisition, the advantage of

building in a CAMAC format being that all the readout facilities required

can be made available via the backplane.

If the quantity of data to be collected exceeds that which it is possible

to transmit to the acquisition computers, then one has little choice but to

implement front-end processing or data selection techniques in the data

station.

Most front-end processors have been designed with a very definite task in

mind and cannot be used generally, but with the advent of fast bit-slice

devices more flexible programmable processors are beginning to be used,
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making front-end processing a more attractive and less labour intensive

solution. Two problems which have to be solved are providing such

processors with their working data at high speed and making the programming

of them a less daunting task than detailed microcoding, in other words an

efficient compiler.

Much time can be wasted in an experimental run because the physicist is

running virtually blind until some data analysis is performed which may be

after several hours if data is only being recorded. There is, therefore, a

strong case for having a display attached to the station showing samples of

the data being collected. This has been accomplished on many different

types of experiment, but again the techniques to be used are dependent on

the way in which data is being collected. Solutions range from a simple

display being written to by a processor, to a specialised auxiliary

controller performing data manipulation in real time for presentation to a

display.

The final considerations which must be examined for data stations are the

software related ones. Generation of software is both time consuming and

expensive, and therefore it is essential to look critically at the approach

to its provision. The first consideration is the data station processor.

It is obvious that if the same processor can be selected for all the

stations and the same operating system is used, then software can be easily

implemented on several stations. However the demands of particular

stations may be such that more or less powerful processors are required and

the approach may then be to select a family of machines. If even this

cannot cater for the envisaged requirements, then selecting a common

operating system which is available for several different machines is

another possibility.

Another critical factor is the user interface provided, as in the end each

user will require to tell the data station how to perform for his or her

particular experiment. In many cases of course, the computer on which the

user programmes his or her requirements will not be the station computer,

in which case software must be provided at the station to receive commands

from a remote processor and as a result generate the appropriate

acquisition sequences.
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If, however, the user is to programme the station processor, then it should

not be expected for him to have to use a particular assembler language. It

must therefore offer a reasonable high level language which can call the

ariving routines already provided as facilities at the data station.

The choice of language must be on a per site basis and should fit into the

software supported at that site as access to cross compilers, simulators

and expertise will usually be available.

TRANSFER OF DATA TO A LOCAL PROCESSOR

Unless each data station is equipped with mass storage devices and other

expensive peripherals there will be a requirement to transmit the data

being acquired to a local processor which has such facilities and may

service several stations. It is necessary therefore to connect these

processors to the data stations to allow data transfer to take place.

There are various methods of achieving this process and again the solution

must be matched to the data rate required. A number of possible and

reasonably standard solutions are described...

1. CAMAC Serial Highway

CAMAC serial highway allows the connection of remote CAMAC crates to a

central point which contains the serial driver. It is not useful therefore

if there is more than one target machine for the data.

Serial highways can be run at up to 5 Mbytes a second and if pipelining

techniques are used in the serial driver then even allowing for protocol

and setting up overheads, real data can be transferred at about 1 Mbyte a

second and because transfers are checksummed the operation is fairly

secure.

The system is available commercially and sophisticated serial drivers are

available for several different computers.
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2. Ethernet

Ethernet is a broadcast Local Area Network which is receiving a great

degree of commercial support. It operates at 10 Mbits a second and

requires only one coaxial cable for its transfers. Ethernets can operate

over a distance of 1500 metres (in three sections joined by repeaters) and

the protocols to be used at the lower levels are specified and have been

adopted on a very wide basis. However, agreement at the higher protocol

level is much more difficult as the Local Area Network must then fit in

with the overall network strategy of the local facilities. For a private

transfer mechanism between data stations and an accumulation processor, the

higher level protocols need not be implemented and a simple protocol built

onto the basic block will suffice.
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3. Cambridge Ring

Cambridge Ring is a Local Area Network which has been developed in the UK.

It works on slotted ring principles and operates at 10 Mbits a second.

There are several host computer interfaces available and there is a

standard ring interface port. It is only used extensively in the UK at the

moment but has the advantages of commercial availability plus supported

software. The protocols to be used are fully specified but are rather

"heavy" for data acquisition work.

4. Baseband Modems

For the less demanding applications baseband modems and the V24 interface

will provide a simple and cost effective solution. One advantage of this

technique is that there are a number of alternative software solutions

available. The disadvantage is that only point to point networks are

generally available and therefore extensions to couple several machines

require traffic switching.

5. CAMAC Solutions

CAMAC manufacturers have solved the data transfer problems several times

over. Several companies can offer and support their own equipment and in

many cases this solution is a very viable option.

ACCUMULATION PROCESSORS

An accumulation processor may serve several data stations and acts as a

concentrator for the data being acquired. It will normally have mass

storage devices attached and because of its main task it will have a well

equipped input/output structure. Depending on requirements the

accumulation processor may be a single machine or one of several linked

processors acting as a central facility to the experimental areas. If

CAMAC is being used as the data transfer mechanism, then it will be a

requirement to equip the accumulation processor with CAMAC. This may have

certain advantages anyway as processors can then be changed or upgraded

with minimum impact on the acquisition system. In order to achieve any

reasonable data rate it will be necessary to implement direct memory access

methods of transfer. Most commercial machines provide this type of access
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and therefore it is a matter of providing a suitable interface for CAMAC or

the particular network being used.

There are a number of considerations to be made about how the processor

connects to the acquisition network. The first is to intimately connect

the machine so that the software knows all about the network being driven

and the protocols being used and is of advantage where the manufacturers

supported offering is being used. The second option is to front-end the

system with a microprocessor which can deal with all network matters and

therefore create a simpler interface to the processor. This second

approach is probably to be preferred as it leaves the accumulation

processor free to get on with other tasks such as data sorting, analysis

and data storage.

The choice of an accumulation processor must depend on local factors but if

one of the more widely used machines is selected then appropriate hardware

and software can often be obtained from other Institutes or commercially.

LOCAL ANALYSIS AND FAST FEEDBACK RESPONSE

With the cost of computing power becoming lower and lower it is now

reasonable to think in terms of providing powerful facilities at a local

level to perform both on-line and off-line analysis. This may take the

form of an enhanced accumulation machine or of several processors with

specific tasks which are closely coupled to the accumulation machine and

have ready access to the data. The advantages of being able to carry out

on-line analysis are enormous as much wasted experimental time can be

avoided if the physicist can have a fast feedback of results and therefore

make appropriate adjustments in the parameters to be used in the data

collection system.

If processors are provided to perform local analysis then they must be

properly equipped with appropriate hardware and software tools. It is

often the case that equipment to be used for analysis is considered as an

afterthought and is under funded in comparison to data acquisition

equipment.
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A good graphics facility backed by appropriate software is a major

enhancement to any analysis system and the ability to transfer data at high

speed to the display is essential. The display type must again be matched

to the environment as different techniques will be required. The use of

grey scale and/or colour graphics can particularly enhance certain types of

displayed data. The choice of such terminals on the commercial market is

large and tends to operate on a price versus sophistication basis.

Other basic requirements which should be considered are reasonable plotting

facilities, good multiuser terminal access, large disk space provision,

line printer and appropriate networking interfaces.

In the end it is the efficiency of the software used which makes the

biggest contribution to data analysis and therefore all the requirements

discussed in the section on mainframe analysis are equally applicable here.

TRANSFER TO MAINFRAME

When data is transferred to a mainframe for analysis or archiving and

storage there are a number of considerations to be made.

The central machine will usually be a large multiuser computing resource

and cannot be expected to make responses in real-time, i.e. the bandwidth

available may be only a small part of the total.

The mainframe will generally be front-ended by a network controlling

processor which will require to use a standard set of protocols which will

also have to be implemented on the local processor to achieve transfer.

The mainframe may be on the remote side of a PTT network in which case the

appropriate protocols will have to be adopted either in the local machine

or in an appropriate gateway machine to which the local processor is

networked.

On a single site any of the Local Area Network technologies previously

mentioned under "Transfer to a Local Processor" would be an appropriate

solution apart from CAMAC serial highway which would be unlikely to be

implemented at the mainframe. Both Ethernet and Cambridge Ring have been
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used in this sort of area and the use of baseband modems running at

relatively high speed to a central switch or concentrator at the central

computing point is fairly common.

The type of transfer protocols which need to be implemented are a secure

file transfer protocol, a job transfer protocol and a graphics transfer

protocol. International standards for these types of transfer are still at

an early stage so the present option is to implement whatever service the

mainframe offers.

MAINFRAME ANALYSIS

There are many opinions on mainframe versus distributed computing and I do

not propose to detail them in this paper as the techniques discussed here

are equally applicable in both environments. Suffice it to say that until

the exponents of distributed computing have progressed a little further, it

is comforting to have a big number crunching macnine where data can be

stored with the security of archive and backup systems. In the present

computing environment the analysis equipment would not usually be mounted

on the mainframe but on processors networked to the central computer.

The software processes required for data analysis are often very similar

and therefore the investment of one persons time in the writing of an

efficient analysis program can, if properly documented, save other users

much wasted effort in repeating almost the same exercise. The task is

therefore convincing users of the benefits of collaborating in the use and

generation of programs and supplying the necessary support staff to create

a properly documented library of such programs.

It is our experience at Daresbury that once a basic set of programs are

made available and the benefits become apparent there is a great

willingness to contribute to such a library and even to write software in a

slightly more general manner so as to make it useful to others. Working on

this basis we now have a large library containing such things as plotting

routines, fast Fourier transforms, fitting routines, display routines,

calibration routines and many many more useful packages to assist data

analysis.
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So successful has this approach been that we are now receiving

contributions to the library and requests for copies of it on a worldwide

basis. This particular library is aimed at Synchrotron Radiation

experimenters but the same approach can be used in any field of research.

It may be possible to use the same local processor for off-line data

analysis that is being used on-line depending on size, usage, etc. If this

is not possible then a similar environment may be set up but without the

on-line connection to the data acquisition system. The type of library

mentioned above should be transferrable to such an off-line analysis

facility and a copy of it would normally be left there. The user of such a

facility then has the flexibility to decide which tasks can be run locally

and which should be submitted as jobs to the mainframe.

There is obviously a choice of software languages to be made and this will

depend on the availability of compilers.

Most established central computing sites have well developed cataloguing

procedures but with commercially supported data base packages now being

available there is a convenient method of storing data from experimental

runs against a number of related parameters. The retrieval of such data

when required is therefore a very much easier task.

If the analysis facility is networked to several mainframe machines then

the target machine may be selected not by geography but by the particular

facilities offered although it must be remembered that transfer of large

amounts of data over a Wide Area Network takes a very long time.

POST EXPERIMENTAL WORKING AT REMOTE SITES

Many users of experimental facilities can only spend very limited periods

of time at the experimental site due to other duties at their home base,

i.e. lecturing at University, working back in industry.

It is convenient therefore if data analysis can continue to be conducted

from the users own establishment. With modern communication techniques it

is possible to create workstations at the remote site with access to the

data acquired at experiment time and access to the computing facilities of

the central site.
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The workstation would consist of terminal access as a minimum but where a

group of users are involved at a single site the facilities may be more

extensive and have a local processor equipped with similar facilities to

those available at the central site.

The ability to control experiments from a remote site is now beginning to

be built into the networking architecture being developed at central

laboratories.
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SUMMARY

The previous sections have described possible methods of working which can

be used in Data Acquisition and Data Analysis. Without equipping a

particular experiment or site it is impossible to recommend any detailed

system.

The main benefits of the techniques suggested are that for the most part

they have been used with great success at many sites and therefore a large

fund of expertise and advice is available.

The equipment to be used in such systems is readily available from several

manufacturers and fully supported by them. The problems of repair where

technical staff are limited are therefore simplified by the holding of

spare units and returning faulty equipment to the manufacturer for repair.

CAMAC, FASTBUS and NIM are fully specified and documented so that any

equipment to be made locally can be built and tested to the standard.

Because many laboratories throughout the world base their Data Acquisition

and Data Analysis on the same sort of systems it is often possible for

others without experience to visit and work at the other laboratories for

short periods of time to gain the appropriate knowledge.
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ABSTRACT

After a discussion of the main tasks in a nuclear laboratory like overall

experiment planning, sample production and management, performance of experi-

ments, data processing and report generation the essential disadvantages of

centralised systems are shown and the proper measures for overcoming those by

distribution are discussed.

Finally possible shortcomings due to improper design and management of

distributed architectures are shown.

INTRODUCTION

Since more than one decade computers are used in nuclear laboratories for a

variety of tasks but especially for the processing of a great amount of measure-

ment data.

The advent of cheap processing- and storage elements has further expanded

the use of computers for more and simpler tasks. New developments concerning the

connection of intelligent subunits just start to have a remarkable impact on the

design and organisation of experiments which comprise a set of coordinated tasks.

The linkage of intelligent components does not only allow the transportation

of any kind of data but also offers the possibility to manage the whole experiment

saving effort and budget and offering better insight into the overall experiment at

any time.

1.1 Overall Exoeriment Planning

It is the most important task to be performed by the responsible scientist or

group of scientists to think about the overall experiment. What results are to be

achieved with which accuracy - delivered by which measurement procedures and

data processing - applied to which samples.
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It must be emphasized that this may be done qualitatively at the beginning

but before buying equipment or writing application programs quantitative estima-

tions have to take place.

Depending on the desired results, the samples (with appropriate attributes

like rate, amount, location etc.) have to be defined. Each sample should have a

predefined life. It must be defined for each sample which measurements are to be

performed, which conversion- or correction constants are to be used, how many

subsamples of which kind are to be produced etc. This defines the size of the

result-data objects which is later used to generate reports or make correlation

calculations.

By knowing the amount of experiments to be performed, the data flow

within the system and the amount of storage capacity for local and global storage

can be estimated.

Depending on these figures the type of equipment with its desired processing

power can be anticipated.

It is evident that such estimates cannot be very accurate especially when

results depend on parameters which are difficult to control or foresee. But if such

estimates have been made, changes even during the performance of the overall

experiment are facilitated as opposed to trial and check risks.

The compound of all the information which is the result of proper experi-

ment planning defines the structure of the experimental data base which is filled

with real data during the experiment.

1.2 Sample Production and Management

Sample taking has a high influence on the value and quality of the following

measurements. Therefore it must be done with great care and accuracy. Especially

when dealing with isotopes time stamping is a necessity. In general these tasks can

only be supported by intelligent equipment in a sense that it is easier to press a

button when mapping a unique sample number (and checking that it is unique) and

the time of sample taking instead of writing down where the sample had been taken

and when. In general an automated system is not able to guarantee proper sample

taking and time stamping without relying on human responsibility and accuracy.
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Recently bar codes or similar aids have been used in order to facilitate the

handling of large quantities of samples. Cheap bar code readers (computer

peripherals) and computerbased clocks are applied.

These data - the name of the sample, the location where it was taken and

the time at which it was taken together with the sample weight or volume - are

the first elements of the sample's data structure which accompany the sample

throughout its life.

In addition to samples which are created, a set of prefabricated samples are

used which serve as standards for proper calibration and checking of measurement

equipment or for relative and absolute calculations on measurement data.

1.3 Performance of Experiments

It is not intended to describe the variety of experiments in detail in this

paper. Instead it is tried to show commonalities which may have an impact on

future design of equipment which is applied.

Nowadays most of the units apply local intelligence which is used for

mastering the different tasks like, Ssmple changing, measurement sequencing,

calibration, report generation and man machine interfacing.

The basic functions can be executed via manual triggering or can be called

by programs written in interactive languages. Thus the users are in a position to

optimize the measurement sequences themselves. It is important to view equip-

ment for local experiments as subsystems of an overall system. In that respect it

does not matter if there is automatic or manual interaction with the rest of the

laboratory e.g. sample transport, experiment mode, transport of results etc.

Clearly the organisational effort of running experiments should not be underesti-

mated. This is especially felt, when experiments or part of experiments have to be

repeated due to improper accuracy or contradictions at calculation time.

The results of individual experiments have to be stored together with the

sample file and output to a printer or equivalent device.

If this coordination is not done the overall aim of the experiment may be

missed.
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Preprocessing of data acquired by equipment of an individual experiment

may be important in order to reduce the amount of data transported through the

system. Especially data of spectra tend to burden systems and in case of manual

data reduction significantly reduce the accuracy of measurement results. There-

fore whenever possible preprocessing should be performed on a local basis. This is

also true for calibration and checking which must take place during normal

measurements and the results of which deliver parameters for preprocessing.

Trends of equipment parameters may also indicated faults which could be avoided

by early inspection.

1.4 Final Data Processing

Usually there is a need of final data processing based on the partial results

of individual experiments. There are four classes of tasks to be done:

- Heavy calculations which go beyond the processing power of laboratory

computers and must be done on mainframes with high computing speed and

storage capacity as well as rich libraries of procedures.

- Correlation calculations which are accessing the partial results of experi-

ments. These calculations are often difficult because the accuracy of indivi-

dual measurements may differ significantly.

- Statistics, trending etc. of partial results during the execution of the overall

experiment in order to detect shortcomings or missing quality of individual

measurements.

- Archiving final results for later retrieval in form of a result library. Usually

this is done on a mainframe where an operatorteam guarantees stability of

access.
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I[TRATIONSFROTOKIOLL VOM 6. 5.81

EXPERIMENT-PARAMETER:

ZN CHARGE ZDAT ANPRO AV REAG hOREAG KOX O.1M HN03 O.1M FECL3 BVOL TEMPERATUR

CML3 CM] F CML [:ML] F CML3 F EL] TLAB IBOX TBEH

H101 5 25.08.80 1109 0.5 NAOH 0.20 1,000 1.00 8.70 23.0 25.0 30.5

ERGEBNISSE DOFFELTITRATION:

FN PP V1 V2 FR. SAEURE .------------------ IJRANGEHALT--------------------

[ML] CML3 EMOL/L] CMOL/L] EMOL/L] ---- G/L] -(OFF-LINE)--[KG/CHA]-
OFF-LINE IN-LINE OFF-LINE 235 236.5 238 BASIS 238.0

00100648 1 2.182 3.879 0.8717E+00 0.1560E+01 0.7749E+00 181.059 182.214 183.370 1,5953
00100648 2 2.077 3.982 0.8300E.00 0.1560E+01 0,7954E+00 185.850 187,036 188.222 1.6375
00100648 3 2,178 3.886 0.8699E+00 0.1560E+01 0.7761E+00 181,344 182.502 183.659 1.5978

MITTELWERT: 0.8572E+00 0.1560E+01 0.7822E+00 182.751 183.917 185.084 1.6102
STAT. TOL. 0. MITTELW. IN % 6,65 2.43 2,43
REL. STREUUNG D. EINZELW, % 2.75 1.47 1.47

BEMERKUNGEN:

ALLE KONZENTRATIONSANGABEN SIND AUF 20 GRD CELSIUS BEZOGEN.

TESTERGEBNIS 1. TITRATION:
STANDARDABW, DER MESSAPF. WIRD MIT 95% SICHERH. EINGEHALTEN.
KEIN AUSREISSER ERKANNT.
FESrERGEBNIS 2. TITRATION:
STANDARDABW, DER MESSAPP. WIRD MIT 95% SICHERH. EINGEHALTEN.
KEIN AUSREISSER ERKANNT.

ibcample of protocol (titration)



2. CENTRALISED SYSTEMS

2.1 Centralised Architectures

In respect to laboratories centralised architectures are based on minicompu-

tersystems which concentrate processing power, storage media, man/machine

interface for the majority of tasks in the laboratory performed by intelligent

equipment.

This leads to a structure where the users interact with the system by means

of individual terminals connected in a starlike arrangement. Via these terminals

they are writing and running application programs, interrogating the data bases

residing on the central storage media and are controlling the individual experi-

ments. These experiments are connected to the central minicomputer system via a

multiplexer interface system (the best known example being the CAMAC parallel

branch system without intelligent controllers).

A discbased central multitask operating system is responsible for coordina-

ting all these activities.

Areas of the computer memory or files of the background storage system

are protected so that interference between the individual partners are kept to the

possible minimum. Utility programs like compilers, interpreters, editors etc. are

shared between the users. Drivers controlling peripherals especially for the

multiplexing system are written by following the rules of the system thus avoiding

tricky solutions with unexpected impacts on the system.

In general such a system poses local standards on all partners which may be

complex but which lead to predictable behaviour of the overall system. This is true

for hardware and software.

2.2 Connection of Experiments

In case a new experiment is connected to a centralised system, the following

steps have to be taken:

- find the right slots for the hardware modules which perform the interfacing

to the multiplexor or peripheral system;

- get the modules;

- special cabeling;

- low level application programs using the multiplexer driver;

- high level application programs;

most of the software is written and tested via a dedicated terminal.
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The special equipment directly involved in the individual measurement

(gaschromatographers, multichannelanalyzers etc.) is usually not designed to be

connected to computers. Thus significant interfacing in hardware and software has

to be done. For some experiments a set of modules belonging to the multiplexer-

system can do the job.

2.3 Shortcomings of Central Systems

- Shortcomings during operation:

In case one experiment is delivering a vast amount of data or tasks of high

priority are often called, a severe degradation of the overall system

behaviour may occur because the central resources are shared between

partners and even with the most sophisticated operating system cannot cope

with some situations.

The protection mechanism between the individual users is usually not

sufficient. Most protection mechanisms have been built for software protec-

tion but most of the problems arise when hardware faults occur. Hardware

faults blocking busses or accessing wrong memory partitions are obviously

fatal for the whole system.

Shortcomings during modifications and extensions of the whole system or

system parts:

Especially during installation and test many faults occur. Such a phase may

drastically degrade the overall system behaviour. For some individual

experiments it takes more than a year to build the connections.

At this point it should be mentioned that it also takes a long time to set up a

centralised system as whole. Besides the pure technical work a proper

infrastructure must exist capable of supporting hardware and software

interfacing and supporting application programming in order to reduce the

high user barrier which is typical for centralised systems. A crew of

operators must take care of such a system. This is also true for aspects of

hardware and software maintenance.
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2.4 Improvement of Centralised Systems

Due to many reasons it is often not possible to introduce genuine distributed

systems. But the technological progress (which is discussed later) makes changes

possible. These improvements are important and may help to increase throughput,

localise faults and offer better interpartner protection. But they do not touch some

of the basic shortcomings of centralised systems.

The main directions towards better centralised systems are

- local I/O processors and memories,

- multiple minicomputer arrangements,

- serial busses,

- better high level languages and language environment.

3. ELEMENTS OF DISTRIBUTION

There are two aspects of elements of distribution. The first aspect is to

discuss the elements which have distribution of intelligence made possible. The

second aspect is to discuss the distributed subsystems which compose a distributed

system.

3.1 Processors Push Distribution

The immense progress concerning the performance of processors together

with a dramatic reduction of prizes has led to an increasing number of application

fields where in the past nobody would have thought to apply processors.

The increase in processing power up to 32 bit processors with a rich

instruction set tailored to high level language constructs as well as integrated

memory management units and synchronization lines for multiprocessor arrange-

ments support the construction of very powerful small systems.

In addition to general purpose processors a wide range of dedicated

processors appeared on the market which are also important for the construction of

powerful dedicated systems. Most of these processors support general purpose

processors and reduce the amount of hardware needed.
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Typical dedicated processors are

I/O processors for fast data tarnsfers including DMA processors.

Display processors for driving displays via video signals.

Numeric processors for high speed calculations.

Sequencers.

Search processors for pattern recognition (associative accesses).

Pseudoanalog processors for high accuracy analog processing.

Communication protocol processors.

3.2 Storage Devices

a) Memories

Small microprocessor controlled systems need cheap memories of high

capacity in order to store resident programs and to buffer measurement

data under realtime conditions. The variety of chips -RAM's, PROM's,

ROM's, battery buffered CMOS RAMs, EPROM's, bubbles - are offering a

lot of possibilities.

b) Background Storage

It is interesting that the progress of magnetic storage devices concerning

storage capacity has been even more impressive than the memory chip

development. Small devices with more than 100 Mbytes are coming. This is

of importance for storing big libraries of high level programs as well as sets

of raw - or processed data.

3.3 Technologies Supporting Distribution

Partially based on the products mentioned above some technologies which

support the distribution of systems have made big steps forward:

- bus systems for parallel and serial connections of components;

- communication systems- especially local area networks which build the

heart of distribtfued systems;

- data base technology (separation of data structures and procedures);

- high level programming languages and their environment (compilers, editors,

debuggers etc.);

- multitasking operating systems for microprocessors (modular components

for user generation).

All of these technologies significantly contribute to the design of distributed

systems.
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3.4 Autonomous Components of Distributed Systems

In distributed systems individual components are responsible for the diffe-

rent tasks which together perform the overall experiment or are necessary for its

installation.

Typical components are:

- Special measurement equipment for individual experiments (like multichan-

nelanalysers etc.);

- intelligent terminals as man/machine interface;

- data loggers;

- programmable controllers;

- intelligent discs.

4. GENUINE DISTRIBUTED SYSTEMS

4.1 The Architecture of Distributed Systems

The ideal distributed system consists of subsystem which are dedicated to

specific tasks within the laboratory and which are built for autonomouXs operation.

Many of these subsystems are in use and are quite successful as long as they

operate individually. If an ideal communication system takes care of the connec-

tion of these systems in a way which is totally transparent to the user and which

does not restrict data flow or control flow between the subsystems we have got a

distributed system. Ideally attatching or removing of subsystemsfrom the communi-

cation system should not disturb the whole system. Each subsystem also has its own

man/machine interface which is tailoreed to the application. In addition local

preprocessing and storage of intermediate results is possible and the sharing of

expensive peripherals (like line printers or plotters) between many subsystems is

possible. Thus some central services are connected to the distributed system which

improve economics (intelligent discs, printers, plotters, developmentsystems etc.).

4.2 Connection of Experiments

In case a new experiment is to be connected let us assume that the

subsystem is compatible with our communication system (e.g. ETHERNET like

communication system).

- Write the application programs and check out the system;

- connect it to the communication system;

write the high level connection programs.
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The imrpovement versus centralised systems is obvious. The subsystem is

first made operable and then connected to the overall system. Thus the risk of

unwanted interferences is small.

4.3 Shortcomings of Distributed Systems

We have assumed that the communiction system is ideal. In practise

reactions over the communication system may be slow or subsystems may not

accept messages within certain time slices. The burden of the communication

system therefore should be kept low as compared with the maximal throughput

( 30 - 50 % like with realtime operating systems). But even reduced communcia-

tion system performance should not be fatal because of autonomy of the sub-

systems and their local storage capacity.

5. DANGEROUS ASPECTS OF DISTRIBUTION

It must be clearly stated, that distribution by itself does not solve all

problems. One must be aware that distribution improperly done may generate new

shortcomings not known in centralised systems. In order to avoid these shortco-

mings some warnings are given.

5.1 Incompatibilities on the High Levels of the Communication System

While the low level interfacing to communication systems will be supported

on the chip level (communication processors responsible for the low level protocol)

the high level standards are still not developed. On the other hand the high level

interfaces are the application oriented ports which are relevant for the users. The

exchange of commands or data throughout the overall sysem should be specified on
this level where it can be checked by compilers if it is compatible in relation to

data bases and procedures even when different programming languages are used, If

this compatibility is not guaranteed, severe interface problems can be expected.

6. CONCLUSION

Technological trends more and more support the design of distributed

systems and their components. Genuine distributed systems can be designed in a

way that they are highly adaptable to certain applications. They are extremely

flexible and modular. If compatibility on the application level is achieved and

maintenance problems of mixed systems are mastered, good results definitly

superior to centralised systems can be expected.
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LOCAL AREA NETWORKS FOR DISTRIBUTED
INTELLIGENT SYSTEMS

H. KLESSMANN
Hahn-Meltner-Institut fur Kernforschung Berlin GmbH.
Berlin (West)

1.Introduction: Definition, applications, characteristics

The evolution of microprocessor technology, the resulting con-
tinuous decrease of cost for computing power and significant
advances in communication technology have made distributed
computing a practical design approach and a powerful alterna-
tive to conventional central computing facilities. The geo-
graphic and functional distribution of processing systems
- incorporating host computers, workstations, terminals and
intelligent peripheral devices - provide advanced services
to users, such as local processing, resource sharing of re-
mote peripheral equipment and application processes, and easy
expansion of a system by additional devices and processes.
This current trend towards distributed processing - both in
terms of function and location - and the requirements for
high-speed intra-network communication between devices and
subscribers within such systems have been the driving force
in the development of local networks.

A Local Area Network (LAN) has been defined as a data communi-
cation system which allows a number of independent devices to
communicate with each other /1/. The communication is usually
confined to a moderate-sized geographic area (typically 0.1
to 10 km), such as a single office building, a factory plant,
a university campus or a research establishment. The local
network depends on a communication channel of moderate to
high data rate (typically 1 to 50 Mbit/s), which has a consi-
stently low error rate. The network is owned and used by a
single organization. This is *in contrast to long distance/
wide area networks (WAN) which interconnect facilities in
different parts of the country or are used as a public data
communication utility, and which typically exhibit lower data
rates (currently about 50 kbit/s and below).

Local area networks are intended for supporting a wide vari-
ety of applications and various data devices. Typical applica-
tions include
+ distributed computing, with load and resource sharing
+ office information exchange, including word processing,

electronic mail, file transfer, terminal access to differ-
ent computers, and

+ process control, as e.g. data acquisition and laborato-
ry automation systems for research and engineering test
facilities, production line automation etc.

+ In addition, some advanced applications require the trans-
mission of voice and video information.
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The numerous designs of local area networks may be compared
and evaluated for different applications by identifying some
basic characteristics, such as

+ network topology
i.e. the connectivity of the network, in terms of mesh,
star, ring or bus configuration.

+ transmission medium
i.e. the means for transportation of data, such as twisted
pair, coaxial cable, optical fibres, microwaves etc.,
with single-channel baseband or multi-channel (frequency-
modulated) broadband transmission.

+ access to the media
i.e. the means by which several users share the network
bandwidth, such as polling, token passing, message slot,
register insertion, CSMA/CD (Carrier Sense Multiple Access
with Collision Detection), TDM (Time Division Multiplex),
etc.

+ services and protocols
i.e. the different services offered by each layer in a
structured architecture /2/, such as message encapsula-
tion, information transparency, error detection, error con-
trol, flow control, in-sequence control, virtual circuit
connection, datagram transfer, etc.

2. Primary characteristics of current local area networks

These numerous design parameters have led to a wide variety
of alternative network designs. Most local networks now in
operation, however, have some very typical characteristics
in common:

1. Simple network topology, like the bus or ring configura-
tion, with many contending stations (nodes) sharing a
single high-speed communication channel such as coaxial
cable or optical fibre. The inherent packet broadcast-
ing communication of such a system is an attractive al-
ternative to circuit-switching and store-and-forward
networks.

2. Packet switching provides the efficient sharing of com-
munication resources by many competing stations with
random demands: Messages are transferred by means of
packets which contain data along with source and destina-
tion address. The communication link is occupied for the
transmission of one packet only and is then available
for the transfer of other packets.

3. In broadcast communication every station continously
monitors (listens to) all packets on the transmission
medium and, normally, copies only those addressed to it.
Broadcast communication systems allow simple transfer
of information packets to many stations (multicast) or
all stations (broadcast) and avoid complex routing prob-
lems.
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4. Furthermore, broadcast communication allows direct commu-
nication between any two stations in the network without
intervention of a central station.

5. As the transmission medium is shared by many competing
users and therefore is allocated to one station for the
time required to transmit a packet, suitable mechanisms
are required to resolve access conflicts. There are two
basic classes of access control schemes:

+ Random access control, which basically allows every
station to access the physical transmission medium at
any time. This may result in collisions of packets,
if several stations access the medium simultaneously.
Several methods exist to reduce the occurrence of col-
lisions (as e.g. listen before transmission) and fi-
nally to resolve residual collisions. One of the well-
known variants is the Ethernet CSMA/CD access method
/3/.

+ Ordered access control, which avoids collision of
packets, resolves access conflicts by providing a ded-
icated (message) interval for each node or by grant-
ing the access right (the permission to transmit a
packet) to each station explicitly and sequentially,
e.g. by means of a special message (Token). Well-
known variants of these schemes are the empty-slot
ring /4/, the Token ring /5/ and the Token bus /6,7/.

Although the various media access protocols are not restrict-
ed to a particular topology, the specific attributes of these
access techniques are closely related to the topology of the
network. As most local area networks have evolved into either
ring or bus configurations, some preferred access techniques,
as they are applied to these broadcast types of networks, are
explained later in this report.

3. Ring networks

In a ring network, data packets are passed from node to node
along unidirectional transmission links arranged in a closed
loop configuration. Each interface of a ring node (station)
presents an active element in the transmission path through
which all messages must flow. Therefore

+ each station interface acts as a repeater which regener-
ates the signals on the ring, allowing up to about 100 m
of cable between stations. Each repeater, however, intro-
duces a signal delay of one or more bit.

+ each station interface monitors the destination address
of all packets travelling around the ring, in order to
copy those packets addressed to its own station, and to
mark a packet whether it has been accepted or not.
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+ the transmission links in the ring are point-to-point in-
terconnections from node to node, which allows to employ
fibre optics as the transmission medium.

+ each station interface is generally designed in such a
way, that the failure of the repeater or its power supply
would cause the failed node to be switched out of the
ring usually by means of a bypass relay. If, however, two
adjacent nodes fail and are bypassed, the normal transmis-
sion distance between nodes is tripled: Thus, the maximum
geographic scope of the network is also determined by re-
liability considerations. Since any failure of a ring in-
terface could completely disrupt the operation of the
whole network, ring networks are often considered poten-
tially less reliable. than a passive bus due to the active
elements in the transmission path.

3.1 Empty-slot ring

In a slotted ring, a constant number of fixed-length message
slots circulates continously around the ring. A full/empty
indicator within the slot header is used to signal the state
of the slot. Since more than one messages can be in transit
simultaneously, this network architecture can achieve high
throughput /4/.

A well-known variant of this scheme is the "Cambridge Ring"
/10, 11/ which has found wide acceptance primarily in Eng-
land and is offered. as a commercial product by several Bri-
tish vendors. The Cambridge Ring operates with a bit rate
of 10 MHz and fixed-length message slots of 40 bits (= 4 us).
Each slot contains a number of address/control bits and two
octets of data. The ratio of address/control bits to data
bits leaves an effective data rate of 4 Mbit/s available for
user information (16/40 ' 10 Mbit/s).

When a station has a packet ready for transmission, it moni-
tors the incoming slots until it detects one that is marked
empty. It occupies that slot by setting the slot indicator
to full and places the destination address, its own (source)
address and the data into the slot. The slot then travels
downstream to its destination. The receiving station, finding
itself addressed as the destination, copies the packet and
indicates the acceptance of the packet by setting the re-
sponse control bits to "accepted". Alternatively, the receiv-
ing station may indicate "busy", "rejected" or "ignored".

The message slot then circulates around the ring back to the
originating source. That station marks the slot as empty
again and passes it on downstream, whereby this slot is now
available for some other station to be used for another mes-
sage. The originating source checks the response control bits
for successful reception of the packet, and also compares the
content of the returned packet with the original content of
the transmitted packet, thus providing a consistency check
which indicates an error if the two do not match.
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Thus, each station waits for the slot it transmitted to re-
turn. It will then pass a certain number of slots unused be-
fore transmitting again. This anti-hogging mechanism prevents
that one station takes most or all of the available band-
width, so that a guaranteed minimum bandwidth is provided for
every station.

The empty-slot technique is not fully decentralized; a moni-
tor station is required for setting up and maintaining the
slot structure, and for exception handling:

+ On power-up, the monitor initializes the ring by establish-
ing a number of circulating slots separated by gaps, that
fit along the physical length of the ring cable.

+ During normal operation, the monitor aids in maintaining
the slots and error recovery. It continuously checks the
integrity of the slots circulating in the ring and is capa-
ble of reestablishing the slot structure in case of an er-
ror, for example if the ring is blocked (jammed) by one or
more corrupted message slots circulating continuously as
full (occupied) slots. In general, errors are detected by
the source or the monitor station within one ring delay.

+ In addition, the monitor station supplies a voltage via
the transmission cable to power the repeater part of each
station, in order to ensure continued operation of the
ring, if the attached equipment is powered off.

3.2 Token ring

In a token ring, permission to access the transmission chan-
nel is passed sequentially around the ring from node to node
by means of a special grant message or bit pattern, called
"token" /5/. A well-known variant of this network scheme is
the IBM synchronous token ring /12/, an experimental network
which currently is not available as a commercial product.

In a ring configuration, the token passes the nodes in a
"natural" sequence, which is determined by the geographic
(physical) location of each node within the ring, so that
the token need not be explicitly addressed to the successor
node. When the network is initialized, a designated monitor
station generates a token that is passed around the ring
until a node, which is ready to transmit and has got the to-
ken, seizes the opportunity and puts its packet onto the
ring. This message can, in principle, be of arbitrary length.
At the end of the packet, the transmitting station passes
the access permission to the next station by generating a
new token. Stations, which receive the token and do not have
a message to transmit, pass the token immediately to the
next node.

The adding of a station into the ring presents a problem in
so far as it requires to break the closed transmission path
of the ring. However, after the station has been physically
inserted between two other stations, it will automatically
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receive the token when the physically previous station passes
the token on. Special error recovery mechanisms are required
in case that the token is lost or duplicated, e.g. if, due to
a transmission error or a station malfunction no station con-
siders itself to be the token owner, or more than one station
think to possess the token.

The token access technique is also deterministic, as the ac-
cess delay (and thus the response time) can be predicted for
varying loads, if each node occupies the token for not longer
than a maximum holding time:

4. Bus networks

In a bus network, all nodes are connected to the same trans-
mission medium (typically a coaxial cable), with each node
given a unique physical address. All messages transmitted
are received by all other nodes essentially simultaneously,
within the constraints of the propagation delay of the medi-
um. Like in ring networks, no routing decisions are needed.

A bus is a passive medium by nature. Bus networks do not re-
quire repeaters within distances of about 500 m and thus
avoid some of the reliability problems of ring networks. The
failure of a node or of an acti've bus interface component
will, normally, only disable the node without disrupting the
bus (provided that the failing node presents a high impedance
to the bus and does not generate erroneous signals that inter-
fere with information signals on the bus) . Some systems em-
ploy watchdog timers (jabber control) to disconnect a node
automatically, that continues to transmit beyond a system-
defined maximum rate.

Nodes can be attached on-line to a coaxial cable bus by means
of a simple tap, which allows easy expansion of a bus network
by new devices at any bus location, without interrupting the
data path and disturbing the current network operation.

The major access techniques in bus networks (for a node to
gain control of the bus in order to transmit a message) may
be either an asynchronous form of contention or a self-syn-
chronizing token passing scheme similar to the token ring.

4.1 Contention bus (CSMA/CD)

The contention-based random access procedure allows, in prin-
ciple, any node on the bus to transmit its message at any
time. This, of course, introduces the possibility of colli-
sions in which two nodes transmit a packet at the same time.

This is the pure ALOHA scheme /13/ which was orininally devel-
oped for satellite packet radio transmission using a broad-
cast radio channel as the shared communication medium: After
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transmitting a packet, the node waits a certain time for an
acknowledgement. If none is received, the packet is retrans-
mitted. The receiving node checks the correctness of received
packets based on the checksum carried with each packet. Cor-
rect packets are acknowledged immediately; no action is taken
when incorrect packets are detected. A packet can be received
in error either because of random noise transmission errors
or due to collisions caused by another node transmitting si-
multaneously. Errors caused by collisions are the primary
limitation to the number of users and the amount of data that
can be transmitted over the channel. It has been shown that
the maximum channel throughput is about 18 % (1/2'e = 0.186)
of the inherent network transmission rate /14/.

Many random-access schemes have been designed to increase the
channel utilization, as e.g. the slotted ALOHA system /14/
which establishes a time base for synchronizing the start of
successive packet transmissions, so that any colliding pack-
ets will overlap totally. This synchronization increases the
maximum capacity of a slotted ALOHA channel to 37 % (l/e =
0.37).

Significant improvements in channel utilization are achieved
by the combination of two rules which the nodes in a conten-
tion channel have to follow:

+ First: "Listen before Talk" (LBT, also called Carrier
Sense Multiple Access CSMA), whereby each station monitors
the channel prior to transmitting:

- If the. channel is idle, i.e. no other station is trans-
mitting, the sender transmits immediately, with zero
latency.

- If the channel is busy, i.e. any other station is trans-
mitting, the sender defers (refrains from) transmitting,
waiting for the channel to become idle. Then the sender
transmits immediately. This reduces the occurrence of
collisions significantly and increases the utilization
of the channel capacity in excess of 80 %.

A collision, however, will still occur, if two or more
stations are simultaneously waiting for the channel to
become idle. Then, the retransmission of the colliding
packets is scheduled for some later time:

- To avoid repeated collisions, each station must wait or
"back off" for a different period of time before retrans-
mitting. This is typically implemented by means of a
random backoff delay timer.

- To avoid accumulation of retransmissions (i.e. to pre-
vent overloading of the channel capacity and the degra-
dation of the stability of the system) , the retransmis-
sion interval is adaptively adjusted to the actual traf-
fic load. This is accomplished by an exponential in-
crease (doubling) of the backoff-interval every time
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the retransmission attempt of a certain packet fails
due to another collision. This is typically implemented
by means of the binary exponential backoff algorithm.

+ A further (second) improvement for channel utilization
is "Listen while Talk"(LWT, also called CSMA/CD,. Carrier
Sense Multiple Access with Collision Detection), whereby
each transmitting station continues to monitor the channel
also during transmission, in order to abort its transmis-
sion immediately, if it detects a collision. With this
scheme, colliding packets are very rapidly truncated so as
not to waste an entire packet time on the channel. The
combination of "Listen before Talk" and "Listen while
Talk" minimizes the amount of bandwidth that is lost due
to collisions and increases the utilization of the channel
capacity in excess of 90 %.

- For "collision detection" each sender monitors the cable
during transmission: When the sender finds that the sig-
nal on the cable does not match its own output, it does
assume a collision of packets and thus
* stops transmitting immediately, i.e. aborts the trans-

mission and
* generates a "collision enforcement" signal to ensure

that all stations involved in the collision actually
recognize that a collision has occurred.

ETHERNET

A prominent representative of a local network with random
access technique is ETHERNET which was originally designed
by XEROX /3/ and which has been published in 1980 as a tri-
corporate specification (/15/, Digital Equipment, Intel,
Xerox):

Ethernet employs single-channel baseband transmission via
a coaxial cable, a data rate of 10 Mbit/s, a passive coupling
of each node (station) to the network by means of a tap and
a transceiver, the CSMA/CD access technique and packets of
variable length (64 ... 1500 bytes). It provides direct com-
munication of any station with any other station and allows
the extension of a network by simple connection of additional
nodes even under operating conditions. The maximum configura-
tion of a network (including repeaters after bus segments of
500 m maximum) comprises 1024 stations, with a maximum separa-
tion of 2,500 m between any two stations.

The Ethernet specifications define only the two lower levels
- the Physical and the Data Link layer - of the ISO/OSI Refer-
ence Model. For the Data Link layer only a datagram service
is specified, with detection of packet collisions and packet
transmission errors. The acknowledgement of packets, flow
control, error control, priorities of station or messages
etc. must be provided by higher layers (called client layers
in the Ethernet specification).
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In comparison with LAN designs of other commercial manufac-
turers (WANG, SYTEC, IBM, DATAPOINT, etc.) the Ethernet net-
work approach is considered very attractive because of the
following features:

+ simplicity of the communication system
+ decentralized access control
+ the handling of transmission errors is similar to the in-

herent handling of packet collisions
+ fast access in case of a lightly loaded channel, with

graceful degradation at increasing loading
+ resistant to collapse in case of node failure
+ high throughput on the transmission medium
+ early availability of specifications (September 1980)
+ low cost licence agreement
+ support by several licensees for their own products (as

e.g. Nixdorf, Olivetti, Siemens, Tektronix, Thomson-CSF,
Zilog, ...)

+ commercial support by independent vendors, supplying net-
work interfaces/systems for widely accepted host compu-
ters or I/O buses (as e.g. 3-COM, Interlan, Ungermann &
Bass, ...)

+ announced VLSI Ethernet controller chips will substantial-
ly reduce the cost of interfacing devices to the network
(AMD, Fujitsu, Intel, Mostek, ... ).

The major limitations of Ethernet are:

+ Limited network size: Typically, the maximum distance be-
tween any two nodes in the network is limited to about
2500 m.

+ The Ethernet collision technique is a compromise, as there
is a speed/distance limitation, i.e. an interdependency
between minimum packet length, maximum transmission dis-
tance (bus length) and data bit rate. Any change of one
parameter will also influence the other parameters, which
prevents significant higher transmission rates or the adap-
tion/upgrade of the system to new or future requirements.

+ The nondeterministic characteristic of the CSMA/CD access
technique under high load conditions is disadvantageous
or even prohibitive for time-critical real-time applica-
tions. Ethernet works highly efficient under light to mod-
erate load conditions, and appears to be designed and well-
suited primarily for office automation applications.

+ The Ethernet specification is very similar to the CSMA/CD
access technique as specified in the IEEE 802 LAN Stan-
dards Project (Draft B); it is, however, not compatible
with it due to differences in several details (packet
format, preamble pattern, manchester encoding, etc.).
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4.2 Token bus

Ordered access protocols using the token passing technique
were first applied in ring topology networks where each node
passes the token (and thus the access right) to the next,
physically adjacent node in the physical ring, i.e. the token
is passed in a "natural" order as determined by the geogra-
phic location of the nodes in the ring. The token protocol
ensures that there is only one token owner at a time. Only
the current token owner is allowed to transmit one or more
packets to other nodes. If a token owner does not need the
bus access any longer, it passes the token to another node.

In a bus topology, all nodes receive a transmitted signal si-
multaneously, within the constraints of the propagation delay
of the bus. This requires that the token is passed from node
to node in a logical ring - with the token carrying the physi-
cal address of the next node in the logical sequence.

Two very similar addressing schemes have been proposed which
may coexist in a system:

+ the token carries a destination address which identifies
the succeeding token owner explicitly (explicit token
passing), or

+ the token carries the source address which identifies
the succeeding token owner implicitly (implicit token
passing).

Both schemes require an address list at each node:

+ either the current token owner must know at least the ad-
dress of its successor (explicit token, carrying a desti-
nation address),

+ or the successor node must know the address of its pre-
decessor (implicit token, carrying a source address).

In both cases each node has a fixed position in the token
sequence as determined by the address list established at
network-inizialization time.

The token passing technique - both in ring and bus configura-
tion - satisfies the basic requirement of process control
systems for a guaranteed worst-case access delay. However,
the extension of the token concept to bus topologies intro-
duces some complexities and disadvantages /7/:

+ The token, carrying a physical node address, is actually
a short packet which may be transferred as a genuine mes-
sage. In this case it is handled and processed typically
by a (micro)processor at the Data Link layer of each node.
Thus the receipt and retransmission of such a "high level
token" imposes an additional burden on the link level pro-
cessor, and the token processing time may significantly
contribute to the token holding time at each node.
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+ The token is passed cyclically to each node, including
those which are not ready to transmit a packet. These
nodes will retransmit the token unused which is a waste
of time decreasing the throughput.

+ Each node must know the address of its successor and/or
predecessor. If a node is added to the network, ,it must
be provided with an appropriate address list. In order to
include the new node in the logical token ring, the ad-
dress lists of its predecessor and/or successor must be
updated accordingly. The same procedure applies to the
removal of a node.

+ A number of complex management functions must be performed
at a very low level of the communication system, such as

- the initialization procedure, to set up the logical ring
at power-up time and to start a token

- the reconfiguration of the system, if the logical ring
is broken by a failed node. (ring repair procedure)

- the recovery from a loss of token, i.e. restart of a
new token, if it has been corrupted due to noise.

It is difficult to provide economical means for solving
all the problems in real time. To perform these management
functions, a complete address list which describes the to-
tal system is helpful. If the management is decentralized
and not assigned to a privileged node, the complete list
should be available at each node of the system.

+ The token scheme is apparently not very suitable to handle
asynchronous demands which are to be served with higher
priority than the normal requests for data transmission.

In contrast to this "high level token passing" a "low level
token passing scheme with time-slice arbitration" has been
proposed which avoids many of these disadvantages.

5.Baseband and broadband transmission

Fibre optic cables are the most promising transmission media
in local networks because of their high bandwidth (up to giga-
bit per second), their high noise immunity (unaffected by
electromagnetic interference) and their excellent isolation
properties (avoiding ground loops by electrical insulation
of nodes). However, at present, fibre optics are primarily
limited to point-to-point communications (as optical couplers
for passive, multidrop bus networks are difficult to imple-
ment), they have currently unidirectional characteristics
(which is sufficient for ringtype network configurations
only), and fibre optics are still expensive (in terms of cost
per meter of cable and for the associated equipment like op-
tical transmitters/receivers and couplers).
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Most local networks to date are based on the coaxial cable
as a simple and economic transmission medium. They are gener-
ally classified in two technologies, according to the modula-
tion techniques employed: baseband and broadband systems.

Baseband transmission requires no modulation of the digital
signals transmitted; one signal occupies the cable band-
width. Typical data rates are in the range of 100 kbit/s to
50 Mbit/s. Transceivers drive data onto the cable using a
variety of coding techniques. The most commonly used encoding
technique is Manchester encoding /18/ which has several ad-
vantages and is likely to emerge as the standard encoding
technique for baseband local networks, although other coding
techniques exist, having better spectral efficiency:
Manchester encoding

+ provides a self-synchronizing bit stream, with simple sepa-
ration of data and clock at the receiver, i.e. easy regen-
eration of the clock as clocking information is present at
each bit

+ allows simple carrier sensing, i.e. detection of channel
being busy (traffic on the channel)

+ the DC-component of the transmitted signal is constant,
which allows also simple carrier sensing while transmit-
ting (to search for a collision)

+ simplicity of implementation.

Baseband coaxial cables usually have a characteristic impe-
dance of 50 ohm. Connection to the cable is often established
through a nondestrucive tap with a passive transceiver.

Broadband communication networks utilize coaxial cables and
supporting equipment of high bandwidth, which are widely used
in many commercial cable television (CATV) applications.
(CATV: Community Antenna TeleVision, which - up to now - pro-
vides entertainment services to consumers within a community
or metropolitan area). Frequency modulation or phase modula-
tion techniques are employed, transmitting analogue signals
along the cable, with the available equipment being inherent-
ly unidirectional.

Broadband networks have a typical bandwidth of 300 (up to
400) MHz. In its simplest form, a single broadband cable is,
with regard to frequency, divided into two groups of channels
(frequency bands) , with a forward channel group above 150 MHz
and a backward channel group below 150 MHz ("mid-split" chan-
nel, using a single cable only). As an alternative, the "dual
cable" method uses two coaxial cables, one each for the trans-
mit and receive directions. The system requires a Central
Retransmission Facility (CRF) or "head-end" frequency trans-
lation unit, which converts the incoming signals from the
low-frequency (return) band to the high frequency (forward)
band - and which amplifies these signals before retransmis-
sion. This provides a unidirectional RF (Radio Frequency)
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broadcast transmission system, as each user device transmits
its signals towards the head-end (in-bound) , which rebroad-
casts the signals forward to the attached user devices (out-
bound).

The standard RF frequency allocation provides
a forward channel bandwidth of 140 MHz (from 160 to 300 MHz)
and
a return channel bandwidth of 105 MHz (from 5 to 110 MHz).
This bandwidth is subdivided into a number of channels by
means of Frequency Division Multiplexing (FDM), whereby the
broadband network is organized into several subnetworks which
can be operated independently or in conjunction with other
subnets. The frequencies from 180 to 216 MHz have been reserv-
ed for television transmission, i.e. 6 channels of 6 MHz each
(IEEE 802).

Commercially available RF-modems with 19.2 kbit/s data rates
operate within a 100 kHz channel, and high-speed modems with
data rates of about 2 Mbit/s typically operate within a 6 MHz
channel. As 6 MHz channels are standard in CATV applications,
network manufacturers tend to build data communication sy-
stems which can share cables with existing CATV systems.
Thus, currently up to 1000 channels with 19.2 kbit/s or six
2 MBit/s channels, or some combinations thereof, can exist
on one cable system.

In addition, each individual channel (subnet) may be shared
between several users through the use of Time Division Multi-
plexing (TDM) or Carrier Sense Multiple Access/Collision De-
tection (CSMA/CD). These access techniques allow a large num-
ber of simultaneous users to share one of many individual
channels on a broadband cable system.

6.ISO Open System Interconnection (OSI)

The International Standards Organization (ISO) has defined
a Reference Model for Open System Interconnection (OSI) which
specifies a standard network architecture /2/. It is intended
as a framework for standard protocol development in order to
support the compatibility between systems of different manu-
facturers, and to support the better understanding of complex
communication systems by subdividing a complex problem into
smaller, manageable parts. The term "open" refers to the in-
tention and capability that by conforming to this standard
a system will be open to all other systems.

The model defines a hierarchic structure of layers, with each
layer wrapping the lower layers and isolating them from the
higher layers (fig. ). Each layer performs a specific set of
communications functions. Thus, each layer uses the functions
of the lower layer and adds some functionality of its own for
use by the next higher layer.
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An important objective of a layered structure is to allocate
and isolate the communication function required, and to de-
fine the interaction between adjacent layers by means of
"services", independent of how the internal functions of a
layer and the services provided by it are actually performed
and implemented. This permits to modify the implementation
of the function, and even the protocol of a layer, without
impacting the overall structure - provided that the same
services are offered to its next higher layer.

The ISO/OSI Reference Model for Open System Interconnection
is structured into seven layers, which is considered to be a
(good) compromise between adequate separation into the major
functions required and excessive complexity of layers. The
layers that have been identified are

7) Application Layer'
6) Presentation Layer
5) Session Layer
4) Transport Layer
3) Network Layer
2) Data Link Layer
1) Physical Layer.

In this model (originally designed for wide area networks
having primarily point-to-point links between nodes) , the
lower layers up to and including the Transport layer are de-
fined to perform communication-oriented functions, i.e. the
Transport layer provides the services for transparent trans-
fer of data from end-to-end, with a specified quality, where-
as higher layers perform much more application-oriented func-
tions.

Conceptually, the architecture of local area networks does
not differ from the architecture of wide area networks. This
indicates that the OSI Reference Model can, in principle,
also be applied to local networks. However, differences exist
primarily with respect to the lower layer protocols. These
layers are unique in that they support the typical character-
istics of local area networks which, usually, employ a shared
communication medium and do not have intermediate nodes. Typi-
cal characteristics are high throughput, low delay, low error
rate and use of specific access techniques. Therefore, the
lower layers are described in more detail below. The layers
are described in terms of the functions they perform and the
services they provide to the adjacent higher layer /22/.

6.1 Physical layer (layer 1)

This most basic layer is transmission medium dependent
and is required for the transmission/reception of bit
streams to/from the medium. It provides the mechanical,
electrical, functional and procedural means to transmit
bits between Data Link entities and to control timing.
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Functions performed

+ Data encoding/decoding

- Preamble generation/removal (for bit synchronization)
- Bit encoding/decoding (for recovery of clock)

e.g. Manchester encoding/decoding in baseband
and signal modulation/demodulation in broadband

+ Channel access

- Bit transmission/reception of encoded data
- Detection of line status

e.g. carrier sense (indicating channel traffic)
collision detection (indicating channel conten-

tion)
signal quality on the medium

- Physical connection/disconnection of a node
e.g. in case of power failure or station fault
("jabber control")

6.2 Data Link layer (layer 2)

This layer 2 provides the functional and procedural means
to transmit frames between stations identified by their
physical address, and to detect transmission errors. Thus,
the Data Link layer performs the encapsulation (framing)
of data, the handling of the physical addresses (adding
the source address at the transmitter and checking the
destination address at the receiver) and detects transmis-
sion errors.

In local area networks the Data Link layer normally pro-
vides the means for the transmission of datagrams (see
sect. 8) . A virtual connection (point-to-point) at this
Link level is considered a special case which provides
a high quality link service and may be supported as an
option only (as e.g. in the IEEE 802 LAN standard).

Functions performed

+ Logical Link Control

- Encapsulation/decapsulation of frames (framing)
- Generation/removal of frame delimiters

(for frame synchronization)
- Generation/check/removal of Frame Check Sequence FCS

(for error detection)
- Source address generation on transmission
- Destination address recognition on reception

(filtering of frames for own, multicast or broadcast
address)

- Serial/parallel conversion and vice versa
- Collection of network statistics

(for diagnostic and management)
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+ Media Access Control

- Channel allocation (collision avoidance)
e.g. polling, token passing, empty slot access,

carrier sensing, reservation
- Contention resolution (collision handling)

6.3 Network layer (layer 3)

This layer 3 provides the means for the transmission of
data packets (network service-data-units) from one node
to another, independent of whether these nodes are on the
same or different networks. Thus, the primary functions
of this layer are routing and relaying of packets, i.e.
to select between alternative transmission paths. The Net-
work layer isolates from the Transport layer the actual
(global) network configuration, i.e. whether a mesh, a
star or interconnected networks, by providing a global
network service to the Transport layer.

Some local networks (with bus or ring topology) are intrin-
sically broadcast and do not require routing information
(except for channel routing in multiple channel broadband
networks) . Then the routing function is only needed for
internetwork communication (internet routing LAN-LAN or
LAN-WAN via gateways).

6.4 Transport layer (layer 4)

This layer 4 performs reliable end-to-end transport of
messages between transport user entities, and provides
several types of communication services with different
grade (quality of service). The layer isolates the trans-
port user from any concern of the underlying communication
mechanisms and network characteristics, i.e. the way in
which reliable transfer of data is achieved, where the
destination entity is actually located, whether interven-
ing nodes or alternative paths are used, etc. Thus, all
lower layers up to and including the Transport layer are
communication-oriented, while all higher layers are (more
or less) application-oriented.

The Transport layer provides services to several transport
users within a node by means of upward multiplexing. The
users of the transport service are identified to the Trans-
port layer by logical names (transport addresses). This
addressing by names allows messages to be transferred with-
out regard to the actual location of their destination.
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The transport users are, normally, offered these types of
service

+ Connectionless (or datagram) transport service, which
transfers independent messages, without error and flow
control, to a single destination, to a selected group
(multicast) or to all transport users (broadcast).

+ Connection (or virtual circuit) transport service, which
provides a two-way data path between a pair of transport
user entities (i.e. point-to-point only). This service
essentially includes the means to establish, maintain
and terminate the transport connection.

The transport service appears to the user as an ideal end-
to-end transmission facility which optimizes the use of
the available communication resources by employing the
most appropriate type and grade of service. The quality
of service which the user may request is specified by
parameters, such as throughput, transmission delay, noti-
fication of delivery, error control, in-sequence control,
flow control, fragmentation and reassembly of messages,
availability of services, etc.

7. Standards for local area networks

The diverse applications and the numerous design parameters
of local area networks have led to many different approaches
for network design. As a result, many alternative LAN prod-
ucts are currently offered or announced commercially. Most
products (hardware or software) are of unique design, provid-
ing different trad-offs between efficiency and complexity,
but are incompatible with each other.

The need for the development of appropriate LAN standards
has been early recognized by several standardization bodies
and interest groups, as e.g.

+ international: ISO-TC 97 /24/, IEC-SC 65A /25/
+ national: ANSI-X3TS and -X3T9 /26/
+ regional: IEEE-802 /27/, NBS-ICST /28/, ECMA /29/

and the DIGITAL/INTEL/XEROX cooperation
/15/.

Each group is aiming at potentially different functional re-
quirements, application areas or levels of standardization.

The intention of all standards activities are

+ to enable equipment of different manufacturers to inter-
communicate;

+ to narrow the numerous design alternatives, thus giving
directions for concentrated -further developments and re-
ducing the co-existence of many similar but incompatible
systems;
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+ and, thereby, to support the design of large-scale inte-
grated circuits (VLSI interface components) by semiconduc-
tor manufacturers which will allow high-volume production,
resulting in low cost of network interfaces.

All current standards activities seem to be in agreement with
the following items:

+ Local area networks should and can be structured in accor-
dance with the ISO seven-layer Reference Model for Open
System Interconnection /2/ which was originally defined
as the architectural framework for wide area/public net-
works. The application of this model seems to be appro-
priate because of the advantages of a layered structure,
the similar functionality of at least the higher layers,
and the interconnection of local and wide area networks.

+ The LAN specific standards of IEEE 802, DEC/INTEL/XEROX-
Ethernet, ANSI-X3T9 and IEC-Proway are concerned only with
the two lowest layers of the ISO/OSI Reference Model, i.e.
the Data Link and the Physical layer. The objective is,
however, to define all the interface and protocol speci-
fications for the data link control, the various media
access techniques, the signal encoding techniques, and the
physical media. The specification may include some LAN
specific refinements of the ISO/OSI Reference Model.

+ A single solution for a general-purpose LAN, which econom-
ically meets all needs of the different applications, does
not exist and seems rather unlikely. As a consequence, the
IEEE-802 LAN standard includes two network topologies (bus
and ring), two access mechanisms (CSMA/CD and token pass-
ing) and two transmission technologies (single-channel
baseband and multichannel broadband). Furthermore, this
argument is taken as a justification for the development
of different LAN standards with emphasis on particular
applications, such as office automation (DIX-Ethernet)
and industrial process control (ANSI-X3 and IEC-Proway).

+ In general, local area networks will not be operated as
autonomous, isolated networks but as local subnets within
a larger computer network. In such configurations a local
network must be able to communicate with another one (LAN-
LAN) or with a wide area/public network (LAN-WAN) via a
gateway.

+ Typical applications of local networks require simple
means for modification reconfiguration of the system and
easy expansion by additional computers, peripheral devices
and terminals, possibly without interruption of the cur-
rent operation.

7.1 The IEEE-802 local network standard /1/

The standards work of the IEEE Computer Society, Local Net-
work Committee, Project 802, was started early 1980 as the
most ambitous and comprehensive effort in LAN standardiza-
tion. A wide set of functional requirements attempts to accom-
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odate more diverse applications than those addressed by the
standards of DIX-Ethernet, ANSI-X3T9 and IEC-Proway. As al-
ready mentioned, the standard defines only the two lower
layers, the Data Link and Physical layer (and the physical
transmission medium) , because the higher layers do not re-
quire much, if at all any, modification to conform with local
network requirements. Therefore, cooperation with other com-
mittees (ISO-TC 97, ANSI-X3T5 and NBS-ICST) already address-
ing these layers is considered more efficient.

The functional requirements and design goals can be summa-
rized as follows:

+ Broad functional applicability, including

- commercial (office automation) applications, such as
text editing, word processing, electronic mail, file
transfer, remote data base access, graphics and digi-
tal voice transmission, and

- industrial applications that may require real-time re-
sponse and deterministic system behaviour, even under
high load conditions, such as process control, CAD/CAM
(computer aided design/manufacturing) and on-line voice
communication.

+ Conformance with the ISO Reference Model for Open System
Interconnection

+ Low cost interconnection of moderately priced devices

+ Direct intercommunication between any two devices, without
handling of messages by an intermediate node

+ Support of individual, multicast and broadcast addressing

+ Transfer of messages with different quality of service,
such as interconnected (datagram-like) transfer, and con-
nection-oriented communication with error and flow con-
trol.

In order to meet these diverse requirements, the IEEE-802
LAN standard includes several alternatives of the low level
system characteristics, such as access method, network con-
figuration, signal-encoding, transmission medium and trans-
mission rate:

+ CSMA/CD bus
baseband or broadband, with coaxial cable, at 10 Mbit/s
for baseband

+ Token bus
baseband or broadband, with coaxial cable, at 1, 5, 10 or
20 Mbit/s

+ Token ring
baseband, with shielded twisted pair cable, at 1 or
4 Mbit/s, or coaxial cable, at 4 or 10 Mbit/s, or fibre
optic cable (to be included later).
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The CSMA/CD access to a bus is similar to Ethernet, and is
primarily intended to handle the workload characteristics
of commercial (office automation) applications. The Token
access (to a bus or ring) is primarily intended for industri-
al (real-time) applications which may have very different
requirements in terms of topology, distance and performance
(fairness) under high network loading.

The IEEE-802 LAN standard defines a layered structure, which
- by means of sublayers for access control and different
transmission media interfaces - is a refinement of the ISO
Data Link and Physical layers:

+ The Logical Link Control LLC layer is the common level for
all low level options provided and isolates the differen-
ces of these from the higher layers. The Logical Link
Control is concerned with frame handling on transmission
and reception, address generation and detection, CRC error
detection and specific types of link procedures, such as
connectionless and connection-oriented transfer of frames.

+ The Medium Access Control MAC sublayer performs all func-
tions related to either of two access techniques: CSMA/CD
which provides a probabilistic method for accessing the
medium, and Token passing which provides a deterministic
access property.

According to the OSI definition, the MAC layer performs
both Data Link and Physical layer functions. An example
of a Data Link function is the handling of the frame check
sequence; an example of a Physical layer function is the
handling of the back-off algorithm /1/.

+ The Physical layer comprises the Physical Signalling PS
sublayer and the Media Access Unit MAU, which may be sepa-
rated from the data terminal equipment (DTE) by means of
an access-unit cable. Although multiple access mechanisms
are provided by the MAC sublayer, the DTE-MAU interface
is common to all.

The Media Access Unit MAU consists of a coupler (trans-
ceiver or modem) and a tap, and is responsible for trans-
mitting and receiving encoded/modulated signals' on the
specific medium being utilized. Of course, the interface
between MAU and medium is unique to that medium, as there
are obvious differences between, for example, single-chan-
nel baseband and multichannel broadband coaxial cable
transmission or fibre optic cable transmission.

The frame format of the IEEE-802 LAN standard is defined very
similar, however currently not identical, to that of the
Ethernet specification of DIGITAL/INTEL/XEROX, as shown in
fig. . The frame contains fields for

+ destination address of variable length (1 to 7 bytes),

+ source address of variable length (1 to 7 bytes),
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+ control field (1 byte), for Logical Link control informa-
tion

+ information field of variable length (46 to 1500 bytes)

+ and a frame check sequence CRC (4 bytes).

Frames are delimited by a frame preamble of 8 bytes, which
consists of a special bit pattern and is required for frame
synchronization, i.e. for detection of the begin and the end
of a frame. Thus, there are no flags for frame delimitation,
as e.g. in the HDLC frame structure, because the need for
bit-stuffing/stripping and the associated non-linear coding
during transmission and reception of frames is considered
undesirable.

In total and including the preamble, the minimum frame length
amounts to 61 bytes (488 bits), while the maximum length of
a frame is 1527 bytes.
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ABSTRACT

The concepts of "modularity" for nuclear electronic equipment
certainly influenced the design of modern electronic instru-
mentation in almost all fields. The requirements for equipment
associated with nuclear sciences were always in the fore-front
concerning resolution, accuracy, counting rates, reaction times,
data transfer rates, massive amounts of data, etc.

The first internationally accepted standard in nuclear electro-
nics based on the application of transistors and integrated
circuits was developed by the NIM Committee which was set up
by the National Bureau of Standards, Washington in 1963 (NIM-
Nuclear Instrumentation Modules).

The NIM-standard - still in use - assured mechanical, power
supply, signal level, connector and cable compatibility. The
digial data transfer capability between modules was not defined.
Several manufacturers of NIM instruments and several labora-
tories are using the IEEE 488 bus (GPIB, General Purpose Inter-
face Bus, IEC 625) as a digital bus now. The question as to
whether supplementary specifications are feasible or desirable
to ensure full compatibility is still under discussion.

The NIM standard was developed for and was and is primarily
concerned with analog instrumentation. As digital began to
supplant analog instrumentation in the nuclear environment a
new standard - CAMAC - was designed (started in 1964).

CAMAC (Computer Automation in Measurement and Control) was deve-
loped by the ESONE Committee of European Laboratories in close
cooperation with the NIM Committee. The system specifications
were first pbulished in March 1969.

The paper gives an introduction to interfacing problems to the
CAMAC standard (based on a publication by H. Klessmann) and
to the GPI Bus.

A brief survey on buses and on single board computers should
demonstrate the subject and should shortly indicate the future
trends in the development of simple and complexe systems.

The chapters Advantages and Disadvantages of the Standardisation
and the Brief Introduction to CAMAC (The Parallel Crate High-
way/Dataway - including the chapter The Serial Highway) were
prepared by H. Klessmann for a presentation of CAMAC at the
Compex Conference 1976, Bruxelles.
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Introduction

GENERAL

Incompatible instruments have for many years been a problem to
laboratories and industrial organisations that need to construct
composite instrumentation systems. Lack of standardisation of
the mechanical, electrical and data-transfer interfaces presen-
ted by such instruments leads to wasted design effort and in-
efficient system designs. Further wastage of effort may be
incurred if the solution to the interfacing problems of one
installation are not sufficiently general to be applied to other
similar installations.

INERFACING

Figure I shows a typical configuration, not using a standard
system, in which instruments with various interface standards
are connected to each other and to a computer. At each discon-
tinuity between two different interface standards there is an
appropriate interface adapter "IF". Though this uneconomic
arrangement predates current technology based on standardised
interfaces and highways, it is none the less in widespread use.
The money and effort expended on such interfacing is immense.

In contrast Figure II shows an arrangement, involving the stan-
dardisation of the mechanical, electrical and data transfer
interfaces. The plug-in units, shown as a Controller and modules
(A - G), are mounted in a crate and interconnected by the bus
(highway, dataway). The modules may be functional instruments,
such as analogue-to-digital converters, or mav link the bus to
external instruments, sensors or peripherals. The standardisa-
tion of the mechanical, electrical and data transfer interfaces
permits the use of a wide variety of plug-in units, from many
different sources, in the same crate and sharing the same power
supply.

Standards in Nuclear
I n s t r u m e n t a t i o nInstrumentation

The first internationally accepted standard in nuclear electro-
nics based on the application of transistors and integrated
circuits was developed by the NIM Committee which was set up
by the National Bureau of Standards, Washington in 1963 (NIM-
Nuclear Instrumentation Modules).

The NIM-standard - still in use - assured mechanical, power
supply, signal level, connector and cable compatibility. The
digital data transfer capability between modules was not defined.
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Several manufacturers of NIM instruments and several labora-
tories are using the IEEE 488 bus (GPIB, General Purpose Inter-
face Bus, IEC 625) as a digital bus now. The question as to
whether supplementary specifications are feasible or desirable
to ensure full compatibility is still under discussion.

The NIM standard was developed for and was and is primarily
concerned with analogue instrumentation. As digital began to
supplant analogue instrumentation in the nuclear environment
a new standard - CAMAC - was designed (started in 1964).

CAMAC (Computer Automation in Measurement and Control) was deve-
loped by the ESONE Committee of European Laboratories in close
cooperation with the NIM Committee. The system specifications
were first published in March 1969.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF STANDARDISATION

Standardisation both in hardware and software helps signifi-
cantly to design, install, test and start operating a process
control system more rapidly and with less engineering effort.
CAMAC is one method to achieve this.

However, it is argued that any interfacing standard introduces
significant overhead increasing the cost of a system. But the
original installation cost is not the only factor to be
considered. In many cases the more important factors are

- the cost for expansion of the system, if later additions or
reconfigurations are required,

- the cost for training personal to service and maintain a
system, the cost for storing standard units for replacement,
and most important,

- the cost for writing, testing, debugging and updating system
and user software.

The CAMAC Standards

The CAMAC standard for modular instrumentation systems has been
developed to alleviate the interfacing problem, particularly
in applications involving computer-automated measurement and
control. The standard has gained wide international acceptance
and has been republished by various national and international
standards organisations.

The basic specification in document EUR 4100 defines a mechani-
cal format for plug-in modular units, mounted in a crate and
sharing a common power supply. The plug-in units are inter-
connected by a multi-wire digital highway, the CAMAC Dataway,
which carries data and control signals and distributes the power
supplies. The definition of the Dataway ensures full compatibi-
lity between plug-in units from different sources, without re-
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stricting the choice of circuit technology and organisation
within each unit. Additional levels of compatibility are achieved
by the use of standardised parallel and serial highways, deve-
loped for linking several basic Dataway assemblies into larger
system configurations.

A BRIEF INTRODUCTION TO CAMAC

THE PARALLEL CRATE HIGHWAY (DATAWAY)

The basic CAMAC system configuration is the CAMAC crate assembly
as shown in fig. 1: A 19" rack-mounted chassis provides 25
stations for mounting CAMAC plug-in units, and is equipped with
a power supply, and an interconnecting highway at the rear -
called Dataway - for data and control signals. Thus, many CAMAC
modules which communicate with the outside world (like inter-
facing process transducers and manual controllers, actuators
and displays) may be plugged into this Dataway via an 86-pin
connector - whereby all I/O modules have identical ports for
communication with the crate controller which might be connected
to a computer (fig. 2). The two rightmost stations of the crate
accommodate the dataway or crate controller which serves
as a dialog station between the I/O modules and the com-
puter. Generally, the crate controller is more sophistica-
ted than the modules' in order to keep modules as simple as
possible.

The crate controller can access any module by means of a
CAMAC command which contains the .7 bit station number i
of the module, a 4 bit subaddress A and a 5 bit function
code F. This command addresses a module in the crate, and
one out of 15 registers or sub-sections in the module,
and it specifies whether a read, write or control opera-
tion is to be performed. Data of up to 24 bits may be
transferred in parallel from or to that register. The mo-
dule generates a status signal command accepted X if the
operation can be performed successfully, and it generates
a response signal Q which indicates either some specified
conditions (in test operations or in block transfer of
data) or gives a status information defined by the module
designer.

The timing of each Dataway operation is precisely control-
led by two strobe signaZsj S1 and S2, which are generated
by the crate controller. They allow that two completely in-
dependent operations may be executed within a single Data-
way cycle. In general, the first signal (S1) is used to
strobe the data from the highway, while the second signal
(S2) may perform an additional operation (e.g. clear, in-
crement etc.).
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Each Dataway operation, which may involve a 24 bit data
transfer, takes about 1 microsecond which allows a maximum
data rate cf 1 Mwords/s. Although this is slower than the
memory cycle time of most minicomputers the main limitation
on data rates through the CAMAC system is due to the hand-
ling of data and CAMAC commands within the computer itself.

Any module can, at any time, generate a LAM-signal which
indicates that the module requests attention for service.
The crate controller passes the demand to the computer as
a program interrupt or a request for direct memory access.
This LAM-request can be disabled, tested, cleared and enab-
led by standard CEVAC commands to the module. And the LAM
may be the OR-combination of several LAM-sources in the mo-
dule in which case each LAM-source can also, individually,
be disabled, tested, cleared and enabled.

STAND-A LON - SYS TMS

Many instrumentation systems do not require the large me-
mory capacity and computing power of a minicomputer. Data
logging systems and simpile test equipment are typical exam-
ples of these stand-alone systems. In such applications the
major task of a crate controller is to generate sequences
of CAMAC commands which reads data from a set of user mo-
dules, then writes the data for permanent record to a pe-
ripheral interface module driving a teletype-writer, a
floppy-disc or a chart recorder, thereafter modifies some
parameters of the measuring or test equipment, and finally
repeats the whole procedure all over again (fig. 3).

Many of these simple low-cost CAMAC systems have been de-
signed and are in operation as they require no external
computer and no interfacing to it. The primary investments
for a CAMAC powered crate plus a. programmable controller
including a 1 k byte memory sums up to about 5000,- U.S.
Dollar which is a reasonable basis for small systems. The
advent of microprocessor-based crate controllers and com-
pact seminconductor memories have increased the processing
power to come near to small minicomputers while the low
cost of the instrumentation is retained. Therefore, such
configurations find growing applications not only in stand-
alone systems for interrupt driven data acquisition or
real-time process control but also as local autonomous sub-
systems in larger systems with distributed intelligence.

3.2 SMALL, COMPACT SYSTEMS

A simple and economical method of connecting a CAMAC crate
assembly to a computer is achieved if the crate controller
interfaces directly to the I/O bus of a particular compu-
ter. This configuration with computer-dedicated crate con-
troller can be structured to the particularities of the
specific computer I/O channel, thus being very efficient
in terms of response time to interrupts and software over-
head. Crates may be connected to the computer either in a
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BUS- or in a STAR-confiauration depending upon the computer
I/O channel, with each crate requiring a dedicated crate
controller. Many manufacturers offer crate controllers for
use of most popular minicomputers, with the physical length
of the computer link generally limited to about 30 m.

THE PARALLEL BRANCH HIGHWAY

Large instrumentation systems with several CAMAC crates
are configured around the CAMAC Branch Highway, as shown
in fig. 4. It is an extension of the CAMAC Dataway as it
is defined as a standardised, ccmputer-independent data
highway which allows the computer to communicate with up
to 7 CAMAC crates via identical and fully specified crate
controllers Type A in each crate. While the Dataway is
usually implemented as a multi-layer printed circuit board
the Branch Highway is physically a multiwire cable with
66 twisted pairs which convey in principle the same signals
as the Dataway. The highway is a bidirectional bus for
transmission of up to 24 bits of data in parallel at high
data rates (up to about 1 Mwords/s) via a limited distan-
ce of up to about 50 m.

The Branch Highway provides a computer-independent port
which allows any computer to communicate with a CAMAC
multi-crate instrumentation system via a single interface
only which is called a system controller or, specifically,
the Branch Driver. Thus, this configuration has proven to
be a very economic solution for large systems - often even
for small systems, if many systems with different compu-
ters are employed or if the inherent capability for easy
expansion to larger systems is of importance.

The data transfer between the Branch Driver and a crate
controller is controlled by a handshake mechanism similar
to a dialogue, which accommodates automatically any signal
delays and therefore allows in principle any length of the
Branch Highway. Therefore, CAMAC modules with balanced
signal transmitters and receivers are commercially availab-
le which may be inserted in any section of the highway,
thus extending the Branch Highway concept of high data rate
transmission into distances of up to about 1.000 m.

Large instrumentation systems may have many interrupt
sources as each module in up to seven crates may request
attention by generating a LAM-signal. Therefore the Branch
Highway provides some powerful mechanisms for efficient
demand handling.

A Branch Demand Signal (BD) which is the intrinsic OR-
connection of the demands from each crate controller in
the highway may occur at any time and indicates to the
Branch Driver that attention is required.
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The Branch Driver reads - in response to this Demand sig-
nal, or at any other time when there is no traffic on the
highway - a 24 bit GPADED LAM (GL-) pattern via the Read/
Write lines of the highway, either from all crates collec-
tively or from each crate individually. These commands al-
low highly sophisticated schemes to identify the source of
the demand and initiate a corresponding service routine.

THE SERIAL HIGHWoAY

There is an increasing demand for process control systems
which are distributed over a large area, or which comprise
many peripheral devices. In such systems, being typical for
industrial plants, major hospitals and large accelerators
in nuclear research, the cost and complexity of interconnec-
tions, as well as the increased level of electrical noise
and hence the occurrence of transmission errors become a
major problem. The CAMAC Serial Highway has been specified
(and is commercially available) to meet these requirements.
Thus, the serial Highway complements the Branch Highway
in applications

- where long distances are involved,

- where a noisy environment requires protection against
transmission errors,

- in large systems where the instrumentation exceeds
the capacity of seven CAMAC crates,

- or in small systems where simple interfacing to the
computer via standard telecommunication (TTY- or
V.24-) ports is particular important.

Basically, the Serial Highway forms an unidirectional loop
which originates from the output port of the Serial Driver,
passes through every device (or Serial Crate Controller) and
terminates at the input port of the Serial Driver as shown
in fig. 5. Up to 62 CAMAC crate assemblies or other devices
may be connected to the loop. All devices have an input and
an output port and are connected in a daisy-chain. Any in-
formation is transmitted as sequences of 8-bit bytes, ei-
ther in byte-serial or in bit-serial mode:

- For maximum speed, the 8 bit of a byte are transmitted
in parallel via eight pairs of data lines, accompanied
by a byte-rate clock signal via an additional pair of
clock lines.

- For minimum cable cost and for simple adaption to typical
telecomm.unicaticn facilities, the bytes are transmitted
serially, one bit at a time, via only one pair of data
lines, accompanied by a bit-rate clock signal via a se-
parate pair of clock lines. In this case each byte is
framed by one start and one stop bit.
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All information transmitted via the Serial Highway is assem-
bled in messages as shown in fig. 6. These are structured
as a sequence of 8-bit bytes, with each byte containing

- six bit of command information or data,

- one delimiter bit which identifies the beginning
and end of each message and thus is used for message
synchronisation,

-- and one row-parity bit which is part of the error de-
tection scheme.

The first byte of each message is the header byte which con-
tains a six bit destination address, i.e. the address of
one of the controlled devices in the loop.

Ezch rcssage includes a SUM byte which conserves even co-
lumn-parity over all preceeding bytes of the message.
Thus all messages are protected against transmission errors
by tne well-known geometric error detection code.

If a CAMAC operation is to be performed the Serial Driver
sends a COMMAND message, carrying information to the crate
controller addressed by the first byte. The message speci-
fies some action to be executed, and may also contain write
data in a write operation. The command message includes
also as many SPACE bytes as are required for insertion of
the REPLY.

This message travels around the loop and passes all crate
controllers that are not addressed as they are transparent
to the byte stream. When a controller receives a message
addressed to it, it accepts the succeeding bytes which de-
fine the specific operation and which may also contain
4 bytes of write data. The controller checks the validity
of the message by using the row- and column-parity bits
and, if the message is found to be correct, executes the
accepted command by performing a dataway operation.

The controller then generates a REPLY message which tra-
vels along the remaining highway back to the Serial Dri-
ver. The first byte of this message identifies the source
address (of the crate), and is followed by a status byte
which indicates that either the action has been performed
as specified by the command or that the command was not
executed due to a transmission error. The REPLY message
may also contain 4 bytes of read data, and is terminated
by a delimiter byte which also carries the column-parity
for error checking the REPLY message at the Serial Driver.

Any module in the system can request attention for service
by generating a LAM-signal upon which the crate controller
transmits a 3-byte DEMAND message if no other messages are
passing by. The first byte of the DEMAND again carries the
source address (of the crate), the second byte contains
additional (GRADED LAMI) information either about the sour-
ce of the request or the required service routine, and the
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third byte terminates the DEMAND message with a delimiter
byte carrying column-parity for error checking at the Se-
rial Driver.

The Serial Highway is defined primarily in terms of the
message format and the signal standard at the input and
output ports of the devices (i.e. Serial Driver and Sc._al
Crate Controllers) connected to the highway. The data and
clock signals at these defined (D-) ports are specified
as balanced signals accordina to the EIA Standard RS-422
(10), for which balanced drivers and differential recei-
vers are commercially available in integrated-circuit
technology. The logic of the system is defined to be inde-
pendent of the actual transmission speed, with the maximum
bit or byte clock rate being 5 MHz.

The communication links between the devices in the Serial
Highway are not specified. This allows that in many appli-
cations the devices may be interconnected directly via
their D-ports, typically using dedicated 100-Ohm twisted-
pair cables to cover distances of up to about 1000 m, de-
pending upon the noise environment, the clock rate, the
yield of the cable etc. Alternatively, any section of the
highway can include other communication channels in order
to suit the requirements specific to the application. Very
different systems have already been implemented or are under
investigation, for example: systems with bi-phase modula-
tion for transmitting the data and the clock over one twi-
sted-pair (or a coaxial) cable, and employing transformer
coupling to eliminate ground loops, systems with modems
for operation 'oer long distances or via the public tele-
phone network, systems incorporating an optical transmis-
sion by means of fiber optics or a laser link, or systems
utilizing microwave links.

Finally, it should be recognized that the Serial Highway
is not just an extension to CAMAC but a general and very
powerful communication system which is not restricted to
CAMAC devices. Every device connected to the highway is
transparent to messages that are addressed to other devices.
This allows that other, non-CAMAC devices with different
message structures can coexist on the highway with the spe-
cified CAMAC Serial Crate Controller for CAMAC crate assem-
blies, without mutual interference. These devices may have
other mechanical packaging, and may use other message struc-
tures, for example to transfer a block of data within one
command message, or to address many devices with the same
command. These devices must however conform to the basic
rules for signal standards and the basic structure of mes-
sages, i.e. the use of the header byte for identifying the
destination or source of a message, the use of the delimiter
bit for defining the beginning and the end of messages, and
the scheme for error detection by row- and column-parity.
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DISTRIBUTED INTELLIGENCE IN CAMAC

The Dataway specification have been published before micro-
processors were on the market. With advent of low cost micro-
processors the capabilities of the CAMAC system were extremly
widened. Distributed intelligence is understood to provide
the possibility to have more than one controller in a CAMAC
crate which has access to the Dataway and asserts commands.
These additional Crate Controllers are called Auxiliary Crate
Controllers.

Since the N (module address)- and the L (LAM)-lines connect
the individual stations and the right most station (N(25)) of
the crate which is occupied by the Crate Controller, an
Auxiliary Crate Controller has only access to his own N- and
L-lines. But an Auxiliary Crate Controller must be able to
address all stations in a crate and to monitor all L-lines.

An Auxiliary Controller Bus (Fig. 7) routes the N-signals -
in a coded form - from the Auxiliary Crate Controllers to the
Master Crate Controller (rightmost Crate Controller) and LAM-
signals from the Master Crate Controller to the Auxiliary
Crate Controllers.

Multiple source of control also implies that there must be a
priority arbitration system to insure that only one source is
using the Dataway at any instant of time. The arbitration
scheme choosen is the geometrically defined daisy-chain.

General 1 Purpose In t e r f a c e Bus

(GPIB)

The mechanical, electrical and functional requirements on instru-
ments for connection to this interface are laid down in the
IEC publication 625, IEEE Standard 488 - Standard Digital Inter-
face for Programmable Instrumentation.

The standard applies to interface systems used to interconnect
both programmable and nonprogrammable electronic measuring
apparatus with other apparatus and accessories necessary to
assemble instrumentation systems.

It applies to the interface of instrumentation systems (or
portions of them) in which the:

- Data exchanged among the interconnected apparatus is digital
- Number of devices that may be interconnected by one
continuous bus does not exceed 15

- Total transmission path length over the interconnecting
cables does not exceed 20 m

- Data rate across the interface on any signal line does not
exceed 1 Mb/s
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A BRIEF INTRODUCTION TO THE GPIB

The connection between the different devices (Fig. 8) is
realized by a bus cable with 16 parallel lines for:

- data transfer
- timing
- control messages

The bus cables are provided with piggyback connectors, each cable
has a male connector and a female connector at each end, and
a lockscrew mechanism which allows one cable to be stacked on
top of another and secured.

Each GPI-Bus compatible instrument is adapted to the standard
requirements of this interface system with the aid of a built-
in interface (Fig. 9). Apart from these interface functions,
each instrument will naturally have its own special instrument
functions (device functions) which can be developed indepen-
dently of the requirements of the GPI-Bus. The structure of
the interface depend on the facilities offered by the instru-
ment in question. For example, the interface of a digital
voltmeter will differ from that of a printer.

Messages carried by the interface system belong to either of
two broad categories:

- Messages used to manage the interface system itself;
these are called interface messages.

- Messages used by the devices interconnected via the
interface system that are carried by, but not used or
processed by the interface system directly, these are
called device dependent messages.

GPI-Bus compatible instruments can be subdivided into the
following classes (Fig. 10):

- Listener
A listener device can receive data from other instruments.
Examples are: printers, display units, programmable power
supplies and signal sources.
A device with the capability to listen can be addressed by
an interface message to receive device dependent messages
from any other device connected to the interface system.

- Talker
A talker device can send data to other instruments.
Examples are: voltmeters and connectors with data output
facilities, tape readers and data loggers.
A device with the capability to talk can be addressed by
an interface message to send device dependent messages to
another device connected to the interface system.

- Controller
A controller device can control the information traffic on
the bus lines. It can address other devices to listen or
talk. In addition, this device can send interface messages
to command specified actions within other devices.
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Listener, talker and controller capabilities occur individually
or in any combination in devices interconnected via the inter-
face system as shown in Fig. 10.

In addition to the basic listener, talker and controller
functions, the system provides interface messages to accomplish
the following operations:

- A Serial Poll sequence may be initiated when a device (with
talker functions) requires some action by the controller,
by transmitting a service request message. The controller
will then obtain the status byte of all possible devices
in sequence to ascertain which required service.

- The Parallel Poll function provides a device with the ability
to transmit on the controller's demand one bit of status
information (request service) simultaneously with several
other devices. The assignment of a data line to a particular
for the response to a parallel poll may be a accomplished
through interface messages.

- The Device Clear and Device Trigger functions provide a device
with the ability to be initialized or triggered, on command
from the controller. This may occur simultaneously with other
selected or all devices in a system.

- The Remote/Local function provides a device with ability to
select between program data from the bus and local data
(for example front panel controls).

MESSAGE PATH AND BUS STRUCTURE

The interface system contains a set of sixteen signal lines,
used to carry all information, interface messages and device
dependent messages among interconnected devices.

Messages may be coded on one or a set of signal lines as
determined by the particular message content and its relation-
ship to the interface system.

The bus structure is organized into three sets of signal lines:

- Data bus, 8 signal lines (DIO1 to DI08)
- Data byte transfer control bus, 3 signal lines

(DAV, NRFD, NDAC) (Timing)
- General interface magment bus, 5 signal lines

(IFC, ATN, SRQ, REN, EOI)

Message bytes are carried on the DIO (data input output)
signal lines in a bit-parallel byte-serial form, asynchronously
and generally in a bidirectional manner.
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A set of three interface signal lines is used to effect the
transfer of each byte of data on the DIO signal lines from a
talker or controller to one or more listeners:

- DAV (data valid) is used to indicate the condition
(availability and validity) of information on the DIO
signal lines.

- NRFD (not ready for data) is used to indicate the condi-
tion of readiness of device(s) to accept data.

- NDAC (not data accepted) is used to indicate the condi-
tion of acceptance of data by device(s).

The DAV, NRFD and NDAC signal lines operate in a three-wire
(interlocked) handshake process to transfer each data byte
across the interface.

Five interface signal lines are used to manage on orderly flow
of information across the interface

- ATN (attention) is used (by a controller) to specify how
data on the DIO signal lines are to be interpreted and
which devices must respond to the data.

- IFC (inteface clear) is used (by a controller) to place
the interface system, portions of which are contained in
all interconnected devices, in a known quiescent state.

- SRQ (service request) is used by a device to indicate the
need for'attention and to request an interruption of the
current sequence of events.

- REN (remot enable) is used (by a controller) (in conjunc-
tion with other messages) to select between two alternate
sources of device programming data.

- EOI (end or identify) is used (by a talker) to indicate
the end of a multiple byte transfer sequence or, in
conjunction with ATN (by a controller) to execute a
polling sequence.
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Fig 10
Interface Capabilities and Bus Structure

(1) IEC Publ. 516 and 482
International Electrotechnical Commission

(2) IEEE Standard Modular Instrumentation and
Digital Interface System (CAMAC), IEEE
Std. 583-1975
The Institute of Electrical and Electronic
Engineers, N.Y.

(3) CAMAC - A Modular Instrumentation System,
Revised Description and Specification
Report EUR 41COe, CEC, Luxembourg, 1972,
also published as U.S. ERDA Report TID-25875
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(4) CAMAC - Organisation of Multicrate Systems,
Specification of the Branch Highway and Crate
Controller Type A,
Report EUR 4600e, CEC, Luxembourg, 1972,
also published as U.S. ERDA Report TID-25876

(5) Supplementary Information on CAMAC Instrumen-
tation System,
ESONE Supplement to CAMAC Bulletin No. 6,
March 1973,
also published as U.S. ERDA Report TID-25877

(6) CAMAC Serial System Organisation - A Description,
Document ESONE/SH/01, ESONE Committee 1973 and
subsequent amendments,
also published as U.S. ERDA Report TID-26488
(The final Specification 1975 has been submitted
to the IEEE Standards Board as the basis for IEEE
Std. 595)

(7) CAMAC - The Definition of IML, A Language for Use
in CAMAC Systems, Document ESONE/IML/O1, ESONE
Committee, Oct. 1974,
also published as U.S. ERDA Report TID-26615

(8) R.F. Thomas, Specifications for Standard CAMAC
Subroutines in FORTRAN, CAMAC Bulletin No. 6,
March 1973

(9) Real-Time BASIC for CAMAC
Prepared by ESONE Committee, Software Working
Group and AEC NIM Committee, Software Working
Group, Nov. 1975

(10) Electrical Characteristics of Balanced Voltage
Digital Interface Circuits, EIA Standard .S-422,
April 1975, Electronic Industries Association,
Washington, D.C.

(11) Multiple Controllers in a CAMAC Crate,
Report EUR6500, CEC, Luxembourg, 1982
Also published as U.S. DOE/EV-0007

(12) P.F. Kunz, Distributed Intelligence in CAMAC,
ERDA Report TID-26618

(13) IEEE Standard Digital Interface for programmable
Instrumentation,
IEEE Std. 488-1978

(14) Philips, digital instrument course, Part 4,
IEC Bus Interface,
IEC-625
N.V. Philips, Gloeilampenfabrieken, Test and
Measuring Department, Eindhoven
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June 1982

CAMAC SPECIFICATIO'S AND SUPPLRES'TARY INFOsMATION

Publications by the Corresponding documents of publications by ocher bodies
Cornission of the European

Dseriptlon USComeunitcis and the ESOXE Published by Published by Published by
Comnuticie an ECth E E of EnerGy and US IEEE ANSI IEC Committee or ECA NMCo tc IEEE, ANSI IEC CCtEA

A Modular Instrumentation EUR 4100c (1972)(English) ANSI/IEEE Sd.58 EC Pub 82 4572-7 nd
System for Data Handlin: EUR 4100C (1972)(French) TID-25875 (982) IEC Publ.56 4573-74

EUR 4100i (1972)(Italian)

Block ransfrs in CA11AC EUR 41CO supp. TID-26616** IEC Publ.677
Systems * NS/EES.(1976)

Organization of Multi-Crate EUR 4600c (English):, * ASI1IEEE Std.596 in
Systems (Parallel Branch EUR 4600f (French) ID-25876 (1982) EC Publ.552 preparation
Highway) EUR 4600i (Italian)

Specifications of Amplitude
Analogue Signals within a EUR 5100e (1974) TID-26614 in
5012 System preparation

Supplementary Information on Supplement to CAMAC Part of ANSI/IEEE
CAK4C Instrumentacion System Bulletin Issue 6 TID-.87 Std.583 and 596

.~___~_________(1982)_

CAMtC Serial Highway System ASI/IEEE Scd.595 in
and Serial Crate Controller Eu 6100e IEC Publ.640
Type L2 (1982) preparationType L2

T'hi D.ciilition o' IM-L
A Language for Use in CA.AC ESONE/IML/01 TID-26615
Systems

Real-Time BASIC for CALC ESO B/03 ASI/IEEE Std.726 45 (SEC) 221
(1982)

Recomsendations Cor CAkLAC
Serial Highway Drivers and ESONE/SD/02 DOE/EV-0006
LAM Craders for the SCC-L2

ilultiple Controllers in a DOE/EV0007 IEE Std.675 IEC Publ.729
CIAAC Crate EUR 650E /(1979)

Subroutines for CAMAC ESOIE/SR/01DOE/EV- AN/IEEE Std.758 IEC Publ.713
(1979) 

Definitions oESOf/CE/O1 IEC Publ.678
used in ESC:.t Specifications

Revision of ESNh'E CP.11C
Dnvucenots ESOE C ESOE/DOC/02 DOE/EV-0009 IEEE Std.583ADocuments

Compatible Extended Use 
of the CA.AC Datavay

CAMAC, Updated Specifica-
tions (including EUR 4100, EUR Report (English)
EUR 4600, EUR 6100, (1982. in preparation) documents to be used together with ESONE/DOC/2
EUR 6500, ESONE/CiGE/01 and
supplenentary information) e) no longer available and superseded by A21SI/IEEE Std.

C-;iiC Zibiiography ECAiGEM/01 (1979)j t5lications

CAMAC BibliographyECA/GE1/Ol suppl. (1981) revised issues of corresponding documents in the USaCA/G£IW/0I suppl. (1981)
-R----^nd "-stso---a for----ale) 1 1revisions for corresponding original documents in

Reucommndations for AnalcRue the US
Signals for CALAC in Indus- ECA/ISG Sl/1 (1981)
trial Applications

Reco.mendations for the
Industrial Application IECA/ISG 81/2 (1981)
of CA.AC

OTHER DOCUMENTS

A Technique for the Assessment of Communication System for EDIS/CO/01 ECA (1979)
Process Control ED / E (1979)

Industrial Real-Time BASIC, EWICS TC2 81-8, CEC, DC III (1981)

CAMAC Product Guide, hardware ECA Publication (1961, new issue in preparation)
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CAMAC Instrumentation and Interface Standards

CAMAC nWm~"""d r

rI ... -. ,- .
I

Including -

* Modular Instrumentation and Digital Interlace System (CAMAC)
ANSI/IEI L Std 583-1982

* Serial Highway Interface System (CAMAC)
ANSI/IELL. Std 595-1982

* Parallel Highway Interface System (CAMAC)
ANSI/ILl.i Std 596-1982

* Muliple ( ontrollers in a CAMAC Crate
ANSI/IEEE Std 675-1982

* Blotk Translers in CAMAC Systems
ANSI/IELE Std 683-1976 (Realt 1981 )

* Real-Time BASIC tor CAMAC
ANSI/I:Li. Std 726-1982

* Subroutines for CAMAC
ANSI/IEEE Std 758-1979 (Rcatf 1981)

1. SiS'

Price. S34.95

Users of CAMAC, and the many people interested in learning more about this important
interface system, can obtain seven ANSI/IEEE Standards on CAMAC in a single cloth bound, hard
cover edition at a considerable saving over the price of the seven individual standards documents.

Thisciloth bound, hardcover CAMAC collection is only $34.95. Price of the seven individual
paper-covered standards comes to S51.50. Not only is the combined set a substantial saving, it
also provides the greater convenience and durability of a case bound book.

CAMAC is an acronym for Computer Automated Measurement and Control. It is an interface
system designed to overcome the problems of instrument incompatibility that have long plagued
laboratories and industry. Tle concern has centered around the mechanical and electrical inter-
faces between various instruments. CAMAC defines a standardized instrumentation system that
has been developed to alleviate these problems and tlat has already gained wide international
acceptance. The system features a fully specified data highway (Dataway) together with modular
functional units that are completely compatible and that are available from diverse sources.

Additional levels of compatibility are achieved through the use of standardized parallel and
serial highways that have been designed tor use with the basic CAMAC system. Tle capability of
CAMAC systems is further enhanced by the use of microprocessors within the modules to permit
'local' processing and reduce the load on the Dataway Alternatively, the conventional crate
controller can be replaced or supplemented by microprocessor-type controllers to reduce load on
a computer or eliminate need for a computer.
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Mail order and payment to

American National Standards
Institute

1430 Broadway
New York, N Y. 10018

Print mailing address clearly.
This will be the shipping label.

Name

Address

City State Zip

Document Price Qty Total

CAMAC Instrumentation
and Interface Standards $34.95

ANSI/IEEE
Std 583-1982 12.00

ANSI/IEEE
Std 595-1982 12.00

ANSI/IEEE
Std 596-1982 6.50

ANSI/IEEE
Std 675-1982 6.00

ANSI/IEEE
Std 683-1976 4.00

ANSI/IEEE
Std 726-1982 6.00

ANSI/IEEE
Std 758-1979 5.00

ANSI/IEEE
Std 300-1982 7.00

ANSI/IEEE
Std 301-1978 4.00_

ANSI/IEEE
Std 309-1970 3.00

ANSI/IEEE
Std 325-1971 4.00

ANSI/IEEE
Std 398-1972 5.40

ANSI/IEEE
Std 645-1977 4.00

ANSI/IEEE
Std 680-1978 5.50

ANSI
N13.4-1971 4.40

ANSI
N42.4-1971 3.00

ANSI N42.5-1965
ANSI N42.6-1980 4.00

ANSI
N42.12-1980 5.00

ANSI
N42.13-1978 4.00

Document Price Qty Total

ANSI
N42.15-1980 4.00

ANSI
N42.18-1980 5.00

ANSI
N317-1980 5.00

ANSI
N320-1979 5.00

ANSI
N322-1977 4.00

ANSI
N323-1978 5.00

ANSI
N449.1-1978 5.00

Sub
Total

shipping/
handling

Total
SHIPPING-HANDLING CHARGE

Value of Order
$ 5.00 to 9.99 .

10.00 to 24.99.
25.00 to 49.99.
50.00 to 74.99.
75.00 to 99.99 .

100.00 or more .

Charge
.................. $2.00
................. 4.00
............ ...... .5.00
.. .... ... . . ..... 6.00
.. ...... .. .. .. . .. . 7.00
.... 7% of the dollar value of order

Within the United States, publications will be shipped
by the most economical means, usually fourth-class
mail or United Parcel Service. Overseas orders will be
forwarded by Printed Matter Sea Mail. If requested,
shipments can be made by First Class or other premium
means at customer expense.

ANSI
N42.14-1978 4.50 I
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of Related Interest
\NSI/

ILLI Std 300-1982

ANSI/
ILEt. Std 301-1978

ANSI/
ILLI. Std 309-1970

ANSI/
IEI.L Std 325-1971

ANSI/
111: L Std 398-1972

ANSI/
IEIL.. Std 645-1977

ANSI/
IEEE .Std 680-1978

ANSI N13 4-1971

'NSI N42 4-1971

ANSI N42.5-1965

ANSI N42.6-1980

Standard Test Procedure for SL-micon-
ductor Radiation Devices Price $7 00
Standard rest Procedure for Ampli-
fiers and Preamplifiers for Semiconduc-
tor Radiation Detectors Price $4 00
Standard Test Procedure for G(eiger-
Muller Counters (Reaffirmed 1980)
Price 3.00
Standard Test Procedures for Ger-
manium Gamma-Ray Detectors (Reaf-
firmed 1977) Price $4.00
Test Procedures for Photomultipliers
for Scintillation Counting and Glossary
for Scintillation Counting Field (Reaf-
firmed 1977) Price $5.40
Test Procedures for High Purity Ger-
manium Detectors for Ionizing Radia-
tion (Supplement to ANSI/IEEL Std
325-1971) Price $4 00
Standard Techniques for Determination
of (;ermanium Semiconductor Detec-
tor Gamma-Ray E.fficiency Using a
Standard Marinelli (Reentrant) Beaker
Geometry Price $5 50
Specification of Portable X-or Gamma-
Radiation Survey Instruments (Reaf
firmed 1977) Price $4 40
Standard for High-Voltage Connectors
for Nuclear Instruments (Reaffirmed
1978) Price $3 00
Bases for (;M Counter Tubes (Reaf-
firmed 1977)
Interrelationship of Quartz-F iher I lec
trometer Type Lxposure Meters and
Companion I xposure Meter Chargers
Price $4 00

ANSI N42 12-1980

ANSI N42 13-1978

ANSI N42 14-1978

ANSI N42 15-1980

ANSI N42 18-1980

ANSI N317-1980

ANSI N320-1979

ANSI N322-1977

\NSI N323-1978

ANSI N449 1-1978

Calibration and Usage of Sodium Iodide
)eteLtor Systems Price $5 00

Calibration and Usage of "Dose Cali-
brator" lonization Chambers for the
Assay of Radionuclides P'rce $4 00
Calibration and Usage of (,ermanium
Detectors for Measurement of Gamma-
Ray Lmission ol Radionuclides
Price $4 50
Performance Verification of Liquid
Scintillation Counting Systems
Price S4 00
Specification and Performance of On-
Site Instrumentation for Continuously
Monitoring Radioactivity in Lffluents
Price $5 00
American National Standard PIerfor-
mance Criteria for Instrumentation
Used for Inplant Plutonium Monitoring
Price. $5.00
American National Standard Perfor-
mance Specifications for Reactor
Lmergency Radiological Monitoring
Instrumentation Price S5 00
Inspection and Test Specifications for
Direct and Indirect Reading Quartz
1iber Pocket l)osimeters Price $4 00
Radiation Protection Instrumentation
lest and Calibration Price $5 00
Procedures for Periodic Inspection of
Cohalt-60 and Cesium-1 37 Teletherapy
Lquipmellt Pricc $5 00

Announcing the
All New
Single Volume CAMAC

ad- -.D:

I -

t:

American National Standards Institute
1430 Broadway
New York. New York 10018
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A BRIEF SURVEY OF BUSES

During the past years many authors or groups have tried to give
a survey on buses and/or interfaces. The table 1 "Bus
Evaluation" shows the outcome of an attempt of the working group
"Multi -Processor Multi Task" (MPMT). This working group was
a subgroup of EDISG (European Distributed Intelligence Sub Group)

The Bus Evaluation was based on a questionnaire which is shown
on pages 36 to 40.

While table 1 was based on buses available in the second half
of the seventies, table 2 compares the most recent announced
VME Bus to other 16 and 32 bit buses.

On page 33 to 35 bus names, the company(ies) supporting the bus
and products in which the bus is used are listed. Some of these
buses are under considerations for standrdisation by IEEE or
are already on IEEE standard (e.g. IEEE Standard 488).

In the papers by E.C.G. Owen and A.C. Burley further references
concerning buses are given in this publication.

Concerning future trends it should be noted that at the IEC
meeting SC47B in London (late summer 1982) it was recommended
that IEC will standardize two versions of Multibus (Intel
version and European version) and VME.

Eurobus will not be recommended to IEC as a standard, but to
ISO.

A BRIEF SURVEY ON SINGLE BOARD COMPUTERS

Single board computers and interfaces bought from stock will
be of great interest for the development of equipment used in
laboratories.

In the paper "Single Board Computers: Time and Money Savers
For Some Usual Applications" (Digital Design, Vol.12, No-7,
July 1982) a survey of single board computers (SBCs) is given.
Examples of some real applications illustrate the power of these
devices.

Table 3 gives a survey on 8 bit microcomputer boards, table 4
a survey on 16 bit microcomputer boards.
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COMPARISION OF THE VME BUS
TO OTHER 16 and 32- BIT BUSSES

VME bus IMutabusl Q-Bus2 IEEE P8963

Bus Type Asyncnronous Asynchronous Asynchronous Asynchronous
Non Mutiplexed Non MuttiDiexed Multiplexed Multiplexed

Address Widtth 24 Standard 20 Standard 16 Standard 32 Standard
32 ExpanOed 24 Expanded 18 Expanded

Daa Width 8.16.32 8.16 8,16 8.16.32

Board See DBL 160 x 233.4 mm 171.5 x 304.8 mm 214 x 263 4 mm Any Eurocard
= 37344 mm 2 = 52273 mm2 = 56368 mm2

SGL 160x 100 mm 214 x 147.3 mm
= 16000 mm 2 = 31522 rmm2

(Stanoard Eurocard)

Connector Type ] Pin & Socket |Edge Edge Pin & Socket

No. of Pins on 96/96 86/60 38 64 or 96 on either
Prnmary/Seconaary
Connector

Power -5, =12, .5 Standby -5. =12 -S. =12. +5 B,

j Interrupt Levels 7 8 4 None (uses senal bus or write

j/ cI^ jl into CPU card)

Arbitration i4 | 1 32
Levels

Multiprocessor? Yes Yes No (Master/Slave) Yes (including System Suervisor)

Errur Signals AC Fail. System Fail. None DC Power OK ECC on bus. error result field
Bus Error Power OK

Special Cvcies Read/Modify/Wrte Lock Refresh Read/Modify/Wnte. Block
Block Transfer Read/Modifv/Write Transfer, Split Cycle, Event Cycle

I Access Privilege Lvls. Event interrupt

Extendable Modes Yes (Address No No Yes (Command Field)
For Future I Modifiers)

Separate Senal Yes INo No Yes
I us

'Muttibus is a traaemark of Intel Corporation
20-Bus is a trademark of Digrtal Eacuiment Corporation
'IE-E P896 was previously known as "Futurebus" and is still in definition by the IEEE P896 committee-
therefore, some of these features may be subject to change.

Table 2
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PARALLEL BUSES (EVALUATION LIST)

Q-Bus: DEC LSI-11 FAMILY

UNIBUS: DEC PDP-11 FAMILIY

OMNIBUS: DEL PDP-8A

S3I: DEC VAX-11 FAMILY

(SYNCHRONOUS BACKPLANE INTERCONNECT)

MULITBUS: INTEL CORPORATION

IEEE PROJECT: P796 MICROCOMPUTER SYSTEM BUS

S-100 BUS: SUPPORTED BY MANY COMPANIES

IEEE PROJECT: P696 RACKPLANE BUS (2 VERSIONS: 8, 16 BIT)

MUBUS: ECOLE POLYTECHNIQUE FeDERALE DE LAUSANNE

STD-BUs: SUPPORTED BY MANY COMPANIES (PRO-LOG, MOSTEK)

. IEEE PROJECT: P961 ,STD BUS (CMOS AND EUROVERSION)

MIKROBUS: NATIONAL SEMICONDUCTOR CORP,

EUROBUS: MINISTRY OF DEFENCE, U.K, E 3 S (ESONE)

FERRANTI COMPUTER SYSTEMS, LTD.

FASTBUS: NIM + (ESONE)

IEEE PROJECT: P960

DATAWAY CAMAC: ESONE (NIM)

EUR 4100

AUXILIARY CAMAC: ESONE (NIM)

EUR 6500
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OTHER BUSES NOT COVERED BY THE EVALUATION-LIST

VERSA BUS: MOTOROLA

E PROJECT P90 AN ADVANCED BACKPLANE US IS BASED ON
IEEE PROJECT P970 AN ADVANCED BACKPLANE BUS IS BASED ON

VERSABUS

VME-Bus: SUPPORTED BY SEVERAL COMPANIESjIS

BASED ON VERSABUS

Z-BL

OMEG

IS: ZILOG ) Z8000 F,

NOT SUPPORTED ANYMORE

iA BUS: ZILOG )

IS: MBB, BRD

DESIGNED FOR REDUNDANT (SAFE) SYSTEMS

AMILY

MODU

CAMAC PARALLEL HIGHWAY

GPIB

ESONE-NIM

SUPPORTED BY MANY COMPANIES

GENERAL PURPOSE INTERFACE BUS

IEEE ST 488-1978, IEC 625

COMPEX: ESONE BASED ON CAMAC
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SERIAL BUSES

D2 Bus: DOMISTIC DIGITAL BUS

II Bus: INTER IC BUS

MIL 1553 Bus:

SERIAL PROCESS DATA HIGHWAY

(PDV-BUs)

PARTNER BUS:

PHILIPS NL

PHILIPS NL

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE USA

GERMAN PDV-WORKING GROUP API,
BRD

BBC, CH

CAMAC SERIAL HIGHWAY

EUR 6100

GPI BUS: SERIAL VERSION

ESONE-NIM

IEC

HP-IL: HP-INTERFACE LOOP HP HP-41, HP-75C
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BUS UNDER EVALUATION : DATE :_

1. TITLE

1.1 NAME OF BUS/ SYSTEM :___

1.2 MANUFACTURER OR

SPECIFYING ORGANISATION :

1.3 STATUS (AVAILABILITY) :

1.4 REFERENCE OF SPECIFICATIONS :

DATE :_

1.5 EVALUATION DONE BY :_

I

BUS UNDER EVALUATION : DATE ;

2. SYSTEM DIAGRAMS

2.1 BLOCK DIAGRAMS AND/OR TYPICAL CONFIGURATIONS

GLUE IN PLACE

1EDISG | -" PAGEP 2ED SG , PAGE) 1
'-"

W,MAIIR SEP /8
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o\
-1

a

BUS UNDER EVALUATION : DATE _

2.2 TIMING DIAGRAMS,LINE DESIGNATIONS LIST OF OPERATIONS

GLUE IN PLACE

USE BLANK SIEETS

FOR FURTHER

DIAGRAMS

IF NECESSARY

EDIS PAGE 3

BUS UNDER EVALUATION: __ DATE t

3. EVALUATION CRITERIA

3.1 GENERAL FEATURES

3.1.1 NUMBER OF LINES SPECIFIED-F --

AVALIABDIE__| 

3.1.2 WIDTH OF DATA FIELD I
3.1.3 TRANSMISSION MECIANISM FULL PARALLEL ___

PARTIALLY MUX D__ I

3.1.4 SYSTEM GEOMETRY ON ONE PC BOARD rFl

IN ONE CRATE___. I- 

IN SEVERAL CRATES__ r-

3.1.5 ACCESS TO MEMORY AND 1/0 IS UNIFIED YESI- I-NO 

3.1.6 MULIPROCESSOR CAPABILITY YES -- NO I--

3.1.7 REDUNDANT TRANSMISSION PATIS SPECIFIED YES I-- NO I-

|EDIS6 | PAGE J
--. 
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BUS UNDER EVIATLUiON : . .. DATE: ___

3.2 DETAILED FEATURES

3.2.1 NUMBER AND USAGE OF LINES

MULTIPLEXED

, WIDTH OF j

ADDRESS LINES ._____ 1 YES -I- NO--=I

DATA LINES--_ __ I YES 3 NO --

CONTROL LINES____ YES =--J NO I

TIMING _ L YES C- NO CJ

OTHERWISE SPECIFIED- -. _-J YES r.-: NO f-I

RESERVED _--_ I YES EZ NO ( IZ

FREE USE _ _-___ 1 YESII NO r 3

POWER LINES [- - I

-- -"" MULTIPLE-

YES .I.T= O .f

3.2.2 DATA LINE USE

UNIDIRECTIONAL -__ 

BIDIRECTIONAL _-__ .___ _ 

ADDRESS EXPANSION POSSIBLE YES l- NO r-
MAXIMUM EXPANDED ADDRESS FIELD [ j

EDISG PAGE

_ , . . , , b~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

3.2.3 MAXIMUM NUMBER OF DEVICES
ON ONE BUS _| SLOTS

ELECTRICAL

BUS UNDER EVALUAlIO1N :_ DATE
,, . ." 

MIN OUTPUT DRIVE DEVICES---l------)-- = -= _ __DEVICES
MAX INPUT LOAD

FUNCTIONAL BY DEVICE ADDRESSING| |-DEVICES

3,2.11 BUS ACCESS MANAGMENT

CENTRALIZED

DAISY CHAIN

PARALLEL POLLING

SERIAL POLLING

DIRECT LINES

OTHER METIODS -

EXPLAIN. IF YES:

YES --

YESI-

YES= -

YESI =

YESI I

NO '-u

NO rT -

1,10 Er-i

NO =-~

NO T-:=

:___.,.__ 

YES._J110 _. o 1

3.2.5 PROGRAM INTERRUPT MANAGMENT

CENTRALIZED

DAISY CHAIN

PARALLEL POLLING

SERIAL POLLING

DIRECT LINES

OTIIER METIODS 

EXPLAIN, IF YES:

YES-_-- NO --I

YESI- : NO __J

YESTLIJ O10 r:- .

YESr= Jio r1 

YES=EI NO CE

l EDISG ______ j -- _-_- _ -wPAGE[EDl1G | PAGE 1
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BUS UNDER EVALUATIOi : ___ DATE :

3.2.6 MAXIMUM TIMES FOR A SINGLE REQUEST (WITHOUT CONTENTION)

BUS ACCESS PROGRAM INT.

iDETECTION ._11 NS j NS

LATENCY _ _ NS ____ . 7J NS

PROCESSING ___ j NS_ NS

3.2.7 TYPES OF DATA TRANSFERS IMPLEMENTED

SYNCIIRONOUS r--

(FIXED TIMING)

ASYNCIRONOUS rI 

(HANDSHAKE)

SYNC IRON IZED 

(IANDSIIAKE)

BUS UNDER EVALIIATIO : DATE ___

INTERRUPT ACKNOWLEDGE

LIST ANY OTIERS:

YES r -' NOI ._

3.2.10 DESCRIPTION OF THE POWER-DOWN-POWER-UP-MANAGMIENr :

3.2.11 LINES FOR ERROR HANDLING AVAILABLE

TRANSMISSION ERRORS

OPERATIONAL (USER) ERRORS

YESI -- ]NOI 

YES r .NOF- :I

SINGLE OPERATIONS ONLY

MULTIPLE UNINTERRUPTABLE OP'S

MULTIPLE INTERRUPTABLE OP'S

MULTIPLE SOURCE READ

MULTIPLE DESTINATION MRITE

DISTINCTION BETWEEN BYTE/WORD TRANSFER

LINES FOR SPECIAL FUNCTIONS AVAILABLE

3.2.8

3,2.9

YES -- NOI 1

YES= NO Hc

YES J NO ..J

YES L-J NO cE-

YES _J NO_ =

YES I= NO r

YES r--N NO -I

YES -J NO rI

YES -- NOI c

YES F --INO (c

YES -J NOI rJ

4.COMMENTS

4.1 SYSTEM SEGMENTATION:..

11.2 SYSTEM INTERCONNECTION:

11.3 STAND-BY OPERATION:_

'I.4 I ETIOD OF ADDRESS EXPANSION MANAGMENT:_

4.5 ADAPTABILITY TO DIFFERENT PROCESSOR TYPES:

4.6 LIMITATIONS IN BUS ACCESS AND PROGRAM INTERRUPT TECHNIQUES:

1

p

1

HOLD

WAIT

INITIALIZE (=RESET)

POWER FAIL INDICATION /WARNING

INTERRUPT REQUEST

TEDISG P" PIAGE I
_-** --- - - - r - - - . - . - - - „- .- =_ _ irjtet -fl.nt

| EDISG PAGE I
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BUS UNDER EVAIIUATION :._____ DATE :_ _

4.7 ERROR DETECTION AND IIANDLING:__

11,8 CAPABILITY FOR FUTURE EVOLUTIONS:___

4.9 ECONOMIrCAL CONSIDERATIONS: _

11.10 OTIER:__

5. EXPERIENCE:_

EDISG | PAGE
-I __ __ ,_ L . .,,, _ ,_ _ _ -

BUS IUNDER EVALUATION :_ DATE __..

Esi -J rPAGEj



8-BIT p.COMPUTER BOARDS

BUS COMPANY
MULTIBUS
STD
STD or EXORBUS'
STD or PROPRIETARY
MULTIBUS 2

EXORCISER'

EXORBUS
AIM-653
CYBERBUS
DCE
STD
STD

PROPRIETARY & MULTIBUS

EXORCISER
MULTIBUS
MULTIBUS
MULTIBUS
PROPRIETARY
MULTIBUS
AIM-65
MULTIBUS
PROPRIETARY
S-100
CAMAC

.S-100
STD
S-100
PROPRIETARY
STD
MULTIBUS
STD-Z80 & SDE

EXORBUS

S-100

EXORCISER

Advanced Micro Devices
Applied Micro Technology
Applied Systems

Comark

Creative Micro Systems

Cubit
Cybersystems
Data Applications Infl
Datrtcon
Desert Microsystems

Digital Microsystems

Digitek
Distributed Computer Systems
Diversified Technology
ETI Micro
Fairchild
Heunkon
Industrial Micro-Systems
Intel
Intersil
Intercontinental Microsystems

Kinetic Systems

Logical Devices Inc.
Matix
Measurement Systems & Controls
Matrox Electronic Systems
Miller Tecnnology
Monolithic Systems
Mostek

Motorola

MUSYS Corp.

PROCESSOR
8085A

Z80. 280A
6800

8085 or 280
8085

COMMENTS

6802, 6809 < Compatible with Motorola
6802, 809 Exorser Boards

6809
6502

6502. 280.8085
8080. 8088, 6808 and 280
6809, 6800, 6804 and 6512

8088

280A <

6800
8080A, 8086. 8088

NSC 800
8085, 8088

3850
280, 280A

6502
8080A, 85,8, 8085A. 8088

80C35, 6100
Z80A

8085 <

6809
6809. 6803

Z80A
Z80A
Z80A
2802

280. Z80A

All Eurocard Format

Interface to Hi-Net Local
Network
Basic Compiler

CMOS - Low Power

Communications Interface
Some with IEEE 488 Interface
Low Cost
Large Selection
Key Pad and Display Included

Built to IEEE-583 CAMAC
Standards

Can Be Customized

1j

6800, 6802. 6809 < Large Selection and Many6800 6802809 upport Boards
ZB0A

6801MRC Systems

MULTIBUS. CIMBUS'

LSl-l & STD

PROPRIETARY & STD
PROPRIETARY & MULTIBUS
SS-50

EXORC1SER. RM65, EXORBUS
PROPRIETARY
PROPRIETARY
RM-65 & PROPRIETARY
PROPRIETARY, MULTIBUS, SMP

PROPRIETARY SS-50
C-44 PROPRIETARY
PROPRIETARY, KIM. EXORCISER
AIM-65
PROPRIETARY
MULTIBUS & PROPRIETARY
JPROPRIETARY
FLEXIBUS II & III
MULTIBUS
PROPRIETARY
ISTD

National Semiconductor

Nortek

Octagon Systems
Omnibyte
Percom Data
Pro-Log
Phoenix Digital
RCA
RC1/Data
Rockwell International
Siemens
Smoke Signal Broadcasting
Synapse
Synertek System
Systems Innovations
ITexas Instruments
IWestern Digital
Wintek
Xycom
IZendex
Zilog

i2atech

8080, 8085, Z80A <

280A, 8088 <
INS 8073, INS 8070

6808, 6809
6809

8085A, 6800, 280, 80A. 6809
6800, 6809

1802
6800, 6802 6502. 6809

6502
8085A
6809

NSC-800, 6805 E2
6502. 6800

6502
TMS 9980

8085A. 8088
6800. 6801

8080A. Z80A
8085-2. 8088

ZS0, Z8-02
8085A

Interfaces with Exorciser
and Micromodule Buses
Some Alternate Source to
Intel Boards
High Speed Penpheral
Controllers for LSI-II
High Speed

Large Selection - High Speed

CMOS - Low Power

Low Cost
Eurocard Format

Extremely Low Power

iAltemate Source to Siemens

Hich Soeed

' E(ORBUS. EXORCISER. VERSABUS - Motorola Trademarks
t MULTIBUS - Intel Trademark
3 AIM 65 - Rockwell International Trademark
' CIMBUS - Natonal Semiconductor Trademark

Digital Design * July 1982 Table 3
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16-BIT p.COMPUTER BOARDS

BUS COMPANY PROCESSOR COMMENTS
1

MULTIBUS
X-BUS
PROPRIETARY
PROPRIETARY
PROPRIETARY & LSI-I
MULTIBUS
PROPRIETARY. MULTIBUS
PROPRIETARY
MULTIBUS
MULTIBUS
MULTIBUS
VERSABUS, VME
VERSABUS, EXORBUS, & VME BUS
MULTIBUS
MULTIBUS
MULTIBUS
VERSABUS
PROPRIETARY
PROPRIETARY
PROPRIETARY
MULTIBUS, PROPRIETARY
FLEXBUS III
MULTIBUS
PROPRIETARY

AMD
Data Applicahons Int's
Data General
Digital Acoustics
Digital Equipment
Distributed Computer Systems
Forward Technology
Hewlett-Packard
Intel
Microbar Systems
Matrox Electronic Systems
Mizar Designs
Motorola
National Semiconductor
NEC Electronics
Omnibyte
RCl/Data
Stynetic Systems
Tau Zero
Texas Instruments
Western Digital
Xycom
Zendex
Zilog

AmZS002
8086
mN601
68000
LSI-I. F-II, T-lI
8086
68000,8086
2901
8086, 8086-2
68000
8086
68000
68000
8086, NS 16032
8086
68000
68000
CP 1600
TMS 9900
TMS 9900, 74S481
8086, WD-9000
Z 8001
8086
Z 8002 Z 8001

Eurocard

Large Selection

Full Line of Board Products

IEEE-796 Bus Compatile Board

50 Digital Design July 1982

Table 4

Refer ences :

Gunther Haussmann, Peter Mielentz: Interfaces between computers
and their peripherals. Attempt to a comparative survey, AEG -
Telefunken - ProzeBdatenverarbeltung.

Bill Groves: Single Board Computers: Time and Money Savers For
Some Universal Applications. Digital Design, Vol.12, No.7,
July 1982.

Tom Balph: VME bus - A Microprocessor Bus for the Future.
Digital Design, Vol.12, No.8, August 1982.

International Standards for computers and information processing,
first edition, ISO Information Centre, Bibliography 16/December
1979.

DIN Entwurf 1941, Bit - Serielles ProzeBbus-Schnittstellensystem
(this proposal is based on the PDV-Bus).
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SOFTWARE FOR NUCLEAR DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEMS

P. CHRISTENSEN
Riss National Laboratory,
Electronics Department.
Roskilde, Denmark

Abstract

The situation for experimenters and system designers needing

software for instrumentation is described. It is stated that soft-

ware for a data acquisition system can be divided into programmes

described as the foundation software, the applications programme, and

the analysis programme. Special attention is given to CAMAC. Two

examples from RisO describing data transporation and archiving are

given. Finally the supply of software and the problems of documentation

are described.

1. INTRODUCTION

Computers in all sizes are used today in nuclear experiments
and nuclear technological projects. The hardware available is
ever increasing in complexity and miniaturization and decreas-
ing in cost, while the progress in software techniques has not
been at the same rate. At the time when the minicomputer was
introducted, good software was already available for big
computing machines, but this could not be taken over directly
by the new field. Minicomputers in data acquisition systems
have to work on-line and in real-time, and this gives some
software problems not encountered in mathematical and adminis-
trative data handling on the large computers. Data acquisition
systems are getting their input data directly from the exper-
iment and may also be sending data to the experiment for
control; because of that the software is used not for data
analysis alone, but also for control of the interface to the
experiment.

Very early, theoretical descriptions of wishes of real-time
multi processing operating systems and real-time programming
languages came up, and although some progress took place,
mostly for operating systems, the vast majority of programmes
are still based on quite simple tools and the art and skill of
self-tought programmers. Real-time systems are of course also
used in many other fields like industry and medicine; special
for the nuclear environment is the high data rate and the vast
amounts of data to be collected.

A special instrument, the multichannel analyzer, (MCA), will be
considered. It is used in many types of nuclear measurements,
and is often quite computer like and often even a computer;
software is needed, often for control of the MCA, but always
for handling of its collected data.
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For the computer based data acquisition system it is useful to
consider the software as consisting of 3 layers:

- foundation (1)
- application programme
- analysis programme

The topics of these 3 layers will be treated in the following;
after that consideration will be given to the supply and
documentation of software.

2. FOUNDATION

To have just the bare computer hardware, where instructions may
be entered by means of switches as binary patterns is no
pleasure for an experimenter. He wants to give his instructions
in terms directly describing the wanted actions and calcu-
lations. In the early minicomputer days it was quite common to
have as help only a text editor, an assembler and an on line
debugging program. Today the foundation is much more helpful
than that. You will normally have more text editors, a macro
assembler, a compiler for FORTRAN, a BASIC interpreter, a
linker, file handling programs and above that a so called
real-time operating system, a manager of the above mentioned
programmes and the input commands from the user. This operating
system will normally contain handlers for the standard hardware
units like printers, disks, visual display units etc., so that
they can be handled directly from the high-level languages,
e.g., in FORTRAN with Read and Write Statements. So the
foundation is a mixture of aids for programme production and
for the execution of programmes.

2.1. Develooement Systems

Programmes are, however, not always produced on the machine
they are planned to run on. If the latter is a small machine it
will often be advisable to develop the programmes on a bigger
machine, the so-called host, which may be better equipped with
memory, disks, a line printer etc. In this situation the
smaller machine is called the target. The host and the target
may be of the same type; if not, a cross compiler will be
needed. The test of the programme will normally have to be
carried out at the target machine where the hardware specials
are found; simulation tests on the host are possible, but
normally not an easy procedure.

For microcomputers so called development systems have appeared
on the market. In such a system the host will normally have
cross compilers for a number of common microprocessors, and for
the testing there will normally be ports in the host for
connection of the target computer.
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2.2. Handling of Non-standard Peripherals

When it is wanted to handle non-standard peripherals from
higher level languages a special problem comes up. A non
standard peripheral can be a complete physics experiment
interface housed in a CAMAC (2) crate or system of crates. The
only means you have to handle the peripheral is assembly code,
and it is so today that good operating systems offer the
facilities of imbedding assembly code in higher level language
programmes, e.g., in the form of subroutines.

2.2.1. CAMAC
CAMAC is a special case here. The ESONE Committee and the NIM
Committee have together specified a set of standard subroutines
necessary to run a CAMAC system from a procedure oriented
language like FORTRAN. These subroutines are described in the
ESONE document "Subroutines for CAMAC", SR/01 (3). This docu-
ment defines complete semantics and for FORTRAN also the syntax
needed to programme the operation of a CAMAC system. There are
declaration statements for naming of hardware entities, state-
ments for single operations and for multiple and block oper-
ations, and special statements for control and LAM-handling
(interrupts). The most basic statement, the single action
statement, has a very simple form:

CALL CFSA (F, EXT, INT, Q)

where F is the function code, EXT is the external hardware
address, INT is the internal memory reference, and Q represents
the Q-response. F and Q are CAMAC-specific entities; F defines
the action to be taken by the module, and Q is a response to
this action.

This specification is of course not all. You have to implement
these subroutines for your system. You may have certain
computers and certain CAMAC controllers, and you need an
assembly coded CAMAC driver for each combination of computer
and CAMAC controller. At Riso we have implemented this driver
for the Digital Equipment Corp. computer PDP-11 and three
different crate controllers (Nuclear Enterprises 9030, Schlum-
berger JLSI 10 and Kinetics 3912). The experience is very good.
The problem of programming the hardware actions in the exper-
iment is reduced so much that it can be handled by the
experimenter without assistance from the system designer and
system programmer, who set up the system.

3. APPLICATIONS PROGRAMME

The experiment interface will be of such a construction that
data can be input directly from the experiment via suitable
registers into the computer. In the other direction experiment
controlling data can be output through registers to the
experiment. A third type of connection is the interrupt from
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the experiment to the computer; this feature is very much used
in nuclear experiments, where socalled "events" are driving the
flow of the programme; events are randomly distributed, e.g.,
an interrupt derived from a nuclear decay.

3.1. Tasks of the Applications Programme

The hardware described above does not in itself constitute a
working experiment. The experiment programme, in the beginning
present in the mind of the experimenter, has to be formulated
in -he software as a complete programme controlling data I/O
and reacting on events. The applications programme has several
purposes, which for instance can be classified in the following
way:

- Data capture, including event handling

Immediate data analysis for
- experiment control and
- data presentation

3.1.1 Data capture
Data capture will consist of reading of registers in scalers,
ADC's, digital input registers etc. either sequentially deter-
mined by the programme (and a clock somewhere) or when an
interrupt asks for it. This data capture includes an interme-
diate storing of the data, often in the computer memory. This
part of the programme is often the place with the highest
timing constraints, so when using high level languages this is
often the place to go down to assembly level.

3.1.2 Experiment control
It is often desirable to control the experiment according to
the acquired data. For that a certain data processing has to be
carried out in order to direct the experiment in the wanted
direction. In automatic control the proper output data will be
calculated and sent to the output registers.

3.1.3 Data presentation
In case of manual control an adequate data presentation must be
present in the system. This can be simple printers or alpha
numeric display units where messages are sent out; more
complicated data can be presented on graphic screens; the
latter normally asks for much more software effort. Based on
such data presentations the experimenter can make his decisions
for the manual controls.

Tasks like data archiving and communication could be considered
a part of the applications programme, but will be treated under
"analysis", sect. 4.

3.2. Form of the Applications Programme

The experimenter will wish to have the applications programme
in a higher level language and here the most prominent one is
FORTRAN, but PASCAL, CORAL 66 and others are quite popular.
Interpreting languages as BASIC and CATY are also very popular.
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There are however several problems with these languages for
real-time data handling compared to assembly languages: Normal-
ly the compiled code is not executing as efficiently as
assembly code. This is especially true for interpreters.
Another problem is that they are not prepared to handle events;
so for that purpose the programmer has to include some special
features at assembly level. Newer languages as ADA are expected
to take care of real-time features. Other recently published
languages for real-time programming are Real-Time BASIC from
the ESONE Committee (4), Industrial Real-Time FORTRAN from
EWICS (5), and Industrial Real-time BASIC from EWICS (6).

4. ANALYSIS PROGRAMMES

The experiment data can often be reduced to certain basic types
like multichannel spectra, list-format from multi-parameter
pulse height analysis measurements, blocks of readings from
banks of scalers, and the computational problem often is to
identify and quantify peaks in these data. On their way from
rawly acquired data to input data for the analysis programme
these data are undergoing treatment and transport, and this
will be the subject of this section.

This section will not treat the algorithms which scientists use
in the analysis of their nuclear experimental data.

4.1. Host Computer for the Analysis Programme

The analysis programme may be housed in the acquisition
computer itself or in an off-line computer, for instance a
large center computer. Some analysis programmes simply require
so much computing power that it is impossible to use them in
the acquisition computer; this is the case for instance with
the more sophisticated isotope identification programmes for
pulse height analysis spectra. In other cases the analysis has
to be carried out immediately in order to give directions for
the next run of the experiment; in such cases it is useful to
have the analysis programme in the acquisition computer itself.
A good example of the latter are our neutron spectrometers at
Ris0.

4.2. Final Storage of Data

It is good practice of natural science experimenters to store
their originally measured data both as proof in later doubt
situations, but of course also for input to large computer
calculations. The programme of the acquisition computer or the
MCA will have routines for storing data in appropriate formats
on suitable media; in earlier times the only medium was paper
tape; today magnetic tape, disks, and floppy disks are pre-
ferred. It is good practice that these routines take care of
dating, numbering, etc. of the data files. For computers this
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is of course done with the aid of the file handling features
supplied by the foundation software.

4.3. Format Conversions and Presentation in Engineering Units

The raw data stored in the computer will often be in a special
binary notation suitable neither for presentation on displays
nor for archiving.

First of all the binary data must be converted into engineering
units, e.g. an ADC reading must be transformed from 14 bit
binary into volts with 5 digits. To be readable these data must
be presented in the ASCII format. Presentation in rows and
columns with headings is often also required, as for instance
for pulse height spectra.

4.4. Transport and Transmission of Data

Data can be transported to other computers in different ways.
The simplest thing is to take the output medium from the
acquisition equipment and carry it to the computer center. This
necessitates compatible input equipment and software at the
center.

The data acquisition equipment can also be connected elec-
trically to the larger computer in order to transmit data, and
in more sophisticated systems also for downloading of program-
mes. The hardware used here will most often be serial lines
operating according to the rules of the international postal
organization CCITT and to the rules of the large computer's
time sharing system. Local Area Networks (LANs) are expected to
become common in the next few years ; these are networks with
data speeds up to 10 Mbit/sec covering distances up to 1.5 km.
The most famous one up to now is the ETHERNET. The programme of
the acquitision equipment will have to cope with these trans-
missions.

4.5. Examples

In order to illustrate the problems indicated in this section
two examples from Rise will be given. We have been working with
efficient and safe transmission and transport of MCA data to
the large center computer for treatment by the analysis
programmes.

Because the MCA is an instrument, which is quite computer like,
and is used very much in nuclear measurements, it is treated
especially in Appendix A.

Both examples mention that data can be carried to and read into
our large center computer, up to 1982 a Borroughs 6700, now a
Borroughs 7800. In order to facilitate such input we construct-
ed a preprocessor for the Borroughs computer, a PDP8 with input
peripherals for RT-11 compatible floppy disks, magnetic cas-
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sette tape, and punched paper tape. (PDP-8 is a Digital
Equipment Corp. computer, and RT-11 is an operating system of
the PDP-11 computer from the same company.)

4.5.1. Activation analysis data from the Isotope Laboratory at
Rise

For one big user, the Isotope Laboratory we tried to create an
ECMA-34 cassette tape (ECMA means European Computer Manufac-
turers Association) read station in the laboratory with a 1200
baud telephone connection to the center computer. In this
connection we made a small microprocessor controlled data
output converter which could be connected to the punch-output
of nearly all existing MCAs. This microprocessor took the data,
reformatted it and placed it on an ECMA-34 cassette tape. It
showed up that (in our case) it was not possible to take
ECMA-34 cassettes from one tape drive to another without too
many errors. The phase encoding used by ECMA-34 was very
sensitive to noise; after an error a full block of data would
be destructed, and the time sharing system of the center
computer was unable to recover from such an event. So we
changed the system, so that the microprocessor writes the data
in RT-11 format on a floppy disk; floppy disks are then carried
to the computer centre.

4.5.2 Pulse height analysis data from a position annihilation
experiment

For this application where 2 Nuclear Data MCAs are used in
positron annihilation lifetime studies, we built a quite
expensive, but very well functioning and reliable data format-
ting and archiving system. The hardware is a PDP 11/04 with a
dual floppy disk and a CAMAC crate. The PDP 11/04 has a serial
port, which is connected to the Rise center computer via a 1200
baud modem-telephone line. The RT-11 monitor is used. On
request from the analyzers the data are transferred via CAMAC
and PDP 11 to the floppy disk. Complex analysis is needed on
the center computer and data from the floppy disk can be taken
there either by carrying the floppy disks to the center input
for RT-11 floppies or they can be sent directly on the
telephone line. For this transmission we use a Rise standard-
ized software packet for the PDP-11.

5. SUPPLY OF SOFTWARE

Many levels of suppliers are involved in the delivery of the
software for a real-time data system to an experimenter. The
foundation software is most often a part of a computer package;
the applications and analysis software will often be home made,
but buying it from software houses is also possible.

5.1. Home Made Applications and Analysis Software

The way of getting the applications and analysis software can
vary a great deal and does often reflect the organization of
the institute in question. Generally, it is the best if the
experimenter himself can program the application and the
analysis, because transfer of such ideas in the form of written
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or oral specifications is nearly as difficult as writing the
programme itself. This however calls for a good operating
system and a suitable high level language. In the early
minicomputer days and for today's small microcomputer systems,
where only assemblers were and are available, the writing of
the programme is normally not the job of the experimenter; this
will normally be done by the system designer. For the more
advanced systems with good background storage (disks etc.) and
good high level programming facilities it is possible to let
the system designer tailor the foundation to the needs of the
experimenter and then leave the rest of the programming to the
experimenter himself. At Rls0 the tailoring will typically
consist of adding programmes for CAMAC-handling, programmes for
a Rise standard way of V-24 serial communication from PDP-lls
and Ris0 standard handling of graphic plotters and screens from
PDP-lls. Use of such standard programs are saving development
time, but they contribute also to a problem, i.e., you are
getting closer and closer tied to the same computer manufac-
turer; this is opposite to the effect of standardizing hardware
like CAMAC, where the idea was to become computer manufacturer
independent.

5.2. Bought Applications and Analysis Software

Software can be bought according to specifications. As in
interesting and historic example at Riso we bought 10 years ago
a five parameter pulse height analyser; we did not find on the
market a suitable one at'a reasonable price and so decided to
buy a system, where we specified that it should consist of a
CAMAC PDP-11 system with the ADCs in the NIM standard. We
specified the system to operate in "list mode" and it should
have a display program to monitor one of the five pulse height
analysis inputs; output was on magnetic tape. Although we made
careful specifications the manufacturer found it to be the
easiest to send us a programmer together with the hardware; he
made the programme in assembly language in close cooperation
with us. We spent much more time than expected and learned that
much more detailed specifications would be needed. We have
tried this again with 3 other projects with better results.
Much better methods are available today. It is necessary to set
up a written contract, where the software is broken up into
modules which can be separately coded and tested according to
specifications. Test methods for both modules and the whole
system should be agreed upon in the contract. The final test
should be carried out in presence of the buyer. The documen-
tation level should also be specified in the contract.

6. DOCUMENTATION OF SOFTWARE

Documentation of applications software is a great problem. If
others than the programmer should be able to read and under-
stand a programme, good and carefully prepared documentation is
a must. There are many good means of solving this problem.
First of all flow diagrams of the basic elements together with
an explanation must be supplied. Further it is a valuable thing
to start each programme block with a long comment describing
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the function and giving date and name of the programmer; the
programme modules should as closely as possible stick to a
structure with a smooth procedure "forwards" and no jumps
backwards. Tricks should not be used. Comments should be
supplied after each important statement.

7. CONCLUSION

There has been great progress in the area of software pro-
duction for data acquisition systems. Good real-time operating
systems are available, with possibilities of having parallel
processes or not. The operating systems also offer a good
choice of compilers and other aids necessary for both programme
production and programme running. A fairly good experience for
the specification of software to be bought is in existence, and
adequate common practices of the documentation of software for
data acquisition and control have been established. Experience
has shown that the sectioning of the programming in areas of
foundation, applications and analysis is simplifying the work
and makes it possible to share it between the system designer
and the experimenter. Further progress is possible; new real-
-time languages are being developped and real-time operating
systems are being eagerly discussed in working groups and
journals.
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Appendix A

Multichannel Analyzers

The first multichannel analyzers (MCAs) were completely hard-
wired and built with discrete components and with output on
paper tape. So software was only needed for the analysis part
of the experiment. With the development of technology, more and
more integrated systems appeared, but still hardwired until the
late sixties, when some manufacturers came up with minicomputer
based MCAs. The data acquisition programmes were always suppli-
ed as complete packages from the manufacturers, - most often
written in assembly language (e.g., the Nuclear Data 4400-
-series). The presence of a minicimputer opened the possibility
for experimenters to introduce new features into the manufac-
turer's standard products. At Rise we implemented a special
timing feature for neturon activation analysis on a ND4410, -
mostly done by the company according to our specifications. The
conclusion was that it is a very hard and time consuming task
to specify such software so you get what you want, not more or
less.

Today most MCAs are selfcontained instruments based on micro-
processors, but without user access to programming. There are,
however, two types of MCAs available where the experimenter is
allowed to programme his control. One type uses a well known
minicomputer as the heart of the MCA, like the Nuclear
Enterprises Microna MCA, and the other uses a combination of an
MCA and a minicomputer, like the Canberra JUPITER-system.
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ABSTRACT

Maintenance of Data Acquisition System is not a simple task, as it
is the case of any other complex digital system. Preventive maintenance
requires that precautions have to be taken from the selection of the
system. Only properly trained and equipped service organisations could
overtake the repairing. Manufacturers can take measures to make their
systems more serviceable adopting modern techniques to facilitate
troubleshoct:iig. Considerations both for the users and manufacturers are
given in this report. A description of modern troubleshooting techniques
is also given. Following the presentation of this report, some other
considerations have been further elaborated.

1- INTRODUCTION:

The proper utilisation of scientific instruments is attained when
due attention is paid to both operator training ana maintenance
planning. The first aspect can be progressively upgraded in the normally
used ways:, training courses, experts advice and so on. Also the daily
utilisation of the instrument permits the user to familiarise closer
with it and so better-results are obtained every day. This is a smooth
process which presents no discontinuities. But if the maintenance of the
equipment is not properly planned, a catastrophic situation occurs: the
instrument does not work and the user (or users) must interrupt his work
and wait for service.

In a developed country this problem could be solved by the
assistance of a well trained technician or engineer from the Maintenance
Department equipped with adequate instruments and spare parts. Or
eventually a telephone call to the manufacturer or vendor would finally
help to solve the problem.

Unfortunately the situation is completely different in developing
countries. In many cases the rate of failures is higher due to
environmental conditions, and the period of time the instrument is out
of operation is larger due to lack of technical staff, shortage of spare
parts, financial and administrative problems, and lack of contacts with
the factories. Surveys have been made in developing countries showing
the waste of human and economic resources due to inadequate maintenance
[11 [2].

The modern conception of Data Acquisition ana Analysis Systems
involves the use cf bus criented structures and microprocessors.
Maintenance of this kind of instruments is not an easy task everywhere
[3] [4] [5]. Conventional service methods may not be successful in
diagnosing the system or isolating the faults in a microprocessor based
equipment. Also the use of complex LSI support chips reduces the number
of test points available to test the system.

The problem of maintenance of these complex systems becomes more
critical in developing countries. The concepts referred in this paper
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take the particular conditions existing In those countries into account
and -tr to give some ideas on how to establish a Maintenance Strategy
for Data Acquisition and Analysis Systems.

2- SYSTEMS SELECTION:

The first step towards a proper preventive maintenance attitude
starts at system selection. The final user will probably be the one who
will select the equipment he needs and so he will look through different
manufacturers' catalogues trying to find the model which better complies
with his needs. But nowadays, as instruments in most cases are
prcgrammable, the features offered are extensive and probably larger
than those the user really needs.

Then, on selecting the model, a close cooperation Sith a
maintenance technician or engineer will be decisive in establishing
technical aspects related to the system's service some of which are the
following:

- Compatibility:
The microprocessor around which the system is built is of the same

type as the one used in another equipment already existing in the
laboratory. This would simplify the task at the moment a failure occurs,
provided that previous experience was acquired by the service man
dealing with that type of microprocessors and its peripherals. Also a
limited stock of spare parts of the same family could cover the needs
for many instruments. The same is valid for test instruments and special
tools.

- Physical construction:
The type of approach adopted by the manufacturer regarding the

printed circuit board could range from a large PCB, multilayered with no
socket mounted components to the use of many PCB's connected through
edge connectors and with their components connected into sockets for
easy replacement. The first case will give more reliability than the
second one but when a failure appears, most probably the equipment has
to be returned to the factory in the first case. Having a stock of spare
components and7or boards there are more opportunities cf repairing in
the field in the last case.

But it must be taken into account that reliability is lower when
using sockets and connectors, specially if the environment is not
conditioned. It could be said that when facilities to return the
instrument to the factory exist, it is better to avoid the use of
connectors and sockets and to adopt the large boards approach.

When the isolation conditions avoid or make it extremely difficult
to send the instrument to and receive it back from the factory or
service station the use of sockets, connectors and a set of spare parts
would facilitate the job.

- Availability of spare parts:
There are circumstances in which a particular family of components

is available in the country. Such could be the case if a non-nuclear
equipment is manufactured and/or commercialised and there is a good
service support for it. Ranging from electronic calculators or cash
registers to electronic video games or computers they could use a
particular type of microprocessor or logic family. The availability of
such components in the local market would be a factor to be taken into
account.
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- Auto-test routines:
Auto-test techniques uses the microprocessor within the system to

test system functions. Via a programme stored in ROM, this technique can
easily test the system at power-up or upon each reset [6]. The auto-test
programme ensures detecting major faults in the systems or their boards
[7]. Another important advantage of auto-test is that it can reassure
the user that the system is actually good, even if he experiences that
it is difficult to get it operating correctly. This benefit can save the
technician from tempting an unnecessary service or repair.

The use of built-in auto-tesns simplifies the servn-c tc-Ek cnd

should be adopted if possible by even the simplest system. Of course
this could lead to a higher system's price but it definitely helps the
technician's job.

- Connectors and switches:
Statistics show that about 80% of the failures presented in a

mature product originates in malfunction of electromechanical devices
such as connectors, relays and switches [3]. Particular attention has to
be paid to get information about the quality and reliability of that
type of elements used in the system.

- Model reliability:
It is better not to select a model recently introducec in the

market, but an earlier well proved version. Hardware and software bugs
could appear in particular working conditions not foreseen by the
manufacturer which could leaa Lo some hardware or software modifications
in the new model. Being far from the factory this could mean an
unnecessary complication.

- Manufacturer's support:
The support given by the manufacturer's representative becomes an

important factor in the selection process. A simpler system offered by a
representative who includes at the same time technical assistance,
service contracts and/or software support should be preferable to a more
complete unit with less assistance.

- Technical documentation:
Good instruction manuals, troubleshooting flowcharts or guide lines

are of prime importance in considering system selection. Comprehensive
documentation will help the maintenance engineer or technician who must
learn the principle of operation, and system organisation in order to be
able to give fast response at failure appearance.

3- SYSTEM RECEPTION:

There is a big difference between a system properly working at the
factory, before being shipped and the same unit waiting for installation
at the place of destination and final use. First, although properly
packed, it had probably received a hard treatment during shipment. Many
examples of maltreatment of equipment could be given, especially if it
was necessary to use several transport media to reach the final
destination. Also, and in many cases due to bureaucracy, packages
containing equipment spend days and even months stored in urproperly
conditioned customs stores or even outside.

Therefore it is imperative that before putting the system into
operation a thorough inspection should be effected looking for
mechanical deermaes: cut cables, PCB's out of sockets, broken CRT tubes
and others. Unfortunately this routine sc;retimes is not respected and so
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early failures appear that could otherwise be avoided beforehand. If the
observed damage is significative a telephone call to the insurance
company will be the first step instead of trying to get the system
working by oneself.

If everything looks to be in good conditions the proper mains
voltage and frequency specifications must be checked as well as fuse
size and earth connection.

If these recommendations (which seem to be obvious) are not
respected, catastrophic failures not covered by warranties could be
originated. When the minimur nocrmal cperatirc ccnrcdiions are assured,
the moment has come to start with the initial tests. These would include
both hardware and software and the results have to be written into a log
book. In this book the whole story of the system has to be documented.
Every detail of each service intervention has to be recorded into it.

4- PROPER UTILISATION

System operating environment must be in agreement to manufacturers
specifications. Air humidity and temperature should be kept at an
acceptable level the whole year over. Dust and salt (if the institute is
situated near the sea) should be filtered out. For these purposes air
conditioners alone are often insufficient, dehumidifier and sometimes
special filters may be needed.

Regarding power requisites, voltage and maximum voltage variations,
frequency and power are to be kept according to the system's
specifications [8]. Unfortunately, large variations in the nominal A.C.
line are often observed in some countries. The severity of surges and
fluctuations of voltage on the A.C. power lines should be reduced by the
installation of dedicated power lines, separate earth lines, voltage
stabilisers, isolation transformers, surge suppressors, and drop-out
relays. Those who want to condition their A.C. power supply should look
for a possibility which adapts best to the circumstances prevailing in
their laboratories. A proper power conditioning installation will
stabilise the line to values tolerated by the system. Lines transients
and spikes are extremely dangerous for a system as they could pass
through power supplies transformer's capacitances creating damages in
the internal components. The use of varistors and ferroresonant
stabilisers will help in spikes absorbing.

5- MAINTENANCE ORGANISATIONS:

The adequate utilisation of resources both human and material for
giving fast and efficient response to maintenance problems will be
attained when resources are divided into appropriate organisations [L].

Although this report is referred to the specific problem of
maintenance of data acquisition systems, the concepts given herein are
also applicable to the problem of maintenance of all types of nuclear
instruments. Therefore the type of organisations described should also
give support to this last type of instruments.

Although it depends on the characteristics of each country, the
following levels of maintenance organisatics can be established:

- Laboratory level:
As the instrument's user is the most interested in having his

system working, he should have the support cf a service section located
close to him to which he can address to in case any problem appears.

In every case this service section must be in condition of
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performing the following actions:

a) Collaboration on the system's specifications focusing the
preventive maintenance concepts referred above in this report.

b) Prevention of system's failure by maintaining appropriate
power and air conditioning.

c) Study of the principles of operation and all possible
technical details of the systems in order to familiarise with
it.

d) Execution of all routine checks and tests according to the
service manual instructions.

e) Detection of system's failures and reparation at least by
board swapping or other simple techniques.

f) Contact with the local manufacturer service organisation (if
it does exist) and/or the higher level maintenance
organisation.

g) Documentation in the system's log book cf all the tests,
checks and repairs done.

The necessary resources to perform these tasks should be the
fcllowing:

a) A technician or a group of them, whose number depends on the
complexity of the installations serviced. They should receive
training either from the manufacturer and/or regional training
courses.

b) Reasonable set of tools and simple test instruments as an
oscilloscope and logic probes.

c) Set of spare parts, from fuses 'to PCB's, purchased together
with the system according to manufacturer's recommendations
Cwhich should be asked for when purchasing the system).

d) Budget for locally buying available small components.

- Main centre level:
Depending on the characteristics of each country, and the number of

the systems installed there must be one or more mainterance departments
which being in contact with the service sections could help them to
solve more complex problems.

The number and size of these maintenance departments should be such
that a personal contact must exist with the technicians of the service
sections. All bureaucratic relationship must be avoided. The responsible
and the personnel of the maintenance department must be aware of systems
in use and of who is taking care of their problems.

The tasks to be accomplished by the n-iiitenance departue: are the
following:

a) Collaboration in the system's specification together with the
user and the maintenance section looking for compatibilities
with other existing or to be installed systems.

bj Collaboration in coordination with the manufacturer or his
representative in elaborating a list of required spare parts.

c) Contact with the manufacturers to get updated documentation
and service information.

d) Discussion with the manufacturer's representatives about
service contracts establishing due responsibilities.

e. Storing of a complete set of spare parts and components for
the existing systems or kecping record of the spare parts
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stored in the user's laborctcr ,hic cL cculd serve for cther
lab's systems.

f) Test of printed circuit boards coming from the service section
using appropriate test equipment. A close contact with the
manufacturer should give a maintenance engineer the necessary
knowledge to perform some complex tests of the systems.

g) Elaboration of procedures to facilitate the acquisition of
spare parts, and shipping of instruments or printed circuit
boards abroad for repairing.

h) Promotion of the interchange of informatior between the
different users and service sections.

i- Periodical study and inspection of the different systems.
Develop test programmes and test fixtures. Devise methods for
helping the technician's sob.

j) Organise the service sections participating in the
technician's selection and procuring his continual training.

The resources of the maintenance department should be as follows:

a) One engineer responsible for the activity of the department.
b) Group of engineers and/or experienced technicians who must

receive appropriate training in high level training courses in
nuclear electronics and microprocessors.

c) Good set of testing instruments as: signature analisers,
automatic troubleshooters and logic analisers.

d) Stock of spare parts for general use 
e) Budget for spare parts, components, tools and general

expenses.
f) Facilities for communication: telephone, telex.

If more than one department is needed, a coordination must exist
between them and so one supervisor for the activities of all of them
must be designated. He would also act as a contact man with the Agency
in every programme related to the maintenance of nuclear instruments and
Data Acquisition Systems in the country. It should be desirable that
besides of his deep knowledge of the maintenance problem of complex
digital and nuclear systems, he should have sufficient contacts with
government officials to discuss with them about the administrative
problems encountered in system maintenance.

6- TROUBLESHOOTING TECHNIQUES

Data Acquisition Systems made the same technical evolution as any
other complex digital systems. Before the introduction of
microprocessors, systems used random logic as a design base. Having a
large number of available test points, troubleshooting was a fairly
straightforward task for a well trained technician. Unfortunately
digital signals are hidden inside microprocessors arcd their related
memories and support chips. The microprocessor communicates to the RAM's
and other LSI components over a system bus; signals may originate from a
variety of sources, making it difficult to isolate faults to a
particular module. Software control also complicates locating faults
down to the module level, specially in architectures employing
bidirectional buses.

Ironically, while microprocessor have advanced the capabilities of
Data Accuisition Systems, testing and troubleshooting them became a
difficult task everywhere. Even in developec ccuntritcs there is a
shortage of people capable of thoroughly examining them [4j.
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Unfortunately traditional instruments as oscilloscopes and digital
multimeters are not sufficient when facing failures in microprocessor
based systems. Even dedicating tedious hours of investigation often it
is not possible to dilucidate whether the problem is a control failure
originating in the microprocessor assembly, an interface failure, or a
failure in some other assemblies of the system. The dynamic nature of
microprocessor systems making signals remain active for a few
microseconds and then disappearing, also causes troubleshcoting
headaches.

Board swapping is a technique commonly utilised in servicing as
inexperienced technicians can easily exchange a couple of boards. But to
maintain a stock of spare boards is normally expensive [4]. Price of a
complete stock of boards could almost be of the same magnitude of the
system itself. Furthermore, technicians could inadvertently replace good
as well as bad boards. The use of this technique is also a risk
considering that sending the board back to the factory for the repairing
could be both an expensive and time consuming task.

All the efforts done to be in conditions to repair the system in
the place is worthwhile. In this sense particular attention has to be
focused on a new generation of test instruments. Nowadays there is a
trend in developing sophisticated test instruments which could be
utilised by less skilled people for troubleshooting microprocessor based
systems. Although it did not reach to this point at the moment, the
long-term trend is to develop simple-to-operate test instruments to be
used by current technicians having basic knowledge.

A brief description of non-traditioral techniques which are useful
for servicing purposes is given below:

- Signature analysis:
Signature analysis employs a data compression techniques to reduce

long, complex data streams at circuit nodes. to four 'digit hexadecimal
"signatures". By taking the signature of a suspected circuit node and
comparing it with the correct signature, which must be empirically
determined and documented in the service manual of the system, proper
circuit operation is quickly verified. By probing designated nodes,
observing good and bad signatures, and then tracing back along the
signal flow from outputs to inputs, the cause of an incorrect signature
may be discovered and corrected [9j [10].

In operation the signature analyser receives four signals from the
unit under test. A START signal initiates the measurement window. During
this time window DATA from a circuit node is clocked into the signature
analyser. A CLOCK signal synchronises the data. A STOP signal terminates
the measurement window time.

There are two ways to implement signature analysis: free running
and software driven [11] [12]. In the free running method the
microprocessor is forced into an operating mode in which it cycles
continuously through its entire address field. START/STOP signals are
derived from the address bus lines. In software driven signature
analysis, a stimulus programme is stored in ROM. The stimulus programme
generates START/STOP signals and can also write repeatable DATA streams
onto the data bus for testing other assemblies connected to the
microprocessor.

Free running signature analysis has the advantage of not requiring
any ROM space for storing the stimulus programme [13]. Software driven
signature analysis has the advantage of being able to exercise a greater
portion of the instrument's circuitry. For thorough testing, both
tecrhniques could be inplenentec in the same instrument.

Decision of incorporating signature analysis for troubleshooting in
a given system has to be adopted in the design stage. The stimulus
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programme has to be written in ROM. Jumpers to open feedback loops must
be placed and the documentation giving the signatures in all important
nodes must be written.

Taking into account that this technique makes it easier to
troubleshoot a system down to component level, it is not necessary to
subdivide the system in many boards. Instead of this, a large board
c.proach car be cdcpted eimlnating connectors and smaller printed
circuit board subassemblies. Troubleshooting by this method requires the
test instrument, the signature analyser, and the service manual of the
system which must have been specially designed to contain the necessary
test programme.

For those systems not specially designed to be tested using that
technique, but using normally available microprocessors, a special
equipment was recently issued. The so called Microprocessor Exerciser
allows to add signature analysis to many systems. Replacing the
microprocessor of the unit under test by a pod connected tc the
instrument, a series of test routines are exercised from outside. These
routines test most circuits typically found in any microprocessor based
system: buses, ROM, RAM, I/O and the microprocessor itself.

The latest version of signature analyser is the so called signature
verifier, which uses a programmable read-only memory to store know-good
signatures. Thus the instrument can signal when a test point is bad, so
that the technician need not to make comparisons of the results with a
table of know-good results.

- Logic Analysis:
Logic analysers are used to record and display the digital state of

a number of input lines grouped in eight, sixteen or thirty-two
simultaneous signals, and store up to thousands of sequential samples
[6] [141. They could work both synchronous, storing-signals on the clock
of the system under test, or asynchronous using internal fast clock.

Logic analisers display their outputs as a state diagram of "l"s
and "0"s, octal or hexadecimal digits, a timing diagramme in which a
pulse train represents each lire and even a map where the input value is
translated to the displacement of a dot across the screen. This status
information of the analyser's display identifies what a microprocessor
was doing before, during and after data acquisition occurred.

It has to be said that to properly use logic analysers to
troubleshoot a microprocessor based system requires a skilled technician
having good knowledge of the unit being tested. Even so, it is quite
useful to capture glitches and for testing and troubleshooting interface
circuitry [15].

- In-circuit emulation:
This technique requires a relatively low degree of system knowledge

and a minimum of operating kernel (the part of the system which must be
operational for a particular technique to work). In-circuit emulation
replaces the microprocessor under test with an emulating microprocessor
which controls the circuit [i6] [6]. This method provides access to all
the resources of the system and enables performing functional tests to
isolate faults to the module or subsystem. The test programme resides in
the tester memory rather than in the system memory. Using the
microprocessor socket as a test connector gives the emulator access to
-he system, which permits testing the modules in succession until
iaentification of the defective module occurs. With this technique, the
operator reec not move test probes and test lines from point to point.

It has to be remarked that while in-circuit emulation can identify
a bad module, this approach does not prove to be useful for pointing to
the problem within the module [7].
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- Automatic troubleshooting:
A new series of portable system tester has been developed to

automatically test all the components (FRA, ROM, I/O, clock and power
supply) in a microprocessor based system [17]. The so called
Micro-System Troubleshooter is a portable tester able to automatically
learn the memory map of a microprocessor Lased system when it is
properly operating. A learn algorlthr will automatical-l explore the
processor's entile address space. Each address has a variety of complex
patterns written into and read from it. Depending on the data read, the
algorithm dimensions and classifies the address space as RF'Ž cr ROM or
I/O. When this process has been completed, the instrument has in its
memory a map of all the devices found, along with signatures for groups
of the locations identified as ROM.

It is necessary to learn a board only once, since the learn
parameters contained in the instrument's memory can be transferred to a
minicassette for permanent storage and later reused as part of a test
plan. When a failure appears in the system, the minicassette is lcaded
in the instrument, a pod is connected in the system processor's socket
and an auto-test routine starts in which measured parameters are
compared with those previously learned. Any time a fault is encountered
during the test, the instruments halts the test sequence and allows the
operator to loop that portion of the test routine in which the failure
occurred. This permits more detailed troubleshooting using a
synchronised probe while the system continuously stimulates and measures
that location.

Although the instrument comes with standard test routines, special
test programmes can be developed by people knowing deeply the system's
operation, for instance at system's factory. A complete test programme
can be recorded in a minicassette and so even a non-skilled technician
can run.the system's test and find out where the fault is [3].

Some conclusions could be derived from the description of these new
techniques described above. Firstly that manufacturers count with
elements to make their systems more serviceable adopting methods for
troubleshooting that could be used by less-skilled technicians. Any
effort made in this sense will be of great benefit for the users.
Secondly, that in training courses for maintenance of Data Acquisition
Systems principles of operation, demonstrations and practical work with
this new generation of instruments must be included, besides of general
and nuclear electronics and microprocessors.

7- MANUFACTURERS AND REPRESENTATIVES:

According to some factories reports, selling nuclear instrumentation
abroad and taking care of its maintenance is always a complicated matter
for them specially if the equipment is a complex microprocessor based
digital system, as it is the case of Data Acquisitior and Analysis
Systems. Taking care of its installation and further maintenance pose a
challenge to the factory which must organise its resources in order to
give fast and efficient response to the user's needs. This is true
whenever a system is sent to any, developing or developed country, but
located geographically distant from the factory.

An obvious solution normally adopted consists of spreading out well
equipped service centres in strategically situated cities [3]. In this
way, very well trained field engineers could take care of any problem
arising in its centre's area of influence avoiding unnecessary and
costly trips from the factory to the user's place.
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Even so, these organisations seem to be insufficient to efficiently

assist to every laboratory in solving maintenance problems specially in
developing countries. In these countries it is normally not economically
convenient for the manufacturer to install a well equipped service
centre to assist a relatively low cuantity of equipment sold. But it
should be the interest of every firm which looks for a long term
relationship with their customers, to satisfy the maintenance needs of
:he user.

The solution cf this dilemma should start early at the system
design stage. Every provision to facilitate an easy system failure
detection should be adopted. Auto-test routines thoroughly testing the
system at power-up will give the user confidence that the system is
properly working in case he experiences difficulties to operate it
correctly. In this case he will be induced to make a revision of the
operating procedures before calling for service. Incorporating a
troubleshooting technique as signature analysis or any other described
above in this report will facilitate the technician's job whenever his
intervention is necessary.

Another consideration in the system design is to base it upon a
wide-spread used microcomputer boards. There will be a chance that a
computer system used for other non-nuclear applications is used and has
service support in the country.

The use of good quality mechanical or electromechanical components
ranging from switches, connectors and relays to disk drives, although it
could raise costs, will pay out for the user's satisfaction. These
components give origin to most of the failures in a mature product and
so their quality merits due attention [3].

As it was stated above good technical documentation is a necessary
complement of a good system. All efforts put in working out complete
operating and service manuals will be appreciated by the maintenance
technician. Besides of his previous experience he will only count with
this information to find the origin of a failure. Any other
communication with the factory will be difficult to get as long as he
will be geographically distant from it. If the system is designed around
a wide-spread used microcomputer, the technical information coming with
it will complement the manuals that should only describe the particular
application and modifications.

If all the mentioned precautions are taken into account there will
be a good chance for a manufacturer to make not only a good system
regarding its application features but also a serviceable system,
characteristic which becomes vital as long as the system will be used
very far from the factory.

Warranties offered by manufacturers normally require that the
system or part of it has to be returned to the factory or to a main
service centre. Due to administrative complications and travel expenses
this procedure becomes time consuming and impractical. An alternative
that is worth to be studied in each case would consist of replacing the
warranty coverage by a training of a laboratory technician or engineer
in the factory or main service centre and further sending of a set of
spare parts. This would be of a mutual benefit for both the user ard the
manufacturer. The first will have an opportunity to improve the
technician's or engineer's knowledge and the latter will benefit from
not having to maintain a technical staff in a place for just one or at
most few systems.

The set of spare parts to be included should be selected according
to the experience of the manufacturer's quality control staff, and froir
the information given by the user regarding local availability of
components.
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Selection of a representative is a difficult task for a
manufacturer willing to sell nuclear instrumentation abroad. Many local

firms are interested in getting a representation but unfortunately most
of them are only attracted by the shcrt-term bussiness. The specific
nature of nuclear techniques and the relatively small market makes it
difficult to establish local organisations capable rc give compiete
technical support In ever ? country. Only few organisations have an
experienced staff and are in conditions to give good technical
assistance as well as to offer service contracts. For that reason an
adequate distribution of roles between the manufacturer, his
representative and the user's service section would lead to a more
efficient maintenance support of the system.

As stated above, the manufacturer should concentrate on sending a
serviceable and well documented system as well as a studied kit of spare
parts. The representative should provide the user all the news and
factory's reports referred to his system. He should also be in
conditions of getting spare parts and all extra technical documentation
from the manufacturer very fast. A knowledge of the country's conditions
will enable him to inform the manufacturer about the type of components
locally available. Through the contacts with different customers he will
be able to promote the interchange of information between them in the
same or even in the neighbour countries.

In case the representative can not give a complete technical
support he should help to arrange a training course for a user's
technician or engineer at the factory or nearest service centre. Another
solution would be that the technical support is contracted separately
with a third party service organisation. Such an organisation could be
the same which assists computers of the same type around which the Data
Acquisition System is built,[41.

In any case it is better not .to rely or external services which
must be paid each time it is needed or once a month if a service
contract is established. Budgets are normally unstable and under certain
circumstances no funds are available to pay the services. Creation of a
good technical team belonging to the laboratory, well equipped and
trained is the best and more reliable solution.

8- FURTHER COMMENTS:

Following the presentation of this report, some other
considerations have been further elaborated.

- The continuing problem of adequate Service Manuals is particularly
critical in the geographical areas where reliable service by the
manufacturers does not exist, or is connected with very high costs.

a) It appears that complete Service Manuals are very seldom available,
the size of the market in nuclear instrumentation is not
sufficiently large to justify expenses =n producing aild updating
such manuals.

b) If the average age of a nuclear instrument is bet.eer 5 arc !r
years, it can happen that a number of modifications are teirg
introduced. Again, the modifications of diagrams and manuals would
be costly and frequently not made.
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c) With the Introduction of the microprocessors in the nuclear
electronics instruments, the situation became worse; the
manufacturers, as a rule, do not inform the customers on the
software or firmware built into the instrument.

It appears that one of the most promising solutions tc the
maintenance problem would be if, at the time when a data
acquisition facility is being ordered, an engineer cr senior
thecrician would be rcminstec es "personally responsible" for such
an instrument. He should, if necessary, receive appropriate
training. Such a policy could be implemented in the IAEA-supported
project where the Agency could request such action.

- With the increasing complexity in the structure and operation of
contemporary data acquisition systems, the installation and testing
of such a facility should be performed by a manufacturer's field
engineers. This should be combined with proper training of the
local staff. The manufacturers should select for the task such
individuals whc have the necessary didactic abilities, and who
speak the local language.

- The problem of suitable manufacturers representation in developing
countries is not solve. The selling agents frequently do not have
the required technical background, and cannot provide any backup in
equipment maintenance and service, are a bad choose. The
manufacturers could investigate the possibility of engaging the
local nuclear research institutions which have the proper
electronics laboratory, in support of their activity in the
country.

- The standardization of equipment to be used in an institute, or in
a country, could contribute to ea-sy nmantenance. The larger
research institutions should, as the first step, introduce na
"in-house" standardization, i.e. they should decide on the optimal
electronics system for their needs, and keep with it for an
extended period.

The tendency to look for the most advanced system, is typical and
dangerous. The users in developing countries should be particularly
careful when shopping for new equipment, to select reliable
products which have to be properly tested and improved with time.

9- CONCLUSIONS:

Proper maintenance of Data Acquisition Systems requires that every
interested party pays its adequate role. The user must select his system
taking into consideration that sooner or later a failure will appear.
Reliability and serviceability have to be taken into account on the
selection together with the system's operating features. The
manufacturer should take every possible measure to produce more
serviceable products. Some techniques to easy the troubleshooting are
available. He should also give enough support in spare part provisions
and in training his representative or the user.
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LABEN'S VIEW OF THE DESIGN OF
DATA ACQUISITION AND PROCESSING SYSTEMS
TO BE USED IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES
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LABEN,
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Milan, Italy

Abstract

This paper is a review of some of the problems related to the
instrumentation for acquisition and data processing for laboratories
in developing countries.

As well as the failures by "standard conditions", attention
is paid to possible malfunctions depending on particular environmental
conditions in developing countries. Laben has already connections
with developing countries, and training programmes are also taken
into consideration. A relevant part of this paper are Laben's recent
developments in acquisition and processing of nuclear data.

1. INTRODUCTION

I am speaking on behalf of a large group of design,

development and production people that for years have

provided users all over the world with instrumentation

for processing the information from radiation detec-

tors.

Our company has followed the evolution that nuclear

electronics has undergone within the last twentyfive

years, the birth and blossoming of solid state detec-

tors, the request of a growing amplitude resolution in

analog-to-digital converters and multichannel pulse

height analyzers, the need of providing more and more

memory and data processing capabilities in the digital

units.
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Year by year, nuclear electronics instrumentation was

spreading into a broader number of new applications.

From the laboratories, where fundamental nuclear re-

search was carried on. nuclear electronics started

drifting into applied nuclear research, as well as into

the fields of industrial measurements with radioisotope

techniques, of medicine, biology, agriculture and envi-

ronment sciences.

Owing to this wide dissemination of nuclear electronics

methods into the applied fields, interest for those

methods arose also in several developing countries.

As one of the manufacturers that first entered the mar-

ket of nuclear instrumentation. Laben has devoted a

large attention to the problem of designing equipment

to be used by specialists that are not physicists as

well as by personnel without a specific training on

detectors and signal processing instrumentation.

This situation is surely common in developing countries

though not restricted to them.

Another situation, instead, which is more peculiar of

developing countries is that of instrumentation used in

areas where no service is provided and where failures

give rise to big problems on the user's as well as on

the manufacturer's side. Laben has accumulated a rela-

tively large experience of sales in developing coun-

tries and a considerable amount of information was fed

back, which proved to be of precious help in establi-

shing design and production criteria suitable for those

countries. These criteria will be concisely reviewed In

the next section. The other section of this paper will

be devoted to a description of some data acquisition

and data analysis system manufactured by Laben as well

as to the trends that are being planned for the future.
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All the discussion will be mainly concentrated on the

problems that are of relevance for developing coun-

tries. The aspects connected with selling equipment to

developing countries have been deeply investigated at

Laben. Among these aspects those connected with re]ld-

bilitv and servicing deserve special attention.

According to Laben's experience of instrumentation

supplied to developing countries, malfunctioning some-

times occurs because the equipment is not designed to

cope with the working conditions met in some of those

countries. Among the sources of malfunctioning the

folluwing ones are of particular importance:

1) Fluctuations in the mains voltage. Fluctuations

outside the ordinary stabillzation range of the

power supplies are not infrequent. This point is

sometimes overlooked in the design of power supplies

intended to be used in developing countries.

2) High relative umidity which affects the behaviour of

some types of insulators and which introduces unwan-

ted leakage paths in critical instruments like

current meters, electrometer circuits, low noise

preamplifiers and so forth.

Although comparative statistics of failures of the same

kind of instrumentation with and without the abo\e

quoted operating conditions is not available, some

responsability in reduced reliability has to be consi-

dered.

Other sources of malfunctioning which may turn into

faults in the equipment are the defective ground

connections and improperly wired electrical installa-

tions.

Some responsability in equipment damage has to be

attributed also to the soldering irons. Importance of

the need of using transformer-isolated, low voltage,

soldering. stations will never be overestimated.
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Whatever the reason of the fault is. faulty units and

related service problems may turn out to have serious

consequences for the user as well as for the manufac-

turer.

The sales and assistance policy of Laben is such that

no area in the world has to be considered not servicea-

ble. In the meantime, Laben is looking at the develop-

ing countries as to a potentially promising, interest-

ing and challenging market.

LABEN, as a manufacturer that wishes to honour its

obligation towards the buyer was forced, therefore, 1o

develop new design and production strategies or-erncfd

to the peculiar situation of developing countries. Some

of these strategies are beginning now to be employed,

others will be introduced soon.

2. PRODUCTION PRINCIPLES

During the last few years, the nuclear instrumentation

division of Laben has gradually drifted into production

of small and medium systems for data acquisition and

data processing and the effort put into the production

of modules was accordingly reduced.

This trend does not imply that modules are no longer

being designed and developed, it simply means that they

are planned as parts of one of the systems. Obviously,

they are available to the buyer also separately.

Some of the systems have been used as local stations to

implement large data acquisition networks, so that the

possibilities of the single system can be largely

extended.

Going into the system approach was a natural trend to

Laben, where a large experience was accumulated in the

design of the single parts, like detectors, analog

channels. analogue-to-digital converters and where con-
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siderable capabilities were accumulated in the design

of digital sections of multichannel pulse height analy-

zers and peripherals.

The system-oriented production required as a first step

that a careful choice be made among the modules for

analog signal processing, in order to offer to the

system designer modules of high versatility.

Moreover, the need of designing systems with large

numbers of acquisition channels, to cope with the de-

mand of multidetector applications led naturally to a

cost and space reduction effort based upon hybrid

integration.

A hybrid integration programme has been successfully

carried out for low noise preamplifiers.

Development of hybrid circuits for linear amplifiers

and for other analog modules is being considered.

Such a trend is stimulated also by the wish of

simplifying the service and by the need of enabling the

user to make. whenever necessary, his own service.

This aspect is deemed important in the production of

instrumentation intended for developing countries.

According to this orientation, design based upon very

few basic structures, possibly iterated, to be develo-

ped in hybrid form is presently studied among the pro-

duction strategies.

Spare parts of the basic structures might be provided,

hopefully, at little additional cost.

A considerable effort was devoted to the design of new,

compact and reliable analog-to-digital converters of

high performances.

Laben was an extensive user of the patented

sliding-scale principle of analog-to-digital conversion

since its introduction in 1963.

The sliding-scale principle performs. as a major

technical feature, a correction of the original channel

with inaccuracies of an analogue-to-digital converter.
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As a practical result. it opened-up to fast ADC's

domains of applications like the nuclear one where high

channel uniformity is required.

During the last few years, the sliding-scale principle

proved to be interesting also from a strict viewpoint

of production. ImplementatLon of ADC's employing the

sl ding-scale principle can make use of commercially

available basic building block, thus leading to remark-

able advantages of reliability and compactness.

All LABEN ADCs are equipped with an analog input sec-

tion which includes a high performances peak stretcher

and ancillary circuits.

A complete 8.000 channels ADC fits into a single width

NIM module.

Compactness and reliability of present LABEN ADC's

would be further increased as soon as the programme of

developing the whole analog part in hybrid technology

will be carried out. This will open up the way to more

high resolution ADC's in a single NIM Module and to

reducing the repair intervention to three basic

building blocks: analog section, analog-to-digital con-

verter, sliding-scale correction.

In the domain of multichannel analyzer, the trend being

pursued now at LABEN, trend which proved to be success-

ful according to the market reactions is that of multi-

channel analyzer with extended data processing facili-

ties.

LABEN's multichannel analyzers suit both laboratory and

field applications, for they are versatile enough for

the former use and rugged, small and light enough for

the latter.

ADC and linear amplifier can be plugged into the analy-

zer's frame, and this makes the solution even more

versatile.

A special multichannel analyzer of recent design is

intended as a partial data acquisition unit for a wide

network of stations conveying their information to a

central point.
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The interesting aspect of such a multichiannel analyzer

is that it operates according to a sequence of steps

planned by a machine-operator interaction actuated by

the display.

Such a multichannel analvzer was desi-gned as a basic

data acquisition unit for an environmental monitoring

network.

Its applications, however, can be easily extended to

several other situations.

Another class of systems where LABEN is now focussing

its interest is that of data acquisition, storing and

processing from several ADC's and, as a particular

case, that of multiparametric systems.

It has to be pointed out by concluding th:s review of

the production trends, that LABEN has built-in techno-

logical facilities, like detector manufacturing, thick

film and hybrid circuit development that make special

products available in a short time.

3. SELLING STRATEGIES

Selling instrumentation to developing countries, where

agents are not foreseen carries along the problem of

assistance during the warranty period as well as the

problem of following up the products once the warranty

has expired.

As already pointed out, the failure rate is expected to

be higher in a developing country and therefore the

service problems turn out to be a rather serious one.

Once LABEN decided to compete in the market of instru-

mentation for developing countries it made the decision

that no area would have been considered "unser-

viceable".

The next step was, consequentlv that of limiting the

consequences of failures in the equipment sold.

Effort was devoted to failure prevention.
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Increased reliability was among the adopted policies

and this was achieved by a careful choice of the criti-

cal components and by designing the circuits so as to

leave broader margins in power dissipation, working

temperature, voltages and currents of both passive and

active components.

Besides that, LABEN is strongly convinced or the impor-

tance of users' education. It happened in the past and

it is still happening now that future users of LABEN's

instrumentation are trained in the factory in order to

get familiar with the equipment they have just ordered

or purchased.

Such a training, which is provided directly by LABEN's

design and maintenance engineers is provided cost free

and is highly encouraged by LABEN's management.

Whenever such a training was given, it proved to be

fruitful.

The training period may range, depending on trainer's

availability from a few days to some months.

In the most usual situation the training period is

about a week, which is not long enough to train the

user to do his own service in any circumstances. It is,

however, long enough to make the potential user aware

of the basic structure of the instrument and to teach

him to get rid of some elementary failures and surely

to teach him to use the equipment in the most caraful

and cautious way.

Such a training is considered to be important also on

account of the fact that, as it happened. the user was

trained to interact with the factory and in some cases

made able to report about a failure in a clear way and

able to restrict the area where the failure took place.

Then, to conclude, basic LABEN's selling strategy is

selling, whenever possible, to an already trained

buyer.
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LABEN's investement in training potential users is not

restricted to the headquarters, for LABEN always appre-

ciated being permitted to carry out demonstration at

the IAEA training courses.

Among LABEN's strategies in selling to developing coun-

tries there is also a trend to restrict the equipment

proposed to a set of highly qualified, exhaustively

checked pieces.

It is LABEN's intention to arrive, for these pieces, to

a modular structure based upon the smallest number of

different types of printed circuit so as to make the

interchangeability of spare parts possible.

The possibility to unifying some basic functional prin-

ted circuit boards is already under consideration. The

design of different instruments on a few types of

functional board would highly simplify the service in

the areas where agents are not available.

This design approach combined with a preliminary train-

ing would enable the user to recognize the faulty board

inside the module.

The user might either replace the faulty board if he

has one of them in store or send it to the factory and

receive immediately a new one.

The on-field service would in such a way be restricted

to a small number of situations that have to be consi-

dered unavoidable.
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DESCRIPTION OF SOME LABEN PRODUCT FOR ACQUTSITION AND

PROCESSING OF NUCLEAR EVENTS

ANALOG INSTRUMENTATION

LOW NOISE PREAMPLIFIERS

LABEN manufactures two types of conventional pream-

plifiers for radiation detectors, one of them intended

for 3 -ray spectroscopy with Ge detectors and featuring

600 eV resolution at zero detector capacitance and the

other one intended for surface barrier detectors.

Besides them, LABEN has recently developed two types of

hybrid preamplifiers that combine excellent charactt-

ristics of energy resolution, small size and low power

dissipation.

The block diagram of one of these hybrid preamplifiers

is shown in figure 1. It consists of a charge-sensiti'e

loop followed by a pole-zero cancellation network and

by a differential output stage.

The charge-sensitivity and the clipping time-constant

of the pole-zero cancellation network can be adjusted

with externally connected elements.

Depending upon the choice of the pole-zero cancellation

network the preamplifier behaves either as a

charge-sensitive or current-sensitive unit.

In the present version the hybrid preamplifier has a

bipolar transistor input stage, which makes it suitable

for applications with large detector capacitances and

short shaping time constants.

The resolution with a gaussian shaping of 25 ns FWIIM Js

10 KeV and the slope is about 120 eV/pF..

The total dissipation is only 120 mW: the preamplifier

works with supply voltage . 6 V and it. size is 16 x -4

mm
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1) Charge sensitive without
pole-zero cancellation

1 2 3

R1 .--.
short
circuit
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R,= 1 Kn G is the auxiliary gain between the
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Non inverting
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Fig. 1 HYBRID PREAMPLIFIER: BLOCK DIAGRAM AND FETCTIONS



The version with a JFET is due to appear soon: t e

laboratory prototype has a 2 KeV resolution with a

gaussian shaping o I ys FWHIM.

The second type of hybrid preamplifier is a high dei -

sicy. low cost realization. Four current sensitixe

preamplifiers using a bipolar transistor input stage

occupy a total area or 1 square inch.

AMPLIFIERS

LABEN has restricted the production of nuclear ampli-

fiers to two units, called respectively RESEARCH and

SPECTROSCOPY.

They were originally developed using as amplifying

units purposely designed fast operational amplifiers in

discrete version.

The research amplifier, which has shaping time con-

stants down to 100 ns employs everywhere these fat

operational amplifiers. The spectroscopy amplifier,

instead, which has a minimum value of the shaping time

constant of 0.5 ys employs also monolithic operational

amp]ifiers.

Both LABEN amplifiers have, as a common feature, the

absence of secondary time constants, which means that

by properly adjusting pole and zero cancellation the

shaped signal can be obtained without any unwanted

ta il.

The LABEN Research Amplifier Mod. 8340 is a high class

triple width NIM module intended for the analysis of

signals that come from any type of radiation detectors

and preamplifiers.

The first section, which includes a differential input

stage with high common-mode rejection ratio, provides

pole zero cancellation and gain; the second section

implements the filtering function the amplifier; while
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the third section contains the baseline restorer. a

delay line for the delayed output, pile up rejector and

dead time corrector.

The first section of the amplifier is a feedback loop

with input stage, plus three gain stages in its forward

path and an active return network. whose transfer

function, selectable on the front panel, can be either

a pure or approximate integration.

In the former situation, the overall transfer function

of the first section is a quasi differentiation that

suits the case of a steplike input signal as delivered

by a charge-sensitive preamplifier with optoelectrionic

reset.

With respect to a conventional RC differentiator, the

advantage of the LABEN Mod. 8340 approach, which is of

original conception, is that it has a much better

baseline stability (See ref. No 1).

The DC restorer may therefore be excluded and so a

potential source of spectra degradation is removed.

If the input signal has an exponential tail, the

approximate integrator must be used as a return path of

the feedback loop in the first section of the ampli-

fier.

In this way, zero pole cancellation is implemented and

the input signal is clipped again with the selected

time constant.

This situation, as far as baseline stability is concer-

ned, is less favourable than in the previous case.

The capability of the LABEN Mod. 8340 to work without

restoration, though not exploitable in general, repre-

sents a remarkable characteristic.

It is complemented, when the DC coupling would lead to

an unsatisfactory output stability by a high perfor-

mance time variant DC restorer.
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The baseline restorer is useful also when low frequency

noise, present at the input, does not allow the DC

coupled operation.

The basic shaping circuit consists of an approximate

integrator followed by an active filter which imple-

ments a transfer function with complex poles.

The output from the approximate integrator is the RC-CR

signal, while the active filter delivers the semi-gaus-

sian unipolar signal.

The latter is available as a prompt or delayed output,

with or without baseline restoration.

The slow output is obtained as the derivative of the

semigaussian unipolar signal.

Two more prompt outputs are generated.

One of them is a fast rising signal with an exponential

tail of variable time constant.

It will be colled to fastunipolar output.

The other, called fast bipolar is its derivative.

The LABEN Spectroscopy Amplifier Mod. 5143 is a single

width NIM Module intended for K ray and x ray high

resolution spectroscopy.

The shaping section uses an interesting active filter

configuration producing two couples of complex poles

aligned with the real pole, so that the output pulse

has a quasi gaussian shape of good symmetry with fast

decay to the baseline level.

The instruments includes a gated baseline stabilizer, a

live time corrector, a pile up rejector, as well as all

other conventional logic and analog output facilities.

ANALOG-TO-DIGITAL CONVERTERS

As already pointed out, since 1966 until 1979. LABEN

was the exclusive owner of the sliding scale patent

(See ref. No 2) and upon this method of correcting the

channel width inaccuracies LABEN based most of its

production.
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The sliding-scale method was introduced to extend to

the nuclear field analog-to-digital converters like

those employing successive approximations tbh are

fast, but have intrinsically large channel width er-

rors.

Hybrid successive approximation analog-to-digital units

among the converters available nowadays with a 4000

channels resolution and 4 us conversion time or with a

16.0CO channels resolution and less than 10 is conver-

sion time can be found at moderate prices.

Employing one of these conversion modules, the sli-

ding-scale correction can be implemented with few

external elements.

LABEN's first sliding-scale analog-to-digital converter

appeared in 1966.

One of the most significant units called 8215, 8.000

channels with 3.5 ps conversion time, still in produc-

tion though considered of surpassed conception, employs

a subranging technique b.ased upon 32 parallel thre-

sholds.

The input signals, stretched, are presented to a set of

32 discriminators that split the full scale range into

32 channels of rough but fast analysis.

An analog voltage, proportional to the highest thre-

shold which has been passed is subtracted from the

input and the difference is digitized by a 256 channel,

successive approximation ADC.

Channel width is corrected by the sliding scale span-

ning over 256 channels.

The second generation of sliding-scale analog-to-di-

gital converters has started in 1976.

The concept was that of reaching high compactness and

reliability, small size and easy servicing through the

use of modular components, ADCs and DACs.

A new, purposely designed analog section was the first

step of the project (See ref. No 3).

This section guarantees high stability, excellent inte-

gral linearity and very small count-rate sensitivities.
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These features result from the constant power operation

of the critical parts and from a balanced, drift-track-

ing concept in the design.

The converters appeared up to now, 8115 and 8116 aie

single width NIM modules.

The 8116 ADC has 8.000 channels resolution and S pls

conversion time. while the Si15 ADC has 4.000 channels

resolution and 4.2 us conversion time.

The whole set of LABEN ADCs is shown in figure 2.

Figure 2 includes also a Wilkinson type ADC based upon

a 100 MHz clock and a multiconversion unit, 811ll with

eight analog inputs.

A new idea in the domain of analog-to-digital convei-

sion has been recently introduced by LABEN (See ref. io

4).

The idea was stimulated by the remark that among the

commercial successive approximation analog-to-digitcil

converters a considerable increase in the conversion

time occurs in the jump between 12 and 13 bits.

In the same transition a big increase in the price is

also experienced.

Attention was therefore conveyed into the combination

of the fast parallel (FLASH) analog-to-digital conver-

sion and successive approximation analog-to-digital

conversion.

Outstanding characteristics of channel width uniformity

were obtained by combining the sliding-scale technique

and a random fluctuation in the thresholds of the flash

converter.

The method is patented and is considered with gre-t

interest for future developments of fast, high resoltu-

tion. low cost ADCs.
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FIG. 2 - LABEN ADCs
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MULTICHANNEL ANALYZERS AID DATA A('(UISITION INSTRUMEN-

TATION

LABEN is carrying on a plan aiming to offer to the

experimenters versatile systems for acquisition and

processing of nuclear events.

The concept which underlies the development in the

field is that the building blocks of a system must be

usable, whenever necessary, as independent functional

subsystems and that, conversely, systems can be

step-by-step upgraded on the base of single units of

affordable prices.

For this reason, the approach to data acquisition and

data processing systems followed by LABEN is based upon

multichannel analyzers and digital processors as basic

building blocks.

Within this approach, data acquisition is performed by

a multichannel analyzer, which represents the simplest

system. 

The multichannel analyzer can be upgraded by adding

peripherals.

All LABEN's multichannel analyzers are compatible with

a set of peripherals which may include, besides prin-

ters and magnetic tape units, a digital processor of

suitably large capability and other multichannel ana-

lyzers.

To implement LABEN systems, three multichannel anals-

zers are available: the 2.000 and 4.000 channel ver-

sions of SCOUT and the 4.000 channels MASTER.

All these analyzers are of advanced design; they employ

semiconductors memories and microprocessor control of

the internal functions.

The multichannel analyzer SCOUT. besides its excellent

features for field applications, has all the characte-

ri~tcs of a complete and sophisticated system for

laboratory use.
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In other words, SCOUT is equally suitable for "indoor"

and "outdoor" applications.

The simplified block dcidgram of the SCOUT is shown in

figure 3. while figure 4 shows the actiuai hardware.

As it can be understood from figure 3. the "bus"

facility connects data input units to storage memory

through "Control" without interfering with the micro-

processor, which is reserved for display-peripheral

handling and data processing.

ThLs means:

- short memory cycle time;

- the possibility of disconnecting part of the analyzer

during data acquisition.

FIG. 3 - SIMPLIFIED BLOCK DIGRAM OF SCOUT
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In fact, the section coloured red in the drawing may be

disconnected during data acquisition in PHA or MCA

modes, by using the "bAVE" position of the analyzer.

This results in reduced battery consumption, thus

giving greater autonomy to the system.

Measurement conditions (analysis time. memory time.

memory division and so on) are stored in the "Operatixe

Memory" which, after a selected time. links up the

whole system again, ready to accept any other instruc-

tion.

If no command is given, the whole system self-adjusts

to a "stand-by" position, retaining the stored content

of the memory and ready to start again on another.

The SCOUT MCA has a 2048 (4096) channels semiconductor

memory, which can be used as a single block or

subdivided into two blocks of 1024 (2048) or 4 blocks

of 512 (1024) channels each.

Data acquisition can take place, as shown in figure 3

in the pulse height mode, in the multichannel scaler

mode or from a peripheral.

Two analog sections are available: a standard one and a

premium grade.

Both include an amplifier and an analog-to-digital

converter.

For the premium grade the amplifier is the model 8143

spectroscopy type and the adc is the model 8115.

MASTER multlchanne L analyzer is the latest design in

LABEN line of data acquisition product.

MASTER is a 4.000 channels analyzer, which, though

basically intended for laboratory data acquisition and

processing in gamma-ray spectroscopy with Ge detectors,

is so versatile to suit most of scientific applica-

tions.

It may be equipped with amplifier. analog-to-ditltal

converter and high voltage supply for the radiator

detector.
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The MASTER multichannel analyzer is showun in figure 5.

As already pointed out, the multichannel analyzers can

be used as independent functional subsystems or can be

associated with LABEN digital processor to achieve

extended data processing capabilities.

These capabilities include, in the fundamental software

package:

1 - peak position identification

2 - determination of their characteristic parameters

3 - radionuclides identification

4 - evaluation of the concentration of each isotope in

the sample.

Other software packages can be delivered as custom

design upon specific request.

The LABEN general processor employs a keyboard address-

able, BASIC language programmable computer.

The computer is designed around a Z80 microprocessor,

completed by a central memory of 48 K RAM, 4 K EPRCOM

with built-in software and by a 2 minifloppy disks ma.s

memory.

Several programs are stored in the disc-memory, therev

implementing software facilities of high versatility.

Data flow between analyzer and processor is bidirectJi-

nal and takes place at high rate.

To emphasize the concept that the building blocks cf

system are usable as independent subsystems, it is a

worth pointing out that LABEN general processor can be

employed as a desc top computer BASIC language program-

mable.

Besides supplying systems based on the previously

described building blocks, LABEN is also available to

develop special systems upon customers' request.

An example of data acquisition and processing system

developed by LABEN on customer's specification is the

liquid contamination monitor, shown in figure 6.
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The 1 quid contamination monitor consists of a detec-

ting system. of a data acquisition and processinl

system and of an output data transmitter.

The data acquisition and procesilng systems has input

analog channels for scintillation and geiRer counters

signals, an analog-to-digital converter for the scin-

tillation counter signals and threshold discriminators

for the geiger counters' outputs and a dLgital proces-

sor .

All the operation is supervised by an operator who

interacts with the instrument through the system di-

splay.

The system evaluates the number of counts due to

different radioisotopes like for instance 7Cs and

3 I and determines the relative concentration of these

isotopes in the liquid under test.

The whole measuring sequence includes energy calibra-

tion, definition of the areas of interest where the

isotopes under test have to be counted. background

determination, counting, background subtraction and

separation of the contributions due to different isoto-

pes.

Once the measuring cycle is over, data are transmitted

through a telephone link to a central memory.

LABEN provides also a compLete set of modules to

implement multiple data acquisition from several ADC's.

An ADC control unit, which accepts up to four ADC

outputs can be employed to route these outputs to

either a multichannel analyzer, a CAMAC dataway or a

large capacity memory as shown in figure 7.

The building blocks that LABEN makes available to

implement large acquisltlon systems in a flexible way

are, besides the ADC control unit. CAMAC interfaces and

a memory which can be expanded from the minimal

configuration of 12S K x 24 bits to 1 M K x 24 bits.
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Minimal Configurations for Multiple Acquisition Measurements.

MULTI-ADC MEASUREMENTS IN
INCREMENT-MODE

MULTI-ADC MEASUREMENTS IN
INCREMENT-MODE AND/OR
COINCIDENCE-MODE
THROUGH CAMAC DATAWAY

Expandible Multiple * Acquisition Measurements

n1
--I

10

[hi

FIG. 7 - CONFIGURATIONS OF ACOTITS[TION SYSTEMS
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This system of multiple data acquisition has a very

versatile structure and can be effectively employed in

several nuclear physics experiments.

It suits the requirements in several domains of re-

search around small accelerators and nuclear reactors.
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DATA ACQUISITION AND REDUCTION SYSTEMS
FOR NUCLEAR DATA EXPERIMENTS

K.R. THOMPSON, W. MAIER
Nuclear Data, Inc.,
Schaumburg, Illinois,
United States of America

ABSTRACT

The current Nuclear Data Multichannel Analzyer product line is reviewed, and
some projections made concerning future MCA systems. The Family of Sixes is a
complete family of MCAs spanning capability from a portable battery-powered
unit to multi-input, multiple-user programmable data acquisition and reduction
systems. Future systems will incorporate more capabilities at the same
price. We also discuss some considerations relating to the sale, service and
support of systems in the developing countries. These considerations indicate
that a single, volume buyer for such systems would be of significant
advantage.

Nuclear Data has a broad line of
multichannel analyzer,(MCA) systems
for use in experiments requiring
acquisition of fast, random data.
These systems are in use throughout
the world performing tasks related
to health physics, environmental
analysis, safeguards and general
radiation monitoring. This paper
will describe the current Nuclear
Data product line and the features
of the units that we feel are of
most interest to the developing
countries. We will also describe
what we feel is in store for MCA
systems in the near future.
Finally, we will describe our
perception of the MCA needs of the
developing countries both through
IAEA-sponsored activities and direct
sales. We will confine ourselves to
standard radiation counting
experiments, since these comprise
the bulk of the requests we receive
for systems in the developing
countries.

HISTORY

Nuclear Data was founded by Norman
Jones and Robert Schuman in 1959, to
bring to market the first
transistorized MCA. Of all
companies actively manufacturing MCA
systems today, Nuclear Data has been
in the business the longest. MCA
system manufacture is our primary
business including both small and
large complete systems. We actively
solicit and supply complete systems,
through a variety of purchase
agreements, supply systems
consisting of detectors, NIM
modules, the analyzer, and various
peripherals.

Nuclear Data is a publicly held
company with an annual volume of
approximately $50 million. The
company is divided into three
divisions, a Nuclear Power Division
in Atlanta, Georgia which sells
exclusively to the nuclear power
industry in North America;
Metropolitan Circuits, a major
manufacturer of printed circuit
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boards in the United States; and the
Instrumentation Division whose
products will be the subject of this
paper. The Company has nine
locations in the United States,
sales offices in Western Europe, and
representation throughout the world.

The Instrumentation Division, the
core business of Nuclear Data, is
located in Schaumburg, Illinois
where all product manufacture takes
place. The division has
approximately 225 employees, mostly
professional people.

During the past twenty-three years,
ND has been a constant innovator,
with many systems that are the first
of their kind. Specific examples
include those shown in Figure 1,
including the first dual parameter
unit, the first computer based unit,
the first multiple-user integrated
data acquisition and reduction
system and the first combination
MCA/computer terminal. Nuclear Data
has a continuous commitment to
research and development, with
approximately 50% of the company's
pre-tax earnings spent on this
function. A large R&D staff is in
place, approximately two thirds
engaged in software development and
one-third in hardware development.

We believe that one of our many
strengths is the ability to develop
custom systems of all kinds for the
specific needs of our customers.
Such "special" systems include many
items that have since become
standard products.

PRODUCT LINE

Nuclear Data's current product line
is called the Family of Sixes, a
concept first introduced in 1976.
The product line has been
continuously updated and refined
since that time, at all times with
an eye to allowing any Family of Six
system to be easily upgraded to a

later or more current one. This is
a claim most manufacturers cannot
make. The Family of Sixes today has
an extremely wide range of
capability, from the low-cost ND62
to the multiple-user, multiple-input
ND6700 system. This paper will be
confined to the lower end of the
product line, those units that
appear to have the most appeal to
the developing countries, are the
easiest to operate and have the
highest reliability because they are
the least complex.

All members of the Family of Sixes
are based upon microprocessor,
microcomputer or minicomputer
technologies. In addition, all but
one are distinguished by being both
an MCA and a computer terminal.
This capability allows simultaneous
data acquisition, sometimes from
multiple sources, and data reduction
from one unit. In addition, data
transfer to and from a host
computer, external analyzer control
by that computer, and a variety of
data reduction options are available
on most units to facilitate on-site
data analysis. Since all ND systems
contain computer communications
capabilities, networks of systems
may be developed for the larger
laboratories, using either Nuclear
Data computer systems or user
supplied computer systems.

ND66

The ND66 MCA/Computer Terminal is
the cornerstone of the product line
today. It is easily the most popular
analyzer system we have ever
produced. It allows up to 4
simultaneous inputs and a wide
variety of data reduction options.
The unit is based upon the DEC
LSI-11/2 microcomputer and is
firmware driven. Memory, firmware,
and I/O options are modular, to
allow a upgrade in the field when
further capability is desired and
since the ND66 uses the Q-Bus
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architecture, several service
sources are available. We also
provide, as an option, BASIC
programming for special data
reduction applications. The ND66 can
be used in a wide-variety of
applications, including high-
resolution solid state spectroscopy,
neutron spectroscopy, environmental
analysis, Whole Body Counting, etc.

The ND66 MCA is shown in Figure 2.
The unit provides simultaneous data
acquisition from up to four
independent interfaces, each
interface with its own preset
termination condition. Pulse Height
Analysis (PHA), Multichannel Scaling
(MCS) and LIST modes are all
supported. Minimum data memory is
4K, 24-bit channels, which may be
expanded to 32K. Memory is
configured by user command and the
number of data channels per
interface is independent.

Analyzer command mnemonics are
backlit on the screen for ready
reference, as shown in Figure 3;
Commands are entered through an
ASCII keyboard (typewriter format)
along with any required associated
data. A HELP display is provided
which lists the most used analyzer
commands for quick reference.
Commands are as representative as
possible, with a command such as

ER 1/2

erasing the data currently
associated with the second group
(segment) of ADC number one. All
command entries are echoed at the
top of the display screen as they
are'entered and the messages 'DONE'
or 'ERROR' are displayed once the
command is entered to indicate
successful completion of the command
or the occurence of an error
condition.

In addition to the ASCII keyboard,
which is necessary for the computer

terminal function and to make the
unit as versatile as possible, a 20-
key function keyboard is used for
display manipulations, ROI
definition, acquisition control and
auto-sequence control.

Through a live 9- or 12 inch raster-
scan display, all data may be viewed
in either linear or logarithmic
presentation. For easy reading,
analyzer status parameters- are
organized into three pages, each
page displayed along with th'e
spectral data. The first page
illustrates acquisition-related
parameters such as the preset and
elapsed acquisition termination
conditions. The second page
illustrates parameters related to
the spectral data itself including
the limits and contents of the
currently selected region of
interest (ROI) and the energy
calibration parameters. A third
page illustrates the current status
of any auto sequence operations.
Additional pages are used to view
the spectrum without any status
information, and to provide a space
for input/output operations such as
printing data reduction results.
The HELP page is provided as a
separate display, as described
before.

The ND66 allows acquisition from up
to four independent sources, with
the termination conditions being
preset live or real time, or preset
count total. All acquired spectra
are date and time stamped and have
associated data including energy
calibration. Display operations
include dual markers to define and
select regions of interest with a
spectrum and an independent cursor
for the identification of any
channel including its energy and
contents. Energy calibration is
automatic. Two 8K spectra may be
overlapped on the display, with both
spectra manipulated together in
channel-by-channel registration or
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with one spectrum manipulated
against the other. ROI's may be
intensified and may overlap.
Markers are used to define the
limits of an ROI and the total
count, net area and background count
values for the selected ROI are
automatically computed and
displayed. Over 50 ROI's may be
defined per acquisition interface.

The ND66 features auto sequencing
for each acquisition interface.
These sequences may include the
execution of any type of analyzer
command including Erase, Acquire,
Spectrum Stripping, Input/Output and
data reduction. Auto sequences may
be stored on any mass storage device
and recalled for later execution.
Four auto sequences may be resident
concurrently in the system, each
operating independently including
I/O operations.

Data transmission to local and
remote computers has become
increasingly more important. The
ND66 features two different types of
computer data transmission
protocols, and also has the ability
to print spectral data, ROI totals
and other status parameters on a
local serial or parallel printer.
The first data transmission
protocol, the Nuclear Data Analyzer
Computer Protocol (NDACP) is
designed for customers that require
the analyzer to be interfaced to
computers that are not manufactured
by Nuclear Data. Data are encoded
in hexadecimal format and
transmitted block-by-block under
software handshake control. FORTRAN
IV software sources are available
for customers to compile for use on
their computer. NDACP operates at
speeds up to 9,600 baud using either
the RS232C or RS422 hardware
disciplines. The protocol allows
error checking for each transmitted
block and retry if an error is
detected.

A second protocol is based upon the
Digital Equipment DDCMP protocol.
This error-detecting protocol allows
data transfer at rates up to 38.4
kilobaud. It is used primarily for
transmission to/from ND computer
systems, although some users have
used the protocol with their
computer systems.

Both protocols allow the selection
of a local printer so that computer
results may be printed there or on
the MCA display.

The ND66 supports a variety of
Input/Output devices including
serial print devices, magnetic tape
systems, floppy disks (RT-11
format), plotters, and digital
cassette tape. Each of these I/O
options is supported by firmware
which acts as the device driver, and
the interface is standard Q-bus,
which means multiple sources are
available for that hardware.

A variety of firmware data reduction
options are available for the ND66,
including an Automatic Peak Search
package which searches for and
locates all peaks in the entire
spectrum or a marker defined
region. An Intensified Region Peak
Extraction package is used to locate
peak centroid and intensity
information in ROI's that were
previously defined by the user.

The Automatic Peak Search package
utilizes user-defined FWHM and
sensitivity information to locate
the peak centroid energy, net area,
background, counts per second, and
percent error of the peak area.
Background averaging at each peak
boundary is automatically
included. The sensitivity
coefficient is used to define the
number of standard deviations above
noise that a peak must have in order
to be considered valid.
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The results of either peak search
package are held in memory for use
later by an Automatic Isotope
Identification (AID) package. This
package utilizes a standard isotope
library, a user-defined isotope
library, both in firmware, or a
programmable library. The AID
package provides a means of first
entering energy versus efficiency
pairs in order to calculate the
detector efficiency as a function of
energy. The automatic isotope ID
package then calculates, in
microcuries or Becquerels per unit
of sample volume, decay corrected
activities for all peaks found in
the spectrum that match library
entries. Peak matching between the
observed spectrum and the isotope
library is done through a user
specified energy tolerance. All
spectra are date and time stamped,
including a holding time between the
time the sample was collected and
the time acquisition started. Decay
corrections are made back to the
time of sample collection.

A new feature of the ND66 is BASIC
programming. This new firmware
allows. simultaneous data collection
and user programming in BASIC, with
full access to spectral data and
analyzer parameters. A small amount
of memory is set aside at power-up
time to receive the BASIC source
program. Approximately 200 lines of
code are possible within the
reserved space with the actual
program space determined by the
amount of data storage specified by
the user. Program memory may be
released upon user comand for data
acquisition if desired. The user
may store BASIC programs on magnetic
tape, floppy diskette or cassette
tape. BASIC programming can,
through supplied sub-routines,
access spectral data, gather
analyzer information such as elapsed
real or live time, and command the
analyzer to specific
configurations. A wide variety of

data reduction routines are now
capable of being performed without
resorting to the use of special
firmware or an external computer.

A calculator function could have
been added to the ND66, but because
of current trend toward both simple
programming systems and computer
literacy it was decided to offer the
BASIC language as a means of
performing these both calculations
and user-defined data reduction
algorithms. The BASIC programming
option is now available with any
ND66 system. To our knowledge there
is no other MCA with the
capabilities of the ND66 that has
this type of feature. In addition
to defining equations and using them
in an autoanalysis sequence, a BASIC
program may completely control the
analyzer and provide many data
reduction capabilities that were
previously only available with
totally programmable systems.

Nuclear Data Manufactures a large
number of NIM modules, including 80
and 100 MHz Analog-to-Digital
Converters, a Fixed Dead Time ADC,
Analog Routers for alpha and
environmental spectroscopy
applications, Digital Multiplexers,
and a two-point Digital Stabilizer
for high accuracy solid-state
spectroscopy. The stabilizer
operates upon both gain and zero,
using two peaks instead of the usual
one and has allowed some users to
attain accuracies of less than
0.1%. The Fixed Dead Time ADC is
new, featuring a 10 microsecond
fixed dead time at high linearity
and a 4096 conversion gain. All the
modules may, in fact, be used with
any MCA that Nuclear Data
manufactures.

ND62

The ND62, shown in Figure 4, is a
low-cost MCA/terminal system,
originally designed for
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instructional and medical use and
introduced in late 1981. We are
discovering that the unit has much
wider applicability than originally
thought because of some built-in
features that were added during
development. The ND62 is based upon
the Z-80 processor, is firmware
driven, and is capable of acquiring
data from both low and high
resolution detectors. The unit can
become a complete self-contained
scintillation spectroscopy system
with the addition of a built-in
detector power supply and
preamplifier/amplifier. All aspects
of the unit are digitally
controlled, including detector high
voltage, amplifier gain and ADC
parameters. This digital operation
allows total remote experiment
control. This unit, like the other
members of the Family of Sixes, uses
two letter commands to perform
tasks, requiring only knowledge of
the typewriter key format to execute
commands.

Any MCA consists of four sections,
acquisition, display, user
interaction, and Input/Output. The
ND62 can acquire data at an 8K
channel precision, into either 1K or
2K data spaces. A built in 80 MHz
Wilkinson ADC is standard but a 100
MHz Wilkinson or a Fixed Dead Time
ADC can be incorporated instead.
Digital offset in single channel
increments allows the acquisition of
any 1K or 2K segment of an 8K
spectrum at full resolution.

Because the ND62 is both a
multichannel analyzer and a computer
terminal it contains both an ASCII
keyboard and a function control
keypad. The 15 function keys are
embedded inside the ASCII keyboard
and are accessed with a FUNCTION
SELECT key. The function keys
provide the ability to set and clear
Regions of Interest, to manipulate
the display, to move the display
markers and to start and stop
acquisition.

All user interaction is through the
keyboard, with commands back lit as
in the ND66. The user interaction
philosophy of all analyzers has
purposely kept similar to allow
multiple types of units in a
laboratory without unique training
for each system.

The ND62 offers the ability to enter
and execute an auto sequence from
one to over 65,000 times. This
autosequence, 20 lines in length,
allows the use of any legal ND62
command including display,
acquisition setup, and I/O.

Input/Output operations include the
ability to interface with both a
computer through the NDACP protocol
and a local printer. Up to four
serial I/O interfaces are allowed,
with the addition of one parallel
prot for interfacing to a line
printer. Data are communicated or
printed, always including various
acquisition parameter values such as
the"date and time that acquisition
commenced and the energy
calibration.

The ND62 can be used for general
counting experiments, coincidence,
measurements, decay ratio
determination, and a variety of
other types of spectroscopy.

ND680

The ND680 System shown in Figure 5,
is a single-user, programmable
system which uses the ND66 as the
MCA element. The ND680 system also
includes a LSI-11/2 or 11/23
programmable computer system, called
the ND-11. The two units, the MCA
and the computer, withe each other
communicate via serial I/O lines,
using RS-232C or RS-422 hardware
disciplines at speeds up to 38.4
kilobaud. The DDCMP protocol is
used for error-detecting data
transfer, and software at the ND11
allows complete analyzer control and
data transfer in both directions.
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The ND680 system utilizes the DEC
RT-11 single user executive, with
both Foreground and Background
operation if desired. Full memory,
up to 256K btes, and a choice of
mass storage devices is available
including floppy disk and the highly
reliable Winchester sealed disks.

A library of software is available
for use with the ND680 system,
including a highly reliable Peak
Search program that determines
energy and intensity of peaks with
multiplet resolution. Nuclide
Identification and activity
calculations are available, as are
programs for Neutron Activation
Analysis, X-ray Spectroscopy, Whole
Body Counting and Environmental
Analysis. For the analysis of
environmental samples, where
statistics are of great interest,
the Nuclear Data software allows
digital subtraction of background
peak areas, an interferring line
correction, the calculation of
weighted-mean decay-corrected
activites for all multiple-line
nuclides and a Minimum Detectable
Activity Calculation.

Because the system is programmable,
FORTRAN and BASIC subroutines are
available to access spectral data
for user-written functions. These
programs may include analyzer
control.

The ND680 system has an advantage
over most systems in this price
range from a hardware point of
view. The processor, memory boards,
I/O interfaces, and peripherals are
the same in both the ND66 and the
ND11 portions of the system. They
are also standard Q-Bus parts.
Should a problem arise, board
rearrangement would allow data
acquisition, storage, and even data
reduction via firmware using the
analyzer alone. For some critical
procedures, this redundancy is a key
feature.

This outlines the Family of Sixes
product line, except for the very
large systems and the ND65 MCA,
which is a lower-cost version of the
ND66. The ND65 has all the features
of the ND66 except for the number of
acquisition interfaces. It allows
one acquisition interface, 8K data
channels and a limited set of data
reduction options. The ND65 is
upgradeable to the ND66.

The Future

Where are MCA's going? Recent
trends in Very Large Scale
Integration and hybrid circuitry
have significantly increased the
amount of intelligence and
capability that can be put into a
given system at a specified price.
One immediately expects that smarter
and smarter MCA systems will become
available in the future. Three
general areas are of interest for
the immediate future: portable
systems; more highly integrated
systems including higher resolution
systems; and lower-cost stand-alone
computer based systems.

As users have become more and more
sophisticated ' and as they have
recognized the advantages and
disadvantages of sampling
procedures, the use of portable
systems has become progressively
more appealing. Portable systems
have an inherent disadvantage in
that the experimental parameters are
not as easily controlled as they
would be in the laboratory. They
have the advantage that data are
being taken in site. The first
generation portable systems were
National Laboratory prototypes,
Nuclear Data developed the first
second generation system and is now
marketing the unit, the ND SIX.
Third generation systems will
incorporate true programmability
such as BASIC and will feature
automatic operation of all functions
including sophisticated data
reduction.
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The ND SIX was designed specifically
as a self-contained, portable, field
instrument. The unit contains at
least 2K channels, a detector high
voltage power supply, a
scintillation detector preamplifier,
a spectroscopy amplifier, a digital
tape cassette, display CRT, and
RS232C Serial I/O port. The unit
weighs approximately 15 lbs.
(6.8 kg.) including all features.
Because of the large number of
features that were built-in and the
requirement for portability, the
ND SIX presented a number of
engineering problems. These were
solved with difficulty, but with
VLSI techniques they will be
significantly easier to solve in the
future. These problems included
packing density, power consumption,
and total analyzer performance.

ROM and RAM chip densities alone
have changed sufficiently in the
last year alone to allow 4K data
channels to be incorporated into the
analyzer and increased capabilities
built into the base firmware set.
Power consumption-problems (battery
powered systems only have a finite
number of watt hours) will be
reduced through improved CMOS and
other low powered technology. We
are following some major advances
caused by various consumer goods
requirements here. Hybrid circuits
will allow us to produce low power
preamplifier and amplifier
combinations without sacrificing
performance. The High Energy
Physics community is currently
designing hybrid amplifiers that
would partially meet these
specifications, but power
consumption is not one of their
major considerations. Portable
systems will, in the near future,
allow both data collection and
reduction on-site. We already see
portable computer systems being
announced and manufactured. The
next generation portable analyzer
systems will incorporate the MCA

function and full programmability
into a single system.

Laboratory systems will also benefit
from VLSI techniques, allowing
increased intelligence and the
ability to store larger quantities
of data at higher resolution.
Increased intelligence will take the
form of simpler operation, user
programmability and more intelligent
data reduction routines. Data
acquisition at higher resolution
will be limited more by advances in
detector technology than advances in
MCA technology. High resolution
solid-state spectroscopy at 16K
channel resolution is certainly
possible today, but limited by the
inherent resolution of current
germanium detectors and the
associated amplifier technology.
Research at a number of laboratories
is directed at solving this problem.

Single user data reduction systems
will probably begin to be
incorporated into MCA's shortly.
The ND66-B, with BASIC programming
is a step in this direction. Many
current systems utilize a analyzer
coupled with a remote computer.
Where data rates are not high, it is
possible to operate a programmable
computer system in conjunction with
the MCA, with functions using the
intelligent element.

The Data Staion concept will also
begin to be seen, with one system
preprogrammed for a specific task
including experiment set-up, data
transmission and reduction. These
Data Stations will have lots of
local intelligence and communicate
at high speed with remote computers.

For the past decade multichannel
analyzer system prices have remained
approximately steady, but the
capability, performance, and basic
intelligence of these systems have
increased dramatically. This trend
will probably continue, with
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analyzer systems in general having
more and more features as well as
higher and higher performance
specifications. The major
opportunities today for laboratory
multichannel analyzer systems would
appear to lie in the areas of faster
ADC's, faster data rates, and more
user-oriented operation.

Recommendations

For systems sold to the developing
countries, a number of
considerations must be addressed.
These include reliability,
environmental considerations, ease
of operation, serviceability,
specifications, and of course,
reasonable price. In this section
we will discuss these considerations
and make some recommendations
concerning possible ways of
achieving "standardization" of
analyzer system performance
throughout the world. We should
recognize that the Nuclear
Instrumentation business is
technology-driven, not necessarily
need-driven. The latest
microprocessor technology or the
latest computer technology is often
requested by the user, even though
currently available technology is
quite serviceable. This presents
both design and service problems.
The Nuclear Instrumentation business
is not generally driving techology,
it follows advances made in consumer
electronics and computer techology.

In any analyzer system, reliability
is the number one priority. A
system that performs many analyses
per day, analyses that are mandated
by some governmental body, must have
a low failure rate. Ideally, an
analyzer would be built, shipped and
operated forever. Such is not the
case as any electronic component has
a measurable Mean Time Between
Failure (MTBF). In order to
maximize the MTBF, proper design
procedures must be used. This means

that state-of-the art circuits
without a known long-term
performance record should not be
used. Reliability of any analyzer
system, from the detector through
the analog electronics to the MCA
and its peripherals is key n any
situation, and is particularly
important where service is not
readily available.

Environmental considerations are
equally important and must be
adressed in the design stage. In
many countries, air-conditioning is
not available and both the
temperature and humidity are high.
Environmental constraints also
include the type and quality of
power available to run the system.

In order to use an analyzer
effectively, the operator must be
trained. Should the operator not
understand or only have a minimal
understanding of English, the man-
machine interface is critical. It
is impossible to customize an
analyzer system to all possible
languages, but it is possible to
make systems user-friendly by
prompting them through display
operations or with specific types of
functions. Ease of operation is
also important because many people
may rarely use the analyzer and
should not have to be retrained
every time they use it.
Instructional documentation must be
written clearly, including large
numbers of examples incorporating
figures. Operational documentation
today is, all too often, a mere
exposition of the various analyzer
functions, without regard to how the
system will be used in a given
experiment.

Should a system fail, serviceability
is key. If there is no direct
service available, there must at
least be a plan for some type of
repair support. Units must be
designed for ease of repair. It
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should not be necessary to totally
disassemble the unit in order to
replace one component, for example.
It is reasonable to expect that some
users would keep on hand a complete
or partial set of spare components
but if the system has been ideally
designed for reliability and
redundancy, those service spares
would be minimal. The manufacturer,
and his representatives, must have
service spares available with a
reasonable response time. This does
not propose that service spares be
available in every location that has
an analyzer. The type and number of
spares in a given location must be
dictated by the type and quantity of
analyzers present in a given area.

Price is always an issue, but it is
really a price/performance issue.
At a reasonable price, users expect
the most performance possible from
the system they buy. What does or
does not constitute a reasonable
price is not a subject for
discussion at this meeting, but
price is a key point When the
definition of any product is
addressed, as well as when a product
is specified for the customer. Most
of us would agree that a very large
multiple-user, input system is not
highly marketable in the developing
countries. However, many of the
functions that these large systems
perform can be duplicated today in
the lower-cost systems using one or
two detectors. The pricing question
is probably more related to the
price/ performance requirements of
the developing countries than to
strictly price or performance.

Our recommendations of the best way
to achieve the product requirements
listed above are several fold.
First, if price is the most
important issue, the obvious way to
lower the price is through a single
volume buyer. This buyer would
purchase a large number of units or
data stations from a single set of

performance specifications and
provide a single location for
product support (installation,
instruction, etc.) and service. Any
unique systems, systems whose
performance fell outside the
specifications for the volume buy
would continue to be handled
directly as a transaction between
the user and the individual
vendors. This type of plan requires
a single performance specification
for the application. Such a
specification would be difficult to
define but would be a major advance
over today's situation, where the
potential buyer may collect
specifications from a number of
manufacturers and ask for a
composite unit without a real
understanding of the tradeoffs made.

Any specification that would have to
be a "generic" specification
allowing several sources to bid upon
the purchase. The specifications
could not require unique technology
and they must reflect an
understanding of'trade-offs on price
and performance. For example,
specifying a multiparameter MCA
system for a. single isotope
monitoring experiment does not
properly reflect the cost
considerations of the measurement.

The volume purchaser must validate
the specifications initially, using
representative production unit
samples. Following that, random
samples of units delivered should be
re-validated also. The purpose of
this is to allow the vendor to be
qualified for continuing shipments.
A failure to meet specifications
repeatedly should result in the
vendor being disqualified.

The specifications should be general
enough that they allow for a
response to indicate significant
improvements in performance but
should be specific enough to prevent
a single functional performance
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improvement to be an over-riding
factor in vendor selection. Many
times features which yield the
significant performance improvement
in an MCA or detector system are not
absolutely necessary for the
measurement problem at hand. The
specification review must,
obviously, be dispassionate and
objective, and the emphasis of the
specification should be upon
performance and reliability in the
environment in question, not on
specific features of each unit.

After reliability and the
environment, the next level of the
evaluation should be related to ease
of operation. We have talked
briefly about ease of operation
before. Both display prompting and
detailed instructional documentation
are absolutely necessary. Some
human engineering would be reflected
in the specification, to ensure that
analyzer systems that are relatively
easy to use would be the ones of
choice.

The specification Should allow the
volume buyer to define specific
systems for specific tasks.
Although the specification could be
viewed as a method that takes
freedom away from the user, a
centrally-administered specification
is probably the best way to provide
systems that meet the requirements
for the community.

From a practial point of view if
such a specified system were to be
defined and bought, centrally, the
volume buyer would have to define
the customer base in order to
minimize sales conflicts between the
various manufacturers
representatives throughout the world
and the volume buyer. Some
financial arrangement between the
manufacturer and his representative
would have to be arrived at, so that
the representative would continue to
service the account. The central

buyer, however, would install and
service the unit in question so that
the involvement of the local
representative would be minimal
other than to ensure that a direct
communication path could be opened
between the user and the vendor if
necessary. We do not have a firm
proposal on how to minimize these
sales conflicts, but the question
must be addressed. It is very
similar to OEM account situations,
where units are placed in various
countries by a third party without
the involvement of the local
representative except for service.

Product support is also an issue
that involves, to some extent, the
local manufacturer's representa-
tives. Under our proposal, support
would be provided by the volume
buyer agency, should that support
not be built into the product
price.

Since price appears to be a major
issue, the easiest way to lower
buying costs is to remove those
items that are either saved by using
a volume buyer or those costs that a
volume buyer could assume.

Product costs in general are made up
of manufacturing costs (material,
labor, test), sales costs, product
support costs, service costs,
quality assurance costs, facilities
costs and profit. Of these, sales,
product support, and service costs
are the easiest to pass along to the
volume buyer. Using the OEM account
analogy, where the sales costs for
these accounts are relatively low on
a per unit basis and product support
and service are handled by the OEM
account, further cost savings
result. In return for this, OEM
discounts are routinely granted,
discounts that may run as high as
15 - 30% from list price. It is our
proposal that, in order to minimize
sales costs to the volume buyer,
product support and service costs
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will be assumed by the buyer through
buyer personnel or vendor personnel
at a single location. To what
extent sales costs could in fact be
minimized is a subject for
discussion.

Under our proposal each vendor would
be qualified by the volume buyer.
This would be done to insure that
the buyer would purchase only from
capable suppliers. All companies
which would be qualified as approved
vendors would have to be financially
sound. They would have to have
proven performance in the market
place. They would have to submit
the units in question for evaluation
by the buyer.

This concept, a central buyer with
local service and support facilities
to deliver instrumentation based
upon a "generic" specification, is a
difficult concept to turn into
pratice. Today, a great number of
people are involved in the
specification, sales, support and
use of any system. The type of
arrangement proposed here would
provide a tested system to meet the
exact needs of a particular type of
experiment. It would require the
cooperation of all the people listed
above. Nuclear Data is willing to
commit resources to a specification
development and analyzer system
evaluation program. By this we mean
we are willing to participate in the
analysis and generation of
specifications for such analyzer
systems, will respond to
specifications, will provide
production units that would meet
these specifications and will work
with the central buyer to alter the
analyzer system to meet the buyer's
final requirements. We have stated
already that such a specification
would have to be generic, without
regard to specific features of one
manufacturer's analyzers. We
believe the intent of the
specification analysis and

generation will not be well served
by focusing on specific
manufacturers features, and possible
conflicts amongst an evaluation
committee regarding purely technical
issues would not be to anyone's
advantage.

To stimulate discussion, we propose
the formation of a working group to
develop specifications for
multichannel analyzer systems that
will perform specific types of
experiments such as environmental
counting, nuclide identification,
and basic gamma counting. The
initial specifications should be
written by a committee of users,
with review of those specifications
by the various manufacturers.
Because of the way technology is
changing there are a number of
design goals that could be included
in this specification. These goals
might include such things as a
standard shipping or carrying
container, low power versus higher
power circuitry, (the portability
aspect), a DC voltage driven
analyzer instead of AC, and
serviceability intluding the
question of built-in diagnostics and
battery backup. All of these points
need to be addressed in the
specifications.

Even if the volume buyer concept is
not accepted specifications would be
of great value to new users.
Although it would not be mandatory
for the end user to purchase such a
system as we describe from the
volume buyer it would be to the
user's advantage since the system
would be pretested against the
specifications and would probably be
at lower cost.
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Conclusion

Because reliability, environmental
considerations, and overall
performance are of such high
importance in sales situations that
we have been involved with in the
developing countries to date, a
basic specification, with vendor
qualification, would be a great use
to all concerned. Although such a
specification and way of doing

business would be difficult to
achieve, its potential benefit is
quite large. The current situation,
with some areas of the world
classified as "unserviceable,"
cannot continue if high technology
is to be placed in these areas. A
plan for properly servicing systems
and training users must be
developed.

NUCLEAR DATA MCA INNOVATIONS

1969: FIRST FULLY TRANSISTORIZED MULTICHANNEL ANALYZER (ND100).

19:
1963: FIRST MULTI-PARAMETER MULTICHANNEL ANALYZER (ND160).

1965: FIRST MODULAR EXPANDABLE MULTICHANNEL ANALYZER (ND3300).

1967: FIRST NUCLEAR INSTRUMENT MANUFACTURERS (NIM) MODULAR

MULTICHANNEL ANALYZER (ND2200).

1968: FIRST COMPUTER-BASED MULTICHANNEL ANALYZER (ND50/50).

1971: FIRST COMPUTER-BASED ANALYZER WITH FULLY PROGRAMMABLE

MEMORY (ND8125.

1973: FIRST DISK-BASED ISOTOPE IDENTIFICATION SYSTEM WITH

PEAK-SEARCH CAPABILITY (ND4420).

1976: FIRST MULTI-TASK/MULTI-USER DISTRIBUTED PROCESSING DATA

ACQUISITION AND PROCESSING COMPUTER SYSTEM (ND6600).

1979: FIRST COMPLETE (HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE) AUTOMATIC NUCLEAR

POWER PLANT MONITORING AND REPORT-GENERATION SYSTEM TO

.SATISFY THE REQUIREMENTS OF NRC REGULATORY GUIDES 1.21. 1.23.

1.109. NUREG-0472, AND NUREG-0133 (ND6650).

1979: .IRST COMBINED MULTICHANNEL ANALYZER AND COMPUTER

TERMINAL (ND66).

1981: FIRST TRULY PORTABLE SELF CONTAINED MULTICHANNEL

ANALYZER (ND SIX).

FIRST MULTIPLE PROCESSOR FULLY PROGRAMMABLE DATA ACQUISITION

AND PROCESSING SYSTEM (ND6700).
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Figure 1. ND66 Multichannel Analyzer/Computer Terminal
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Figure 2. ND66 Display, showing data and status information.
Commands are back-lit for prompting.
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Figure 3. ND66B sample BASIC program, shown on system
display screen.
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Figure 4. ND62 Multichannel Analyzer/Computer Terminal.
Function control keyboard is in the center of the
typewriter keyboard.
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Figure 5. ND680 Single-user, programmable MCA system,
shown with an intrinsic germanium detector.
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Figure 6. ND SIX portable MCA system. The entire system
is contained in a package 18 cm x 25 cm x 28 cm
and weighs 5.8 kilograms.
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DATA ACQUISITION AND ANALYSIS SYSTEMS -
"TOOLS OF THE TRADE"

K.L. WILSON RENNER
EG&G Ortec,
Oak Ridge, Tennessee,
United States of America

Abstract

EG&G ORTEC is a major supplier of nuclear instrumentation for

university research centres, national laboratories, nuclear power plants

and research centres in developed and underdeveloped countries through-

out the world. Among the company's state-of-the-art products are a

broad line of semiconductor radiation detectors with a supporting line

of electronics and computer-based systems embracing all functions of

signal processing, data acquisition and data analysis. EG&G ORTEC

has sponsored production and distribution of a wide variety of

application notes and technical publications to help others to learn

of the latest techniques in the use of nucelar instrumentation. The

worldwide field offices and service and training centres coupled with

the in-house support provides an effective network to support the high-

technology product line.

Introduction to EG&G ORTEC

ORTEC was formed in 1960 by a group of scientists and engineers
who recognized the need for commercially manufactured research-grade
semiconductor detectors and compatible electronics for their nuclear
physics field. From the beginning ORTEC equipment was recognized and
accepted by the research community on the basis of its high quality
and reliability. Then in the late sixties EG&G acquired the company
and added considerable technical and marketing resources, expanding
product lines and opening new opportunities.

Today, the name EG&G ORTEC on an instrument identifies it as an
advanced design of optimum quality and a sound investment backed by
superior service. EG&G ORTEC surface barrier detectors have long been
the standard for space qualified detectors, having completed many
successful missions in space. To further exemplify the commitment to
reliability and quality, EG&G ORTEC photon detectors and NIM
electronics have been selected for experiments aboard the United
States space shuttle Challenger which is expected to launch in January
1983.
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The people who make up EG&G ORTEC are among the recognized world
authorities in their various fields of endeavor. They have always
been, and will continue to be, important contributors to scientific
conferences, seminars, leading scientific periodicals and test
standards. In their fields, they share professional responsibility
for scientific advancements with the most important names in the
world. The company has also sponsored production and distribution of
a wide variety of application notes, helping others to learn the
latest techniques in the use of nuclear instrumentation. One of these
application notes is a full set of 24 laboratory experiments used
extensively in many universities to support nuclear physics at a
graduate level. A listing of some application studies and technical
publications, which were produced at EG&G ORTEC, are included in the
Appendix for your review and use.

Today, EG&G ORTEC is a major supplier of nuclear intrumentation
for university research centers, national laboratories, nuclear power
plants, and commercial research centers throughout the world. Over
one-half of all NIM-based electronic instrumentation sold in the world
is sold by EG&G ORTEC.

Many of the products of EG&G ORTEC are completely unique due to
the development of custom devices which were built to support the
high-technology products. These devices include an ion-implant
machine, several specially engineered pieces of equipment for
manufacturing solid-state high-purity radiation detectors,
computer-based quality assurance test stations, and a facility that
produces special hybrid electronic circuits. The latest techniques in
computer-aided design and manufacturing, CAD/CAM, have also been used
to optimize design parameters while maximizing quality and reliability
in the finished product.

Among the company's products are a broad line of semiconductor
radiation detectors including surface barrier charged-particle
detectors, lithium-drifted silicon x-ray detectors, and n- and p-type
high purity germanium (HPGe) gamma-and x-ray detectors from crystals
grown at EG&G ORTEC. The supporting electronic lines embrace all
functions of signal processing in nuclear experiments. Electronic
products include preamplifiers, amplifiers, gates, single-channel
analyzers, counters, time derivation and measurement instruments,
transportable and standard multichannel analyzers, and computer-based
data acquisition and analysis systems. X-ray fluorescence systems
have been designedthat provide fast, precise nondestructive x-ray
elemental materials analysis. Some of the latest additions to our
ever-growing product line are new Gamma-X HPGe detectors, portable
photon detectors, automatic LN2 controllers, 7000 series data
acquisition and analysis systems, 7100 series transportable smart and
operator-friendly MCAs, new NIM electronics, and the ECAT and
Neuro-ECAT emission computerized axial tomographic scanners for
medical applications. EG&G ORTEC is making rapid strides in the use
of computer-based analysis in neutron activation analysis, elemental
analysis, environmental monitoring, health-physics regulatory
measurements, and nuclear dosimetry studies. The latter are
applicable in both physics research, process monitoring equipment, and
many other diversified areas.
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Trademark registered in the United States Patent and Trademark office.

Present Detector Technology

Photon Detectors
EG&G ORTEC offers a complete line of semiconductor photon

detectors for the nuclear spectroscopist working in the energy span
from 1 keV to above 10 MeV (Fig. 1). The germanium detector elements
are fabricated from germanium crystals grown in our own laboratory.
We are the only company meeting all needs for crystals internally; and
have done so since 1974. Stringent quality control is maintained
throughout the detector manufacturing process, from receipt of raw,
amorphous germanium, through zone refinement, crystal growth,
detector processing, operational and performance testing, and final
inspection prior to shipment. EG&G ORTEC coaxial detectors are
warranted for efficiency, energy resolution, peak shape, and
peak-to-Compton ratio for a period of one year. Planar detectors are
warranted for resolution at 5.9 keV for Si(Li) and 5.9 and 122 keV for
HPGe LEPS detectors. All EG&G ORTEC HPGe and Si(Li) detectors are
also warranted for repeated temperature cycling for one year.

While the technological evolution in silicon detectors has been
relatively modest over the last decade, germanium detector
technologies have witnessed a truly revolutionary change as the advent
of high-purity germanium (HPGe) has obsoleted the Ge(Li) technology.
This section provides an overview of the present state-of-the-art.
Much of this material is based on the excellent review paper by
Martini.1

Figure 1. Photon Detector.Data Summary and Selection Chart.

Parameters Standard'• metars\ Window Useful Standard Standard Peak/Shapes Warranted
Type Thickness Energy Standard Energy Peak/ Temperature
Detector\ Material Geometry (Microns) Range Sizes Resolutions Compton FWTM/FWHM FWFM/FWHM Cyclabie

GEM Series P-Type EG&G ORTEC -600 40 keV-10 MeV 5-40% 1 75-2 20 keV 24 1-60 1 1 90-200 2 65-3 00 Yes
HPGe Coax HPGe Closed-End Efficiency at 1 33 MeV

Coaxial

GMX Series N-Type EG&G ORTEC 0 3 5 keV-10 MeV 8-30% 1 80-2 20 keV 30 1-50 1 1 90-2 00 2.65-3 00 Yes
Gamma-X HPGe Closed-End Ion Efficiency at 1 33 MeV

Coaxial Implanted

GLI Series P-Type EG&G ORTEC ~600 40 keV-10 MeV 10-35% 1 80-2.20 keV 36 1-521 1 90-2 00 265-3 00 No
Ge Coax Germanium Closed-End Efficiency at 1 33 MeV

Coaxial

GWL Series P-Type Well 0.3 10 keV-10 MeV 70-120 cc 2 1-2 4 keV Yes
HPGe Well HPGe Ion Active Volume at 1 33 MeV

Implanted

GLP Series P-Type Planar 0 3 3 keV-1 MeV 6-51 mm 165-760 eV Yes
HPGe LEPS HPGe Ion Diameter at 5 9 keV

Implanted 480-830 eV
at 122 keV

SLP Series Lithium- Planar 0 1 1 keV-60 keV 4-16 mm 160-250 eV Yes-
Si(Li) LEPS Drifted Diameter at 5 9 keV

Silicon

*Other sizes, resolutions, peak/Compton and peak shapes available on special order.

"SLP Series, Sl(Li) LEPS can be cycled to room temperature; however, it is not recommended that they be stored
at room temperature indefinitely.
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HPGe detectors have many advantages over Ge(Li) detectors:

1. The shipment and storage of the detector at room temperature
improves the general reliability of the system. All EG&G ORTEC HPGe
detectors are shipped without LN2, eliminating the problems and
expenses associated with handling detectors which must be continuously
cooled during shipment. This is especially important for detectors
which are shipped from the United States.

2. Since no precise lithium compensation is required, HPGe
detectors can be routinely fabricated with relative efficiencies
between 35-40%. While growing larger crystals with the necessary low
impurity concentration poses some problems, HPGe detectors with
relative efficiencies of 50% should be available by 1983-84. Even
larger detectors can be expected thereafter.

3. Portable detectors using small dewars with 8 to 24 hours
holding time greatly expands the use of germanium detectors for new
applications both inside and outside the laboratory.

4. "Reverse electrode" n-type detectors, such as EG&G ORTEC's
Gamma-X photon detectors, can be made which have several important
advantages.

5. "Well" detectors with very thin inner contacts can be
fabricated.

The most critical contact of all EG&G ORTEC' HPGe detectors is
made by the process of ion implantation which produces the most
rugged, reliable, contact available. 2 EG&G ORTEC was the first
detector manufacturer to offer this unique ion implanted contact;
other techniques use a more fragile, evaporated metallized contact.
Such a metallized contact is very susceptible to peeling away (and
losing contact) during repeated cycling between room and LN2
temperature. An ion-implanted contact is important for optimum
detector reliability.
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The EG&G ORTEC exclusive - !- *
"streamline" cryostat configuration 2 
(Fig. 2) is standard on all photon 
detectors. A hybridized preampli- i R
fier, high voltage filter, high
voltage shutoff circuitry, and a i 
rate overrange indicator (recently
introduced) are all located inside
the detector cryostat package, ,.f ,
which is less than 3 inches in dia-
meter. This configuration is ideal
for applications requiring lead, . -
steel, or anti-Compton shielding. f
Other configurations have cumber-
some preamp and high voltage filter J .
boxes attached externally to the
cryostat, making insertion into a
shield more difficult.

Fige.g T OREi C b i

Figure 2. The Unique Hybridized

Electronics of the Streamline Cryostat.

Gamma-X HPGe Coaxial Detectors
In 1978, as a result of a breakthrough in our R&D laboratories, 3

a totally new type of coaxial HPGe detector was invented, the Gamma-X
detector. The following list highlights the important features of the
Gamma-X detector:

1. Ultrathin ion-implanted entrance window (0.3 microns) on the
front face and sides.

2. Spectroscopy from 5 keV to 10 MeV (two detectors in one).
3. Approximately 25 times more resistant to neutron damage than

conventional coaxial detectors.
4. Fully cyclable to room temperature.
5. Excellent timing characteristics.
6. Beryllium window.
7. Streamline cryostat configuration with hybridized

preamplifier.
8. Unlimited repairability without loss of efficiency.4, 5

This is the only coaxial Ge detector [either of the Ge(Li) or the HPGe
type] with an ultrathin entrance window. While most coaxial detectors
have entrance windows which are from 100 to 1000 microns thick, the
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entrance window of the Gamma-X photon detector is typically only 0.3
microns thick. Several advanced technologies were combined in the
development of the Gamma-X detector, which owes its name to the fact
that it is the only Ge spectrometer designed for both gamma- and x-ray
spectroscopy with excellent resolution and high efficiency for both.
The Gamma-X photon detector offers a combination of the performance of
a LEPS at low energies and a coaxial detector at high energies.

In 1979, Pehl, et al2 reported on the superior resistance to
neutron damage of reverse electrode detectors over conventional ones.
Two detectors were fabricated from the same germanium crystal, and, in
a classical experiment, both detectors were irradiated simultaneously
with up to 10I0 cm-2 fast neutrons from an unmoderated 252Cf source.
The test results (Fig. 3) indicate that the conventional detector was
about 28 times more sensitive to neutron damage than the Gamma-X. The
reverse electrode configuration is superior to the conventional
arrangement because hole traps, the principal defects caused by
neutron irradiation, are less important in n-type devices.
Clearly, the Gamma-X detector is the "germanium detector of the
future," and one can hardly imagine that any other type of coaxial
germanium detector will be accepted by the gamma-ray spectroscopists
of the mid 1980s.

> 100 i i , ! I . ! 
60 -UNMODERATED 252Cf NEUTRON SOURCE A 

.a - A- CONVENTIONAL Ge a
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- 0 - GAMMA-X PHOTON DETECTOR
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I -0 0 0 0000 0 0ooo oooo 0 0 00

Detector and for a Gamma-X Photon Detector.

Portable Photon Detectors
EG&G ORTEC has introduced the first field portable hand held

high-purity germanium gamma ray spectrometer--the Gamma Gage. The
Gamma Gage is compact (less than 19 inches long), light-weight (less
than 8 pounds for 8 hour holding time version, 11 pounds for 24 hour
holding time). It comes in the streamline cryostat configuration.
This all-attitude non-spill Gamma Gage, designed for use with HPGe
Gamma-X (GMX) or "GEM" coax, HPGe LEPS detectors or Si(Li) SLP,
includes automatic high-voltage shutoff protection in the event of
detector warmup while bias is applied and a high-count rate ind hicator
(LED) to inform the user when an excessively high count rate exists.
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When not in use, the Gamma Gage
may be either stored at room tempera-
ture or attached to a storage/fill dewar
(Fig. 4).

:,_;C3 ORTEC n EC;PC; CRI7

Figure 4. Gamma Gage Portable Spectrometer
and Optional Storage/Fill Dewar.

. \

Detector Hardware and LN2 Fill System
The EG&G ORTEC detector expertise and facilities are available to

provide systems tailor-made to the user's unique specifications.
Premium resolution devices, special cryostats, various dewar sizes,
windowless systems using gate valves, and other modifications are
available on special request. Examples of custom photon detector
systems are shown in (Fig. 5). Dewar and cryostat option matrixes,
(Fig. 6) indicate some of the available systems for custom-tailored
applications.
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Fusion arrays: Three Si(l

-"~~~~~~ ~~Submergible
-~:~~~ ~~Photon Detector

for nuclear fuel element
scanning in storage pools.

Li) detectors per cryostat. Y

Figure 5. Examples of Custom Photon Detector Systems.

Figure 6. Cryostat (Spatial) Configuration Options.
-

DETECTOR
DESCRIPTION

CFG-vrT CFG-SV i CFG.NZ CFG-SH CFG-SL CFC-SJ CFG-SD CF-GG
VERTICAL VERTICAL HORIZONTAL HORIZONTAL SIDE-LOOKING J.TYPE DOWN-LOOKING GAMMA GAGE
DIPSTICK STREAMLNE DIPSTICK STREAMLINE STREAMLINE STREAMLINE STREAMLINE PORTABLE

HPGe COAXIAL SERIES
GEM - XX YYY Not

A A Available
Efficiency Resolution As Standard

(%) FWHM (KeV)
GAMMA-X COAXIAL SERIES
GMX - XX YYY Not

A A Available
Efficiency Resolution As Standard

(%) FWHM (keV)
HPGe LEPS SERIES

GLP - XX VVY/ZZ Not
A A Available

Diameter - Resol /Depth As Standard
(mm) FWHM (eV)/(mm)

Si(LI) LEPS (X-RAY) SERIES
SLP - XX YYY Not

A A Available
Diameter - Resolution As Standard

(mm) FWHM (eV)

Ge COAXIAL SERIES
GLI - XX YYY Standard

A i No
Efficiency Resolution Additional

1%) FWHM (keV) Charge

HPGe WELL SERIES
GWL - XXX yyy

A A Not
Active Volume Resolution Applicable

(CC) FWHM IKeV)

-- --

Standard
No

Additional
Charge

Standard
No

Additional
Charge

Standard
No

Additional
Charge

Standard
No

Additional
Charge

Not
Available

As Standard

Not
Available

As Standard

Not
Available

As Standard

Not
Available

As Standard

Optional Optional Optional Optional Optional

Optional Optional Optional Optional Special
Order

Consult
Factory

Optional Optional Optional Optional Optional

Optional Optional Optional Optional Not
Available

Not
Available

Optional Optional Optional Optional Optional Optional

Standard
No

Additional
Charge

Not Not
Applicable Applicable

Not Optional
Applicable

Not Not
Applicable Applicable
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Both manual and automatic LN2 fill systems are available.
A recently developed automatic system includes the following features:

1. Any number of detectors may be filled without operator in-
tervention.

2. Detector dewar types may be mixed in a system.
3. Battery backup operation which ensures proper operation

upon power recovery.
4. External fill inhibit can block a fill during data acquisi-

tion.
5. Circuitry is included to detect a defective LN2 sensor.
6. "Smart" operation will detect an "improper" fill cycle (i.e.

broken fill line or empty supply dewar).
7. Alarm circuitry gives audible and visual warning of any

malfunction.

Charged-Particle Detectors
EG&G ORTEC offers a wide range of charged-particle detectors to

serve the many, varied needs of research and industry. The product
line consists of several basic series available in a wide range of
sizes and depletion depths (Fig. 7).

The various mounting configurations for these detectors
facilitate easy connection into varying experimental setups. Both

Figure 7. Silicon Surface Barrier Charged-Particle Detectors Selection Chart.

Range of Warranted
Range of Active Operating

Starting Active Area Thickness Temperature
Series Description Main Application Material (mm 2) (microns) Range'

A Partially depleted silicon Hign-resolution charged-particle spec- Si 7-900 100-5000 +25°C to -30°C
troscopy (Nuclear Physics and Chemistry - $
Space Physics)

B Totally depleted silicon Particle identification telescopes of de- Si 25-450 150-5000 -25°C to -30°C
tectors (Nuclear Physics and Chemistry - $
Space Physics)

C Annular partially depleted silicon BacKscattering from a collimated source SI 50-450 100-2000 -25°C to -30°C
or beam tacget-angular correlation meas- t
urements (Nuclear Physics)

D Planar totally depleted silicon Time-of-flight measurements with heavy Si 10-300 15-100 -25°C
ions (Nuclear Physics)

E Premium partially depleted silicon SameasA but selected forextremelyhigh Si 7-450 100-500 +25°C to -30°C
performance $

F Heavy-ion partially depleted silicon Heavy-ion spectroscopy (Nuclear Physics) Si 100-900 >60 -25°C to -30°C

G High-purity germanium Medium energy charged-particle spec- High-Purity 75-800 7000-10 000 LN, temperature
troscopy (Nuclear Physics) Ge (77 K)

Partially depleted ion-implanted silicon Charged-particle spectroscopy in adverse Si 50-450 100 -25°C to -30°C
environment (Environmental Physics) t

P Position-sensitive ion-implanted silicon Simultaneous measurement of charged- Si 8 x 10- 100-1000 +25°C to -30°C
particle energy and position 8 x 47 t
(Nuclear Physics)

R Ruggedizede partially depleted silicon Charged-particle spectroscopy operable Si 50-2000 100-1000 +25°C to -30°C
in air and ambient light (cleanable, but 
somewhat less rugged than I Series)

X Epitaxial silicon Time-of-flight measurements with fission SI 10-100 2-10 +25°C
fragments (same as D but thinner deple- (Epitaxially
tion layer) deposited)

W Epoxyless silicon Charged-particle spectroscopy after tern- Si 50-100 100-300 +40°C to LN, (77 K)
perature cycling up to 200°C for ultra- (cyclable to 200°C)
high vacuum bakeout (Nuclear Physics
Hellium Backscattering Analysis)

'All resolution measurements are performed and warranted at 77 K for the G Series and at 21 ± 1
0

C for the other series
"Contacts are metal evaporated unless noted otherwise

t Measured with 5.47 MeV natural alpha particles.
AvailaDle with special cryogenic mount capable of cycling down to LN (77 K) temperature

"Trademark registered by EG&G ORTEC
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Microdot and BNC types of connectors are available for the different
mountings. Special detectors for specific experiments are designed on
request.

All standard totally depleted detectors and heavy-ion detectors
are cut off-axis from high-quality single-crystal silicon at a
specific angle to minimize ion channeling. The performance of each
detector is guaranteed as detailed in the Warranty Statement, and the
test data obtained for each detector are certified on the Quality
Assurance Data Sheet that accompanies each detector.

The EG&G ORTEC standard line of silicon charged-particle
detectors has long been recognized as excellent spectrometers because
of their long-term stability, small size, negligible dead layer, and a
pulse output that is linearly proportional to the particle energy
deposited for a wide range of particle types and energies. Many
special devices are manufactured including detectors for cryogenic or
light-tight application, Ruggedized detectors that can be
decontaminated by cleaning the front contact, and specially designed
housings with specific characteristics essential to an experimenter's
special needs.

Alpha Spectrometers
In the past few years self-

contained alpha spectrometers in-
cluding detector, vacuum chamber,
and some electronics, often in a
NIM package, have become increas-
ingly popular (Fig. 8). The EG&G
ORTEC 576 Alpha Spectrometer is fa
self-contained, double-wide NIM
which contains two independent
alpha-spectroscopy channels. Each
channel includes,a vacuum chamber,
choice of either (or both) a ver-
tical or horizontal sample holder,
Ruggedized low-background surface
barrier detector (300 mm 2 - 600
mm 2 ), detector bias supply, preamp-
lifier, shaping and stretching amp-
lifier, biased amplifier, test
pulser, and discriminator. Com-
plete Alpha Spectrometer systems
including vacuum manifolds gauges,
counters, computer interface, and
MCA multiplexers are available
(Fig. 9).

2M- -
UZZ~~~~rl ,j 

Figure 8. Dual Channel Alpha Spectrometer.

The combination of hybridized electronics with silicon detectors
has also made it possible to develop miniaturized counters for
environmentally rugged industrial or research applications (Fig. 10).
This unit, Diad II, includes a light-tight and cleanable silicon
detector (150 mm2 - 600 mm2 ), preamplifier, shaping amplifier, and
single-channel analyzer (SCA).
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Figure 9. Alpha .8 - Complete Alpha Spectroscopy Counting System.

Present Electronic Technology

EG&G ORTEC is the established leader in the manufacturing of NIM
modules and related products, offering the largest selection
available. Due to the large selection of product offerings, most of
the information in this section will be presented in tabular form with
only recent developments highlighted. The major categories to be
presented include Preamplifiers, Amplifiers, SCAs, Timing Electronics,
General Purpose NIMs, and Special Purpose NIMs. Extensive research
and development in the electronics area is performed daily with new
product announcements regularly occurring in every area. Some
publications by our technical staff are included in the Appendix for a
detailed view of some of the advancements to the state-of-the-art
provided by EG&G ORTEC. An excellent summary on recent developments
in nuclear related electronics has been presented by Paulus.6

Preamplifiers
A preamplifier is specifically designed to accept the signal from

a detector with minimum shaping time to preserve the maximum
signal-to-noise ratio. The types of detectors most frequently used in
nuclear research are germanium planar, silicon planar, germanium
coaxial, silicon charged-particle, scintillator photomultiplier,
electron multiplier, and gas proportional counter. EG&G ORTEC
manufactures many preamplifiers to optimize each detector
configuration (Fig. 11).
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Figure 10. Diad II - Industrial spectrometer
preamp, amp and SCA.

with cleanable silicon detector,

As mentioned in the detector section, our hybrid circuittechnology has permitted preamplifiers and high-voltage filters to bemanufactured in streamlined cryostats, thus eliminating the bulKy"boxes" attached to the detector and facilitating ease-of-use inshielded applications. This technology has also spawned highbandwidth devices capable of supporting high-rate energy and timespectroscopy experiments.

Figure 11. Preamplifier Selection Chart.

Charged-Particle Spectroscopy with Semiconductor Detector*

Model ensty
No Features (mV/MeV) Noise

Energy Chann
H242A Best timing and lowest noise 45 1 4 keV at 0 pF

for 0 to 100 pF detectors 34 keV at 100 pF
high sensitivity and ex- Timin chwnm
tremely small size 0,80 nV/Hz /2

Energy Chwannl
H242B Best timing and lowest noise 20 0 keV at 100 pF

for detectors witn capacitance 18.0 keV at
>100 pF high sensitivity and 1000 pF
extremely small size nming Chnml

0 65 nV/Hz;'2

142A Excellent timing and low noise 45 1 5 keV at 0 pF
for 0 to 100 pF detectors high 35 keV at 100 pF
sensitivity and small size

142B Excellent timing and low noise 20 2.2 keV at 0 DF
for detector capacitances 20 keV at
>100 pF small size 1000 pF

142AG Special preamplifier for HPGe 8 3 0 keV at 0 pF
charged particle detectors 50 keV at 100 pF

142AH Excellent timing and low 45 1 5 keV at 0 DF
noise for deep detectors nigh 3 5 keV at 100 pF 
bias voltage capaoility and
high sensitivity

142 ILI General-ourcose low-cost re- 45 1 8 keV at 0 oF
amp suitaple for use with 45 keV at 100 pF
charged particle detectors
scintillation detectors, or
proportional counters
L~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

Spectroscop¥ with Proportional Counters

Noie
1ItiIVrllty (FWHM

Feature (mV/MeV) Electron)

Low-noise, high-gain charge 300 800 at 0 pF
sensitive unit designed for use 1130 at 100 pF
with proportional counters

General-purpose low-cost pre- 45 500 at 0 pF
amp suitable for use with 1240 at 100 pF
charged particle detectors.
scintillation detectors or
proportional counters

Spectroscopy with Scintillation Detectors

Model
No Feaurem Gain

9301 Used with fast-rise-time PMTs 10 Volts/V
electron multipliers and
channel plates

113 Scintillation spectroscopy Sensitivity 5 mV/eV
with a 2 x 2-in
Nal detector

276 Scintillation spectroscopy Nal PMT gain
of 10"

142 IH Given above

'Data referenced for silicon detectors except for 142AG which is referenced for germanium
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Amplifiers
The heart of any good spectroscopy, counting, or timing system is

the amplifier. Figure 12 details our present amplifier selection.
All commonly used filter techniques are available: RC, delay line,
active filter with unipolar and bipolar outputs, and general purpose
wideband. The trend in recent years has been toward hands-off
operation with the advent of built-in pileup rejectors, gated baseline
restorers with automatic thresholds and circuitry to correct for dead
time in MCAs.

For ease of operator interfacing a wide selection of time
constants and gain ranges are available. Offset drifts have been
negated by using only the latest hybrid and monolithic circuitry and
short-circuit protection is standard on all instruments. Applying
these sound engineering principles ensures reliable and consistent
results.

Applications requiring quantitative energy spectroscopy and data
reduction at increasingly higher rates are becoming more common.
Examples include applications in the nuclear power industry, fusion
research, and neutron activation analysis. A paper by Becker7

provides good insight into the factors involved in obtaining good

Figure 12. Spectroscopy Amplifier Selection Chart.

Model Typical Applications

450
3-wide Spectroscopy
Amplifier

460
1-wide
Delay-Line
Amplifier

474
Timing
Filter Amplifier

570
1-wide Spectroscopy
Amplifier

571
1-wide Spectroscopy
Amplifier

572
1-wide Spectroscopy
Amplifier and Pileup
Rejector

574
Timing Amplifier

575
1-wide General-
Purpose Amplifier

579
Fast-Filter
Amplifier

590
1-wide Amplifier
and SCA

4890
1-wide Preamplifier/
Amplifier/SCA

Research applications with high-
resolution detectors, versatile
shaping-time-constant selection for
optimum resolution, differential
input capability

High-count rate and timing applica-
tions with proportional counters,
scintillation detectors, and
position-sensitive ion-implanted
and proportional detectors

Fast-Timing experiments with
Ge photon detectors and Si
charged-particle detectors

Economical high-resolution,
high-count rate applications
with scintillation, surface barrier.
or cooled detectors

High-resolution, high-count rate
applications with scintillation,
surface barrier, or cooled
detectors

High-resolution, high-count rate
applications with scintillation,
surface barrier or cooled
detectors

Fast-Timing experiments with
Ge photon detectors and Si
charged-particle detectors

Low-cost, general-purpose amplifier
for Nal detectors and proportional
counters

Fast-Timing experiments and high-
rate energy spectroscopy with
Ge photon detectors and Si
charged-particle detectors

Low-cost general-purpose Amplifier-
SCA combination useful with Nal,
proportional, or other detectors

Counting applications in nuclear
and x-ray spectroscopy involving
Nal detectors
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igure 13. A plot of the unpiled-up amplifier Figure 14. Energy resolution FWHM and peak
output as a function of input rate for six shift as a function of input count rate and

values of shaping time constants. filter amplifier time constant for a 28%
efficient HPGe detector for the 1.33MeV 60Co line.

results in a high count rate environment. To achieve the desired
results in high rate energy spectroscopy the experimenter must
consider not only the input rate but also the unpiled-up output rate.
A plot of the unpiled-up output rate as a function of input rate for
six values of shaping time is shown in Figure 13. The advantage of
shorter shaping time constants to achieve higher output count rates is
clearly shown. However, shorter time constants, also result in
increased noise and increased charge collection time effects. Typical
energy resolution and peak shift versus count rate at 1.33 MeV 60 Co Ls
shown in Figure 14. For a 28% efficient detector the energy
resolution broadening is less than 10% and the peak shift is less than
0.01% for count rates up to the maximum throughput rate. 8, 9

Wideband amplifiers are an integral part in many spectroscopy
systems. The principal building block in most wideband amplifiers is
the fast gain stage. Various filters may be added to this basic stage

Wideband amplifiers are an in-
tegral part in many spectroscopy
systems. The principal building
block in most wideband amplifiers
is the fast gain stage. Various
filters may be added to this basic
stage to optimize the signal or
slope-to-noise ratio for a given
application. Renner10 ,11 reported
the design, analysis, and per-
formance characteristics of a di-
rectly coupled wideband amplifier
designed and fabricated at EG&G
ORTEC using thick film hybrid in-
tegrated circuit technology. This
hybrid (Fig. 15) has becomean in-
tegral part in the development of
many new instruments (EG&G ORTEC
579, 535, 9305) due to its wide
bandwidth (3.0 ns rise time) in-
dependent of output signal level or
voltage gain, output drive

i e i! ! I 

Figure 15. Hybridized wideband amplifier
fabricated using thick film technology.
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capability (+ 5V into a 50-ohm load), high input and low output
impedance, and excellent dc and gain stability. This hybrid is used
in a new fast filter amplifier, Model 579, which includes a high-speed
gated baseline restorer. This combination allows input rates to
exceed 1 MHz while maintaining an accurate baseline.1 2

SCAs
A broad range of SCAs is available for timing or non-timing

applications involving positive or bipolar linear signals (Fig. 16).
Three SCA trigger types are available: lower-level, peak detect, and
constant fraction. The basic circuit for implementing the
trailing-edge constant fraction technique is patented by EG&G ORTEC.
When used after an energy spectroscopy amplifier, it provides the
minimum time walk in any available instrument.

When used with a time-to-amplitude converter (TAC) the Model 552
which uses the trailing-edge constant-fraction technique, can also be
used as a pulse shape analyzer. The best known application of this
technique is in the separation of the neutron and gamma responses of
some scintillators. Shape variations over a 200:1 dynamic range of
input signal amplitudes are possible with this combination.

Figure 16. Single-Channel Analyzer Selection Chart.

Integral
SCA Lower- Upper- Non- SCA

Model Output Level Level Delay Input External External linearity Output
No. Trigger Modes Range (V) Range (V) Range Coupling Strobe Baseline (%) Polarity

550 LLD reset Window, 002-10 0-10 or None ac No Yes <z0,25 Positive
normal or (10-turn) 0-1 or

integral (10-turn) dc

551 Constant Window, 0,1-10 0-10 or 0 1-1 1 As ac Yes Yes ±0.25 Positive
fraction normal or (10-turn) 0-1 1-11 bs or and

integral (10-turn) (10-turn) dc negative

552 Constant Window 040-10 0-10 or 01-1 1 s dc Yes Yes +±025 Positive
fraction normal (10-turn) 0-1 (10-turn) and

or integral (10-turn) negative

553 Constant Window 01-10 0-10 or 0 1-1 1 s dc No Yes +±0 25 Positive
traction normal or (10-turn) 0-1 (1-turn) and

integral (1-turn) negative

590 Peak Window 01-10 0-10 or None Input No Yes ±+025 Positive
detect (10-turn) 0-1 with directly

internal coupled to
lumper amplifier

(10-turn) output

4890 Peak Window 0 1-10 0-10 or None Input No Yes S -0.25 Positive
detect (10-turn) 0-1 directly

(10-turn) coupled to
amplifier
output

Timing Electronics
Electronic modules find wide usage in nuclear research

applications involving time measurements and timing spectroscopy. The
base modules for most of this work include constant fraction
discriminators (CFDs), timing (fast) filter amplifiers, and TACs.
EG&G ORTEC has pioneered many advances in timing technology, applying
the latest state-of-the-art techniques. Hybrid circuits have been
used to develop unique instruments such as differential constant
fraction discriminators and fast filter amplifiers with gated
restorers. Our Scientists and engineers continue to be important
contributors to scientific conferences, seminars, test standards and
leading scientific periodicals throughout the world. A list of some
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Figure 17. Constant Fraction Discriminators and Time-to-Amplitude Converters
Selection Chart.

CONSTANT FRACTION DISCRIMINATORS TIME-TO-AMPLITUDE CONVERTERS
473A General purpose with internal cable delay 457 TAC and Biased Amplifier
583 Differential with slow-risetime reject 566 Single-width, positive or negative inputs
584 Economical, general purpose with 5mV threshold 567 TAC/SCA with 10 ns - 2 ms useable range
934 Quad - 100 MHz

EG&G ORTEC publications are listed in the Appendix under Timing
publications.

A broad product family exists for both CFDs and TACs (Fig. 17).
Other pioneering work in this area includes the first quad 100 MHz CFD
and the only TAC with a biased amplifier for precision time
spectroscopy.

General Purpose NIMs
EG&G ORTEC offers a variety of convenient modules with which

spectroscopy systems can be configured. These include: counters,
timers, ratemeters, high-voltage supplies, delays, gates, coincidence
units, printers, controllers, pulse generators and much more. New
"smart" NIM modules are now available to take the unequalled front-end
processing of NIM electronics into any type of computer. With hybrid
circuits, large scale integration, and microprocessor components, the
cost per channel is rapidly decreasing while the performance is
expanding. In this light, the future of NIM electronics seems very
bright as a price and performance competitive solution to present and
future nuclear experimentation.

Special NIMs
The following is a partial list of NIM electronics designed for

special applications. Many of these modules were designed upon
customer request and have become popular in the general market place.
EG&G ORTEC is always eager to learn of special product needs and
invites customers to communicate their needs accordingly.

Partial List of Special NIM Electronics

*Pileup Inspector *Pulse Shape Analyzer
*Dual Sum and Invert Amp *Alarm Control
*Digital Current Integrator *Time Calibrator
*Position Sensitive Detector *Spectrum Scanner
Analyzer *Dual Alpha Spectrometer
*Multiplexer/Router *Manual and Automatic LN 2
*Analog to Digital Converter Controllers
*NIM Fans *Photon Counting

Instruments

Multichannel Analyzers and Systems

The microprocessor has and will continue to revolutionize data

acquisition products. New multichannel analyzers (MCAs) for instance,
arrive with startling regularity among all vendors. The fundamental
concern is one of human engineering, tailoring the machine to man.
Software is the key ingredient for the ultimate success of any
acquisition system. EG&G ORTEC maintains a large staff of system
engineers experienced in hardware, firmware, and software design.
This expertise has brought to the industry a new level of human
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engineering with automatic self-tests, soft-key input panels,
programmable transportable instruments, analysis software, and much
more.

Small, Smart, Transportable MCAs
Truly the microprocessor's effect upon data acquisition products

is most evident in MCAs. Over the past few years a remarkable
revolution in MCAs has taken place. The large, heavy, and usually
cumbersome MCA has been reduced to a very manageable and transportable
package capable of many computing powers only found in large,
minicomputer-based systems. EG&G ORTEC has recently introduced two
new small, smart, and transportable MCAs (Fig. 18), which includes a
self-contained Preamp/Amp, SCA, ADC, detector high-voltage supply,
printer (plus other I/O devices), and computer interfaces. 3
These units are user programmable and maintain a high level of human
interfacing by providing soft-key entry, self-test diagnostics, and
battery backup to protect important spectral data.

The MCA market is an exciting
and dynamic field. As more com-
puting power is made available in
smaller packages, at attractive
prices, the need to "hand" analyze
data will soon disappear. Even
today many MCAs are available which
include all necessary front-end
processing in a lightweight and
transportable package with enough
computing power to solve most
routine calculations.
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Figure 18. Model 7100 MCA. Soft-keys,
self-testing, and user programming

improve human interfacing.

Data Acquisition and Analysis Systems (DAAS)
The EG&G ORTEC 7000 Series (Fig. 19) is the most sophisticated

generation in DAAS available. It is designed to provide
spectroscopists with a customized system to meet their exact demands.
The applications and user-oriented hardware, firmware, software, and
wide range of options allow a system to meet the most complicated
measurement and analysis requirements.

From the most sophisticated multiuser sytem (7050 Family) to the
relative simplicity of a stand-alone data acquisition unit (7010), the
7000 family can be configured in many ways. Some key features of the
MCA which are common to all 7000 series DAAS are:

1. Distributed processing--the MCA contains four microprocessors
which allow data acquisition, display, input/output and control, and
data analysis to be performed independently and rapidly.

2. Multiple bus architecture--this prevents bottle necks in the
system which might slow down the data flow. Total input rates of
440,000 counts per second can be handled without degradation of
display or interference with I/O operations.
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3. Communication--unlversally , =
accepted serial links (RS-232-C or 0 

20 mA current loop) are used for i il
bidirectional communication.

4. Operation--the MCA is a true ? -_
computer peripheral and all MCA
controls can be emulated by a com-
puter.

Data acquisition and analysis
systems can be configured around 
any standard DEC-based computer 
system or a prepackaged computer g '

system, the 1150. The 1150 series
of computer systems were developed
with flexibility, serviceability,
and ease-of-expansion in mind. The
system is modular in design and can

depending on the DEC LSI-11 micro-
computer selected, the system disk
required, and the size of computer
memory desired.

Figure 19. 7000 Series DAAS. A sophisticated
system designed for flexibility

and ease of use.

Data Management and Operating Systems (DMOS)
and Language Processors

Each computer based DAAS requires a DMOS and language processor.
The DMOS includes a monitor or executive and systems program that
organizes the given computer and peripheral devices (i.e., MCA,
printer, disk, etc.) into a working unit for the development and/or
execution of application programs. DEC RSX-llM (multiuser) and RT-11
(singleuser) are both available.

Two types of language processors to be used include standard
Fortran or Basic for use with the RT-11 or RSX-llM DMOS.

Applications/Analysis Software
EG&G ORTEC presently offers two types of analytical software

packages for use with different detector systems--GELIGAM4 for use with
germanium detectors and SCINGAM for use with scintillation detectors.
These packages are combined with additional programs and features to
provide analytical software packages for specific applications.

GELIGAM
GELIGAM was developed to provide software which will give the

highest accuracy possible without sacrificing speed or flexibility.
Some of the important features of GELIGAM are:
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Calibration--operates independently in two sections. The first
section calibrates the system for energy in
keV versus channel and shape. The second section calibrates
detector efficiency versus energy.
Correction for Decay During Acquisition--automatically corrects
nuclide time of count for the decay that occurs during data
acquisition.
GAMMA 1 Analysis--is a library directed isotopic analysis
routine.
GAMMA 2 Analysis--is a general peak search routine where the
centroid energies of the peaks found are compared with the
entries in the library being used.
GAMMA 3 Analysis--software is an alternative or supplement to
deconvolution allowing separation of those peaks too close to
accurately deconvolute.
Minimum Detectable Activity--complies with HASL-300 and reports
the true level of activity that can be detected in a particular
counting situation.
Peaked Background Correction--automatically subtracts the net
area due to background continuum.
Sorption Correction--corrects for attenuation of photons passing
through an external filter or the sample itself.
Geometry Correction--allows the extrapolation of a detector
efficiency function from a calibrated geometry to an uncalibrated
geometry.
Resolution Test--determines detector performance for resolution,
centroid and peak-to-Compton ratio.
Quality Assurance-- determines daily the performance of each
detector system and stores the data for long-term accessing in a
format suitable for auditing.
Random Summi-g Correction--corrects for loss of count caused by
pulse pileup.
Activity Averaging--performed for multi-peaked nuclides: statis-
tical tests eliminate inappropriate peaks from the average.
Nuclide Identification--tests for the presence of all peaks
contained in a multi-peaked library entry to assure the user that
the nuclide is present.

Environmental Packages
Model 6523 includes all of the GELIGAM features plus the tables

of maximum permissible concentrations in air and water above natural
background specified by NRC in Title 10CFR20-Appendix B and by the
Department of Energy in DOE Manual 0524-Annex A.

Nuclear Power Plant Packages
Model 6527 includes all of the GELIGAM features plus provisions

for the determination of the Lower Limits of Detection (LLD) for a
nuclear power plant's gamma energy analysis system. LLD reports the
calculated lower limits of detection in a format suitable for
comparison with technical specifications.

SCINGAM Software Packages
The scintillation detector analytical software is a system of

modular programs designed specifically for the analysis of gamma
spectra obtained by any type of scintillation detector. SCINGAM is
the general purpose gamma spectrum and data reduction program. EG&G
ORTEC has added necessary and desirable data tests, DMOS interactions,
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and input/output changes. ALPHA-M is a linear least-squares fitting
of total gamma nuclide, standard spectra.

Suspected Nuclides--SCINGAM offers the means of identifying
nuclides missing from the standard used in the data reduction
routine. This program is implemented automatically.

Whole Body Counting Packages
Model 6524 Whole Body Counting Packages contain all of the

features of SCINGAM plus facilities for the calculation of Percent
Maximum Permissible Organ Burden. The Whole Body Counter (WBC)
Analytical Software will automatically calculate and report the
individual nuclide, percent of Maximum Permissible Organ Burden (MPOB)
for one, two, or three organs and the summation %MPOB per patient
organ. The only requirement is the presence of the MPOB table. An
MPOB table containing ICRP values is supplied in the package.

A quick, critical level rejection feature is also included which
offers a quick means of testing a spectrum for the presence of any
significant activity.

Master Library
Master, Library is a nuclear data library containing 205 nuclides,

720 photon peaks and associated nuclear data such as half-life and
nuclear uncertainty. This library is compiled from data produced by
the Nuclear Data Group, Oak Ridge National laboratory, Oak Ridge,
Tennessee, USA.

Systems

Gamma Lab Series
The Gamma Lab Series is a completely packaged radionuclide

acquisition and analysis system. Each configuration within the series
contains a germanium detector, lead shield, signal processing
electronics, a data acquisition and analysis system, printer,
accessory peripherals, and complete software including DMOS, language
processor, and application or analysis software. Every component in
the system is designed and selected to provide measurement
sensitivities in excess of those required to comply with today's
exacting Lower Limits of Detection. A comprehensive selection of
application or analysis software is available to the Gamma Lab Series
user with detailed data sheets, application notes, and many levels of
training available.

Special Systems
EG&G ORTEC is making rapid strides in the use of computer-based

analysis and offers complete instruments for the following areas:
*Neutron Activation Analysis *Process Monitoring
*Environmental Monitoring *Waste Assay Monitoring
*Nuclear Dosimetry *Whole Body and Lung Burden
*Quality Assurance Analysis

Materials Analysis/ECAT Scanners
For qualitative and quantitative microanalysis, EG&G ORTEC

produces the EEDS-II (Economical Energy Dispersive Spectrometer)
systems. These are used in combination with electron microscopes.
Paper companies, semiconductor manufacturers, independent
laboratories, and government environmental research facilities are
among those operating the EEDS-II instrumentation.

A new development permits digital image processing of the sample
areas being viewed. This exciting new technique opens new frontiers
in microscopic evaluation.
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The TEFA (Tube-Excited Fluorescence Analyzer) is EG&G ORTEC's
other major product for industrial applications. TEFA performs sample
analysis rapidly and automatically and identifies the elements present
and the quantity of each. The mining, metal, and agricultural
industries have been principal TEFA users. TEFAs are also employed in
the continuing search for uranium in phosphate rock which is processed
to make fertilizers.

EG&G ORTEC offers a coordinated family of ECAT Scanners to serve
the needs of each application of positron computed tomograph imaging.
The ECAT II Scanner and the new high resolution, multiple-plane ECAT
III Scanner are designed for imaging the whole body. The high
resolution, multiple plane, Neuro-ECAT Scanners are optimized for
imaging the head, infants, and small animals.

The ECAT Scanners provide quantitatively accurate images showing
the distribution of positron-emitting radiopharmaceuticals in a
cross-section slice of the body. The data from these images are used
to quantitatively measure physiological functions such as metabolism,
blood perfusion, etc. This technique provides an in vivo
determination of the rates of these physiological processes within
small regions of the tomographic slice.

EG&G ORTEC is the only commercial supplier of positron computed
tomography scanners having units installed world-wide and operating
routinely.

Customer Services

Field Offices
EG&G ORTEC is the world's largest supplier of nuclear instruments

and 'systems. A full list of the worldwide sales offices is included
in the Appendix. Each office is in direct telex communication with
the home office in the United States. -- Regional applications
laboratories provide rapid response to all technical and commercial
inquiries.

TLC
The Technical Liaison Center (TLC), is a factory based group

devoted entirely to providing technical and sales information to
customers and sales personnel worldwide. The group is comprised of
several Technical Specialists and a Manager with many years of
cumulative experience in the nuclear field. Each Specialist is
devoted to a geographical area and is also an expert in one product
(i.e. Silicon Surface Barrier Detectors, Photon Detectors, NIM
Electronics and Multichannel Analyzer/Data Acquisition Systems).

TLC is focused on solutions to customer problems and draws upon
all EG&G ORTEC resources to accomplish this. Questions may be as
simple as picking the correct electronic module or as complex as
configuring a nuclear power plant post accident sampling system.
Worldwide communications are available via a microprocessor-based
telex center to expedite rapid flow of information.

Warranty
All EG&G ORTEC products are designed and manufactured to strict

quality standards. A warranty statement is furnished with each
instrument.

Repairs
EG&G ORTEC maintains a highly qualified staff of field engineers

who have received extensive technical training on all our products and
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their operation. These people are nearby in all parts of the world
and will aid in solving any installation or operation problems. They
are backed by the entire factory staff and can arrange for the
necessary repair, recalibration, or parts replacement, either within a
warranty period or at a later date.

If needed, maintenance can be performed on site. Budgetary
prices for field service visits can be obtained from a local
representative. In the case of highly complex or special systems,
prior arrangements can be made to have field service performed at the
nearest specialist service center.

EG&G ORTEC has specialist service centers with well-equipped,
factory-trained specialists in several locations in Western Europe,
Brazil, Japan, the Middle East, and Malaysia to support local service
facilities. Fixed-price annual agreements for maintenance and
calibration services can also be negotiated.

Operating and Service Manuals
Each EG&G ORTEC instrument is shipped with a comprehensive manual

containing detailed operating and applications procedures, together
with schematics, circuit descriptions, and suggested trouble-shooting
procedures.

Replacement Parts
Comprehensive parts inventories are held at specialist service

centers throughout the world. Any parts that are not available at the
nearest center are shipped on a priority basis from the factory,
usually on the day of receipt of a telexed request.

Recommended kits of spare parts are available for installations
geographically distant from the nearest service center or when minimum
down-time is critical.

Training
Training schools can be scheduled for the service or use of data

acquisition and analysis systems. These schools are routinely
scheduled and usually cover a two-week period to provide extensive
training. With proper advance notification, shorter training schools
can be provided on specific topics relating to any product(s) of EG&G
ORTEC.

Concluding Remarks

EG&G ORTEC is a company its people are proud of. Born at the
very beginning of the commercial nuclear age, EG&G ORTEC today stands
second to none as a developer and supplier of nuclear equipment. The
products, ranging from discrete nuclear instrumentation modules to
complete, highly-sophisticated systems, are found in advanced
government and industrial laboratories as well as in geographically
remote sites throughout the world. Not the least of the reasons for
this exceptional acceptance of EG&G ORTEC and its products is the
dedication and advanced professional skills of its people--scientists,
engineers, and technicians who are proud of their purpose and its
achievement: to build the finest instruments possible. This
dedication has led to substantial growth throughout the company's
history. As a division of EG&G it is part of a "Fortune 500"
scientific company with some $800,000,000 in sales and over 14,000
employees.
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RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN MICROPROCESSOR-BASED
DATA SYSTEMS

A.C. BURLEY
Nuclear Enterprises Ltd,
Beenham.
United Kingdom

Abstract

Nuclear Enterprises Limited manufacture a broad range of nuclear
instruments. The paper describes some of the typical products, including
a newly developed multichannel analyzer, and a data acquisition system
based on a desk computer. Some information is presented on a complete
microprocessor controlled personnel monitor, and on several systems
used in life sciences.

1. Company Background and Products

Nuclear Enterprises Limited has been in existence since the mid 1950's. From
then until this date it has been a major innovator in the field of nuclear
instrumentation. Recently introduced microprocessor based products have
emphasised the company's attitude to the use of new technology. Some of these
products will be described in the following sections.

The company has manufacturing and marketing facilities at Beenham in the
county of Berkshire and at Edinburgh in Scotland. The total complement of
personnel is approximately 400. As a member of the THORN-EMI group of
companies it has marketing outlets in many areas of the world. Coverage in
other countries is carried out by agents who specialise in nucleonics.

The Edinburgh factory is responsible for the production and sales of the
following products:-

Plastic and Liquid Sclntillators

Hyperpure germanium detectors

NIMS

Steel rooms and Whole Body Nbnltors

High performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) systems

Radloimmunoassay systems

at Beenham the product ranges are as follows:-

Health Physics

Radiological Instruments

Laboratory Instruments

Geophysical Instruments

CAMAC

Microprocessor developments have been carried out independently at both sites;
the choice of technology depending on the application and the skills of the
personnel involved. Thus the company has a broad knowledge of processor
systems.
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2. H EALTH PHYSICS

2.1 Microprocessor Controlled Personnel Monitor

through the m tor and displays alarms states. It is accessed via an

PM7 sata t owinmise its perfoanePM7 in usent. The

The IPM7 measures radioactive contamination of the body raDidly and
effficiently. Excellent polar response is provided by closely mounted arrays
of gasystems flcapable roportional detectors which help to minimise dead areas. Its
microrocesr performs data acquisition, controls the movent of personnel
thr hh e munito displays an apay larms stin ates. It is accessed via an

Uniqua firmware aximises the detector sensitivity and applies smoothing
corrections. Operating parameters such as probability of detection, alarm
rate and attenuation factor may be entered into the system. The IPMck7 will use
this data to optimise its perfor ance in the backlroun whie s present. The
system is capable of measuring low energy betas (4C, 5 S), without dead
areas, for the majority of paersaonnel. me on

The mimic display and alphanumeric indicator show conditions of alarm, counter
ontamination, low counts, decreased gas gain, loss of HV, loss of gas

program failure and other fault conditions so that remedial action can
otherefore be tak tring a tren quickly.o ata oo 

ccmple ad in one or two seconds. Traf mC lights on the slde of the instrument

The modular electronic system is easily accessible when the hinged doors are
opened. The microprocessor, scalers and supporting circuits are itouted on
Eurocards housed in a small card frame. Down time is mimimised by simple
replacement of boards.

Personnel t-roughput is greater than for many competitive instruments because
of the method of monitoring and treatment of data. Monitoring may be
ccToleted in one or two seconds. Traffic lights on the side of the instrument
indicate the operational state of the IPM7, and barriers can be fitted to
control the Dassage of personnel.
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2.2 Personal Pocket Dosemeter System - PPD1

t

PPD1 Dosemeter

The PPD1 measures x and gamma radiation, dose and doserate, over the energy
range 60 KeV to 3 MeV. It is a low power microprocessor based dosemeter
designed to supplement traditional dosemeters. The meter generates
characteristic audio outputs when dose and doserate alarms levels are
exceeded. It measures the highest doserate encountered and provides a
continuous dose display readout. Over 40,000 individual identity settings may
be selected. It incorporates a separate memory support battery in order to
maintain data integrity. The stored data may be read out by a PDI1 manually
controlled interface and printer or via a connection to a host computer.

Under computer control the dosemeter system may interrogate dose records and
automatically adjust alarm levels.

A single charger unit allows up to ten PPD1 dosemeters to be charged
simultaneously. When the unit is inserted into the charger the identity
number is displayed.

3. RADIOLOGICAL INSTRUMENTS

Farmer Dosemeter 2570

T-ia...., ,, ... -, .. .v

T Tea,

T/oicai Tneraoy Svstem
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The Farmer Dosemeter is a battery powered portable microprocessor based
electrometer designed to accurately measure dose and doserate exposure to X
and gamm radiation.

Front panel switches and keypad allow the operator to select the measurement
mode, the type of ionisation chamber used and to enter correction factors for
temperature and pressure. The measured value and units are displayed on
liquid crystal displays.

It can be used to measure exposure in the unit Rontgen or Gray by simply
changing three internal connections. This allows the Farmer to be operated in
any country no matter which unit is used. Its excellent long term stability
is achieved by use of the Townsend Balance circuit. The balance is
accomplished by the microprocessor control firmware in conduction with a
digital to analogue converter which is used to "back off" the circuit.

A typical therapy system is as follows:-

2570

2571

2581

Precision Dosemeter R/Gy

Reference Chamber (graphite)

Rugged Routine Chamber
a~~~~~~~~-

'095~~ ·8---
2503/3 Reference Source

2528 Portable Water Phantom

2581 Chamrbe

4. LABORATORY INSTPRUENTS

4.1 Microprocessor Based Scaler Ratemeter - SR7

�

_ .

The Scaler Rateme-er SR7 is intended for the counting and simple analysis of
pulses from nuclear radiation detectors such as scintillation, Geiger-Mueller,
semiconductor detectors or proportional counters and provides a bias voltage
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of up to 2.5KV. It is suitable for use with the PSC1 range of sample changers
and the LSC2 Liquid Scintillation Counter. Counts can be accumulated in two
channels simultaneously. Count rates are calculated and results are displayed
and transmitted in four modes of operation.

The visual output consists of an eight character display controlled by push
buttons. Six digits indicate the contents of an internal register used to
store counts, time, count rate or preset limits. One character identifies the
register being displayed and another character indicates the operating node
i.e. one cycle, digital rate, periodic count or high voltage scan. Range and
control settings are entered via a keypad which is interrogated by the
microprocessor. Any value of time, counts, alarm rates or chart ranging may
be preset within the range.

The signal outputs consist of two 20mA serial current loops. One generates a
ASCII character for printout. The second output can be connected to a device
for recording graphs of count rate against time or high voltage. A chart
recorder interface 5281 is available for use with conventional chart
recorders.

An auxiliary alarm output level changes state if the measured count rate
exceeds a presettable level.

The SR7 is supported by a range of counting accessories:-

LSC2 Lauid Scintillation Counter detects nano curie quantities of tritium,
carbon 14 or similar low energy beta emitting isotopes. It incorporates two
photomultipliers in a coincidence counting array.

PSC1 Automatic Planchette Sample Changer accommodates up to 50 samples with
head units for alpha, beta or low background beta counting.

Shielded Head Units employing scintillation or Geiger Mueller detectors
provide a convenient means of measuring gamma or x radiation from solid or
liquid samples.

Geiger Lead Castles

Bulk Assay Counter for arrays

Crystal Photomultlplier Demountable Assemblies for X-ray and gamma counting.
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4.2 ;.croDrocessor Based 1024 Channel Analyser - PA1

.r _ - ' -5V,

f- a-^APULSe HErGi!Tr ANALYSER PHAl

Fo e - t.' 
ana! -- 5__

~_ _

The PHA1 is a compact, lightweight 1024 channel analyser which combines goodperformance with low power consumption and high reliability in a modularsystem of Eurocard based distributed microprocessors. It is a full analysersystem which includes preamplifier, amplifier and H.V. supply of up to 2500V,together with a bright clear flicker free television display. Direct sampleconnection of a scintillation or germanium detector provides a completeradiation counting system.

Two keypads allow simple operation by the user. He or she may select thegroup size from either 256, 512 or 1024 channels, H.V. value, real time, livetime or count limit to control the acquisition, ADC conversion gain, anddigital back bias. A running cursor allows the user to set up a region ofinterest and to integrate counts over that region. Acquisition can bestarted, stopped and continued. Data may be transferred between groups,output to peripherals or host computer, input from peripherals or erased. Afull range of peripheral equipment allows data to be filed and hard copied.All data is transferred by an RS232/2CmA serial data port.
It is possible to perform activity studies related to time by repeatingacquisitions with similar time limits and plotting the counts integrated overthe region of interest as a function of acquistion number. This is done inPHA1 by transferring the integrated counts into successive locations of thenext group at the completion of each acquisition.

Further flexibility is provided by the memorise facility of PHA1.
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This allows the user to input a sequence of commands to be executed in order
and if specified, to be repeated a preset number of times. Such a
configuration allows spectra to be acquired, manipulated and output before
erasing the acquisition group and recommencing acquistion for a number of
cycles. This permits unattended data logging over long periods.

The data electronics is contained within 5 Eurocards. 2 spare slots are
provided for expansion or special interfacing. Front end processing is
carried out within the ADC module to control the conversion and apply back
bias, the display driver, to format the picture and generate alpha numerics,
the keyboard module, to process incoming character strings. A processor
module provides overall control of the analyser. Firmware is contained within
EPROMs associated with each microprocessor.

The 12 bit sliding scale, successive approximation ADC offers exceptional
linearity and conversion gains from 2.5 to 20 millivolts per channel. This is
backed by an auto-incrementing CM3S memory of 24 bit word length.

A video output is provided so that remote display monitors may be connected to
the analyser or a hard copy of the displayed information achieved using a
video printer.

PHA1 system with TP55 Video Printer

IMI

U~

I~~~~6

,---~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

PHA1 with Scintillation Detector and Digital Recorder
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5. CAMLAC

5.1 Microna Processor - 9081

Nuclear Enterprises' CAMAC systems activities are centred mainly around the
Microna Processor type 9081. This processor module contains Data General's
Micro Nova processor which features a 16 bit word length and hardware

multiply/divide. Memory support is provided by 31K words of RAM and 512 words
of PROM bootstrap loader. A cycle time of 250 nanoseconds and comprehensive
instruction set ensure efficient execution of code.

The module communicates with the CAMAC dataway via the Microna Controller type
9089 which allows full 24 bit data transfers with interrupt and 16 bit Data
Channel transfers. It is fitted with a serial port to allow connection of a
user terminal.

5.2 Display Driver - 9093

The 9093 drives a monochrone television monitor. It incorporates a picture
memory which as a matrix of 512 x 256 points. This is formatted by a
microprocessor in one of four modes; alpha numeric, in which characters sent
by the host are printed on the screen, point plot, which allows individual
dots to be specified for bright-up by specifying their x.y coordinates,
spectrum mode in which for each y coordinate specified the x cordinate is
incremented by a preset number, and line mode which draws lines in the
horizontal or vertical axes.

When a.standard televisidn monitor is connected a useful graphics facility is
provided.

5.3 Minidiskette - 9096

The latest useful addition to the CAMAC range has been the Minidiskette type
9096. This is a 5 width CAMAC module which incorporates a 5¼ inch disk
drive. The module contains a micro computer which blocks data and performs
its own file management. Thus the task of file handling is taken from the
host processor software which has to merely specify the filename, open and
close the file, and transfer the data.
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5.4 .Mcronalab Systens
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MlcronaiaD MCA

The Micronalab system is based upon the Microna Processor, Display Driver and
Minidiskette. It is sold as a development system or as one of the two
standard packages; either a 4096 channel MCA or 64 channel data logger.

The Micronalab MCA is shown above and features a keyboard with special MCA
functions together with either a built in or free-standing display monitor.

The software system includes a small simple operating system called NEDUS
which performs all file handling and supports CATY CAMAC language. CATY has a
BASIC - like syntax and offers the interactive features of BASIC plus CAMAC
Input-Output ccmmand mnemonics and the fast execution of compiled code. The
two systems mentioned are both programmed entirely in CATY thus providing the
benefits of easily understood documentation and ease of modification for
specially tailored systems.
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6. NIMS

6.1 ComDuterised NIM Multi-Channel Analvser
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The low cost NE4696 NIM 1024-Channel Analyser can be converted into a
computing P.H.A. system when interfaced to a Commodore PET by means of the
6571 Superset Software Package.

Superset is a set of enhancements to the standard CBM BASIC which allows the
user to control the NE4694 MCA and to transfer data from it to the PET via a
cable which is provided as part of the package. The extensions take the form
of a number of extra commands which may be used directly or from within a
program. The commands are used to manipulate and display the spectral data,
store and retrieve it on/from the diskette and reproduce it on hard copy using
a standard PET printer.

The normal PET screen provides a horizontal resolution of 40 and a vertical
resolution of 200. Use of a High Resolution Graphics Board type HR40 improves
the resolution to 320 horizontally and 200 vertically. The software drives
either type of display.

Utility programs ZOOM, LIST and PRINT are also provided as part of the
standard package to give several additional functions. These are written in
CBM BASIC together with some of the SUPERSET extensions.

A sample spectrum CAESIUM 137 can be used to demonstrate the use of the
conmands.

The package is summarised in the following table:-
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SYSTEM FOR PULSE HEIGHT ANALYSIS

N.E. LLmited can supply or part of:-

Prerequisites

1. A model 4032 or 3032 PET

2. A model 4040 Diskette Drive

The Package

3. SUPERSET 3032 software diskette or,
SUPERSET 4302 software diskette or,
SUPERSETGB for a 4032 with HR40

4. Cable type 45050227 PET - 4694

5. SUPERSET Enhancement Manual

Options

6. NE4694 NIM MCA

7. HR40 High Resolution Graphics Board

8. 4022 or other PET compatible printer

Utility Programs

ZOC.

Key

9

cC

or

Z or SHIFT/Z

R or L

0 or SHIFT/O

1 or 2

P

S or SHIFT/S

+ or -

LIST

PRI.NT

- a menu of options selected by key

- Option

-Display Menu

- Cursor on/off

- Cursor right or left

- Zoom in or out

- Pan right or left

- Pan up or down

- Fix LH or RH ROI at cursor

- Plot ROI on printer

- Integrate ROI

Decrease or increase scale

- Accelerate or decelerate

- Lists channel values on screen

- Prints channel values on printer
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SUPRFSET Commands

All cammands can be used either in program mode
(as part of a numbered statement), or in direct mode.

They are loaded by using:- DLOAD "SUPERSET"

The command set comprises:-

1. @ COUNT (T1,T2)

2. @ FETCH (F)

3. @ CLEAR (L)

4. @ MOVE (L)

5. 8 EXCHANGE

6. e ADD (N)

7. @ SUBTRACT (N)

8. @ DISPLAY (C1,C2,S,O)

9. @ LOAD "filename", n

10. @ SAVE "filename", n

11. @ CURSORS (C1,C2)

12. Variable = @ CHANNEL(C)

13. @ (variable)=expression

- Walt/Clear/Count

- Fetch spectrum

- Clear spectrum

- Moves A to B

- Exchanges A and B

- Add N*B to A

- Subtract N*B from A

- Specify display

- Loads spectrum

- Saves spectrum

- Displays cursors

- Sets variable to the channel
contents

- Transfers values to the
enhancements

WHEE: -

T1 denotes Count Time

T2 denotes Wait Time

F denotes number of channels

L may be either spectrum A or B

N denotes an integer

C1 denotes a lower channel

C2 denotes a upper channel

S denotes a scaling factor

0 denotes an offset

n is the device number ( 8 for diskette)

(variable) can be (T1) through (0)
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6.2 Mossbauer Spectrometer
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The Nuclear Enterprises Mossbauer Spectrometer is illustrated -in the block
diagram. A source is moved cyclically by the vibrator driven from a waveform
generator and servo amplifier. Gamma rays transmitted or scattered by the
specimen are detected by a proportional or scintillation counter. The pulses
are amplified, analysed and then counted by a NIM 4694 in multi-channel
scaling mode. A channel address advance signal is transmitted by the waveform
generator to the analyser so that counts are accrued for 1024 values of
velocity. The difference in recorded counts gives the desired transmission or
scattering. The following Table itemises the'system components:-

Drive System Detection Ststem Cont.

* MWG 200 Waveform Generator
* MSA 200 Servo Amplifier
* MV 200 Vibrator

Source and Crvogencis

NE 4694
NE 4699
NE 4601

1024 Channel Analyser
NIMs Display
NIMs Bin

Data System

MNC 200
MTC 200
CTD 154

Nitrogen Cryostat & Insert
T mperature Controller
'Co 20mCi source

MDA
MDA
MDA
ADA
MDA
MDA
MDA

200
201
202
203
204
205
206

Apple II 48K Computer
Dual Diskette & Controller
Colour Monitor & Interface
132 Column Impact Printer
Serial Interface
Diskette Operating System
Load & Display Software

Detection System

MPC 200
NE 5289
NE 4660
NE 4630

Proportional Counter
Preampli fier
High Voltage
Amplifier/Analyser

* Units developed by AERE, Harwell
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7. LIFE SCIE CES

7.1 ISOFLO HPLC SCstem
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An Apple II based system has been developed for the ISOFLO HPLC

use in Universities, Hospitals, Drug Companies and Radioisotope

Centres.

counter for
Production

The discriminated pulses output fram the ISOFLO are counted on a multichannel

scaler card which plugs into the Apple motherboard. The software system

allows the user to control the acquisition for a specified time dump the

acquired chromatogram on diskette and display it on the monitor. It is also

possible to analyse the chromatogram to obtain a printout of the peaks and

their intensity in order to identify the compound under investigation.

One of the most important features of the ISOFLO is the Flow Cell, which can

be stripped down, cleaned and repacked very easily by the user.

The Splitter Mixer type S,200 enables the user to obtain precise mixing ratios

of liquid scintillant and eluate while at the same time controlled stream

splitting ensures accurate fraction collection of uncontaminated eluate for

further analysis.
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7.2 Mlicroprocessor Based Gamma Counter - 1612

The NE1612 twelve well gamma counter features twelve channel simultaneous
sample counting for Padioimmunoassay. Diedicated software eliminates errors
and simplifies user needs for four curve fits, hepatitis study and T3
update. There is a facility for calibrating the wells and storing different
protocols.

7.3 NE1600 and Desk Top ComDuters

The 16 well gamma counter type 1600 has been interfaced to the Hewlett Packard
HP85 and Apple II computers. Sofware packages include RIA, encoding 4 curve
fits, many quality control parameters and a Hepatitis pack for classifying
antibody and antigen levels.

I/vo
r Rom

Rom 16K RS232C
1 l 0 '3 ^ e nd ul e "-Drawer M 240V MAINS

240V -
MAINS

N 60
H HP85

_ || NE 1600 _
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THE CANBERRA VIEW OF NUCLEAR DATA
ACQUISITION AND ANALYSIS

W. BERNHARDT
Canberra,
Vienna, Austria

Abstract

Canberra manufactures a complete line of nuclear modular instruments,
solid state radiation detectors and a multiplicity of data acquisition
devices. The paper describes the most typical products: different series
of multichannel analyzers, as well as complete computer-based systems.
The available software is also listed.

Canberra Industries was formed in 1965. Then it was little

more than an electronics job shop in the nuclear instrument marketplace.

Today, Canberra is the largest supplier of nuclear instruments in the en~ad,

and operates the largest independent clinical laboratory in the State

of Connecticut.

In the beginning, the nuclear physics research community was

Canberra's primary marketplace. Instrument flexibility and variety were

required if our customers were going to continue advancing the state of

their art. Canberra responded agressively; by the late 196o's scores of

NIM's, were offered as well as solid state radiation oetectors. By 197o

Canberra become the second largest NIM supplier in the world, and a major

factor in the detector marketplace.

Launching the 7o's, Canberra instituted a focused growth plan

within the nuclear instrument field. It was envisaged that our customers

would need complete problem solving systems. At the first step, the

Geoscience Multichannel Analyzer line was acquired and a broad line of

advanced multichannel analyzers was developed to complement our

detectors and NIM's.

Next, Canoerra began a program of investments into rapidly

growing overseas markets by establishing joint ventures in Germany,

England and the Benelux countries, and by securing long term trade

agreements with established nuclear suppliers with strong customer

service records. Our strategy worked and the company fared well in the

70's.
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Over the past decade Canberra grew at 25% annually in sales and profits.

Today it is financially strong, self sufficient, and able to internally

finance its orowth.

Tne So's will present new and tougner cnallenges. Canberra is

keeping acreast. It possesses a young, vital management team, a track

record over the past oecade that is the envy of the industry, and

financial strenght. In the field of nuclear instrumentation, the next

fiften years will be even more exciting than the first.

Canberra's grouth record, management style, and entrepreneurial

spirit enable it to attract highly skilled, and motivated employees.

A large portion of company's personnel are professionals with advanced

college degrees in nuclear physics, computer science, electrical

engineering, medicine, pathology and business. These professionals,

and all of our dedicated employees, work in clean and modern facilities.
2

The company now accupies over 2o.ooo m of space in multiple facilities

located throughout the world.

The company has always had a tradition of designing its own

procucts. Over the years, a versatile and seasoned engineering team has

, been assembled, skilled in the oesign of analog and digital instruments,

microprocessor controlled equipment and computer based systems.

Canberra's instrument design team has produced over a hundred

different products over the years. The firmware team has oesigned three

generations of microprocessor-based instruments. The company has over

ten years of experience in minicomputers and software development. Its

software staff has experience in over five computer languages, and has

even developed a computer language of our own.

Canberra's manufacturing operation provides the superior workmanship

necessary to produce high quality products. Company's staff of

dedicated employees is supplemented automatic equipment for component

insertion, wave soldering, printed circuit board testing and instrument

inspection. A comouterized production control system keeps the product

flowing smoothly through the production process. The entire process,

sales forecast product plan, material requirement and purchasing are

monitored and controlled by an on line System 38 IBM computer.
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SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS
- - = - _ _ _ _- -_ = = = = - -_ _ _ _

Canberra's largest market is the Scientific Research Community.

Professionals involved in nuclear physics research, nuclear medicine,

material analysis, radiopharmacology - all have the need for sensitive,

precise instruments to measure gamma rays and x-rays. From gross radiation

counting to the precision of germanium based radionuclide analysis,

Canberra has introduced a steady stream of innovative products.

A variety of detectors for gamma ray measurement is availyble. Canberra

has manufactured lithium drifted germanium (Ge(Li)) detectors for over ten

years, and recently began production of high purity germanium detectors.

Recently, by acquirung the Berkeley Germanium Corp., a producer of hyper-

pure germanium material, a new phase in detector production is being opened.

1. DETECTORS

In the new facilities Canberra is developing and producing several
detectors fulfilling specific requirements. Some examples are presented
below:

(a) GERMANIUM WELL DETECTOR crv
Well --

The prominent features are: I Diameter
near 477 counting geometry, -'--

* t~~. - - - '~ 10mm
wide energy range, rvca) - 0os 5m * crona

- . * _ ___ _ j ,, , ., , m-i-T~in End. r-.Dtemperature cyclable, En--Cap
choice of well sizes.

40mm Deteciw
The Canberra germanium well <mesens

detectors provides maximum
efficiency for small samples
because the sample is
virtually surrounded by 
active detector material. The
Canberra well detector is
fabricated with a blind hole I
rather than a through hole, Well- 4mm~

leaving at least five mm of
active detector thickness at
the bottom of the well. The
counting geometry therefore
approaches 477r.

Germanium well detectors are made from high-purity germanium and can
therefore be shipped and stored at room temperature without harm.
Unlike lithium-drifted detectors, high-purity germanium detectors
may be cycled repeatedly between LN2 and room temperature with no
compromise in performance.
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(b) MAC PORTABLE GERMANIUM DETECTOR

The interesting specifications
can be listed as follows:
cpEraticn in any orientation,
light weight, rugged stainless
steel construction, sims-line
oetector/preamplifier configuration,
long holding time.

Fcr aoplications requiring botn
pcrua-ility and flexibility of use,
the MAC (multi-attitude crycstat) is
the answer. Tne unique fill and
vent system Employed by the MAC
allows ooeration of the detector
in any orientation without LN2
spillage even when the dewar is full.
The small size, light weight, and
ruggeoness of the unit permit use of
the unit in field conditions. The
slim-line detector chamber allows the
unit to be shielded very effectively
for use in low level counting applications.

I- Z-1l Z ;

1 - i......... '
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Tne MAC oetector consists of a dewar having two fill and vent ports
arranged such that one or the other vents at all times regardsless of
tne orientation of the dewar. This allows the dewar to be operated in
the horizontal position, vertically uplooking, or oownlooking
without loss of LN2. Unlike simple single-port dewars, which can be
only filled to half of full capacity, the MCA can be filled completely.
This helps to increase the holding time to 24 hours or more when
used with .average size oetectors. Since the unit holds LN2 overnight,
there is no need to wait for cool-down to occur each morning that the
unit is used.

(c) REVERSE-ELECTRODE COAXIAL EE DETECTOR

The main features are:
thin window for low energy
response radiation damage
resistant, ship & store w/o LN2,
room temp on cooled FET, high
resolution.

The Reverse-Electroce Ge
detector (REGe) is similar in
geometry to other coaxial
germanium detectors with one
imnoortant difference. The
electrodes of the REGe are
opoosite from the conventional
coaxial netector in that the
D-tyoe electrode,(ion-implanted
Bcron) is on the outside, and the
n-tvya contact (diffused Lithium)
is on the inside.

.1E (CL>) 22Z E2 ECDETETO ... 50 25 J.t. a
mSE- c:- Z1DS UN:;r 1 -7- 2:

E, -2. S3 ': v.9- _2;2 -_ Ca 1c . 3N E9R

122keV 

i,

6 4KeV )

', 144keV 136keV

LJl_ __ __ _ _ _AJ_ I
LC- -. BE6 SE :B.E - 93775 -. - 323.3 RC-. . 398 E

Co5 7 spectrum with Reverse-Electrooe Ge (REGE) Detector
equipDed with Berylilum entrance wtnoow.
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There are two advantages to this electrode arrangement - ,
window thickness and radiation damage resistance.

The radiation damage resistance properties of the REGe detector
come about for the following reason. It has been found that
radiation damage, principally due to neutrons of charged particles,
causes hole trapping in germanium. Unlike the case of the
conventional coaxial detector, holes are collected by the outside
electrode of the REGe detector. Since a much greater amount of
the active detector volume is situated within a given distance.
A R , of ~he outside contact, than of the inside contact
(Volume - R ) it follows that, on average, holes have less distance
to travel if they are attracted to the outside contact than if they
are attracted to the inside contact. With less distance to .travel,
they are less likely to be trapped in radiation damaged material.
The extent of the improved resistance to radiation damage depends
on other factors, of course, but experimental evidence suggests
that the REGe detector may be 10 times as resistant to damage
as conventional Coaxial Ge detectors.

The ion-implanted outside contact is extremely thin compared
to a lithium-diffused contact. This is conjunction with a thin
crycstat window, extends the energy response down to about
10 keV, giving this detector a dynamic range of 1ooo:1. Needless
to say, this dynamic range exceeds the loc:1 offered by most
analysis systems so the detector is unlikely to be covering the
range of 1o keV to lo MeV at once. A spectrum from Co-57
showing the excellent response is shown below.

2. N I M MO D U L E S

Our Nuclear Instrument Modules were the first products designed

by our engineering team 15 years ago. Staying ahead of the

competion in the NIM area is a tradition that still drives the

management of the company today. The company enjoys a reputation

for developing excellent amplifiers. The characteristics of

Canberra's preemplifiers and main amplifiers are summarized

in the two charts on next page.
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CANBERRA r r -.,L r L, r 1 n PREVIEW CHART

PreamD Noise Charge or Energy Charge or Energy Rise Bias
Model (at 0 pF) Sensitivity Rate Capability Time Ratino

Ge(Li) Detectors

2001 d-c coupled <600eV 100 or 50mV/MeV(Ge) 2 x 105rleV/sec <40ns 5000V

2001A a-c coupied <630eV 100 or 500mV/MeV (Ge) 2 x 105MeV/sec <40ns 5000V

Siicon Surtace Barrier

2003 <2keV 20mV/MeV 'Si) 2.3 x 106MeV/sec < ns 2000V

2004 low-cost <2.8keV 9 or 45mV/MeV (Si) 4.5 x 106MeV/sec <20ns 5000V

Sc:ntillation Detectors

2005 <1 x 10-15 couiomb 4.SmV/picocoulomb 9 x 10.6 coulomb/sec <15ns

2005E iow-cost <1 x 10-' 4 coulomb 4.5mV/picocoulomb 3 x 10-6 coulomb/sec <25ns

2007P tube base <1 x 10-15 couiomb 4.5mV/picocoulomb <4 0ns 2000V
preamp

Prooortional Counters
2006 350 ion pairs 47 or 235mV/106 ion pair 2 x 10 ' 7 coulomb/sec <2Ons 5000V

2006E low-cost 450 ion pairs 47 or 235mV/106 ion pair 1 x 10 ' 7 coulomb/sec <25ns 5000V

CANBERRA AMPLIFIER PREVIEW CHART

APPLICATIONIDETECTOR TYPE USER BENEFIT KEY FEATURES DESCRIPTION AND MODEL

Scinllilaion G M & ProDonional Conrenience & Low Cost PAD in 1 Wide Nlm PreamD/AmD/Dtscriminator 814
Counter Deteciors Discriminator & BiDolar Amo Outputs

Very i gon Counl Rate and Faes Pulse Processing Raoid Return to Baseline Double Delay Line Amp 1411A
Timing AcolDcailons Accurale Timing Results Minimal Time Jltter

X-Ray Difracnon & Florescence Minimal Count Loss @ Higln Rates Fast Pulse Processing X-Ray Amp/Pulse Heigme 1718
Convenience Combinatlon AmD/PHA in a Analyzer

Single NIM WiOth

General Purpose Soecnroscopy excellent Features & Performance Snoile Wiotn UniDooar & Biaolar Soeciroscopy Amoliller 2011
Mooeriae Cost Outouts

Scniilatlon Gas ProDorional & ezcellen Performance at Low Cost Unioolar Outout. Single Width Soeciroscopy AmDlifier 2012
SSB Deteciors/AlDna Soec. wo Snaping Time Constants

Pulse herogn Analysis and hign Pertormance & Convenience Amo/TSCA in Single Wiorh NIM AMP/TSCA 2015A
I Concioence AoDllca lons

hignest Resolution Soectroscocp SlaDle Results witn Varying ComDbnation AMP/PUR/LTC SpecnroscoDy Amplifer 2020
Count Rates

lgoh Count Rate Soectroscopy Accurate Results at Hign Count Rates
For Use Wiin All Detectors OoDlmal Detector Matcning tweile SnaDing Time Constanis

Mionesl Resoluion Spectroscopy I ognesl Resolution lor Lo Mediurm Honesi Performance witnoul PUR/LTC Soeciroscoy Amolifier 2021
Count Rates

For Use vWlt All Detectors Optimal Detecior Matcinng Tweive Shaping Time Constants
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3. M U L T I C HA N N EL A N A L Y Z E R S

Canberra acquired its first multichannel analyzer product when it

purchased Geoscience, a spin off of Technical Measurements Corporation.

Since tnen, several generations of MCA's were designed and now offer

the widest product line in the industry. The inexpensive Series 30 is

the most popular MCA ever sold, the Series 9o the most sophisticated.

The new Series 35 / 4o is the latest in microprocessor technology,

and it might become a standard instrument for all research laboratories.

Special development is the Series lo, the world smallest intelligent

MCA, a real portable unit in latest technology.

(I) SERIES o1

The Series 10, with its menu driven
operation and soft keys is designed
to be operated at the push of a
single button. In the field, a
technician need only push the
"analyze" soft key to execute
an entire analysis sequence.
At the end of the data collection,
a meaningful result will be
calculated and disolayed.

ONE BUTTON OPERATION

Quality assurance is a snap with
menu oriven diaonostics. The Series
lo self diagnostics not only checks
the condition of the memory, it also
verifies all of the hardware including
the power supply, amplifier, ADC and
batteries at the push of a button.
Canberra self diagnostics add a new
dimension to portable spectroscopy
svstems.

BUILT IN DIAGNOSTICS

NAI IDnICANBERRA SERIES10 CO s

NalO 'iD
VF.54096 . _ .A

C,816 

MENU- - - ' --

I EECT REECSI DT EEeg 

En 1z9~~~~~~~~Jjjj~J
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Instant display off all setuo para-
meters is available at the push of
a button. No longer oo you have to
step through an entire setup proce-
oure to check one parameter. Once
displayed, any parameter can be
changed by going directly to that
soft key. In research applications,
Ine Series 10 offers not only superior
performance, but the flexibility and
ease of operation that allows you to
concentrate on the experiment, not
on nhe instrument.

If the custom analysis capability
is needed, the Series lo you can
actually define user's own analysis
equations and sequences in the field.
Some examples of the Series lo
performance are presented in the
pictures of its screen on the figure
below.

INSTANT PARAMETER VERIFICATION

I

APPLICATIONS-SPECIFIC ANALYSIS

(II) SERIES 35 / 4o

The Canberra Series 35/4o Multicnannel Analyzer offers high performance
oata acouisition. CPU data analysis, and simultaneous I/O in one compact,
cost-effective package. The Series 35/4o provides the performance needed
for the research laboratory, the large CRT and ease of use needed for the
classroom, and the flexibility required to fulfill a host of spectrum
analysis applications.

For a single input system, the plug-in Amp/ADC provides a bioolar utility
-mplifier, lo0 MHz ADC, and 2oo kHz MCS. When more than one ADC is
required, the multi-ADC interface is the answer. Up to four external
ADCs - each with its own time base,present, and start/stop control -
can be controlled Lith the multi-ADC interface. All oata acquisition is
via direct emory access, providing maximum throughput regardless of
mode.

A totally flicker-free 9 in. (23 cm diagonal) raster scan CRT is provided
for data analysis. Spectra may be displayed in either linear or log mode,
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along with alphanumeric text for dialogue and status information.
Standard analysis functions include integral. Net Area ( with end point
averaging). Factional Spectrum Stripping, Ratio computation, and
Digital Energy (or time) Calibration. Automating routine analytical
procedures is greatly simplified by options such as Learn/Execute
and Define/Use, a unique Algebraic User Programming Facility.

The Series 35/4o provides an equally flexible Input/Output capability.
A combination TTY/EIA/Cassette interface is standard, and plug-in
options can add serial printers, and X-Y or graphics plotters. An I/O
can proceed simultaneously with data acquisition and display.

For on-line computer control, the choices are equally impressive.
Full Jupiter System Support is available via the RS-422 interface.
Or choose IEEE-488 (GPIB) Talker/Listener of RS-232C. All provide
full MCA control and bidirectional data transfer.

The Canberra Series 35/4o MCA is all of the above, and more. It's
compact, light-weight, and very affordable. A unique combination of
performance, packaging, and price for essentially any spectrum analysis
application.

(III) SERIES 9o

The Series 9o takes multichannel analyzers to a new level of performance.
With a 16-bit processor as the CPU and an industry standard bus, the
Series 9o provides the maximum in flexibility, data throughput, and analysis.
The innovative touch-sensitive display matches flexibility with
unparalleled friendliness. The large high resolution color display
couples a new dimension graphics display with uncanny ease of use.

TM
The inoustry standard Multibus system architechture provides the
user with the opportunity to take advantage of a tremendous selection
of peripheral devices and interfaces that are available from a number
of manufacturers. In adfition, the use of a standard, multiuser operating
system. Intel's RMX 86 , presents the user with a number of potential
uses for the Series 9o that are outside the realm of traditional MCAs.

Essentially all of the Series 9o functions are controlled through a
unique touch-sensitive color display. This touch-sensitive display is
incorporated into a functional display chassis, designed to double as
a computer terminal. Cursor movement has never been easier. A simple
touch of the screen places the cursor in any desired location. Even
the most complicated experimental setups are accomplished quickly and
easily through on-screen interaction with the innovative "menu-tree".
Standard display features include either single or dual trace expand,
multi-trace overlap, logarithmic, linear, and automatic vertical display
ranges, variable vertical offset, display of signed data, and multiple
overlapping regions of interest.

Standard analysis options include both linear and non-linear x-axis
calibration, automatic and manual peak search, spectrum stripping, a
flexible peak net area calculation method, spectrum smoothing,
normalization, ratio, differentiate and integrate, as well as the
versatile automatic task sequencing. Optionally, the Series 9o offers
an Isotope Analysis package as well as Canberra's unique Define/Use/AP-PAK,
a flexible algebraic programming capability.
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NUCLEAR REACTOR MONITORING

Over ten years ago, the first Canberra's computerized radionuclide

identification svstem was installed in the Maine Yankee Atomic Power

plant. Today, there are over 3oo systems in operation, in over 55

countries, for radionuclide analysis, low level alpha/beta

measurements, waste assay, and body buroen analysis. Over 75 nuclear

pwcer stations throughout the world are using Canberra systems.

A separate division is dedicated to the development and support 

of radiation measuring systems for nuclear power plants.

Systems delivered to nuclear utilities are supported with:

- factory-trained field service engineering that provides

on-site service, including 24-hour service response.

- engineering services to provide custom system design.

- project managenent services for turn-key installations.

- formal scheduled training programs for operators and

technicians offered at convenient locations throughout

the world.

Canberra's design philosophy considers the present customers as well as the

future systems users. The systems are designed to be generation-to-

generation compatible, i.e. they can be upgraded. Even the first power

plant customer can easily upgrade any part of his system without scraping

the rest.

These systems are based on the strength of two companies:

Canberra, provides the nuclear soectroscopy equipment, and Digital

Eouicment Corporation supplies the minicomputers and peripheral

eouipment.

For back-uc of these products, there is a dedicated applications

engineering group to insure that complete "problem solving" systems

can be provided. Many customers need to couple the sensitivy of our

instruments to the analysis capability of the computer and we have

over ten years of exoerience in computer based systems to help them.
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COMPLEX DATA ANALYSIS SYSTEMS: QUANTA, JUPITER, CESAS

Standalone Canberra multichannel analyzers can be connected via serial

line interfaces, with DEC computers.

Such a system offers several advantages:

a) It is semiredundant MCA works whenever Computer is down.

b) Computer service is guaranteed by DEC field service all over the
world.

c) There is a wide choice of any DEC Computer from smallest to
largest, whichever fits best to the application.

d) Use of unmodified operating systems guarantees fast debugging, due
to thousands of installations world wide, and excellent documentation.

e) All systems are upgradeable; whenever a new or larger computer
is needed the application programs run on the new system. A new
or additional MCA can be easily connected to the old computer.

The diagram below illustrated the configuration of a Jupiter system
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Typical Jupiter "Distributed Computer Networking System
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CANEERRA STANDARD SOFTWARE PRODUCTS ; SOME EXAMPLES

A number of specific computer programmes have been developed by

Canberra, for use on its compuzerized data analysis systems.

(I) SPECTRAN F

is an application software package for performing rapid and accurate
analysis of spectra obtained with germanium oetectors. This software
may be run under either the RSX-11M or the RT-11 operating system on
Digital Equipment Corporation PDP-11 computers in conjunction with a
Series So/9o. Series 35/40, or model Bloo Canberra Multichannel
Analyzer (JJPITER or QUANTA systmns).- SPECTRAN-F is written in
FORTRAN-IV in order to provide fast execution speed. SPECTRAN-F is
operated from a terminal, and is user-oriented by always prompting
the input needed.

SPECTRAN-F provides the functions needed for germanium spectra
analysis. These are:

- Energy calibration
- Efficiency calibration
- Peak search
- Peak net area calculation
- Isotope identification
- Quantitative analysis of specific activities
- Multiplet decorvolution
- Minimum detectable activity analysis
- "E-bar" average energy calculation
- Radionuclide library editing

(I) GAMMA M

performs rapid and accurate analysis of gamma ray spectra obtained with
sodium iodide (NaJ) scintillation detectors. This software may be run
under either the RXS-11M multi-user or the RT-11 single-user operating
system on Digital Equipment Corporation PDP-11 computers in conjunction
with a Canoerra model Series 8o/9o, Series 35/40 , or 81oo Multichannel
Analyzer. The sodium iodide software is written in FORTRAN in order to
provide fast execution time. It is operated from a terminal, and is user-
oriented by always prompting the input needed.

The sodium iodide software performs the following functions:

- Energy calibration
- Efficiency calibration
- Peak net area calculation
- Isotope identification
- Quantitative analysis of specific activities
- Minimum detectaole activity analysis
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(III) ABACOS

The ABACOS ( Automatic Burden Analyzing COmputer Software) program
determines the radionuclide body burden of a person being analyzed in the
standard shielded chair. Organ doses for the scanned and critical organs
(body, thyroid, lung, or GI tract),are determined by using the single-
uptake model defined in ICRP Publication 2 and ANSI Standard N 343-1978.

Pulse height data are obtained with two sodium iodide scintillation
detectors; one for the thyroid and one for the body, lungs, or GI tract.
The data are collected in a multichannel analyzer that is interfaced to
a PDP-11 computer.

The basic functions provided by the software are:

- Data collection in the multichannel analyzer
- Perform detector energy calibration
- Perform detector efficiency calibration
- Perform body burden analysis
- Calculate dose commitment
- Print results or save on disk

The software performs spectrum analysis by an interative technique
for removing the background continuum under peaks that is due to
compton interaction within the detector and collimator. This technique
is based upon eroding the peaks mathematically into the level of the
true background. For sodium iodide spectra this method is fast and well
suited to the low count rates involved. The peak areas are then determined
by least-square fitting in order to calculate intensities and dose levels.

(VI) AXIL

RT/AXIL (Analysis of X-Ray Spectra by Interative Least-Squares fitting)
is a FORTRAN IV program developed for the oeconvolution of highly complex
x-ray spectra obtained from Si(Li), HPGe (Planar) and LEPS detectors in
x-ray fluorensence analysis, particle induced x-ray emission (PIXE) and
analytical electron microscopy (EM). The software package runs on
Canberra JUPITER computer-based data acquisition and analysis systems
utilizing the Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC) PDP-11 family of
minicomputers. RT/AXIL runs under DEC's RT-11 operating system and is
written in FORTRAN IV, a universally accepted computer language of the
worldwide science and engineering community.

The deconvolution is based on interactive non-linear Least-Squares
fitting to a fitting model. The data used to construct the fitting model,
such as x-ray energies, background shape and spectrum energy and
resolution calibration parameters, are selected from a library by simple
operator commands. The fitting model incorporates special numerical
functions to account for the deviation from the pure gaussian response
of the detector function for very intense x-ray lines. Correction para-
meters are entered for absorption in the detector window, x-ray filters
and/or air path between sample and detector and by absorbtion in the sample.

Program execution can be set for either interactive mode or oatch mode.
In the interactive mode the operator responds to input requests transmitted
to the operators terminal. In the batch mode of operation the input commands
are contained in a file allowing program execution without operator interaction.
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(V) SCANNER

This program was develooed for Canberra systems for nuclear power plants,
and is used for oamma-scanning of L WR fuel bundles for determination of
power or burnup distribution.

(VI) STACK MONITOR

Measures online radioactive noble gas releases at the stack, with a
Dynamic range for Xe- 133 lo0 to 1 Ci/m .

(VII) WASTE BARREL SCANNER

Measures activity and dose of barrels containing compacted waste.

(VIII) PRIMARY COOLANT MONITOR

Onlines determination of activity concentrations in primary collant, with
a typical range lo- to lo Ci/m total activity. The system is sensitive
enough to detect additional leakages in a core with partially defective
fuel.

The table below summarizes the hardware reouirements for use of different
software progrmimmes :

APPLICATION SOFTWARE CONFIGURATION GUIDE

Software MCA and Interface Operating System

SPECTRAN-F Series-80 with 8673 or 8671. RT-11. RT/TSX. RSX-11M
SPECTRAN-F Series-40 with 4273

SPECTRAN-III Series-80 with 8671 RT-11, RT/TSX

Series-80 with 8673 or 8671 RT-11. RSX-11M
ABACOS Series-40 with 4273

CANSCAN Series-80 with 8671 RT-11. RT/TSX

GAMMA-M Series-80 with 8673 or 8671, RT-11. RT/TSX. RSX-11M
Series-40 with 4273

QA Series-40 with 8673 or 8671. RT-11, RSX-11M
Series-40 with 4273

Series-80 with 8673 or 8671. RT-11 RSX-11M
."R! GOS Series-40 with 4273
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CEBAS COMPUTER NETWORKING SYSTEM

The CEBAS system has been designed with the objective to utilize the
inexpensive desk computers for data analysis in nuclear science and
application. The diagram of a typical CEBAS system is presented below:

IEEE - 488 BUS

In support of such system, several computer programmes have been
developed.

(a) CEBAS E

This is an analysis package for qualitative and quantitative analysis of
gamma spectra obtained with HPGe or Ge(Li) detectors. Progrmnlanguage is
standard-BASIC. Runs on all Commodore Business Machines.

(b) CEBAS X

It is intended for analysis of x-ray spectra by iterative least-squares
fitting. This is a BASIC-program developed for the deconvolution of highly
complex x-ray spectra obtained from Si(Li), HPGe (Planar) and LEPS
detectors in x-ray fluorescence analysis.

(c) CEBAS D

Da-atransfer-Software package.

(d) CEBAS GR

Eraohic-Software package.
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WORLDWIDE SALES AND SUPPORT

In a rapidly cnanging, high technology field the effective

world-wide distribution of products requires local application

support and local service. One of Canberra's greatest accomplishments

is the organization to support our products around the world. There

are over 7o offices in more than 55 countries, all committed to

serving the customers.

The Canberra offices are strategically located in addition

there are, wholly owned subsidaries and joint venture companies to

insure the most effective geograohic support, all of these organizations

are managed by nationals, and staffed to provide sales and factory-

trained customer service. Many have application engineering, custom

software, system engineering, and customer training capabilities.

The logical structue of the Canberra electronic products, and

the use of standard electronic components, are an important asset for

the customers in non-servisable areas. Frequently, they can repair

Canberra products, 'be it on board or on components level. Ever in the

most advanced designs', the Canberra engineers have avoided the use of

hybrid boards which can be only repaired at the manufacturer.

Canberra customers around the world are entitled to demand the same

quality of service they would normally receive from local

manufacturers; prompt and complete responses to inquiries, reliable

oeliveries, adequate, reasonable, and timely aftersales service.

Large efforts are being invested to fulfill this reouirEment.
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NUCLEAR INSTRUMENTATION IN A HUNGARIAN
RESEARCH INSTITUTE FOR PHYSICS

A. CSAKANY
Central Research Institute for Physics,
Budapest, Hungary

Abstract

The electronics staff of the Central Research Institute of Physics
has developed a number of nuclear instruments, and manufactured them in
small series. The paper describes some typical products used in research reactor
control, dosimetry, radiation protection and in nuclear analytical sercies.
The list of CAMAC modules manufactured at the Institute is added.

The Central Research Institute for Physics (CRIP) functions as

a national institution of the People's Republic of Hungary, aim-

ing to help national science and national economy. It was estab-

sihed in the early fifties so now it has some thirty years of

experience and a staff of 2000 workers.

It consists of five divisions dealing with

- nuclear energetics

- particle and nuclear physics

- solid state physics

- microelectronics

- measuring and computing techniques.

One of the most important feature of CRIP has been the marriage

of physical research with instrument design and production. The

strong ties between research and experimental equipment design

resulted in several successful projects especially in the field

of nuclear science. It was for the physicists a great asset to

have an in-house computer expert and on the other hand scientists

contribution to instrument or computer design have been in many

cases valuable.

Keen interest in practical applications of fundamental research

has always been an important aspect of the CRIP activities. The

introduction of physical methods into biology, medicine, agri-

culture etc. has been continuosly urged by the Institute. Prac-
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ti!caly all of these methods call for very sophisticated elec-

tronic devices and computer based techniques. Due to the early

recognition of the outstanding role of electronics different

groups of basic instrumentation have been developed i.e. nuclear

data processing modules, multichannel analysers, CAMNC modules,

mini and microcomputers. These could serve as components for the

more complicated tasks, like nuclear power plant instrumentation

or reactor control, etc.

One of the most profitable idea of CRIP's science application

program has been the recognition of the applicability of nuclear

instrumentation in non-nuclear fields. CAMAC modules can be used

as parts in thermal-power station control, oil and natural gas

pipeline control, railway wagoon filling control etc. The prac-

tice acquired in nuclear measuring and control system design

proved very useful when quite different problems of environmental

protection, transport or certain industries had to be handled.

CRIP has worldwide connections in scientific research, - takes part

in several research proDects like VEGA or ZR-6, but has a sub-

statial production of instruments and computers used in

- nuclear instrumentation

- industrial control systems

- computer systens

- task oriented products (in physics, chemistry etc.)

CRIP is by no means a profit orientedorganisatlon. Joint scien-

tific projects and programs get usually greater support by CRIP

than profitable business. Nevertheless it is capable and ready

to cooperate with developing countries not only by taking part

in Doint research projects, but by delivering for them instru-

ments and equipment.

To give an insight to the CRIP instrument development phylo-

sophy and the production capabilities the next pages show ex-

amples.
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NEUTRON FLUX MEASUREMENT AND DOSIMETRY SYSTEMS

FOR NUCLEAR REACTORS

Instrument modules for Nuclear Systems and Nuclear Industry

have been developed and are manufactured at the Central Researcn

Institute for Physics of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences,

Budapest.

Neutron flux measurement and dosimetry systems have been delivered

by CRIP based on these NIM modules to several nuclear facility:

- Research reactor of 5 MW power (Type WR) at the

CRIP, Budapest

- Pool type research and training reactor of i00 kW

power of the Technical University, Budapest

- ZR-6 critical system at the CRIP, Budapest.

- Nuclear power plant, BOHUNICE-2, CZECHOSLOVAKIA

- Nuclear Power Plant, PAKS-1, HUNGARY

- TRIGA pool type reactor, Technical Research

Center of Finland, ESPOO, FINLAND.

As for this kind of systems there is an increasing market demand

production licence has been granted for a Hungarian manufacturer.

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

For the protection of the reactor and personnel and to enable

the reactor power to be controlled it is necessary to install

neutron flux measurement and dosimetry systems. The systems

include in certain cases gamma activity measurements, as well.

On Fig. 1 you can see the available channels and recomendation

for complete nuclear systems.

In order to measure very low neutron flux during reactor start-

up a logarithmical pulse channel of NFA-02.03 [measuring range

10 to 105 pulse/sec) can be used. In order to avoid electrical

interferences the preamplifier IS located at 5 m distrnce from

the core or pool. Thus relatlvely high pulse amplitudes are
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FIG.1

Reactor power covered by neutron channels

transmitted through the coaxial cable. With detectors properly

located the output signal of the logarithmical ratemeter cor-

responds to 10-4W...102W.

The upper end of the pulse channel range is overlapped by the

lower measuring range of the linear dc channel (Type NFA-05.04)

and the logaritmic dc channel (Type NF-04.03).

Compensated ion chambers should be used to decrease the disturb-

ing effect of gamma radiation. The ionization chambers are used

without preamplifiers because interferences can be kept within

the necessary limits by filtering.
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In addition to linear and logarithmic dc channelieasurements,

during full load operation of the reactor, the neutron flux is

measured also by a safety channel (type NFA-05.04.M). Measuring

accuracy should be rather high for reactor power from 1% to 100%

of the full power, thus a linear dc channel with measuring range

of four decades is used. Non-compensated ionization chambers

supply output currents of 10 to 10 A. During reactor shut

down the signals of the linear dc, logarithmic dc and safety

channels can be used in two-out-of-three safety circuits. Every

channel is provided with malfunction indication.

Quality Assurance Procedures

The quality assurance procedures used at the production of the

NIM modules and systems are the same as those applied in the

space research work in CRIP.

The quality assurance procedures are the following:

- All the electronic components are tested and then

submitted to thermal test of 500 hours at 70°C.

- After this ageing process important parameters

like reversehcurrent, beta for transistors, supply

current for IC-s, leakage current for capacitors,

etc. are measured. Only those components are used

in the production for which the test values were

within the given tolerances.

- Printed circuitboards and subassemblies are tested and

calibrated, then submitted to thermal shocks at OOC

following +55 C according to the IEC publication

68-2-14, 1974. After testing the normal operation

another ageing process follows (16 hours at 55°C).

- The tested channels are also tested under extreme

environmental conditions (16 hours at 50°C and 16

hours at 5 C according to IEC Publication 68-2-1

and 68-2-2) for normal operation. During tests the

test values are printed for the Quality Control Record.
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Rel iab i ty

Throughout the system design and producz-on, particular consider-

ation is given to reliability.

Some of the most important points are as follows:

(:) International recomendations are accepted, e.g.

IEC 231/1967, 231 A/1969, 231 B/1972: General

Principles of Nuclear Reactor Instrumentation

(ii) Classical circuit reliability design rules are

followed, e.g. derating, built in redundancy,

minimized stress

(iii) Fault indication is included in the channels

dynamic logic circuits check for correct

voltages

(iv) Careful production process, high level quality

assurance

(v) Component and equipment ageing for eliminating

early failure effects

(vi) Modular design, easy service, replacement or

repair

(vii) Failure Mode and Effect Analysis (FMEA) taken,

Mean Time Between Failures (MTBF) data calculated.

MTBF values have been calculated for all the units. Component

failure rate data have been taken from references analysing

published data from several sources and own observations on

large statistics of components. Components without published

reliability data have been rated by own experiences comparing

to those having known figures.
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The MTBF data of the channels are given in Table 1.

Table 1. Mean time between failure data for measuring channels

MTBF
MEASURING CHANNEL in hours in years

Radiation monitor/channel NFA-Ol.Ol I 30 600 3,5

Stack gas monitor NFA-01.02 23 700 2,7

Log.pulse channel NFA-02.03 18 200 2,1

Log. DC channel NFA-04.03 19 800 2,3

Lin. DC channel NFA-05.04 21 400 2,4

Safety channel NFA-05.04-M 23 300 2,7

N 16 channel NFA-05.05 23 000 2,6

Reactivity meter channel NFA-09.01 21 700 -2,5

COMPUTERIZED REACTOR CONTROL

Modern control of dynamic systems requires much more information

on the controlled process than do the earlier methods. This is

particularly true in the case of nuclear reactors where it is a

prerequisite that the system behaviour during any operational

state or failure must be known in advance and the process must

be controlled by all means. This is the reason why computerized

reactor control research was initiated in CRIP at the late 60's.

The application area of computers in reactor control is quite

wide, it covers the following activities:

- computerized monitoring and control of research reactors,

- development of microprocessor-based safety systems,

- sim.ulation of reactors and Nuclear Power Plants.
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In reactor monitoring and control field until now two systems

were developed for research reactors. The first system began to

operate in 1976 as a data acquisition system facilitating the

operator's work at the 5 MW WR-SM reactor of CRIP. This system

was further developed to play active role in the control of the

reactor and with the new programming system we began to control

the reactor in 1978.

The direct digital control algorithms were developed with IAEA

support in the framework of the IAEA Research Project No. 1194/RB.

A multilevel hierarchical control system was worked out which

uses weakly - coupled subsystems under the supervision of a dy-

namic coordinator program.

The second system is a reactor monitoring system for a 10 MW re-

search reactor in Libya. This computer does not play an active

role but it calculates the DNBF factor every 15 seconds. The in-

stallation of the system was finished in Libya last year. Both

systems use R-10 process computer which is the licenced Hungarian

version of the French MITRA-15.

Development of reactor safety systems has been a traditional prac-

tice in the Central Research Institute for Physics. Until now

tnree systems were developed for zero-power reactors and they are

used at present, as well. Together with the construction of such

systems, theoretical work was also carried out on the estimation

of system reliability of automatic self-checking systems. Micro-

processors and programmable logical controllers provide new tools

to increase system reliability and to solve problems, which are

lacking in the previously constructed systems, e.g. event sequence

recording. At present we work on the construction of two safety

systems, one for our research reactor and an other for a zero-

power reactor to be delivered to Cuba. Both systems are micro-

processor-based.

The reactor simulation is a fundamental tool by wnich different

control strategies can be Investigated for reactor control. First

these studies were carried ou- with a hybrid computer where the

Process was modelled on the analog rart and the control algorithms
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were executed by the digital computer interfaced with the analog

one. Based on these early experiments digital simulation was work-

ed out in the mid 70's which retained in same respect many fea-

tures of hybrid computing technics. A simulation program allows

digital simulation using usual analog elements as functional blocks

in the description of the model to be solved. The program simulates

a high performance analog computer with continuous and with inter-

mittently working digital blocks. The program written in FORTRAN

can run on any computer provided with a standard FORTRAN compiler

since no machine dependent instructions are used. This program is

good for modelling a system as big as a research reactor but it

proved to be small for the simulation of Nuclear Power Plants.

For this reason at present the FORSIM-5M simulation program

package is used in the modelling of the primary cooling circuit

of the Paks Nuclear Power Plant.

COMPUTER BASED DATA EVALUATION FOR REACTOR PHYSICS

MEASUREMENTS

To match the requirements, emerged recently in the field of

reactor physics measurements, we have developed several, com-

puter based systems both for laboratory and nuclear industry

applications. Our modus operandi was to keep a close contact

with the would be users, and this resulted in well taylored,

easy to use systems.

The so called Reactor Physical Parameter Monitor ,-as developed

to support the reactor physical experiments scheduled during

the comissioning and start-up period of the nuclear power

plants.Correspondingly, the system is compact, versatile, and

easy to re-install at any place. The central element of the

hardware is an ICC type microcomputer (made by tne computer

department of CRIP), which is furnished by the necessary com-

puter peripherials and by standard CAMAC modules for the real-

time data acquisition. The system's layout is shown on Fig.2.

A graphic display and a plotter make the system complete. The

soul of the system is the COMMAND data acquisltion program. It
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uses 32 analog input channels and 3 additional pulse scaler

channels. Each channel can be parametrized independently for

active or passive status, the sampling repetition time scaling

factor, name, and physical unit. In addition to acauisltlng and

storing the data on disc files, the program performes several

on-llne calculations, sucn as the momentary reactivity (solving

tne inverse kinetic equations) and the change of tne boron con-

centration In the primary loop, monitcring the mass flow rate

through the feeding line. The most advanced service is, however,

the online calculation of two independent reactivity coefficients

simultaneously.

sICC < I
MC modules microcomputer - Dual floppy dlsc unit

"P ' - - - ' | ^ -

Graphic

display

OtherI~~~~~ co~~~~~~~~i
Other computer 1

| peripherials

Isolation

amplifiers,

converters

Connection panel

to the nuclear

power station's

control system

Figure 2 The RPM system

Technical data:

ICC microcomputer:

Background storage:

CAMAC system:

Maximal sampling

rate:

8080 microprocessor + 64 kbyte solid sate_

memory

2 x 256 kbyte floppy disc

32 channel analog multiplexer

4096 channel sampling ADC

timer-scaler (3 channels)

quartz timer

digital display unit

5 Hz for each 35 channels independently.
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INSTRUMENTS FOR RADIATION PROTECTION

Every country which decided to introduce or expand nuclear science

teaching and research or to develop nuclear power capability has

to maintain a high level of nuclear safety. In small or densely

populated countries safety has particular importance.

In Hungary KFKI provided from the beginning for the necessary

know-how and in great extent the instrumentation of radiationpro-

tection.

A 5 MW research reactor and two zero-power reactors are in opera-

tion in the KFKI. The research reactor used for teachina pur-

poses at the Technical University of Budapest also has been de-

signed with substantial KFKI assistance.

The environmental monitoring system for the country's first nu-

clear power plant at Paks was designed and delivered by KFKI, as

well. KFKI developed and manufactured a wide variety of NIM and

CAMAC modules wich could be used in -he above systems.

1. For external personnel dosirretry of mixed gamma and neutron

radiation two systems have been developed. One for radia-

tion levels of the normal operation and the other one for

accident radiation levels.

The neutron accident dosimeter contains 23Th fission-,

recoil- and (n, alpha) track detectors with plastic poly-

carbonate and cellulose-nitrate. The working-level dosi-

meter however, is an albedo type oneusing recoil and

several (n, alpha) track detectors with cellulose-nitra-e.

Track density counting is made by means of a semiautomatic

image analyzer (VIDIMAT II A).

Dose calculations are based on neutron spectrum estimation

of the detector readincs.

For gamma personnel monitoring purposes a TLD reader has

been developed wich can be used for any TLD materials. To

the TLD reader a teletype and X-Y plotter can be connected.
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For those persons wne are working under nigh risk of radi-

ation a second portable TLD reader has been developed wich

makes possible rather fast TLD evaluation. CaSO,: Tm bulbs

have been developed by KFKI for this portable TLD reader.

Beta irradiation vacuum pump and a TLD oven complete the

system.

2. For internal personnel dosimetry a Whole Body Counter has

been developed.

This Whole Body Counter is devised for qualitative and

quantitative determination of radlactive isotopes incorpor-

ated in certain parts or in the whole of the human body.

The nature of this task implies that only gamma rays and

the bremsstrahlung induced by high-energy beta radiation

can be measured. However, the counter is still applicable

in a great number of fields as the majority of the isotopes

used in industry, agriculture, medicine and nuclear tech-

nology are gamma emitters.

Short description.

Main features: - low.background

- high counting efficiency

- good energy resolution

- activity distribution measurement

possibility

- soft-ware for computerized data

evaluation.

Units

- Shielding room

internal dimensions: 1600x2000x2200 mm

material: iron + lead + copper

- air filtering device

filtering efficiency: 99%

air flow rate: 100 m 3 /h
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- detector (low background)

type NaI(Tl) scintillation detector

dimensions: 6" x 4"

energy resolution: 9 % for 662 keV

- collimators

simple slit (widtn 20 and 30 mm)

focusing collimator (focus dist. 35 cm)

- detector support and drive

motorlc movement (horizontal) 1500 mm

manually adjustable dist. (vertical) 500 mm

- bed

applicable to different measuring

geometry

- detector driving and measuring control

electronics

range of preselectable speed: 0.6-20 mm/s

detector positioning precision 1 mm

control of measurements for the task of

- whole body monitoring with standing detector

- whole body counting by scanning method

- distribution measurement by profile scanning

- signal processing electronics

4 K programmable multichannel analyser

floppy disc

interfacing for computers

high voltage power supply

spectrometric amplifier

interfacing for - X-Y recorder

- printer

- phantoms for calibration

antropomorph phantom

pressedwood phantom

- software for PDP-11 computer

- spectrum decomposition

- compartment analysis for matabolic studies
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3. For environmental radiation dose monitoring around nuclear

facilities quite a few systems have been designed, among

tnem tne Paks Nuclear Power Plant system.

The aim of this monitoring system was:

- In normal operation keeping radiation doses

of the civil population within prescribed

limits

- in case of accidents to provide fast information

on the radiation doses to be expected by

civil population so that necessary measures

can be taken.

For assessing the environmental doses the following parts

of monitoring system are used:

- Telemetric stat-ions for determination of the

time integral of 31I concentration in air

and gamma dose rate.

- Sampling stations and low background laboratory

with devices for sample measurements.

- Mobile laboratory

- Meteorological tower.

The main characteristics of the environmental monitoring

system have been determined with particular regard to

radiolodine monitoring.

XRFA FOR MULTI-ELEMENT DETERMINATION

Nowadays radioisotope induced energy dispersive X-ray fluor-

escence analysis is a generally accepted and widely spread

analytical method, that has successfully been used in prac-

tice for the solution of diverse analytical problems. Basical-

1', X-ray spectrometry is quite straightforward.
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X- rays from radioisotope (5 Fe, Cd or 125I etc.) are di-

rected to a sample that emits secondary Xfluorescent) radia-

tion. This secondary radiation contains characteristic X-rays

of the constituent atoms of the sample. Since the energies

of the_secondary X-radlation are characteristic of the atomic

number easy qualitative elemental analysis can be performed

by precise measurement of the spectra. The intensities of the

different characteristic X-rays on the other hand are strongly

correlated to the concentrations of the element of interest,

that enables quatitative analysis as well.

Advantages

- No high voltage generator is necessary

- Easy to handle

- With the right choice of X-ray source all elements

(Z > 16) of the periodic table can be analysed

- Non-destructive analysis

-3
- Wide concentration range can be investigated (10 - 100%)

Instrumentation

Si/Li detector

sample holder, IKL 32 cryostat

2,5 kV Power Supply

Linear Amplifier

Pulse Shape Discriminator

Baseline Restorer

Vacuum Ion Pump

Control Unit

4 K Multichannel Analyser

TPA-L Computer Terminal

Matrix Printer

KFKI Printer Interface

KFKI HELP Program System

RFA Software Package.
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The software-package includes:

- Deak Indentlfication

- spectra smoothing and stripping

- background correction and substraction

- marking of windows

- peak integration

- special qualitative and quantitative evaluation program

- disc handling, spectrum and analytical results storing.

ACTIVATION ANALYTICAL LABORATORY USING

14 MeV NEUTRONS

Activation analysis is an up-to-date metnod of instrumental test-

ing, and it is used for the solution of many scientific and prac-

tical problems.

The Neutron Generator is a particle accelerator, producing mono-

energetic and isotopic beam of 14 MeV neutron by the D-T nuclear

reaction. The further basic set ups for activation analysis and

their functions:

Sample Transfer Equipment carrying the sample between the Ir-

radiation and measuring points.

Measurina System for the measurement of the radiation emitted

by the sample.

Two types of the activation analysis laboratory is available

1. Single component analyser:

3-5 scintillation detectors with single channel analyser

for activity measurements;

programmable calculator for the evaluation of the

results.

2. ult icomponent- analyser:

Semiconductor detector and 2-3 scintillation detectors

with a multichannel analyser for actlvity measurements;

intelligent CAMAC system and/or intelligent terminal

with TPA-L computer for data evaluation.
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The intelligent terminal w-ln TPA-L computer and .he

intelligent CtAAC system can also be used for the evalua-

tion of tne result ootained by otner measuring metnods

(e.g. 'RFA)

INDUSTRIAL CAMAC MODULES

In addition to the traditional CAMAC modules new industrial

analog modules have been developed on the ground of our former

experiences in laboratory real-time peripherals and industrial

measuring systems. Using these modules different analog systems

of industrial standard can be constructed.

Generally the systems of industrial use have the

features:

- Safe analog signal transfer in the presence of

background-noise

- Floating inputs

- Supplies for different kinds of sensors

- Explosion-safe electrical decoupling

- Easy, economical expansion

- Moderate scanning rate.

following main

extensive

Our industrial analog module family has all these charecter-

istics while it fits organically into our system of general

CAMAC modules (e.g. digital, output modules, etc.)

CRIP's industrial analog CAAC module family:

- Integrating Analog-Digital Converter

- Multiplexer Control Unit

- 16-Channel Multiplexer

- Terminating Adapters

- 16-Channel Multiplexer

- Dual Bridge Power Supply

- Octal Floating Powered Bridge

- Octal Floating Powered Bridge

- Cold Junction Power Supply

- Cold JunctLon Compensator

- Cold Junction Compensator.
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